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They,e ís a sayíng uhích says that seíentists aÎe peopLe uho

aye Leapning more anã mot'e about Less aná Less, untiL one d'ay eaeh

nLL.L knou euerything about rnthing'

But it seems to me that to Learn mov'e anÅ mov'e about Less and

Less, it is necessallA to Learn more and more about more anÅ moz'e'

For etsen the smaLLest system eontains a myt'íad of principLes, uhen

unã.erstood in its fuLLest compLeæity'

Thís phíLosophy ís particuLarLy appropT¿ate foT the uoy'k

discussed. in this thesis. The studLes inuolued inuestigatíons

ínto refLection processes ft'om the upper Ìnliddle-Atrnosphez'e' Iet

to fuLLy unåeistand the processes requires unåev'standing of marLy

concepts; e.g. t,adio uaDes, tutbuLence, fLuid dynamics' graÐifu

üaues, tides, magnetionic theoty, photochemistry' chemístry'

SoLan-Terrestr,íaL phenomerø, meteors' globaL eircuLation, alld'

rocket techniques, to rtøne but a feu'

TI.K. HOCKfNG
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SUMMARY

Radiowaves (typicaLly 2 to 50MHz i.e. HF and vHF radio bands)

incident upon the íonosphere from below suffer weak partíal

reflection at altitudes between 50 and 100 kn (the ionospheríc

D-regíon). These weak reflections are used to measure various

parameters such as wind speeds and electron densitíes for the

region. However, the mechanisms causíng this scatter are not yet

fully understood.. The purpose of the work for thís thesis \¡/as to

obtain more information on the nature of these scatterers.

A wide variety of factors may be related to these scatterers'

anrl so the first part of the fírst chapter is dedicated to a revier¡

of general properties of the D-region. This is followed by a

more intensive review of previous investigations of D-region

scatter characteristics.

Since turbulence may be important in relatj-on to this scaËter,

the second chapter contaíns a review of t.urbulence. Some

important formulae are presented, including some which are belíeved

to be origínal.

Chapter III descrÍbes the equipment used for the ínvestigations

undertaken, and gíves some preliminary observations, while

Chapter IV discusses in detail many of the important general

features of these scatterers. Chapter II can, in some ways, be

considered as Ëhe most important chapter of the thesis.

Observatiofrs \¡Iere made near Adelaide, Australia (35o56'S, 138"30t8)

and Townsville, Australia (19"40'S, 146"54'E), initially at

frequencies close to ZMHz. Stratificatíon of echoes was shown to

occ.ur. The first direct observations of the angular spectrum of

the scatterers are also presented, and resulËs agree with previous
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indirect measurenents. Scatter is generally quasí-isotropic

above B0 to B5kn, but quite "mirror-1ike" (Fresnel) below 75 to Bokfn.

The temporal variation of echo sËrength was also monitorecl, and

at times extremely strong, short-lived "burststt were observed'

This was particularly so for heights below about 80km, where povler

"bursts" up to 10 and 20 dB above the "normal'r level could be seen'

The observing equipment was fully calibrated, allowing absolute

measurements of effectíve voltage reflection coefficients to be

ob tained.

Chapter IV also contains a review of VHF scatter observations

by other autho,rs, since vHF results complement HF results Èo some

degree.

Investígations of the specularity of scatter by utilÍzing

arnplítude hístograms are presented in Chapter V, and in particular

the Ríce distribution is extensívely used. This may prove Èo be

a controversial chapter, since it, dismisses (with reasons) several

investígatíons carried out by other authors. However, the author

is confidenÈ of his results, parËicular1y since they agree well

with previous conclusions reached by studyíng the angular spectrum'

It was found that scatter from below =Bokm is quite specular, whilst

scatter from =80 to gOkm appears to contain a mixture of specular

and random quasí-isotropic scatter.

In all the observations, a knowledge of the background noíse

level is essentíal. For this reason' Chapter VI ís dedicated to

discussions of the determination of mean noise levels from

observations of the signal. For cases in which both amplitude

and phase are recorded thís is quite símple, but the problem

becomes somewltat rnore difficult when only amplitude ís recorded'

The presence of noise also distorts the auto-correlation function
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if data is recorded as amplitude-only, and the form of this

distortíon ís díscussed. It ís believed that much of the theory

presented in Chapter VI is original work.

The use of equipment capable of recording both amplítude and

phase simultaneously also provided a major advance in the under-

standing of these scatEerers. Such equipmenE was ínstalled at

both the Townsville and Adelaide sites, and Chapter VII discusses

results obtained. It is shown that the fading times observed are

prirnarily relaÈed to beam-broadening, so these fading rates

cannot be used directly for determination of turbulence parameters.

However, some authors have attempted to make such measurementst
,

and some controversy may resul.t from a few of the statements in

this chapËer. It is also shown that observatio¡s taken rtrith a

tilted beam produce wider Povler spectra than those taken with a

vertical beam. An explanation for this effect is presented, and

it ís believed that thís is the first time that this explanation

has been recognized. The explanat,ion is related to 2-dimensÍonal

turbulence. The effect is used to deríve turbulence Parameters

(eddy dissipation rate, eddy diffusion coefficient, outer scale) '

and it ís believed that the first such useful measurements aÈ HF

are contained ín this thesís. Estimates by other authors vüorking

at HF are believed to have been made using erroneous assumptíons,

and to have been adjusted to appear realistíc by the manipulatíon

of unknown constants to compatible values.

A comparison of partial reflections ù/as also made with

simultaneously recorded high resolution measurements of electrori

density made duríng a rocket flight at Woomera, Australia

(30o45'S, 136ô18'E), and the results are presented in chapter VIII-.
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This comparison gave further insight into the naÈure of D-region

scat ter .

Chapter IX contains a more detailed sealch for mechanísms

causing the scatter. The role of turbulence is discussed, and it

is shown that this is unlikely to directly produce Èhe observed

scatter for heíghts below about 75 to B0km. However, this does

not rule out índírect turbulence effects. Above B0 to B5km'

turbulence is quite capable of producing a significant component

of the observed scatter. The role of wínd shears and gravity

rüaves in producing these scatterers is also díscussed. It appears

that graviËy waves may play an important role.

Towards Ëhe end of the work for Ëhis dissertation' facílíties

were installed at the Adelaide site to allow observations of the

scatter at a frequency close to 6MHz. The ability to observe on

two frequencies símulËaneously proved extremely useful, and

comparisons of 2 anð,6lu|Itz results are presented in Chapter X.

Although the exact natuTe of the scatterers is stil1 not

known, it is believed that thís thesís has made some progress in

understanding these scattering phenomena.
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Table of Syrnbols

The following table gives a brief summary of the symbols used in
this thesis. I^/ithin any one section' the use of symbols ís
generally consistent; but different sectíons may o¡ occasíon use
differenÈ sets of symbols. For example, sometimes "n" ís used
f.or refraclive index, and sometímes"U'.' I have tried to be lairIy
consistent, but this has not always been possible, especially
when the diversíty of topics covered is appreciated. Further,
itisp OSS íb1e some svmbols have been míssed , particularly if
they are used only a few times.

Not all the symbols are fully defined, either. For example, I
write " O = potential Ëemperaturert'but do not explain the term
rrp.otential temperature". There is no room to f u1ly def ine all
symbols. Either see the text, or other references, for fuller
defínitions.

I. ROl"iAN

A: used at times to represent amplitude of return echoes
(Prairs etc.).
Aefl = effectíve area for aerial arl.'ay.

az sometímes used as a constant.
a(t) = amplitude tíme series.

B : B = magnetic induction, H/Po.
C: CprCv - specifíc heats at ðonstant pressure, volume

t= c#i P, v].
L

c = speed of sound (w^/o^)t.

"k,"0., 
= comPlex fadiñg time.

c: corcv = specific heats at constant pressure, volume

,:,4ur, p,v]. B _-
c = speed of light (= 2.9979 x 10 rn s lin a vacuum).

c = speed of sound (at times) (=(ypo /o;4).
D: O6(r) = structure function (turbulence).

D = directíviEy of aerial artay.
d: total dífferentiation, ..g 4-' dt'
E: E=elecÈricfíeld.
e: ã = charge of an electron (=I.602x10-19 coulombs).

eij = strain tensor.
F: F'l force; F = force per unit mass at times.
fz f = frequency; f = force per unit mass at times.
G: Gain of aerial array.
gi acceleration due to gravity ( Ð.8m s-2 at ground level) .

H: H = magnetic field = u,..'Þ.
-H- = scale heÍght (C2/y"g for isothermal atmosphere).

Special Case:
H = Z-H in appendíx B where II = magnetic field of E-Mo-

radiatíon, and Zo = froÇ
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J

K

xval-

h = heat flux vector.
7-t ^t times; í = unit vector parallel to x axis;

i = current.
Fl at times; j = unit vector parallel to y axis;

j = current density.
K = díelectric constant = e/ eeo
K = complex v/ave-number (e.g. f, = Ur+i þ)
K2M, Ko2M, K2Inl, Ko2lnl' K6M, Krt6M' KT3' K'^T3

= calibration constants.
K*r4, = eddy diffusivities of heat, momentuln.
k-= tinít vector parallel to z axís; k = Boltzmannrs

consËant (p=pkT, r^rhere p may be in partÍc1es per unit
mo1e, or mass per unit volume; ir-r the latter case,
use k ).

m

k = wavenumber.
k = reciprocal scale ín turbulence analysis.
L = absorption parameter
L = outer scale of turbulence (also L , L(m), L ).
o=turbulence".rt."rf, 

m o

¡'¡ ='potential refracÈíve index gradíent; M^ = potential
refractive index gradient in Íonospherei

IM]= susceptibílity matrix ín analysis of E-M radiation
propagatíng through ionosphere (Appendix B).

me = mass of electron.
N = concentration of electrons.
¡ = phase refractive index = nO * j n,
n = frequency (at Ëines).
P = polar diagram function of array ñ r ^-rp = consÈanr ín graviry wave analysis (Ë* = ä* = )

p = atmospheric pressure (possibly total, possibly perÈurbation)
po= background atmospheric pressure

pt = perturbatíon pressure.
Q: Q = heat content; Q = rate of heaÈ transfer
R: R = reflection coefficien

R - gas constant in p = pRT, Q in moles/uniË volume;
Rij 2-poinÈ velocíty correlation functíon (turbulence).
R = radiation resistance.r
R = consranr ín graviry wave analysis (+ = fi; = ...)
RO = Fourier transform of reflection coefficient.

ti r = reflecËion coefficient.
S: S = enÈropy
s: s = enËropy
T: T = temperature
t: t = time; to = tíme for turbulence to form.

U: U = wi-nd velocity (often background wind velocity).
u: I = wind velocíty (often perturbation velocity).

u = x component of wind velocity.
V: V = volume

V = wind velocity.

L:

M:

N

n:

o

m

P

P
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v: v = volume (at tímes).
v - phase velocity of wave
vg = ErouP velocitY
v-= fluíd velocity or wind velociÈy (often perturbation

component) .

v = y component of wind velocity.
w: \t = z component of wind velocity. rr__x: x = consranr in gravirv r""ã"]"åir"t" (F = fi = ...1
x: x = horizontal cartesian co-ordinate (Eastward)

(x1, x2, x3) = cartesian co-ordinates.
y: y = horízonÈal (Northward) cartesían co-ordínaËe

y(t) = amPlitude time series
Zi Z^ = 6-Tt = impedance of free space.oo-o-'uu

Z = constant ín gravity vrave analysis (e.g. f = *l ...1
za z = vettícal cartesian co-ordinaÈe.

z(t) = amplitude time series.

II. GREEK

a = angle (general).
o =, angle between group and phase paths of ionospheric

oú

f; f_, f- = adiabatic lapse rate..g'a
IO = f functíon.

y: y = Cp/cv.
A: used to indicate small steps, e.
ô: used to indicate sma1l steps, e.
s: e = permittivítY of free spaceo-

n:

o:
0

2/s 
.

r+Ar.
r + ôr.
8.85 x IO-I2 Farad m-1)

E-M wave. . t,
o = constant in turbulence relation E = oat'"k
dI2, d24 = Rice Parameters (Ch. V).

g.
g.
(=

e = permittivity.
et = complex perrnítËivity.
cD = receiver array effícíency.
eì = trattsmítter arîay effíciency.
e'= internal energy per unit volume for a fluid.
e = energy generation per unit mass for turbulence

(also at t.ímes used for energy dissípation rate)
e, = víscous energy díssipation rate (turbulence).

d

e_ = bouyancy dissipatíon rate.e-
6 = íntegration varÍab1e i e = space co-ordinate (especially

when used in correlation functíons).
o "o"nx 

(absorption relatj-on);
= Kolmogoroff microscale;
= Ëotal backscatter cross-section (= 4no).
= potentíal temperature.
= angle (general) : particularly that from the vertícal.
= general sca ar (turbulence).
= potentíal temperature at tímes.
= dielecËric constant = er . K = Re(rct).

t

Ç

L
n
n
0
A

e

e

K

e

K¡ Kt, r = molqc.ular cliffuslon coeffícienÊs of particles
m

K:

(density), temperature, mornenEum.
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À

u

À = wavelength; À = mean free path.
p = phase refractive index = UB + jur' j

= group refractíve index.

= U* cos cx, for E-M radíation propagating through

ionosphere.
= permeabíIiEy of free space = 4n x 10-7 Henry m I

/:T

e

e

u

u

u = permeability
p = dynamic viscosity coefficient.
v = kinematic viscosity = |/p.
y = electron collÍsion frequency with molecules.

m

used as a t'specular componentt' in Ch. VI.
often used as ínt.egration variable; E = space co-ordinate,

especíaJ1y when used ín correlat.ion functions.
îT = 3.14159 = constant relating circumference and díameter

of a círcle.
p = density (possÍbly toËal, possibly perturbation)
po = background density, pt = perturbation densiÈy.

p^ = ground reflectíon coefficient.
Y

pO' = autocorrelatíon function.
0. = interpolated value of p (t) i.e. spike removed.
Sümrnation Symbol
Õíi = stress tensori 6 = backscatter cross-section per unit
^'steradian (=¡/4n¡' o = conductivity.

Õ 2 = structure functíon of turbulence (at. times).
rr= time (especíally used as time lag ín correlation functíons).
Q = gravitational potential per unít mâss.

Q = angle Ín xy plane from x axis.
X = solar zenith angle; X = L.u ín gravity lrave analysis;

X = electron Lo neutral densíty ratio;
X2 = chisquare test parameter.
used as angle at times.
Q = angular frequency at tímes (particularly that of Earth)
f). = electron gyro-frequency = S-B -I

-radm ;

f,Ì = r¡ - k . U = Doppler-shifted frequency of gravíty wave
movíng with a wind, U.

f,) = resistance.
o = angular frequency; ¡Jg = gravity wave cut-off in

isothermal atmosphere; oa = acoustic cut-off.
oB = Brunr-vaisala f requency = tå ' E' = tfirþr"r l%

u o

5

E

v

1T:

'IJ 
:

o

(.r.)

p

\'

ú

T

0

0
X

III. OTTIERS

v(erad) ==**i
E -r 

A ' , A

Yk=lâk *J-af.
xy

b . L # (cartesian co-ordinaËes)

k.k)=wave'umber.y- z
ö+k , (k

ak x
z

3 = partial differentíation symbol.
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+=+*v . v .(also wriÈËen*r. times).DEdE-dÍ
DAE = DÍfferenËfal Absorption Experiment.
PRD = Partial Reflection Drifts.
PRF = Pulse repetition frequency.
CI{ = continuous \^Iave.
RF = radio-frequency.
IF = intermediate frequency.
PRAIR - ParameÈer of Reflectíon for Adelaide lonospherÍc Reserach.
TIBP = Townsville Ionospheric Reflection Pararneter.
CRO = Cathode-Ray Oscilloscope.
SIùF = Short-wave fadeouË.
RMS = Root mean square.
<x> = mean of x.
i = me"t of x.
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Chapter I: General Review of the Atmosphere

When IIF radío líaves are transmitted vertically, they are often

weakly reflected from regions of the aÈrnosphere in the heighÊ regime

50 to 10Okn. The purpose of the r¿ork for this thesís I4Ias to give some

insight into the physical causes for this weak scatter. Experiments

were carried ouË at three stations in Australía; Adelaíde (35"S, L3BroE),

Townsville (19'S, 147'E), and I'Ioomera (31oS, 136'E). A frequency close

to ZMkIz was used in all cases. At Adelaíde, observatlons could also be

nade at 6lu[ÍIz.

DeterminaËion of the nature of these scaÉtering mechanisms ís not

simple, however. 'A general undersÈanding of the atmospherers chemísÈry

and dynamics ís necessary before sígnificant progress can be made in this

guest. Chapter I of this thesis atÈempts to provide such a background

of ínformatíon.
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1.1 Introduction

The work contained Ín thj-s dissertation discusses primarily the

regíons of the EarEhrs atmosphere between 60 and l00km above ground l-evel.

SËudies are concentrated largely on deËerminaÈion of the mechanisms

causíng weak parÈial reflecÈion of radío vlaves (2-50MHz) from this

regíon. This would appear, then, to be quiËe a smalL topic. However,

thls ís not the case. The reflections are quite importanE for a variety

of ionospheric studies, including Èhe measurement of wÍnds in thís regíon,

and the measuremenÈ of electron densities. The various uses wÍ11 be

díscussed ín more detail later. But the fact remaÍns that a clear ínter-

pretatÍon of the resulËs of experiments using these partial reflectíons

ís not possíb1e ,rr,ail the nature of the scaLËerers is fully understood.

Yet an understanding of these scatterers requires quite a general back-

ground of knowledge of Ëhe static and dynamic properties of the regíon

ín whích they resíde; and an understanding of Ëhe properties of this

region requires in turn some degree of understanding of the properËies

of the rest. of the atmosphere, for the regíon cannot be treated ín

isolation.

A complete discussion of Ëhe whole atmosphere would be an unrealístÍc

proposal, particularly in a thesís of Ëhis type. A more than elementary

understanding of the aËmosphere is, however, essentía1. The approach

taken in this thesis is to concenLraËe largely on the region 60-1001qn'

and refer to other regions as the need arises. A bríef revíew of the

atmosphere as a whole is given in Appendíx A. The appendix concenÈrates

l-argely on atmospherÍc nomenclature, and the neutral atmosphere. A

secËion on íon and electron disËribut.íons above 100krn ls also included.

The discussion is of the type found Ín general text books on the ion-

osphere.
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Hor¡ever, discusslon on the 60-100km regfonts properties is felt to

be of sufficient relevance to be lncluded in Ëhe.bulk of this intro-

ductory chapter. The techniques used to obtaln Ëhe varÍous results will

noË be'dlscussed. Graph L,2a, which may perhaps seem more appropriate

to Appendix A, ls Lncluded in thÍs secÈ1on beeause it shor¡s well the

transiËíon from the structure below L00km to thaÈ above. F.igures A2

and A3 given quite good sumnaries of the disÈribution of the important

molecular and ionic species in the atmosphere, and a quÍck inspectíon of

them fs recomnended.
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L.2 The Lower E and D Resions

L.2.L Basic Structure and ChemÍst rv

Belo¡¿ the E regíon, a hígh proportÍon of the incídent high energy

ionizing solar radiation has been absorbed, and the ionization fal1s

arÂray. However, the Lynan-e (L2L.6nm) hydrogen line of emíssion from

the Sun is extremely strong, and also suffers less absorption by O, O,

and N, than many of the more energeËic radiations, and índeed many of the

longer wavelengths, too. (The atmosphere has by ttchancett a window in

the spectrum aÈ 121.6nm). This Lo line then ionízes NO in the lower

atmosphere (75-90km) to produce some degree of lonízatÍon. O, is also

íonized, above abouË 85km, by UV, X rays (0.2-0.Bnn), and Lyman ß. A

good diagram of the dominant ionízíng radiations can be found ín RatclÍffe

(tOtZ) lig. 2.3. A more deÈaÍled discussion ís to be found in Gnanalingam

and Kane (1978), Fig. 3. For ease of reference, the production rates of

Thomas (1971) are reproduced ín Fíg. 1.1. Below about 75km, Cosmíc rays

can produce a significanÈ degree of íonizatíon, and X-rays can be ímportant

during solar flares at these lower heÍghts. Paramesr^raran et al. (1978)

and Gnanalingam (1978) both give examples of D region dependence on

0.1-0.Bnm X-rays.

In all cases, the electron concentrations are much greater by day.

This ís so even for Cosmic-ray produced 60-70km ionization, because the

free electrons attach to neutral molecules at night. Thís attachmenÈ is

very sensitive to photo díssociatÍon, so as soon as the Sun rises the

electrons become free quÍckly, and a rapid increase in electron densíty

thus occurs at sunrise (wíth a si-mil-ar rapÍd decrease at sunset). Higher

up (about BOkm), the build-up of electron density duríng the morning is

a much sl-ower process.

Electron precipitation (that ís, dumping of htgh energy electrons

from hígh ín Ehe thermosphere and plasmasphere) can also be a signÍficant
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source of ionízation - for example MonËbriand and Belrose (1976);

Chamberlain and Jacka (1979).

The rates of most recombinatíon processes ensure Èhat there are

few free elecËrons at night, íf there are no íonizing sources. However,

a níght time ionosphere does exíst. The reasons for this are not fully

clear, b.ut several mechanísms have been proposed. Photo ionization by

L and L^ radiation resonantly scaÈËered around the Earth by the hydrogenaÉ
Geocofona, is one suggestlon (TohrnaËsu and hTakai (1970) have shown

photoionízatíon by Lß could account for míd-latÍtude níght-Eime E region

electron densitles). IonÍzaËÍon of N0 bY La, and of O, by Lß, are both

effective. Thomas (1971-), Fig. 10, gíves typical nÍght-tine production

rates. Chamberlain and Jacka (1979), have presenÈed evídence that

partíc1e precipltation (elecËron precipíEatíon especially) could have an

effect at míd-latitudes at least equal ín effect to the above processes.

The suggest,íon ís al-so made, from time Èo tÍme, that direcË meËeoric

ionizaÈion may be an importanË process, but 1Ítt1e qualítatíve daÈa to

support this appears to exisË. CertaÍnly, however, metallic ions left

by meÈeors can play ímportant roles in the creation of some sporadic E

layers (eg. Sínno, 1980).

Thomas (fgZÐ is a good reference for an iníÈíal understanding of

some of Èhese ímportant ionízíng effects, although of course under-

standing of D region chemísÈry has ímproved since then. A more recent

discussíon is Èhat of Torr and Torr (L979).

The role of water cluster ions in D region chemÍsÈry Ís quite

sígnificant, but oEher molecules also pJ-ay important roles. Thomas (7976),

has discussed the role of C0, in helpÍng speed up the creation of some

(HZO)', appears to be formed with Èhe help

Thomas finds Ëhe reactíons reasonabJ-y

of these r^rater clusters. NO

I

of CO, and thence H'(II2O)'.

+
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Fig. l.2b Lower lonosphere dominant Íons. The siËuat.íon in general
can be described as an trtO+/Or+ dominance above BOkm, and

a qrater cluster ion dominance below about 75k¡n.

ThÍs dlagram does not lnclude all the maJor Íons, but is
representative of Ëhem. the H+(ttrO)O (a1so d.enoted as

+
\O'(H2O)r) curve of the rn/arm \der model of Reid (1977)

is typfcal of many of the Ht water clusters, with a rapid
decrease above about 75-B0km. However, Ehe domÍnant
clusters vary with temperature and conditions. In Reídrs

++
models, H'(t120)O and H'(H20)3 are the main clusters, but
their concentrations and. relative importance vary with
rüaÊer vapour cont.ent and t.emperature. The rocket flights
of Aikin et a1. (1977) sugges

and H^o*(H^O)^ concentraÈionJ J_'Z'3
and HrO'(HZO) , Ij.e between H

the Aikín profiles.

OËher clusters also exíst, eg., trtO+{ttrO¡rr. Reidts models

shor^red the concentrations and shapes of the profiles of
these species to be a líttle simílar Eo those of the H*
clusters; although the heights of the maxima, and the
domlnant ions, again changed wiËh teurperature and water
vapour content. UO+{ttrO)n_l = L and 2, appearecl to be

the main members of the NO'(H2O)n series.

Other clusters such as XO+CO, exist too (eg., Reid , Lg77).
I

Thís NO' profile due to Aikín et al. is a líEtle abnormal,
and this appears to be a day oFão*alous üIinter absorptíon
Such days have an unusually large concentration of NO* at
B0 to 90krn (with a correspondíng lowerÍng of the vüater

cluster to NO* domínance height (transition heíght)),
resulting in sËrong absorptíon of HF radio Ì¡raves due to
the associated Íncrease ín electron densÍty.

The differen.ce beËween the NO* profiles for the Reid cold
dry, and Reíd hrarm ü/et models is clearly quite signíficant,
showing Èhe sensitivíty of the regÍon to temperature and
water vapour changes.
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temperature dependent, and hence expects some degree of seasonal variation

of the various profiles.

FÍg. 1.3 shows some of the prínciple D regÍon reactÍons (from

Chakrabarty eÈ al-. , 7g78b). Or* and NOf are the main ions formed by

dírect solar radiaÈion, and the chemistry sËarts here. Reactíons ínvolvíng

C02, H20, NZ, and 0H then proceed from thís poinÈ. The final sËate of

the atmosphere ís deterrained as the equil-ibrium of all Èhese react,ions.

The concentrations of the various specíes can play an Lmportant role in

this equilibrium, and the reactions can be extremely temperature

dependent. Chakrabarty et al., (L97Ba) provÍdes an example of comparísons

of such calculatio¡rs r.¡ith experimenË. Increases Ín densíties of N,

N, due to turbulent díffusíon from higher up, and temperature changes,

have both been invoked to explaín increases in NO* densÍtíes (with

correspondíng electron increases) at 80-90km whích are seen from Èime

to time (Koshelov , L979; ChakrabarLy eË al. , 1978c) . These Íncreases

in electron concentraÈíon give rise Èo higher than normal radio wave

absorptíon, and occur partÍcularly in winter, when the mesosphere is

!üarmer. Thís phenomenon is cal1ed anomûlous winter absorption, (or simply

the winter anomû.1y) and will be discussed ín more detail shortl-y.

Fig. 1.4 shor¿s a typical D regíon el-ectron density profile. The

ledge at 80, B5km is a coumon feature of D reglon profiles, and can vary

ín heíght by 2 to 6km over a few hours (Trost, L979). There is sometÍmes

a smal1 dip in electron densíty irrrmediately under the 1edge, (a little

símilar to that on 16 Jan.). Another feature of D regÍon profiles is

the presence of a maximum Ín electron density near 60krn - perhaps a

little similar to Ëhose Ín Fig. L4. Thís can sometimes be quite

pronouncecl .

The ledge at B0-85km, and assocl-ated dip underneath, has been

investigated theoretically by Chakrabarty et a1. (1978c). They find
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from Smith et al. (1978). 5 Dec. ís a normal day, and 16 Jan.
a day of high absorptibn at 1.BMHz. The rapid ínerease ín
electron densíty aÈ about 85, BOkm (ledge) is a conmon feature.
A small 1íp under Èhe ledge, as on 16 Jan., also ofËen occurs.
A bulge in electron densíty at around 60 to 70km is also ofËen
seen, at least aË míd-latitude ín the Southern Hemisphere -
parÈicu1ar1y during sunspot minimum, since Galactíc Cosmic Rays
are aË a maxímum then (during sunspoË maxi:num, the cosmic rays
are in effect "blown arrray" by the solar wind - the so called
"Forbush effect" eg., see Van Allen L979). 1972-73 ¡¿ere near
sunspot mÍnimum. A reference for general profiles ís Mechtly
et al. (L972). McNamara (1979) also provídes average D-region
elecEron density profíJ-es, though wíth very coilrse resoluÈion.
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that they can sfmulate this ledge on purely chemical grounds. The

height Hc of intersection of the q(0r) and q(NO) profiles (ion-electron

productÍon rates) ís one important parameter. The q(N0) profile has

a mfnÍmum value at abouË 851@, and vrhen Hc is below thís heíght, the

ledge forms. The explanation of Chakrabarty êt al. also explaÍns the

sudden decrease in hydronium ions associated with this ledge. The rÍse

of temperaËure above the mesopause, and the decrease of total neutral

particle densíËy with height are the main causes of this hydronium ion

decrease. The resulÈs form an extensíon of the work of Ferguson (1972),

r"rho fírst explained this fall off as being associated wiEh the reaction
.LIO,'+O+O^'*03.4¿

The bulge near 60km 1s probably produced by CosmÍc ray íonizatíon.

The díscussíon thus far has related only to electrons and positive

Íon chemfstry. Ho¡¿ever, negative ions certainly exist, often formÍng

by the attachment of an electron to a neuÈral molecul-e (equation A2).

Thomas (I97L) has discussed these reactions to some degree. They can have

Ímportant effecËs. It has already been seen, for example, how these

ions form at low heíghts at night-tíme, thus reducing the number of

nlght tj.me free electrons at 60-70kn. Koshelev (1979) also gives an

example of D region negative ion chemÍstry. The mosÈ important íons

are O-,, 0r-, CO3 , N02 r OH , 02 , O4-, CO4- and NOr-.

Other constituenÈs not mentioned here can also affect D region

chemÍstry - for sxample, mesospheríc dust can play a role (eg.,

Parthasarathy 1976).
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L.2.2 Propasa tion of Radio Waves Through the lonosphere

The passage of radío r/aves through the ionosphere musÈ, of course,

be well understood before a clear understanding of Èhe scatter mech-

anísms Ín thaÈ region can be obtained. For most problems ín this thesis

a símple ray theory is adequate. At high electron densitíes ray treat-

ment is not valid, however, and a more comp'Iex "full r¿ave solutionrr Ís

necessary. A complete discussion of the propagation of electromagnet.ic

radiation through an ionosphere ís beyond the scope of thÍs thesís, but

some degree of undersÈanding is essenEial. For this reason Appendix B

has been íncluded. The appendix firstly díscusses the general case of

radio \^rave propagatíon in a fairly non-mathematÍcal contexË, and then

goes on to discuss the particular case of the íonospheric D-region.

The concept of r^rave groups, ray paths and the I,IKB approxímation, and

radío wave absorption are consj-dered Èo some degree, with some of the

more relevant ful1 wave formulae beíng also given. I{orkers in íon-

ospheric physics will be well familiar with these discussions, buË for

readers not dÍrectly invol-ved in this field, the sectÍon may give a

feel for Èhe problems involved in radio hlave propagaÈlon.

The role of radÍo \¡rave absorption Ín the íonosphere has always been

an ímportant facet of Íonospheric research. The studÍes of this

phenomenon can l-ead to an understanding of some important pl:ocesses in

Ëhe ionosphere, and for thís reason a fairly detailed review of D region

absorption studies ís included ín Lhe next sectÍon.

AbsorptÍon processes can also be used to calculate the D region

elecËron density as a functÍon of heíght. l,Ihen a radio \^Iave enEers the

Í-onosphere, íÉs strength is attenuated due to absorptíon (Appendix B).

ThÍs absorption ís a functÍon of electron density. If two radío \{aves

are transmÍtÈed, each suffering a different degree of attenuaËion for

a gÍven electron density, Èhen the ratio of absorpÈion of the two \¡Iaves
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as a functlon of height of scatter can be used to obtain an estimaÈion

of the electron densfty profile. Usually, the two radio waves used

are O and X modes on one frequeney, although two different frequencies

could al-so be used. Thl-s Ís the Differentíal- Absorption Experiment

(DAE), and iÈ 1s dfscussed in a lÍttle more detafl ln Appendix B.

I

I

;

I

I

I
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L.2.3 D Resion Absorp tion of Radio l^Iaves and the l^Iínter Anomô,lv

Radio \¡raves passing through the ionosphere are attenuated Ín

amplitude due to the díssÍpation of some of their energy, thus heating

the medium they pass through. The amount of absorptíon is dfrectly

relaËed to the lmaginary part of the refracÈive índex, as seen in

equatfon 815b, and this depends on the electron density, collisíon

frequency, magnitude of the magnetic field, and the angle of Èhe ray

path to the magnetic fÍeld. The refractlve index ís best approxímated

by the Sen-!tryller fomula, and examples are shornm in Fig. 8.1. Appendix

B shows how Lhe absorpËion of O and X modes can be compared to give the

electron densiËy as a functíon of height (the DAE). BuË Ëhe measurement

of total D-region absorption forms quite an important experiment in

Ítse1f.

How is thls total absorptíon measured? A varieËy of technÍques

exisË, and Diemínger (1978) has given a brief revíew. The three main

groups of measurement are A1 (measurement of Èhe amplitudes of pulses

crítÍcally reflected from the ionosphere), A2 (measurement of the

absorpËion of extra qerrestfal radio noise), and A3 (measurement of the

fíeld strength of sky wave signals at shorË distances and ob1íque

incÍdence on frequencies suitabLe for obÉaining absorptíon data).

Another technique used is the measuremenË of the minjmr¡m frequency recorded

on an íonosonde, but Ehís techníque has come under some doubt recenÈly,

partícular1y for hígh absorption (t<otadia and Gupta, 1976; Offermann 1979).

Al1 the techníques used have shorËcomings. Those whÍch rely on crítical

reflection from the Íonosphere, for exampl-e, actually contaín È!üo types

of absorpÈíon. FirsÈ1y there is the non-deviaËive absorption, which

is the absorption which occurs Ín the passage throrrgh the D regíon to

the height of reflection and back (for D region absorpÈíon measurements,

Èhe frecluency is chosen such thaL the reflection height is in the E region
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(or F region at night)). Secondly, absorptlon occurs durlng the

reflection process, and this is cal1ed devÍative absorptÍon. Stríctly,

Ít is only the non-devíative absorption r¿hÍch is desíred. The deviative

absorption can be minimízed by correct choice of the frequency used.

Further, the reflection height will depend on the frequency used, and

the Èota1 absorptÍon naturally depends on thÍs height. If fn fact

reflectÍon is from low sporadíc B (93-95krn) the absorption can be

underestimaÈed (Smith et al., 1978). BuË for al-1 the disadvantages,

measurement of absorption by these techniques forms a cheap and

extensive hray to monítor Ëhe ionosphere. Offermann G979) has given

a good review of D region absorpt,ion, and mentions some references

comparing ground based absorptÍon measurement.s and rocket results.

Provided care is used, the techníques show faír agreement with rocket

data. The Journal of Atmospheric and TerresËrial Physics, Volume 41,

Numbers I0/tt, 1979 also provides some good papers on absorptíon

experimenËs.

The actual parameter used ín A1 measurements of absorption is the

L parameter,

(1.2.3.1) L= 20 logro(EolE),

where E ís the fíe1d strength received at the ground, and EO the

fíeld strength which would have been receíved had there been no

absorption. The practÍcal calculatíon of L will be discussed ín

Chapter 3, with some results for Tovmsville, Australía (19"S).

The degree of absorption varíes on a varíety of Èime scales - daily,

seasonally, and with sunspot cyc1e, f.ot example. The daí1y variation

is fairly predictable. One may expect ionÍzation to be maxímum at

minimum solar zenith angle X, since the Sunts radiation has less

ionosphere to pass through, resultÍng in higher Íntensíties in the D
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regíon, and hence higher íonizatíon production raÈes. Thus one expects

small absorption in the early morning, íncreasing to around 1200hr to

1400hr, and then decreasíng toward sunseÈ as X once agaÍn increases.

However, the rate of change of absorpt.íon can vary. Sometimes the L

parameter does íncrease to noon and then fal1 away quite smoothly,

following a roughly L = LocosnX form. The value n varies, but is

generally - 0.75, though it may be as 1or¡ as 0.4 and as high as 1.4

(Díeninger, 1978). On other days, absorption íncreases rapidly afLex

sunrÍse, achieves an approximately constanE value for much of the day,

and then decreases rapidly around sunset. At other tÍmes, absorption

can show big increases, assocíated with solar flares. Such effects last

a few hours, and are termed SIJFs (Short hlave Fadeouts) correspondíng to

SFEs (solar flare effects). Some examples of all these effecÈs r"rill be

seen ín Ch-apter 3, and Diemínger (1968) has given further examples.

TaubenheÍr¡ (1962) provided a good discussÍon of some SI^IFs, and pre-

sented evidence Èhat the effect was primarily due to X ray effects at

wavelengths of O.2 to 0.3nm. He felt the absorption was prímarily due

to an electron density increase around 70 to 75km, and that the ion-

l-zatíon r'ras due to a líne emissíon of X rays around 0.2run. Generally,

SI^IFs are associaÈed with X rays with wavelengths ín the range 0.1 to

1.Onm. TaubenheÍmt s 1962 paper gíves some of Ëhe earlíer references on

thís topic, and the paper by Offermann (1979>, section 3, some later ones.

Gnanalingam and Kane (1979) and Parames\¡/ararl et al. (1978) also show

evídence of X ray (.1 - .Brun) effects on the D region .

Wíth regard to solar cycle effects, absorption is generally larger

in years of maximum sunspot activíty, due to increased solar emissíons

at short wavelengths. SWFs also Èend to be more cormon in sunspot

maxÍmum years, due to increased flare activíty on the Sun. For example,

Bremer and Singer (L977) shorøed some solar cylce effects, as di-d Beynon
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and l^IÍ.Iliams (I976a). Schlegel et al . (1977 ) suggested evidence for a

shorÈer term correlatíon of D region absorpEion and interplanêtary solar

magnetic fields. They suggested thaÈ this tmplied a Cosmíc ray

dependence, sínce galactic cosmic ray intensÍties are governed to some

exÈent by the solar wind (Forbush effect; e.g. see Van A1len, 1979).

Another commonly observed departure fromttnormalítyrr are the

geomagnetic sËorm effects. At tírnes there are large currents flowing in

the auroral ionosphere ca11ed electrojets, caused by the influx of hígh

energy parEicles from the Sun and outer ionosphere. These produce

fluctuations in magnetomeËers on the ground, and a geomagnetic storm ís

said to be occurring. AssocÍated wíth such activíty it is frequently

found that the D region can shovr greatly increased absorptíon. There is

a delay between the magneËic sÈorm and the D-region effects, generally

of the order of 1-3 days (e.g. Beynon and l{illíams, I976a). Evidence

suggests that Èhe effects are due to high energy electrons (up to

100OkeV; e.g. MonËbrÍand and Belrose, I976) precipitatÍng down from the

higher regions of the ionosphere (magnetosphere and Van Al1en Belts). The

delay in tíme seems to depend largely on the spatial and temporal

distrÍbutions of the precipiËaLing electrons (Beynon and trrli11iams,

I976a; Montbriand and Belrose, I976; lnlratt, L977; Offermann, 1979).

Dickínson and Bennett (1978) suggested that the effect occurs pre-

dominantly ín the regíon 68-90kn. They also sho¡¡ed that the ledge in

electron densíty frequently seen at around 85km (see section L.2.I)

almost disappears on such daYs.

The seasonal varlatíon in absorptíon provides one of the greatest

D-legion enígmas. One might expect the absorptíon to be maxímum r¿hen

X is least, and least when ¡ is largest. Thus ít could be expecte<l that

noon absorption (or, as a better measure, the value LO whích Ís obtaíned

by fítting L = L'cosn¡ to a full dayrs data) r¿ould be maxímum in summer,
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and least in wínter. However, this Ís not the case, particularly above

35o to 40" lattitude. I.Iinter shows a dramatÍc increase Ín absorption.

There is an Íncrease in the overall mean absorpÈion, and also particular

days of exËraordinarily high absorption (anomûlous days) occur. Thís

rrrinter increase is coumonly known as Winter Anoma.lous Absorption (or

simply the l^Iinter Anornû1y). Fig. 1.5 shows this effect. Absorption

íncreases upwards on the vertícal- axís. During srurmler months, the Èrend

is rouþhly as expected (smooth curve), with maxímr¡m absorption during

mid-summer, and less either side. But during wínter, the mean absorpÈion

Ís much higher.

Offermann (7979) provides an extensive review of the winËer anomâly,

and to some extent the followíng discussion is based on that reference.

The Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics, Volume 40, Number

ß/[, 1979, also contains results of an extensive set of absorption

ínvestigaÈionS.

There appears to be a lower latitude limÍt Ëo anomalous absorption

around 40o, as discussed, but thj-s does not meari arlomalous absorption

does not occur at all for latítudes below 40o. Rat,her, its magniÈude

decreases signifícantly at 40o-50o (Schwentek, L976), Èhen flattens out

somewhat below 40o. The effect sti1l exÍsts below 40o, however, right

down to around 20o latÍËude, although with decreasíng strength. There

rnay ín fact also be an increase in absorptíon as one moves equatorward

from 20o, but thís is true ín sumner as well as winter. Below about 10o,

wínter and sunnner absorptíon values are si¡nilar. Schwentek (1976),

Fíg. 2, provides an excellent illustration of these effects. For ease

of reference, the graph i.s reproduced here as Fig. 1.6. Results also

suggest that the effect is simílar in both hemíspheres. An upper latitude

l-imit to the winter anomaly is harder to define, as auroral effects begin

to disturb the D-region greatly, making days when winter anomãly can
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Fig. L.6 Absorption L(cos X = O.zi L.73yÍHz) as a funcËion of
geographic latiÈude. From Schwentek (L976). The data was
taken on board a ship, so Èhe tI^/o sets of data do not refer
to the same longitudes. This ís also why the dÍp equator
appears at different latÍÈudes ín each case.
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be studÍed rare. Ranta and Ranta (1977) have suggested a limit of

60o-65o, above which strrDmer absorpËion is greater than winEer (for

example, see figure 4 of that reference). It aLso appears thaÈ the

t'erratíc" parÈ of the anomà1y (that is, the occurrence of anomalous days

of very high absorptíon) does not exist below abouË 40", whereas the

smoother winter increase (whích Offermann cal1s the |tnormalrt wÍnt.er

anomoly) does.

The latitudes mentioned above refer to geographic coordinates, and

workers ín this field appear to use such coordÍnates for their work.

However, there may also be geomagnetic effects. Schwentek (1976)

discussed Èhis possibility, buË, as seen in Fíg. 1.6, the effect does

seem to be geographic. The dip equator does not appear to be ín a uníque

posítion relative to the absorption curves. Beynon and llilliams (1,976a),

also feel the true wínter anomdJ-y ís not strongly relat.ed to geo-

magneËic activity. (fhey do, however, claim Ëo find a weak longítudína1

dependence of the anomaly.)

It appears, particularly from rocket flights, that anomôlous winter

absorptÍon occurs primarily due to increases Ín electron density (by

a factor of typicaLly 2 to 10 Èímes) ín the region 75-95krn, with maximum

enhancement around B0-83km (Beynon and Wi11iams, 1976a, I976b; Beynon

et al., L976; Smith et a1., 1978). Smith et al. (1978) hovrever, díd fínd

at least one case where Èhe major effect appeared to be below 82kn.

trlinter anomðly absorpEíon is most pronounced at around 2,5MHz, and

Be¡mon and hlíl1ians (I976a) suggest thfs is because the largest absolute

electron density increases are at heights of greater than 90-95km. They

feel the íncreases in electron densíËy lower Ëhe height of reflectj-on aË

frequencÍes less than about 2l'Ítlz, artífÍcially depressing the absorption

estÍmates on these lower frequencies. Above about 2.5 to 3MLlz, absorptíon
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símply fa1ls off rvíth increasing frequency (see FÍg. 8.1).

The spatial scale of the wint,er anomd,ly can be quiËe large. At

times, correlatÍons between places up to 1000 to 2000kn apart can be

observed (e.g. SchwenËek, 1974; Offerrnann, L979). CorrelaËion up to

3001m separaÈÍon is frequently good,

One other feature of winter anomolous absorpÈion is the occasíona1

occurrence of regular oscillations ín absorption (Offernann, I979)

r¿hfch have periods typically in the range 7 to L4 days, and can appear

coupled with ground pressures (Rose and tr{íddel, L977; Offermann, 1979).

These quasi-regular long perÍod oscillations are possibly associaËed wÍth

a general class of planetary scale, 1-ong period oscillations called

planetary r¡/aves (see later) . Fraser (1977) claÍms to have found a

correlatíon betr¿een the 3Omb temperature and íonospheric absorption,

each parameter havíng a period around 5 to 6 days. Brown and John

(L979) also found correlations of oscillatíons, with períods 6 to 30

days, betr¿een the pressure oscillations at the surface, and the heights

of electron Ísopleths in the E region, aË Ëímes. Their work suggests

thaË whether there is a correlation or not depends largely on sËratospheríc

winds. Moderate easËhrard stratospheric wínds allow propogatíon of

planetary üraves upward most easily, strong eastward winds inhÍbít

propogatÍon somewhat, and u¡estward wínds inhíbit propogation greatly.

Ebel (1978) also investígaËed quasí-regular periods ín ionospheric

absorption, and feels that, at tímes, planetary \¡/ave generation can occur

in the thermosphere.

Explanatíons of the wínter anomÕly revolve largely around observed

increases ín NO* density duríng Éhese events (e.g. Beynon et al., 1976:

Aíkin et a1(t:ll);Of{ermann, l-979). Also assocíated with anomôlous

absorption ís a lorvering of the Èransition heíght from water cluster ion

dominance below to N0* dominance above. This is generally about B3-B5km,
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but falls to heÍghts around 77km durÍng anomölous events (Fig. 1.2b).

The general- scheme appears to be that íncreases in NO molecular densÍties

occur, resultlng Ín higher elect,ron densíties. Offermann (1979) however,

also suggests 02 (l¡g) concentratÍons may be increased a1so, allowing

íonízation of thís species as we1l. However, few rocket flÍghts

measuríng O, during anomdlous absorptfon have been undertaken.

Bxplanatlons for the'increase in NO density are based on either

transport processes, or chemical changes through temperature dependence.

The idea of NO produced in Ëhe auroral regions by particle precÍpiÈation

and transported equatorward by meridional wínds, is one which has been

Ëest,ed to some degree. Geller et al (L976), tr{ratË (L977), and Meek and

Manson (1978), aLL clalm to find correlatíons between increased electron

densities and equaËorward wl-nds. However, a correlatíon between winds

and absorption at a few places alone does not Ímply that Ëhe above

mechanism ís va1id. The presence of. zonaL wlnds may mean that a particle

starting at the auroral zone may never reach the lor¡er latitudes (that

ís, the Lagrangian path lineg may not link the auroral regions and

eguator). Offernann (1979) poinËs out that prelíminary results from

Labítzke et al. suggest that there is no correlation between the

ionospheric circulaËion and íncreased absorption.

The other major transport mechanism is that of Èransport from above.

Koshelev (L979) has shown how variations in the turbulent eddy díffusion

coeffÍcÍent can result in transport of N and 0 species from greater

heights, increasing the concentration of NO at 75 to 95km. Tf a

temperature inversÍon exÍsts at abouË 75 to B0km, thÍs may prevent

transport of Èhese speeíes any lower, resultÍng in a significant increase

above. The possíbiliÈy also exists for a temperature dependence of

this diffusion coefficient (Zínmerrnan and Narcisi, I97O1' Offermann, I979) .
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Temperature dependences, with resulting chemical changes, form

another line of explanaËion. Many of the reactíons ln the D region are

strongly tenperature dependent so small changes in ËemperaÈure can have

signiflcant effects on chemicaL composition. The mesopause ís trarrner

in winËer than surnmer, and t.heory suggests that Ëhe warmer mesopause could

result in increased NO densities (Offerman, L979). Large temperature

changes, of the order of 100K can occur in Ëhe D region r^rithin tíme

scales of a day or so, and Èhese could be correlated wíth anomôl-ous

absorption (Offermann, L979). Theoretical results suggest temperature

changes can dramatically affect NO densities (Reid, L977; Koshelev, I979).

Fig. 1.2b shows a quite dramatic ehange in N0 densÍties for a cold

dry atmosphere trrå t utarm I^Iet one, when the two NO curves of Reid are

compared. Reidts results also exp1ain the lor¿ering of the transition

heÍght. Chakrabarty et al. (1978c) also claim to be able to explaín

this lowering of the transltion height.

Reidrs curves ín Fig. L.2b also illustrate to some degree the

effect of changes in water vapour content' although the reader ís

referred to Reidrs original paper for proper independent comparisons of

Ëemperature effects, and water vapour effects. The concentrations of

Ll2O, O,03, CO, and so forth can have ÍmportanÈ roles in the reaction

rates in the D region (see Fíg. 1.3). More accurate measurements of

these quantities are important. Gadsden (1978) has poínted ouË possíble

errors fn one method of r.rater vapour determínatíon.

Clearly, there are many possÍb1e factors which can affect D regíon

absorption. There is still much work to be done, but based on present

evidence, Offermann suggests the follorvíng scheme:

Ita strong temperature enhancement in the D-regíon is a-ssocíated
wÍth lncreased downward turbulent transport of NO and O. This

explains the hígh No+ and o, (1¡g) densitÍes measured, as

O enhancements eff.ect O, (I¡g) increases via stronger O, Pro-

ductíon. At the same time both the high ternperaÈure and the
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increased electron productíon rate act to decrease the water
cluster Íon formation. Furthermore the temperature inversÍon
impedes the turbulent transport of water vapour from below,
t.hus further decreasing the cluster formation.t'
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1.3 D Reg Íon Dynamics

1.3.1- The Equatíons Governing the Atmosphere

Movements in the ionospheric D regíon are drÍven by a varíety of

forces - from seasonal r,¡inds Èo winds r¿hich oscÍ11ate in strength with

regular periods, and right down to extremely small scale Èurbulence.

Al-Èhough studíes of global winds do not form a major part of t,his thesis,

an understandíng of theÍr main characteristics will sti1l be necessary.

Some of Ehe smaller scale oscillations may Ëurn out to be quite Ímport-

ant ín the studies presented here. Turbulence, it appears, 1s a crucial

ingredient of the phenomena discussed ín this work. For these reasons,

then, a brief review of mesospheríc dynamics wí1l be given here, wíth

the generat tendency to place emphasis on the smaller scales. Turbulence

will be discussed in some depËh.

As with some other íntroductory aspects of Ëhe ionosphere, there

is ínsufficient room to discuss the derivation of the equations of

fluíd dynamics, and their use ín predícting aËmospheric motions, in this

chapËer. A brief revíew Í.s given ín Appendíx C. This section (1.3)

of Chapter I wÍll concentrate more on physically observed properties of

the Earthrs aLmospheric dynamics.

Appendix C also contaíns a description of some of the ímportanË

characteristícs of gravÍty \¡raves, planetary rnraves, and ÈÍdes, with

relevant references.
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L,3.2 Experimental Observations of AÈmospheric l.{inds

The general wind circulation of the Earthr s AËmosphere, whilst not

directly related to Ëhis thesis, should still be apprecíated, as from

tíme to time knowledge of atmospheric winds will be necessary.

Geller (I979) gives quite an extensive review of atmospheric

dynamics, at least with regards to the mean winds, planetary \^raves, and

temperaÈure, of Èhe middle atmosphere. Geller also gives an account of

strat\nrarms - súdden warmings of the stratospheric t.emperature, with

associat.ed wind circulation breakdov,ms in the mesosphere. This aspect

wj-ll not be dÍscussed here. Groves (1976) provides quite a good review

of atmospheric tides. Fig. 1.7 shows an approximate diagram of mean

winds in the for.r to míddle Earthrs atmosphere. Above 70km tidal

oscíllatÍons frequenËly achieve amplitudes of. 20 to 3oms-1 (e.g. vj-ncent

and Stubbs, 7977), and amplitudes greaËer than 5Oms-1 hrrr" been observed.

aË Townsvíl1e, Australia (19'S) (R.4. Vl-ncent, prÍvate communj-catíon).

Hence the r¿inds fluctuate greatly on a daily basis. Groves, Fig. 1

(L976), shows a good example of this, and ít can be seen that Èides

become importanË above about 40 to 50km.

EvÍdence also exists at times for st.rong planeËary hTave activíty

at these heights, particularLy rnrith 2 and 5 day perÍods. some mention

of these has been made ín sectíon L.2.3. Muller and I'lelson (1978)

have shov¡n evidence for a 2 day v¡ave ¡¿hich peaks strongly in míd-sr¡mmer

(Northern hemisphere July-August). R.L. Craig (prÍvate communication)

has shown the exisEence of an extremely strong (] 40ms-1 aurplitude)

quasí-2-day \^/ave ín the latter weeks of January aË Adelaide (35.S, 138%.E)

(Southern Hemisphere sunmer). The wave exisÈs prímarily in the meridional

component. - the zonal comporienÈ ís very r¿eak for this wave. various

references Èo 5 day waves can be found in Muller and Nelson (1978) and

Geller (L979). But for proper investigaÈions, a world wide cooperative



Fíg. L7 ApproximaËe diagram of the mean atmospheric zonal- (i.e.
para1Ie1 Èo lines of latítude; EI^l) winds. Meridional winds
(parallel Èo meridíans of longiËude; NS) tend to be somewhat
weaker and less well defined (e.g. Groves, 1969). The top
díagram comes from Geller (1979) and was originally due to
Murgatroyd (7969).

Al-so shov¡n are profiles of the mean winds for 35oS, wÍnter
and suumer. Groves (1969) provídes an alternative source
for graphs of the mean âtmospheric circulatíon, and points
on these profiles above 70km come from thaÈ source (January
is used for sumrner, June for winter).

FositÍve winds are eastward.

Notice in partícu1ar the strong westward jet at 60-70kn
in summer, and eastward jet at similar heights in r¿Ínter
(at Adelaide, Ëhis jet seems to be sIíghrly higher, at
68 to 76km). The transition from r¿Ínter to sumner can be
quÍte dramaËic, taking place over only a few days, wíth
sÉrong wind reversals at around 70km. Such changes have
been observed aË Adelaide, September-October, L979
(unpublished results). The sËrong winter Èo sunner (and
reverse) Ëransition has also been observed in the phases
of the semi díurnal tide (e.g. Schminder and Kurschner,
1978) at 90km. (Two phases are generally defÍned for tidal
analysís - the hour of maximr:m northward wind, and hour of
maximr:m eastr¿ard wind)

It may also be worth bearing in mind that much of the
data ín thís diagram hras actually obtained usÍng Northern
hemisphere observing staÈions, and assuming the Southern
hemisphere to be si-rnilar. Hopefully in the future more
genuine Southern hemísphere measurements can also be used
1n the compílat,íon of such díagrams.
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program is necessaryrand extensive satellite measurements. Houghton

(1978) discusses some sate11Íte data in a revíew of the stratosphere

and mesosphere.

ExperÍmental invesÈÍgation of upper atmospheríc tides is a vígorously

researched subject. Some good data has been obtaíned, and a picture of

the Earthrs atmospheric Ëides is begínning Èo emerge. However, a full

plcËure is still some way off. Many papers have been published on

indívidual measurements of tides, but to establish information on the

ímporÈant. modes, a grid of stations is necessary over the Earthrs

surface. An attempt has been made to do this with Èhe CTOP (Cooperative

Tídal- Observatíons Program (organized as a joÍnt veriËure by URSI

(International Union of Radio Scíence) and IAGA (Internatíonal

Associ.atíon of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy)) but results are only begin-

nlng Ëo be compared. The Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrfal Physícs,

Volume 40, Number 8, 1979, contaíns a collectlon of papers on these

early coordinated studies. Adelaide Uníversity has stations at Adelaíde

(35'S, I3BL1"E), Townsvílle Australía (19'S, L47oE) and ís at presenÈ

cooperaÈing wíthChrÍstchurch, New Zea:.and (44"S, 173'E), Broken Híl1,

Australia (32"S, 74Lr2"E), and Kyoto, Japan (35oN, 136'E), to gain some

feel for important modes. Some lnformaËion on tidal amplíÈude varíations

hríth height, and season, has been gained for Adelaide (e.g. Stubbsr 7973;

Stubbs and Víncent, 1973; SËubbs, L976; Víncent and 8a11, 1977; Vincent

and Stubbs, L977). Needless to say, many other sËations exisÈ, and are

doing'similar work (J. Atmos. Terr. Phys., 40, No. B, I97B). Saskatoon,

Canada (e.g. Manson et a1., 1979) is another statíon making tidal

observations. The Russians have quite an extensíve meËeor observatory

network.

One point concerning Èides is the way díurnal tides often seem to

decrease in amplitude as they approach 90km from belovü (e.9. Elford and
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Craig, 1980). One suggestíon for this Ís thaË energy is being dissipated

into turbulence (e.g. Elford and Roper, 196I; Stubbs and Vincent, 1973;

also see Fig. 1.9b which shows a possible correlatÍon of diurnal tides

and turbulent disslpaÈion) . Yet the radfo \,rave partÍal reflectíons

from 90km seem to be related to turbulence aË 90km (see later in this

thesis). Then this case serves as a classic example of why, in con-

sideríng these partial reflections, a wíde knowledge of the aËmosphere

is necessary, and again justifies the rather general approach taken ín

this chapter. Even if the concepÈ is wrong (standing \4/aves due to

reflectíon of tides have also been invoked to explaín the 90km minimum

Ín Èída1 amplitudes; or mixing of tidal modes with dÍfferent vertical

wavelengths could also explain thís minimum (this latter argument is

supporÉed by observatíons of large phase changes across the minÍm m

(e.g. Elford and Craig, 1980))), the necessity for a wlde comprehension

of the aÈmosphere can sti1l be seen.

Factors such as day to day varíations of tidal strengths (which can

be quíte dramatic) and seasonal variations, can be found in references

such as Stubbs (1976); Manson et al. (1979).

Gravíty waves appear to contríbute greatly Ëo the dynamícs of the

mesosphere. In fact, gravity \^raves, tides and planetary \,/aves (and to 
.

some extent acoustic waves; Rind, 1977) are perhaps the major coupling

mechanísms between the various levels of the atmosphere. The general view

ís that these waves are generated Ín Ëhe troposphere and stratosphere,

and propagate theÍr energy upwards to Ëhe higher regíons. This does not

dÍscount Èhe possibility Èhat the \,ùaves can also be generated hlgher

up (e.g. Ebe1, I97B), but present work appears to concentrate slg-

nificantly on the concepÈ of generatÍon fn the lower atmosphere. Not

all waves generated in the lower atmosphere reach the upper atmosphere,

however. In Appendix C, Ëhe concept of critícal layers and crítícal
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reflecËions 1s discussed, whereby atmospheric waves can be prevented

from propàgating pasÈ certain levels if parÈicular wind and temperature

condítions prevail. Hines and Reddy, (7967), for example, discussed filtering

of thes,e !Íaves by background wínds, and showed that signÍfÍcant portíons

of the graviÈy v/ave spectrum generated below the sÈratopause may be

fÍltered out on occasions. The prevenÈion of planetary hrave prop-

ogatíon by straËospheric wÍnds has aLready been discussed in Section

L.2.3.

The source of tides in the mesosphere is largel-y solar heating of

atmospheric Ozone and water vapour (e.g. see Appendíx C). An understanding

of the sources of planeÈary hTaves ís sti1l some r¡ray off although ít is

known that the t"tit,r¿irral variation of the Coriolis parameter can drive

Rossby \^laves (Appendíx C; also Houghton, 1977 , SecËion 8.4). Baroclinic

and Barotropie instabilíty can also generate such hraves (Houghton, I977 ,

Ch. 10). Manson et 41. (1979) mentÍoned the possibility of baroclinic

instabilíty ín t.he mesosphere. Gravíty riraves and acoustíc waves may be

generated by a wide range of mechanisms. Rind (1977) studíed O,2Hz

acoustic \^raves (mícrobaroms) generated by l-arge amplitude ocean v/aves.

Sueh long period acousËic \íaves, up to the acoustÍc cut off períod

(Appendix C) are called infrasound.

tr'líËh regard to graviÉy ü/aves, many sources have been proposed -

1ee waves (these are non-propagaËing) due to the passage of wind over

mountains, Èhunderstorms, jet streams, cloud convectíon - Ín fact almost

any effecËs which cause atmospheric oscillations with periods greater

than the Brunt-Vaisala period (which is the period of oscillatÍon for

an air parcel oscillatíng adiabatÍcally in the air). Gravíty \^raves can

also be generated in sítu - e.g. large amplitude non-linear tidal

motions or the interaction of tldes and gravlty \^/aves can lead to

potenLially unsËable wind shears which may further generate gravíty waves
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(e.g. Hínes, 1960; Sídí and Tei¡s16¿un, L97B). The motion of the moonrs

shadow over the EarÈh during an eclipse has also been suggested as a

source. However, detailed experimental investígations of these processes

is only jusË beginníng.

One technique (ca1-led ray tracing) is to take a clearJ-y observed

gravity wave ín the aÈmosphere, and effectively I'turn ít roundtt on a

computer to propagaÈe from whence ít came, using a model atmosphere

(princíple of reversíbility). Sometimes the r¿ave can be Èracked to

sources aË ground level (e.g. S.M. Ball of Adelaide has Ëracked graviÈy

I^laves seen by E region phase measurements back to tropopause jet streams

(private conmunication); Bertin et al. (1978) also find assocíatíons r¿ith

jet sËreams, and Hung et aL. (1978) claim Ëo be able to Èrack many gravity

tüaves to Ëornadoes). Sometimes with ray tracing, the tracking stops at

some height where the wave could not have penetrated. This means eíther

the wave musË have been generated above this level, or the model r¿ind

and temperature profiles used were inaccuraËe, It is clearly importanË

to be able to distinguish between these possibilíties, and great. care is

necessary in the choice of the model atmosphere - otherwÍse the model

may prevent proPagation where the real r^rave may have penetrated on that

day. Alternatively, the model may allow propagation whereas ín the

real case the graviÈy wave coul-d not have penetrated. Accurate wind

measurements at the t.ime of r¿ave propàgaÈÍon are Èo be preferred for

the compuÈer model. Of the authors above, 8a11, and Bertin et al.

(to some extent), use experimental wÍnds in much of the mesosp-l:erg.

Hung et al. use a model on1y.

Other methods of looking aË gravíty wave sources exist. Clark and

Raitt (7976) looked at the possibilitíes of generation by supersoníc

moÈíon of the terminator, the equatorial- electrojet, and energy deposíted

ln the auroral regíons duríng magnetíc actÍvity. (The auroral regi.ons
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are regarded as a major source of gravity waves) Manson et al. (1979)

by statistical analyses, suggested that Èhe Rocky Mountafns of North

Ameríca are a source for many of the \¡raves they observe ín Èhe mesosphere.

Rottger (1980) examined gravity \¡raves he felt vrere generated by jet

streams, and by convection in the troposphere. Several observers have

looked for solar eclipse induced gravity hraves, buÈ results appear to

be inconclusive. Some authors claím to see \¡raves, others clal-m null

results (CornelÍus and Essex, 1978; BerËin et a1., L977; Butcher et a1.,

L979; Ba1l, Stubbs and Vincent, 1980).

The role of the various oscillations ín transporting energy from

the sources to the mesosphere Ís another important facet of observation.

Rind (1977) has reviewed the major energy díssipation mechanisms in the

atmosphere. Rind lists viscosíËy, heat conductivity, relaxatíon processes,

radiation, bulk viscosíty, diffusion, mean free path effect,, Joule

heatíng and turbulence as the major mechanisms. Turbulence is perhaps

Ëhe most Ímportant below 100kn. Cal-culatlons of energy (and momentum)

dÍssípaÈíori rates can be made for the mesosphere, usÍng the heighË

varíation of RMS wave velocities (e.g. Vlneent and Stubbs, L977; Manson

et al., L979) and results agree rnríth observed turbulent díssipation rates

as measured by rockets (e.g. Rees et al., L972). Energy dissipatíon ín

the mesosphere t.hus appears Ëo be largely due to Èhese \,ùaves (typically

.01 to O.5I^I/Kg). Generally, gravity waves seem to carry more energy Èo

Ëhe mesosphere Èhan tídes, and tides more than planeÈary waves, but thl-s

may vary from day to day (see Fig. 1.8). Rínd (L977) feels that at

1101ot, acoustíc waves can be as irnportanÈ as gravity \^/aves. Elford

(tglg) has discussed the role of these r,{aves (partícularly Ëides) ín the

momenttrn budget of the EarËhrs atmosphere.
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1.3.3 Mesospheric Turbulence

Turbulence may pLay a significant role in the scatter of radio

Ìraves from the mesosphere. Some knowledge, then, of mesospheric turb-

ulence strucEure is essenËial. A discussion of turbulence, and a

collection of ÍmporÈant definitions and formulae, can be found in Chapter

II. The section below r¡i1l discuss the height distríbutÍon of some

important turbulence parameters.

In the mesosphere, Ëhe atmosphere ís generall-y poËentially turbulent.

An appropriate realistic wind shear, or unstable temperaÈure profí1e,

can generate the random irregular motions characteristÍc of turbulence.

However, above a height band, of width about 5km, somewhere ín the region

90 to 115km, turbulence of the neutral atmosphere rarely occurs. (Enormous

energy ínputs would be required to produce turbulence here. However,

turbulence can occur Ín Ëhe plasma at greater heights; for example, the

Rayleígh-Taylor ínstabiliÈy believed to cause spread F (eg. see Chíu

and Str-aus ,1979) is a type of turbulencerand the electrojet irregularities

observed by VIIF radars may well be a type of plasma turbulence (Sudan

eË al. 1973).) This height band is known as the Ëurbopause. Its height

varÍes, depending on local conditions. This is not Ëo say, however, that.

below the Èurbopause the atmosphere is always turbulenË. Some of Ít may

be, but some flow can be laminar, too. (Turbulence often appears in

patches, or clouds (eg. Blamont and Barat, L967; Anandarao et al.,1978).

Anandarao et al. claim a correlation betr¿een strong wínd shears and

turbulence, but not all observers have seen this. Blamont and Barat

(L967) and Roper (1971) have suggested gravity wave actívity may create

these paËches, perhaps along símilar lines Eo the suggestíon of Hodges

(1967).) Rather, Ëhe turbopause represents the height above which f1ow,

as observed by say a rocket experimenË, is always laminar. Most momentum,

particle and heat transport takes place by molecular processes rather than

turbulent processes at these higher altitudes - in other words, the
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molecular dtffusion coeffLcient becomes greater than the eddy dtffusion

coefflclenÈ. (Eddy and molecular diffusÍon coefflcients are deflned

more precisel.y fn chapter II. For the present, regard them as parameters

lndicating how fasË momentum' density' temperaÈure and so forth can be

Eransported by turbulent and molecular means respectfvely.)

If eddy diffusion extends to greater hetghts on any one day, then

greater urixing occurs fn the region 90-120kn. Thl-s can alEer the state

of the atmosphere, and has been lnvoked by Koshelev (L979> and others,

to explaln enhanced 90knr NO concentratlon on anomalous r^¡lnter days

(Section I.2,3). Blum et al. (1978), and Blum and Schuchardt (1978)

have exarnined the variatLons of density of He, O, N2 and Ar 1n the

thernosphere r,¡h1óh would be induce<l by variatlons of the eddy diffusíon

coeffícfenË proffle (and hence the Ëurbopause helght) and temperaÈure'

They have Ehen taken Ehe densities of these constituenÈs as measured

by satelt ltes and worked backwards to calculate the helght of the

turbopause as a functfon of lat'ltude and season. The height varfes from

90km to 115lsn. Thel-r eddy dlffusion coefflcfents agree reasonably wel-l

w|Èh observed values. The authors do, however, poinE out ÈhaÈ the He'

o, N2 and Ar denslty varÍatlons could also be due to wind Èransport

processes. Their maln polnË ls tha¡ thermospheric density varía¡íons

are related, to some degree, to turbopause heights'

Teitelbaum and Blamont (L977) exanlned the turboPause heíght uslng

rocket data. They looked at night-tlme varlatlons. I'Ilnd fields were

calculated by rocket, vapour trall releases, and the heÍght variation of the

energy densiËy after removal of ticles gave an indicaÈíon of the turbulence'

T\¿o main regimes were found:

around twlltght (up to Z2OOhx 1n the evenfng, and afEer 0400hr in Ëhe

mornlng), Ehe mesosphere and lower thermosphere t/ere turbulent up to
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heights of the order of 105krn; and betr^¡een 2200 and 0400hr, Èhe turbopause

felI to around 95km. The authors explained this behaviour as being due to

gravity wave inpuE, which they claÍm Ís greater around the Ëwilight

hours. Thís íncreases turbulence, via processes such as the production

of strong v¡ind shears when the gravity \,¡aves interact with Ëides

(teitelbaum and Sídi, L976). The passage of the terminator over

irregularitÍes in Ozone concentration r,¡as proposed as a mechanism to

explain the íncreased twilíght gravity wave activlty. Teitelbaum and

Blamont also calculated the eddy diffusion coeffícienÈ K as a function of

heÍght, and obtained values around 196-197"*2r-1 (tO2-193¡2"-1). These

seem typical values (eg. Fíg. 1.9c contains a co11ecÈÍon of profiles of K).

TeíËelbaum and Blamont claimed that K increased. from around 2 x IO2m2s-I at

97km to around 163tn2"-I at the turbopause height, wíth a sharp fall above

this he.íght; although the result is very sensitíve to the analysis

technÍque. However, other workers have assr:med similar profÍles (eg.

Koshelev, 1979; Blum and Schuchardt, 1978, model KII).

Rees et al. (L972> have also examíned Ëhe heíght of the turbopause.
t-

They used as theír i-ndicator of the turbopause the tíme to (= (vle)'",

where v is the kinematic víscosity and e Ís the turbulent energy díssípation

raËe (this follows by equations 2.2.3.0 and 2.2.3,2c ín Chapter II)) taken

for the Ëurbulence to become evident in l¡rminescent vapour releases from

rockets. (fne turbulence is assr:med to exíst before the rocket release,

but it takes time for Èhe vapour to become mixed and hence show evídence

of the turbulence) 0bservations of turbulence ín thís case hrere taken

by photographing the development of sodÍum-based vapour Ërails, and usíng

visual inspecÈion to determine when flow was laminar, and when turbulent.

They found to increases dramatícal1y around the turbopause height.

Physically, the kínemaËic víscosity v becomes just too large to provide

a reasonable to - enormous energy inputs e are necessary to produce
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turbulence, and,so flow is generally laminar. (These large v at hígh

heights mean thaL the atmosphere behaves something like honey up there!)

Variatíons in the heíght of the turbopause are dependent upon the energy

dissípation rate e, since v ís reasonabi.y Èime índependent.. Interestingly,

Rees et a1. found some evidence of turbulence up to heights of 130km,

buÈ its effects \rere very weak relative to molecular dlffusíon processes.

So it is seen, as has been pointed out above, that the turbopause does

not represenË a clean break beËween turbulent and molecul-ar diffusion,

but rather a transition region (albeít a very sharp transiÈion).

The height of the turbopause is noÈ, of course, the only imporËanÈ

parameter measured in the atmosphere. One extremely ímportant parameter

is the eneïgy dissipation rate, e. Rees êË al. (1972) calculated thís

from measurements of Èo (to being defined above). That is, e = ti2v;

and v, the kínematic viscosity, can be obtaíned from sËandard atmospherÍc

profil-es. Usually, e is expressed Ín uníÈs of !üatts. kg I (= *2"-.3)

(energy deposition rate per unit mass), but often it is useful t.o express

e ín terms of the temperature change such an energy input would make in

the atmosphere per day. A useful conversion Ís

("c/dav) = 86.4 x e (watts te-i)

at heíghÈs of around 90km (eg. Justus, 1967).

Turbulence can be Fourier decomposed as Èhe sum of various sinusoída1

spatial oscillations, or ttscalesr'. Each scale has a "wavelengthrr À,

equal to the distance between the maxima of these oscíllatíons. (These

oscillations should not be confused wíth propagating \^/aves; nor do they

vary ín tÍme. They are símp1y Fourier scales) A wavenumber k = 2r/À'

can also be associated wíth Èhese scales; and someÈimes the scale Ís

expressed in length uníts per radían. A wavelength À corresponds to a

scale ),[2r, - Thís Fourier dec-onposition results'in an energy spectrum of
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turbulence E(k). Here, E(k)dk is Ëhe energy associaËed wÍth wavenumbers

in Ëhe region, k Èo k + dk. This specËrum fal1s off with increasing

k, untíl the Kolmogoroff microscale waventrmber

(å
vJ.

,4
rad. m-l Ís reached. (see equation 2.2.3.0)

(The associaËed scal-e n = k:l is cal1ed the Kolmogoroff mícroscale)'n
I,lavenumbers less than ku = 0.169 kn, and greater Èhan a wavenumber k¡r

called the I'outer scalett wavenumber, 1ie Ín Lhe so-called inertial range

of turbulence. This is one of Ëhe most intensívely Ínvestlgated turb-

ulence regimes. It is díscussed in considerable detail in Chapter II.

The spectrum follows the form

E(k) o ,2/3u-5/3 títhin this region.

üIavenumbers greater than lcn lie in the t'viscous rangett.

The spectrum fal1s off extremely fast Ín this regÍme, sÍnce Ëhe

shears associated with these small scales are quite strong and are

quickly díssipated by viscosity. Rastogí and Bowhill (L976b) quote a

spectrum of the form

k
n

E(k) -

where k = 0.738k, for this víscous region, but there is stillc n'

some debate as to Èhe acÈual form of E(k) in this region. The form of

the spectrum between ku and kn Ís a míxture of the two forms díscussed

above. Thís 1s called the Tchen range.

At wavenumbers less Ëhan the outer scale I^Iavenumber k¿, bt¡oyancy

effects become important. Eddies assocíated wÍth these 1-arge scales

also tend to be anísotropic - theír horizontal dimensions are larger

than their verEical dímensions. Thís is a gravity-índuced effect.

(þ>'n-' exp{*},
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From estimaÈes of e, the Kolmogoroff microscale can be estimated:

,r3 r-
n = (+)-o metres radian-l.

By multÍplying by 2r, n can be expressed in metres.

The kinemaËic víscosity does not vary significantly in time at

any one heíght, alÈhough e can vary consÍderably. (For example, Fig. 1.9b

shows Èypical seasonal variaËions of average e values) However, variaËions

of e by 20 times results in variations in n of only about 2 times. Hence

n does not vary greatly in tíme at any one height. RastogÍ and Borvhill

(1976b) have compíled assorted measuremenÈs of e, and hence r¡, and have

plotted typi-cal profÍle of kn as a function of height (their Fíg. 5).

Some of Ëheir daËá was used to produce Fig. 1.9a in thÍs text.

Fig. 1.9a attempts to delineate the varlous turbulence regímes as

a function of height in the atmosphere. The data has been taken from

various references, as explaíned in the captíon. IÈ should be mentioned,

however, thaË the outer scale, as drawn on this graph, and the inner

scale of the bouyancy range, L, (= 
t)rare 

both very crude estimates.

Likewise, the esËÍmates of regíons where anisotropy becomes important

are only approxímate. Hor¿ever, they do at least serve as a reminder

that not all the wavenumbers to the left of ku are ín the inertial range.

It may also be worth notíng that although the inertíal spectrum is not

fully valid for wavenumbers between ku and kn, often the inertial spectrum

is assumed va1íd right down to r¿avenumbers kn. This assumptíon ís in

fact necessary to derive many of the relatíons between scales, energy

deposÍtÍon rates, times, etc. obtained in Chapter II.

The varíations of K, e, t*, ¡ and the t-urbopause height discussed

above forrn the maÍn poÍnts of this sectÍon. However, ít may be worth

mentíoning that turbulent eddies generally move with random motj-ons, with

velociÈíes dependenÈ on Èhe scale síze and energy deposítion rate. Rínd
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(L977) gives typícal velocítíes ín his Table 3. These vary from around

1ms-l ât the Kolnogoroff microscale to tens of meËres per second at

scales of the order of kílometres.



Fig. I.9a Models of the Kolmogoroff microscale wavenumber, k',
and oÈher related turbulence parameters. The kn values
above 65km ca:ne from Rastogí and Bowhíll (1976b, FÍg. 5).
Estímates of v were obtained from the United States
Standard Atmosphere (USSA, 1962); assorted references
were used to estimate e (see RastogÍ and Borshíll , I976b),
The values shorn¡n ín the Ëwo moclels correspond Èo e

vaLues around 10-2 l,lkg I at 60km altitude (both models),
and e - 10 l,Jkg-l at 100k¡n for model 1, with e - 0.1 Wt<g-t
at 100km for model 2. IÈ fs assumed 1oB1Oe changes

línearly between these limits.

Three axes are shown - the wavenumber in rad m-1, the scale
in m rad-t, and the wavelength in metres.

The parameters are plotted for mean Ê values, and also
uslng values of e of 3.0 and 0.3 Èimes the mean. The
terms k.. and k- delíneate the varlous regions indícated,VC
and are discussed 1n Èhe text. The Kolmogoroff wavenumber
for an energy. deposltion rate e closely matches the
"n", 3e tt llne, and the Er¡o lines are drar,¡n as one.

A k_ proffle based on the daÈa of Rees êÈ a1, (L972, Fig. B)
rt 

-

1s also shol¡n (e - 0.03 ItIkg-I ro 0.2 I^Ikg-l at 9O-1001cm,
wiËh a 20m Kolmogoroff scale at BOkm, and 40-60m at 90km).
It was felt this profile was particularly relevant, because
the measurements were made at l^Joomera, Australia - within
a few hundred kílometres of Adel.aide, the locaÈion of one
of the experr'ments di.scussed 1n this thesis. Ground-based
experiments at Adelaide, Australia (e.g. Elford and Roper,
1967; Vincent and Stubbs, 1977) have produeed resulrs
simí1ar to those of Rees et al. Manson eÈ al . (1979)
have found simLlar values at Saskatoon, ffia. Since
these values agree with model 2 best, thfs model is the
maln one used in t.his thesís.

The k_ values bel-ow 65km were taken from Gage and Balsley
n

(1978, Flg. 2I). They all correspond to e values around
.004 to .01 l^Ikg-l. The diagram of Gage and Balsley also
extended above 65km, and closely matched model 1 presented
here. However Crane (1980) suggests e - 10-a - 10-3 in
the troposphere and sÈratosphere, ro kn is also plotted for
e = 10-3 and 10-4 WKg-I. Caughey eË al. (1978) also suggesr
e - 10-4 - 10-3, but at times inreãã!-arches of turbulãirçe
can occur wíth e - LO-2. INote that Crane assunes (v3/r)a
is the Kolmogoroff microscale in metres, rather than m rad-l
as has been assumed here. This should be borne in mind
when comparing Flg. 1.9a to Crane (1980).1

Times scales can also be associated with these length scales,
by virtue of
k-2t-3 = e,

the equatlor^ 2,2.3.2c (Chapter II) - namely,
r represe¡rts the lifetime of an eddy of síze

(---- CAPTION Contínued over)
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L - + merres. I¡or example,

L- 6h, r-L2 srad-lorT
if e = 5 x 10-2 wkg-I, and

- 76s.

(eou-s¡% (v 3 n-+
L- 3)', 

,

Some attempt at describing the ouÈer scale of the inertíal
range of turbulence is also made 1n thls dlagram. The
inner scale of buo,yancy range, LB, as estimated by formula
2.2.4.2^", Chapter II, 1s shown as kU, where

k¡ I Lg ,B

ancl o, is the Brunt Vaisala frequency. Thls relaEj-on comes

about through a formula derived by I^Ieinstock (1978),
and is developed in Chapter II. It is dÍfficult to say
just how reliable this f Ínal forrn is. Also shov¡n is an
estlmare of Lo made by weinsrock (1-978). values of v

were obtained from USSA, 1962, and estimates of n from
models 1 and 2. The Brunt-VaisaLa frequency profile was
based on Fig, 5-2 of Gossard and Hooke (1975), and 1s
shovm in the inset of Fig, L.9a. The scale L, would be

expected to be of the order of the outer scale of the
inertj-al range - possibly somewhat larger. Also shovm
are estimates of the outer scale by Ho êt al. (1978)
and Van Zandt êt al. (1978). NoLice further that kU

ls more strongly dependent on e thalt kn. Further an

íncreasecl e decreases kU and increases kn, thus wídening

Èhe inertial range. Also shovrn are kU values for
e = 10-3 Wkg-] and 10-4 I'Ikg-Ì. These are probably more
appropriate in the lower atmosphere (eg. see Lil1y et a1.
(L974); Crane eË al.. (1980).

Eddies greater than lkm vertlcal extent tend to be
anisotropic at 90km (eg. Rind, L977) and this is indicated
on the diagram. Scales to the left of Èhe kU line will
generally be anisotropíc (eg. see l^leínstock, 1978), but
it ís díffícult to say exaclly aË. whaE scales anísotropy
becotnes ímportant, eg. Bolgiano (1968) has shovøn that weak
turbulence in a sErong wind shear can induce anisotropy
at small scales.

If these boundaries are esEimaÈed aE higher heights (not
shor'¿n Ín Fig. 1.9a) ít is found that the kO, model 2 and kn

model 2, lines lntercept around 100-120km - the heíght of
the turbopause. This is interesting, and is discussed

no inertial range exists)

ctd. over.

k
nB

more in Chapter II. (When lc



Fig.f.ra ctd,,
Also shown on the graphs are the Bragg scales which give
backscatter reflecrion for various radio !üave systems.
For example, Jicamarca, using a radÍo wavelength of 6m,
recelves reflections from Bragg scale components of
wavelengÈh 3m, or 3/(2ù mr-I. Buckland Park (near Adelaide)
and Torsnsville, in Australia, were the two major research
stations used for the work of thls Ehesis, and operate at
frequencies near 2MHz (boch stations) and 6 MHz (Buckland
Park only). These frequencies correspond Èo Bragg scales
Itwavelengthsrt of 75m and 25m respectively.

As a surnmary, the besË llnes to use v¡ou1d be model 2; and
below 40km, use the e = 10-3 and 10-4 tlkg-I llnes.
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FÍe. 1.9c PloËs of eddy díffusíon coeffícíent K vs alËítude. Models
1 and 2 come frorn the e values of Flg: 1.9a, and use the
formula * = ./*2n (equaÈion 2.2.4.7á,,., Chaiter II).
Various estimates of K by other authors are also shown.
Model 2 seems more agreeable with most other K estimates.
!ühen values are estimated at higher heights, model 1 goes
to a val-ue of logr'K = 5.1 aL 110kn - consiáerably laiger
than accepted values. Models 1 and 2 merge below 60krn.
Agreement wiËh other authors is worst. at about 20km,
buË the model line assumes e :10-2 l^lkg I everywhere
below 60km, which may be a 1iÈtle simplistic. Elsewhere,
agreement is fair. The formula K = e/ufi may also be a
lfttle suspect (see Chapter II).

As discussed ín Fig. I.9a, e ís closer to tO-4 - 1O-3
below around 40km. K values have also been plotted for
e = 10-3. Thus realistic K values are s lO;2s-1 below
10km and less again between 10 and 40km. Lilly eË al.
(L974) estimate K t,o be around 4 - IO m2s-1 tn rhã-
stratosphere. The shaded region represents thís more
realístíc range of K values.
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L.4 Radío Wave Partial Reflections

The effects of the ionosphere on the propãgation of radio v/aves

are extremely varíed. Some discussion of this topic has already been

presented; for example, Appendix B, and Section 1.2.3. SectÍon 1.3.3

conÈained a smal1 section on Lhe possibilities of turbulent scatter, but

no mention r^/as made of experímenÈal resul-ts. Apart from turbulence,

the primary effects thus far examined have been crítícal reflect.ion

(to some degree; also see Appendix C), and radio wave absorption.

But one important phenomenon not yet fu11y discussed ís the partíal

reflecË1on of radio üraves. I,Ihen radío rraves enter the íonosphere, they

can be parÈially reflecÈed at heights in the range 50 to 100kn. The

refl-ection coefficients correspondÍng to these reflecÈed sÍgnals are

j-n the range 10-6 to IO-2, so the process Ís certaÍnly not strong reflecËion.

These reflectíons occur over a wÍde range of frequencíes, from less than

2lfrlz to great.er than 50MHz. However, theír cause Ís sÈÍll largely unknown,

and Ëhe purpose of this thesís was Ëo gain more insight ínÈo the physical

mechanj-sm causíng the radio scaËËer. This introductory section will

concentrate primarily on Ëhe years up to and includíng 1977; Èhe resulEs

of some papers printed after that date wíll not be included here, parÈ-

icularly if Ëhey vrould pre-empt discoveries discussed later in this

díssertation. Rather, these papers v¡ill be discussed \^/ithin the thesís

ítself, at the appropriaËe place. All resul-ts relating to MF and HF

radío scatter up to I979-I9BO wil-l be díscussed here, since they pose no

challenge to these studies, but most papers relatíng to VHF invest-

igations after L977 wi.1-1- be discussed later.
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1.4.1 Early Observation aÈ MF and HF

1.4.la Early Data

Ellyett and l¡latts (1959) provides a review of the earJ-y discoveries

of these parËial reflecÈions. Some evidence appeared as early as 1930,

when Appleton (1930) found indications of these lower echoes. Earl-y

hints of such scatËering heighÈs also occurred in the period 1930 Ëo

1950, when experiments using VLF, LF and MF radio \¡/aves suggested such

sLructures.

Díemlnger (L952) presented evidence of these echoes using con-

venËional- ionosondes, and appears to have been one of the earliest

workers to study the echoes in any reaL degree of detail-. Diemínger

found that Èhe echoes could be seen over heighÈs of 75 to 90km, and over

a frequency range l-.6 to 4.OWIz (thís upper limit is most likely a result

of the senslËivity of the system). The heights of the echoes varied

diurnal-1y, wíth a minímum at local noon; and Èhe heights were frequency

índependent. The low echoes were mosE frequenË ín winter, and occurred

in groups of daYs

Gnanalingam and trleekes (L952) also made some investÍgations of

these echoes.

Gardner and pawsey (1953) provided perhaps the ffrst detaíled study

of these echoes, with an experíment specífical-J-y desígned for ínvest-

igation of these weak reflect.ions. Their system was quite sensitíve,

30 to 40dB more so than Diemingerrs ionosondes.

The system used by Gardner and Pavrsey was similar ín principl-e to

the sysËems used for the investigations díscussed in this thesis. Pulses

of radio tùaves l¡Iere transmitted regulafly, and the returning signal

moniËored, usÍng a sensitive receiver. Echoes from lower scattering

sËructures return to the receiver first, and the time 1ag between the

Ëransmitted pulse and. an echo can be used to calculate the height of
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the reflector, by the formula

(1.4. 1. 1) h=bvt

h beíng. the reflector height, t Èhe time delay between the transml-tted

pulse and the receiver echo, and v the speed of the radio ÌÁraves through

the ionosphere to the point of reflecÈíon (assumed to be the speed of

light ín a vacuum, ie. v = c; thÍs assumptíon results in a so call-ed

vÍrtual heíght h, buÈ this is close to the real heíghÈ Ín the D region).

Fíg. 1.10 shows a typical profile of echo strength as a function of

Èíme delay for Buckland Park, Adelaíde, AustraLia (35'S, 138'E). The

horizontal axis gives the time delay, buÈ has been converted to height

by formula (1.4.1.1-) and assuming v = c (virtual- height). The varíous

strucÈures are descrÍbed in the fígure captíon. Gardner and Pawsey obtaíned

simílar profiles, and presenÈed similar diagrams. In the case shown,

there are clearly scatterers at 68, 78 and 92km.

Gardner and Pawsey used a frequency of 2.ZBMHz, and a pulse length

of 30 Usecs. Half wavelength dÍpoles were used for transmí.ssion and

reception. Either plane polarized radiation, or circularly polatízed

lOrdinary (O) or Extraordinary (X)l radiation could be transmitted.

The transmitter had a peak power around lkhl. The systems used for Èhe

experiments díscussed in Èhís Ëhesis were essentially the sâme as thís,

excepË that largel tïansmltter poI^Iers (up to around 40klü peak) , large

receíving arrays, and other ímproVements, resulted ín much greater

sensitivity. Frequencíes used r!¡ere around 2 and 6þ[12.

The echo strengths observed by Gardner and Pawsey (near Sydney,

Australia) corresponded to reflection coeffícients of typically 1Q-5

at heights near 70km and 10-3 around 9Okm. Echoes at BO-lOOkm generally

appeared to come dov¡n Ín height untí1 noorl, Ëhen rise again afËerwards.

The rt60-TOkmrt echoes appeared to rÍse in heíghÈ until noon, then decrease
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agaÍn. An echo might appear at one heighË and remaín visible (during

the day-time) for periods ranging from hours to days. Then Ít r¡ould

disappear. Echoes contínually came and went. The echoes faded in

amplítude r.ríth fading tímes of the order of seconds. However, an echo

at any one height would st1Il flucËuate in height around iÈs mean.

Echoes below abouË B0km appeared only durÍng the daylight hours, buË

above thÍs height, night-time echoes did occur.

Túe results díscussed above provide an accurate assessment of many

of the major characÈeristícs of these D-region echoes. One major

characterisÈl.c can be seen wiEh a comparison of O and X mode echo

strengths. (That,is, O or X radiaËÍon is transmítted and receíved)

Below about 70km, the X mode echo is often the stronger, but above thís

height the X mode radiaÈion is strongly absorbe-d due to the large electron

densítíes, and Ëhe corresponding echoes are quite weak. O mode absorption

ís not so strong, so the O echoes are sti1l quite strong even when coming

from heights around 90kn. Gardner and Pawsey used these different

absorption characteristics Èo deËermíne the D-region lonospheric electron

densÍties, and thus devised the so-cal-1ed "Differential AbsorptÍon

Experimentrr (DAX). The DAE is discussed briefly J-n Appendix B. The

technÍque requires knowledge of the electron co1lÍsion frequency profÍ1e

of the atmosphere, and inaccuracies in this parameter can lead to errors

in the calculated electron densíËíes. In an extension of this experiment,

Belrose and Hewitt (L964) were able to use a theory símilar to that for

Ëhe DAE to calculate this collisíon frequency near 60km, since at. these

heights the electron collision frequency is the main reason for absorp-

t.ion of radLo r¡¡aves. However, electron densities are hard to calculate

at these 1ow heights, for this very reason. Above BO-B5km, X mode

strengths become very weak and hard to meâsure, so electron densiEy

estímates above about B5km are also unreliable for the DAE technique
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(eg. Líndner, L972).

Ilowever, the Gardner and Pawsey DAX theory relies on the assumpt.ion

Èhat the echoes are due to rapid changes ín eLectron densíÈy of a few

per cent wíth íncreasing height, whích extend over several Fresnel zones

horizonËally. If, for example, they were due to sudden changes in

collisíon frequency, the theory would have to be modifÍed. (eg. PiggoÈt

and Thrane, L966; Líndner, L972; Jones and Kopka, 1978). Further, if

Ëhe scatterers are not planar, extending over several Fresn,el zones, but

perhaps turbulent eddies, Ëhen the reËurned echoes may come from a wl-de

range of angles, which could also modify the theory (Lindner, 1972,

L975a, b). If, as wel1, the scatterers cover a thick height reglon

(eg. : l--2km), then other modificaÈions are necessary (Flood, 1968).

Clear1y, then, ít ís important to undersËand the structures causing

these echoes much more thoroughly before the DAE can be interpreted

correcËly.

Gardner and Par¿sey did noË continue the work reported in their

paper. Gregory (1956, 1961), however, díd carry on símilar observations

at ChrisËchurch, New ZeaIand, using a símilar experimenÈal arrangement

to that of Gardner and Pawsey, but on a frequency of 1.75}4Ílz. Gregory's

work provided the fÍrst detailed analysis of seasonal variations, and he

also began to Look carefully at the problem of preferred heights - Ehat

is, do the echoes show preference towards certain heights of scatter, or

are the echoes equally likely to come from all heights?

One important poínt whích must be borne in mind with many of these

results Ís the geographical location of these stations. Diemingerrs work

was in Ëhe Northern Hemisphere. Gardner and Pawsey worke-d near Sydney,

AusÈralia (34"S, 151'E). Gregory worked near Chrístchurch, New Zealand

(43" 37rS, L72" 24tE). Thus conclusíons drawn by any one authox may

not be globa11y true.
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Gregory (1956) found scatËerers wlth lower boundaries principally

at heíghts of around 95km and B5km, wit.h occasional occurrences of echoes

at heights around 75km, 70km, 65-68km, and in some cases 56-57kn.

ReflectÍon coefficients generally decreased v/íth decreasing heÍght,

from around 5 x 10-4 to 10-3 at 95km, to around 4 x 10-a at 85km, and

around 5 x 10-6 to 10-4 at the lower heÍghts. At night echoes were

observed only from heights above about 80kn. The heíghts of any one

echo ad the greater heights tended to fluctuate, alÈhough at times an

echo could be sEable to within less than tlkm (esPecially the 85km

echo). The echoes below B0km were primarily a non-sumter phenomenon.

Their stability would vary - they might last for periods from hours to

days. Occasionally echoes would occur ín summer, buÈ these were often

quÍte short-lived - some lastíng less than a minute. No echoes were

observed below 50km. Evidence was also found suggesting Èhat echoes

became stronger on days of higher electron density (a simllar effect has

b,een observed more recently for the low echoes by Haug et al. , L977 -

at least in one specific case). A comparison was made with observations

at oÈher locations, and the t'B5km" echo was found to be a cotttrnon feature.

Insufficl-ent data existed to cormnent on comparisons of the lower echoes.

In his 1961 paper, Gregory had more data to conment on. Agaín,

preferred heights were found - in partícular, around B6km, around 74km,

around 66km, around 6lkrn and around 55kn. ExperimenËs were also made to

determine the thickness of Ëhe scattering regions, and these tended to

increase from less than about 2km at the lower heÍghts to greater than

5km aÈ 86km. A seasonal variaLion in the height of the rrS6kmrr echo was

found, the height of the reflector falling to around Blkm ín winter, and

rising back to B6kn in summer. (It should be pointed out ÈhaË a I'preferred

heíght of around 86kmt'does not mean all- echoes come from thís heíght,

there can be quíte a spread, eg. see Fig. 1.1-3a.) Some speculatÍon as
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to Ëhe na¡ure of the scatterers v/as also made, and the conclusion was

that they are generally due to turbulence. However, echoes had also

been seen wÍËh very slow fading times, particularly at the lower heÍghts 
'

and rapid changes of electron density (around IO7"?) withín depths around

10m were suggested as the cause of Èhese echoes. However, the reasons

for the sËratífied turbulence, and the sharp electron densíty gradíents,

could noË be explained.

1.4.lb - Investigations . of Echo .structure Ãf.ter !962

Around the same time as Gregoryts papers, some other papers on

similar røork appeared, but they vÍere not great ín number. Gregoryts

results have been'discussed in detail here because he worked aË a símilar

locatíon to the Ínvestigations in thÍs ËhesÍs. Gregory lists Fejer

(1955); Fejer and Vice (1959); and Bjelland, Holt, Landmark and Líed

(1959) as the principle other related papers. These wil-l noü be díscussed

here.

AfÈer about 1962, until around 1968-9, there appeals Ëo have been

someËhing of a 1u11 ín publication of papers díscussing direct invesË-

Ígations of these echoes. The naËure of the scatterers $/as assumed to

be sufficiently well known for the partíal reflections to be made use

of in experíments such as Ëhe DAE (eg. Titheridge, L962^;Belrose and

Burke, L964; Gregory, L965i Gregory and Manson, L967; Bel-rose, I97O

(revÍew)). Some debate and even controversy did continue regarding the

nature of fhe scaËÈerers (Belrose and Burke, L964; Manson, L966; Píggott

and Thrane, 1966; Flood, 1968), buÈ 1itt1e experimenËal data was produced

to clarify the situation. Generally Èhe arguments revolved around either

Fresnel reflector models (a Fresnel reflector Ís a planar (mirror-Iíke)

reflector extending over several Fresnel zones (see any optics book))

or volume scaËLering models. The use of the DAE was, however, assumed
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valÍd, provided care was taken. The effect of the scale of the scatteríng

írregularitíes was felt to be unimportant (eg. Ho1t, 1969; Flood, 1969).

The possíbilÍty of off-verËíca1 signals arríving at Ehe receiver (whÍch

degrades the range resolution, and makes discrimination of O and X modes

rrore difficult) was eliminated to some degree by using narror¡r beams

(large receiving and/or transmitting arrays). The effects of a finíte

length radio pulse rnras also consÍdered by Coyne and Belrose (1973).

BeLrose et al. (1967) and Belrose (1970) díscussed some of the problems

associaËed with the DAE, and gave some typical r.esults obÈained. These

papers also gave sumnaries of Ëhe main stations doÍng the DAE at Èhe

ÈÍme. Even guite,recentlYr Èhe DAE has been improved further (eg.

Von Bíe1 , Ig77); but a real1-y complete ÍnterpretaËíon of the DAE stíl1

requires a fuller understanding of the radio scatËering mechanÍsm.

Other experimenÈs usÍng these partial reflecËíons also began to

appear, such as the measurement of drifts in the D-reglon (eg. Fraser,

L965; Fraser, 1968); but again, Ëhe lack of knowledge of the mechanism

of scatter restricted inËerpretation of the results. The measurement of

drífts at HF hras generally done by the method of similar fades, fÍrst

used by MiÈra (see MíÈra, L949). The earlier \^lork \n/as done usÍng E

regíon ËoËal reflectíon, but during the period from 1965 onwards, the

technique was extended to the D region by utÍlizing partial reflectíons.

The method Ínvolved correlating signals received at three (or more)

spaced receivers, and usi.ng Ëhe time delays between Ëhe signals received

to determine dríft velociËies. It was subsequently improved (Briggs,

Phillips and Shinn, 1950; Briggs and Spencer, L954; Phillips and Spencer,

1955; Fooks, L965), to arrive at rrFull Correlation Analysis" (FCA).

This has become a reasonably widely used method of measuremenË of

ionospherÍc drifts. Briggs (1977b) has given a revfew.of FCA, and Briggs

(7977a) revier¿ed some of the resulËs and limitaEions of FCA.
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The inËerpretatíon of íonospheric drift measurements was debat.ed

for some time, however. Did the results give neutral atmospheríc motions,

or someËhing else? For exanple Hines (L972) suggesËed drift measurements

could in fact be tracking gravíty $rave motíons, rather than neutral

winds, íf the ionized irregularities were produced by the waves. 0n

¡he other hand, if the irregularities vrere produced by turbulence and

Èhen transported by the wínd, the method woul-d gíve the r¿ind velocity.

Thus once again uncertainÈies as to the nature of the partíal reflection

nechanism resulted in ambíguities in interpretation of resulÈs of

experi.menËs using these scatterers. A clearer understandíng of these

D region scaÈterers I¡/as needed. [It may be worth noting here, however,

that FCA resulËs have since been compared wíLh other methods of neuËral

atmospheric wind measurement, such as meËeor rnrinds and rocket daËa (for

example, Kent and Wright, 1968; Sprenger and Schminder, L96B; Ifuller, 7968;

!üright, 1968; Stubbs, 1973; Stubbs and Vincent, L973; Ba1s1ey, 7973;

Crochet eË al. , Ig77; Vlncent eE 41. , 1977; Víncent and AsensËorfer

(comparisons wiËh Doppler measurements - prívate counnunication) ). The

meËhod has been found to be acceptable as an indicator of neutral air

moÊion, at least for the experimental arrangements used in this thesis

for D-region measurement.s (see in partÍcular those papers ín which

Stubbs and Vincent r¡Iere involved). FurÈher, as poínted out by Bríggs

(1980/Bl), many critícj.sms of spaced recel-ver measurements oi r¿inds can also

be made of Dópp1er measurements. In many cases the spaced receiver method

has definÍte advantages. In thís thesis, the FCA method of j-onospheric

drift measurement v¡ill be used a great deal, and results r+rill be inter-

preËed as neuÈral atmospheric windsJ

AfÉer about 1968, papers again began appearing whích díscussed the

nature of the scattering irregularítíes. Vincent, in hís thesís (1967)'

dÍscussed Èhe nature of Chese echoes to quite a degree, but none of the
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data was published till some tíme later, when he was a joint author in

two papers (Gregory and Vincent , L97O; Fraser and Vincent, 1970). Around

Èhe same tÍme, AustÍn and Manson (1969), Manson, Merry and Víncent (1969),

and Austin, BennetL and Thorpe (1969) also produced papers investigating

the nature of the D-regíon reflectors, and a clearer picture of the

scatterers began to emerge.

Víncent (1963) used phase informatíon of Èhe reËurned signals Èo gain

a much beËter feel for height fluctuaÈíons and echo t'coherencett. ResulÈs

suggested that echoes from above B5km were often quite incoherent

(frequent random phase jumps and variations), whereas those from around

70km often showed very smooth phase variaËions over inÈervals of

several minutes "a arr.", and frequenLly showed quít.e slow fadíng raËes.

Thus it seemed that echoes from around 70km could well be due to one or

two Fresnel reflectors drifting across the beam, producíng specular

scatter (1n some cases, Víncent measured the speed of drift of these

reflectors via phase measurement.s; results appeared to compare favourably

with measurements of wínd speeds made by the spaced receíver technique).

Above abouÈ B5km, volurne scatter appeared to dominate. The níght-tíme

gOkm echoes showed símilar incoherence to the clay tíme ones. The lower

echoes r^rere, at tímes, found to be extremel-y sfable ín height, showÍ-ng

very sma1l fluct.uations over quite long periods, partícularly duríng

Ëhe equinoxes. At times, height flucÈuations v¡ere less than a few

wavelengths over several minutes. Ilowever, even these lower echoes

became somewhat incoherent during the solstÍces. Fraser and Vincent

(1970) also showed that for these lower echoes, fadíng ti-nes and patËern

síze (the latter is a measure of the distance required between two

aeríals for the signals received on the two aeríals to become uncorrelated

to a sÍgnificant degree) correlated well with the degree of phase

coherence. Figure l-.11, from Fraser and Víncent (1970) shows these
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features we1l. This would noE be surprising if the reflecËions were from

Fresnel reflectors - since as Ehe reflecÈors became more t'mirror-liker',

ít míghÈ be expected fading would become slowerr, the phase would show

less erratic variaÈion, and the angular spectrum of the scatterers would

become narro\^rer, thus givlng a larger pattern scale (the last staËement

follows because the angular specÈrum and spatial autocorrelatíon are

Fourier transforms; eg. see Briggs and Víncent, L973). The suggestion \¡7as

also måde by Víncent (1967) that these scaÈËerers may well be closely

relaÈed to gravity r¡/aves. Vincent speculated that the reason for the

seasonal variations of some of the layer characËeristícs may be related

to Èropospheríc-generaËed gravity waves. The possibíliËy that the

Íncreased electron densities in winter (wínter anomqly - see Section I.2.3)

were rel-aËed to the increase in observed lower echoes in winter was al-so

menÈÍoned.

Austin and Manson (1969) suggested that the D-region scatter ín

the region 70 to 90km may come from several scatterers, too close together

to be resolved wÍth the pulse fengttrs used (resoluËions \^7ere tyPically

4km). They suggested Èhese multiple scatÈerersmaY be the result of

gravity hraves perturbíng the neutral atmosphere. If the scatter In/ere

Ëo be explained by a single scatterer, perturbations in elecÈron density

of the order of 5% to 40% \¡rere necessary, accordíng to these authors;

but multiple scatterers would require smaller perturbations to explain the

observed po\^ters. Other observations (eg. Fraser and Vincent, L970)

have shown aË tímes the existence of single scatterers. Austín and

Manson concluded that both situaLions (scatter from a single reflector

and scatter from multiple reflectors) cau. in fact occur. Some atÈemPË

was also made by Austin and Manson to dÍscern the thicknesses of the

scaËtering layers by varyíng the pulse lengËh used. Results suggested

that, at l-east up to about B4km, the scattering regions never filled a
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major portion of one Pulse length.

1.4. lc Layer Llidths

Gregory and VíncenÈ (1970) carried out a more careful analysis of

Layer widths aE christchurch, New Zealand (44"s, 173oE; L = 2.6). Their

'system was capable of detectíng two reflecting regíons, J-ess than 1km

thick, if they wele separated by more than 4km. The results of their

analysis are surrnnari-zed in Fig. L.12. Below about BOkm, the scatterers

appeared ín general to be less Ëhan 1km in extent, (and possÍ.bly less

than a few wavelengËhs thick (À - 170m; f = I.751ülz)). Rapid changes in

electron densÍty with heighË (steps) were offered as the explanation of

these echoes beloú about BOkm. Above BOl.m, the scatterÍng regions

tended to have a mode thÍekness of 2-3km, and sometimes were as large

as lOkm. IË was not possible to say, however, whether these were

contínuous scattering regions coveríng the full- estirnated thíckness, or

whether Ëhere \^Iere several díscrete scatËerers (or even regíons of

scaËter) with separation too close Èo resolve.

For a station at a much higher geomagnetic lat1Èude (in the case

discussed the station hTas saskaÈoon, canada; (52oN, 197"I{) i L = 4.4),

índícaËions hTere that scatter tended to be similar Ín some ways to that

at Chrístchurch, but tended to be more t'diffusett - that is to say, the

layers úrere not quite so well defined, and appeared rrLhicker". However,

no deËailed analysís was carried out at Saskatoon. Belrose (1970)

suggested that at Ottowa, Canada (45'N, 76'\^I) ' scatter \^Ias not uniquely

quasi-stratified or turbulent, but rather a combination of the two.

Belrose eÈ al. (7967) (also see Austin and Manson, L969) felt that there

\¡rere no preferred layers like those seen by Gregory (1956 and 1961 at

Chrístchurch) in the nearer-auroral regions of Canada. Some stratification

did exlsË at Ottowa, however (Belrose and Burke, L964) .
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Thus there appeared to be a geonagneËic dependence upon Ëhe nature

of these scatterers, although at the time no explanaEion l^7as offered.

Conceivably, the íncreased íncidence of precipitating electrons ín the

auroratr regions could parËIy explaín the effect.

It became clear that higher resolution was necessary to deduce any

more about the thickness of these layers, and with this Ín mind, Austín

eË al. publíshed a paper in 1969 regarding the possíbílitíes of decon-

volvíng the receíved echoes. Unfortunately, very líttle in the way of

results \¡/ere presented, and there appears to have been no follow-up

paper. The uses and limitations of deconvolution wí11- be discussed later

in this thesis Ín more detail. The technique has potenÈial, but must

be done careful-ly. Cfr"r,ara and VincenÈ (Ig79) have also shown the use-

fulness of deconvolution, and find several cases where the echoes from

two layers have merged to appear as one echo; the layers could be seen

separately when deconvolution was applied. Deconvolution is a useful

technique, but it has not been used extensívely to date.

L.4 . ld Rocket Comparisons

Perhaps one of the most obvious things to do in investigating these

echoes would be to compare directly the detailed electron densiËy profile,

as measured by rocket experÍrnents, with reflections observed by HT radar.

This appears never to have been done, however; the fÍrst results of such

an experiment will be presented later ín this ÈhesÍs.

Manson, Merry and VíncenÈ did, however, present a paper ín 1969

which presented stat.Ístical comparísons of echoes and high resolution

electron densíty proflles obtained by rockets. SmaLl scale fluctuations

in elecËron density, of the order of I% to 2O%' !üere observed in the

rocket data, r^rith a mode at abouL 3%. The fluctuatlons seemed largest

at 60-7Okrn, and BOkm, which crudely agrees wíth preferred heights of

radio scatter. The winter and autumn rocket fi-rings showed more marked
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sma1l scale electron density irregulariÈies, agreeing with the observ-

ation that partial reflections appear to be greaËest in those months.

On Ëwo days of anomQlous absorption, these densíÈy irregularitíes were

found to be enhanced; and this agreed wiÈh observatíons suggesting HF

radío scatter is strongesÈ on such days (Gregory, 1956). Calculations

using the Sen-tr{yller equatÍons suggested that each electron density

flucÈuation vras capable of giving rise to scatËered radio pulses with

por^rers'of the order of one thírd to one quarLer of those observed by

radÍo techniques. The combined effect.s of several of these perturbations

was quíte capable of causing the observed echo strengths. The paper

thus concluded that the observed echoes, at least up to around B0kn,

were due to fine "".f" (less than 100rr) írregular varíatj-ons of the

elecËron densíty hrÍth height.

l-.4.le Angular SpecËrum

Tn 1973, Briggs and Víncent presented a paper Ín which they

thboretically examined Èhe form of the sígnal received when radÍo r^raves

are scaËËered from "b1obs" of electron densÍ-ty. VÍncenË (1973) followed

Ëhis up wÍÈh some experimental- results, in which the spatial auËocorrel-ation

function of the received signal was found; thís could then be used Èo

deduce Ínfornation about Èhe scatËerers. (The Fouríer transform of the

spatial autocorrelatíon function gíves the angular spectrum of the

scatterers (Briggs and Vincent, L973).) InterpreËation of the resulEs

suggested ÈhaÈ at around 95km the scat.terers could be quasi-isotropic

blobs; perhaps about three times wÍder than they were hígh. AË lower

heights (say 75km), the scaÈterers appeared to be sharply bounded,

possibly wiLh edges as sma1l as 10m in depth. These lower scatterers

appeared to extend several kílometres to tens of kilometres Ín hor-

TzontaL dimension.
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Vincent founci the concept of such sharp edges hard Ëo accepÇ and

wlth good reason. A step of thíckness h r¡ould diffuse away with a Ëime

scale t around h2 lK, K beÍng the relevant diffusion coefficient (see

Chapter II). If turbulence l¡Iere operative, K - 10-102n2s-1 at 60-B0km

(eg. Cunnold,1975, Fig. 3), so if h - 10m, t - 1-10 seconds. (If flow

is entirely laminar, K is the molecular diffusion coefficíent, whích is

roughly equal to Èhe kinematic viscosity, and the val-ue ís around

0.3m2s-1 at 75kn (U.S. SËandard Atmosphere, 1962). In thís case

t - 1000 seconds - 16 minutes). Thus Íf Èurbulence \^rere at all operatÍve,

as it generally appears Ëo be, a step of thickness around 10ut would

quicklydÍffuse out ín a few seconds. However' as wíll be seen later,

the conclusíon regarding Èhese narro\¡/ edges does appear to be quite

val-id. The conclusion for the 95km echoes may not be entírely valid,

sfnce only one Ëype of scatterer was consfdered. Possibly several

scattering mechanísms operate. This wÍl1- be discussed in more detail

later.

Líndner (L972, i-975a) showed how statístical properties of ampl-itude

and phase variations received on neíghbouring ;ôlfOIeS. can be used to

deduce infornaÈion about the angular spectrum of the scatterers. Then

Lindner (L972, 1975b) used Èhese concepts to carry out an extensive

series of measurements on íonospheric írregularitíes at AdelaÍde'

Australia (35oS, 138"8). If the power receíved 1n the range of zeníth

angles 0 to 0 * d0 is P(g)d0, and P(0).iS assumed proportÍonal to

exp{- [sÍn2o /sin2oo J ],

then 0o seïves as a useful parameter for describing the type of scatÈer.

Large 0O values suggest more ísoËfopic scatter, and sma11 0O values

suggest most scatter Ís from Èhe vertical. Llndner presented evidence

thaË O0 1s quite small (around 2o-3") up to about BOkm, and then rises
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sharply to 10o-14o at 90-951m. This Ís essentially consistent wíth the

observations reported by Vincent (1973)

In a later series of measurements at Ottor¿a, Canada (45'N, 76'I^I),

Víncent and Belrose (1978) obtained further estimates of 0g, and the

resulËs agreed well v¡ith those of Líndner for Adelaide. In these

experÍments, 0O was calculaÈed by comparing pov/ers received on thlo

calibrated antenna arrays - one wíth a wÍde polar diagrarn, and one wíth

a narroÌ¡I Polar diagram.

L.4.Lf Preferred H hts

It has al-ready been mentioned how Gregory (1956' 1961) observed

preferred heíghts'of scaLter, but Belrose et al. (L967) found this was

not so in the auroral regions. Líndner (1972) obtaÍned an extensÍve

seríes of observations of echo heighËs at Adelaide, Australia (35oSr 138'E),

and the results are presenÈed in Fig. 1.13a. Símilar results have been

found for Townsví1le, Austral-la (l-9"S, 147"8), and are plesenÈed in

Fig. 1.13b. (These laÈter results were obtaíned as part of the v¡ork for

thís thesÍs, but are presented here for ease of reference) Schlegel

et al. (1978) also presented such histograms for theír statÍon at

Tromso, Norway, and again preferred helghts could be seen. These

results Ímply that, certainly in non-auroral regions, scatÈerers do have

preferred heights; and even some quite high latítude stations (eg.

Tromso) can exhÍbít this feature. These heights appear reasonably

consistent globally. Partícularly common heights..are aTound 65km,

7O-74km, (someÈimes 76-B0km), around B2-B6km, and around

90-95!m, although Ëhere are marked seasonal- variaËÍons, both ín preferred

heights, and echo strengths. Schlegel eË al. (1978) found echoes weakest

ín sunrner, as most other authors have. The heíghts of peaks of occurrence

can also change signifÍcantly seasonally. Gregory (1961) found the

"around B5-B6ttkm echo became as low as 8l-km ln winter:. Sími1ar1y,
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seasonal variatíons can be seen ín Fig. 1.13a. For example, the B3km

echo in autumn gives way to two echoes at 80 and B6km in winter. h'hether

eÍËher of these can be regarded as a continuaËion of the autumn 83km

echo ís difficult Èo say. Probably the B6km wínter echo shows similar

characterístics to the B3km autumr echo (from personal observation).

I.4.7g Amplitude Dístribut íon

If radio hraves are scattered from a random distríbution of moving

scatterers, such as ín turbulence, the ampliËude distribuËÍon follows

a characterístíc form ca11ed a Rayleigh dÍstribution (Rayleigh, LB94).

If, however, one scatterer dominates, the sítuaËion is akin Ëo fínding

the probability dfstribution of a constant vector with many other small

random vectors added on. The result is Ëhe so-called Rice distributíon

(Rice, 1944, I954i Van der ZieL, L954; NorEon et al. ' 1955; both the

Rayleígh and Rice distributíons ¡víl-l be derlved later in this thesis).

Then plottíng amplítude dísËributions can índícate the type of scatterer

being examined. Specular scatter, from a simple step in Ëhe electron

densíty profile, with a certain degree of horizontal rrroughnessrt suPer-

Ímposed, should be Ríce-dístributed wÍth a large Rice parameter cl (cl

being a measure of the specular component amplítude to Ëhe standard

devíati-on of the random contribuËion). Turbulence would be expected to

produce Rayleigh dístríbuted (a = 0) fadíng.

Unfortunately, things are not so símple in practice. The case of

2 or 3 specular components, of differing amplitudes, is not covered

by either case (the dístríbutions in such cases will be derived later).

Greater than five roughly equal specular scatterers would also gíve a

close approximatíon Èo a Rayleigh-Èype disËributÍon (Goldstein' 1951;

Víncent and Belrose, I97B). Further, if Ëhe comPonents do not, exhibÍt

all possible phase dÍfferences wiËh equal probability, the theory is not

valíd. Nevertheless, amplitude dístributíons do offer a possíble tool
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for D-region investígations.

von Biel (1971), at Christchurch, New zealand, appears to have been

the first author to attempÉ Êhís procedure. Mathews êt a1. (1973)

at OtÈovra, Canada, followed this attempt, and Newman and Ferraro

(40"N, 77"\l) produced further results in 1976. All three groups of

authors concluded that scatter appeared to be Rayleigh-like below about

BQkm, but may have some specular contribution above this height.

P.K. Rastogí (L979, prívate cornmunication) wo::king at Tromso, Norway,

1n some prelíminary work, also found Rayleígh-lÍke distributions belor^i

B0km, but some lndication of specularity above.

These results, then, would appear to contradict the conclusions

drawn earlier i., tfri" section Ëhat, below 80km, scatter aPpears quite

specular, whí1st above ís more random in nature. Von Bíel (1971) in

parËícular offers his results as a direct conEradicÈion of Lhe work of

Gregory and VincenË (1970).

this apparent conLradiction be explaíned? The answer will be

discussed more ín later chapters of thís thesis, but appears to J-ie, at

least in part, in the assumption thaÈ the scatÈer should índeed be Ríce-

dÍstributed. Much of the scatter from below about BOkm ís from a few

specular scatterers, but the tíme íntervals used to perform the amplitude

distriþutlons are often too short to allow all- possibl-e relative phases

of the vectors of the scattered radiatíon. If, however, long data seËs

(about 10 mínuËes) are used, ít is quíËe possíble Ëhat such a Ëime

inËerval ís much longer than the lifetíme of an echo. A distribution

formed from say 10 mínutes of data may in fact contain contríbuËions from

one scatterer during say Èhe firsË three or four mínutes, then nothing,

and then a second scatËerer, possíbly of different scattering strengLh

Èo the firsË, in the last couple of minutes. Consequently, many

distributions may be non-Rician. Von Bíel (I977) accepted clata at the
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15% chi-square level. But at the low heights, as will be seen ín this

thesÍs, a large percenÊage of distributions, although índicatÍng specular

scaËterrshould be rejected as non-Rician. (At 1east, this is true for

Adelaide and Townsville, Australia; it is presumably true elsewhere).

Interestíngly, Chandra and Vincent (7979) have produced Rice parameters

whÍch do índeed show sÈrong specularity at the l-ower heíghts (below

BOkrn); and it may be sígnificant Èhat they used 3 mínuËe data lengths,

compared to Von Bíe1rs B mÍnute data blocks.

As an interesting extension of ampliËude distribution analyses,

Vlncent and Belrose (I978) cornpared their amplitude disËributions to

those expected for 2 or 3 specular components, and found that for

typical-ly 20% of. the data the distributíons appeared to indícate 2 or 3

príncípal specular scatterers.

1.4.lh Fading Times

AnoËher parameter of significance in examínation of D-region HF

echoes ís the fading tiure. This is generally taken as the tíme for the

temporal auLocorrelatíon of the data to fa1l to 0.5.

Echoes from turbulenË scatËerers rnay be expected to gíve signals

at the ground which become uncorrelated afÈer a shíft of 1 or 2 seconds

(at around 2MHz probing frequency); specuJ-ar echoes, perhaps due to

steps in electron density of the order of kilomeÈres in horizontal extent,

may well give rise to much better correlated signals, and thus longer

fading times. Some fading tíme data can be seen in FÍg. 1.11, whích

comes from Fraser and Vincent (1970) for Chrístchurch, New Zealand.

Quite clearly, the lower echoes (70-79km) exhibit longer fadÍng times

than Ehe higher ones during the equinoxes. Lindner (7972, L975b) also

presented fading Ëime data for Adelaide, Aust'ralía. Ile found that above

abouË B0km, fading times are typically less than 2-3 seconds, whilsË
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below, fading tímes as large as 20 seconds can be attained. Schlegel

et al. (1978) found a similar trend for Tromso, Norway, with fading tímes

less than abouË 4 seconds at 90lur but quiÈe large at the lower heíghts.

Unfortunately, Schlegel et al. also tried to relate their fading times

to turbul-enÈ dissipation rates, but this Ís noË valid unless a very

narro\^r beam is used, or unless the fading tÍme which would be obse::ved

by an observer moving ûith the background r¿ind can be obtained (see

Chapter II, equatíons 2.2.3.11 and 2.2,3.I2). Even then, the results

are only valid if ít can be proved Ëhat. the scatter is índeed from

turbulence. The same paper also reports a seasonal varíation ín the

fadíng Ëime, but as pointed out by VincenË (prívate connnunication), this

may in part be due Èo the seasonal varíatíon of the horízontal wind.

After all, with a wíde beam (lTobeamwidth for the Tromso case) there

would be a wide range of Dóppler shifted frequen.cíes received due Èo

scatter from scatterers at different zeníÈh angles ín Ëhe beam, and thÍs

would contríbute ín part to the fading (beam broadening). Larger mean

wind velociËies result ín a wider spectrum and hence smaller fadÍng

tímes.

1.4. 1i Conclusion s of HF Results Èo Around 1977

Emerging from Lhe above discussions, then, appears the following

pict.ure of D-region scatterers.

Scatterers exisL from 50 to 95km, with reflectíon coefficients

increasing roughly exponentíally with heighË from around 10-5 to 1O-4

ar rhe low heighrs (60-75km) to around 10-3 at 9o-95kn. (An upper

limít for the scatLerers is hard to define at HF. Frequencies at 2-4YILIz

are ofËen crítical-1y reflected by the E regÍon, and thís hides any scaÈter

from heights near 1OOkm. It also prevents any signal peneÈrating above

the B region). Echoes from below Bokm are primarily a day time
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phenomenon; above they may exÍsË at nÍght as well. A distínct height

preference seems to exist, aË least at low and mÍddle magneËie latitudes;

scatterers aË around 66 , 70-74, 76-80 (at tímes), around 85 and 90-95!m

appear to be most corìnon, although the preferred heíghts do vary somewhat

seasonally. The pr:eferred heíghÉs seem to be a global phenomenon. The

echoes often fluctuaÈe in heighË by several kilonnetres - although on

occasíon Ëhe stratifications can be very stabLe in height. A seasonal

variation is evídent, particularly for the lower echoes, which almost

dlsappear in summer. Greater coherence ís evident in the echoes around

the equi-noxes, with slower fadÍng. Extremely height-stable echoes

sometimes occur during the equinoxes, wíÈh variations ín echo heíghL of

less than lkm, and aË times less than 1 wavelength (À - 70-10Om). This

Ís particularly true at around 85km, but sometimes lov¡er echoes can also

show this effect. The scaLtering layers can last for periods from

a few minutes Èo several hours and even to days. There are some indic-

ations that the lower echoes may be stronger during days of high

absorption. Fading tímes appear to decrease with increasíng height.

The scaËterers at lower helghts (S AOm¡ appear Ëo be less than lkm in

vertical extent., although possibly Ëens of kÍlometres in horizontaL

exÈent at Éimes. At Èhese lower heights, the angular spectrum of scatter

appears quÍ-te narro\¡/, suggestíng mírror-like scatter. Above about BOkm

and up to around 92I<m, the scaËtering regions tend to be thÍck (fron

0 to 10km ín vertical extent), and scatÈer Ís more isotropic. (However,

iË should be noted ËhaË layer t,híckness measuremerits to date have had

a resolutíon around 4km, so conceÍvably a 10km deep scaÈËering region could

be several scaËtering layers with less t.han 2-3km vertical separatíon).

It also appears that scatter from below about BOkur may be from

changes in refractive index about 2%-20i4, which are less than a few tens
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of metres in vertícal extent. OfÊen several reflectors may contríbuÈe

to an echo at any one tíme, but on occasíons a single reflector can be

the sole cause of an echo.

However, some of Ëhese conclusions are based upon scanty evídence,

and much more extensíve observations are needed. For example, Lindner,

and Vincent and Be1rose, appear Ëo have been the only authors to have

exanined the angular spectrum in any detail, and even Ëhen, onJ-y by

indírecÈ means. Further, ít seemed possible that the echoes from

above BOkrn may be due parË1y to Èurbulence, but thís vlas not certain.

Certainly the reasons for the preferred heights was totally unkno¡n¡n.

An expl-anation of, Èhe exist,ence of smal1 steps ín electron densíty, of

only a few tens of met,res extent, vlas not forthcoming. The purpose of

this thesís, then, hras to obÈain greater insíght Ínto the nature of

these phenomena. The complete ans\^/er as Ëo theír nature 1s stil1

unknornm.
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7.4.2 VIIF Observatíons to L977

Some scatter from the ionosphere at VIIF was observed in the 1950s,

and Ellyett and l^Iatts (1959) mentÍon Èhat Bailey, Bateman and Kirby, and

Pineo, díd observe some VHF scatÈer from 75-90km. Boolcer (1959) also

discussed VIIF scaËter from around 901.m. Villars and irleisskopf (1955)

also obse::ved VIIF scatter.

However, all these examples r^rere cases of oblique scatter, wíth

transmitËer and receiver weJ-L separated, so thaË the scatter came from

Bragg scaLes many times the wavelength of the radiatÍon. In fact, the

scatter vras most likely due to irregul.aritíes of electron densíty wíth

scales slmil-ar in order of magnitude to those causíng the previously

discussed H¡ ¡act<scatter. (Vittars and hleisskopf suggesËed vertical

scales of about 14m, with scatter being from heighËs below 90km).

However, a signifÍcant step forward in the understanding of D-region

echoes came about with the detection of backscattered echoes at 40-50MHz

from the D-region. Flock and Balsley (L967) reported on such echoes

from 75 to BOkm at Jicamarca near Lima, Peru (12'S, 77"\tr), although they

mentÍon thaÈ Bowles had detected such echoes as early as 1958 in lllÍnois"

U.S.A.. Flock and Balsley then concluded that the echoes they observed

rnust be due to turbulence, and that Èhe scaËtering regíons were less than

a fer¿ hundred meËres thick verËícally. If a step in íonLzaËion caused

the scaÊter, as had been suggested for IIF work below BOkm, the step v¡ould

have Ëo be less than on quart.er of a wavelength thick; or less tt.an 2

or 3 metres ! (ThÍs aríses because t.he refractive index step would,

upon Fourj-er decomposition, have to conEain a significant contributíon
À

from Bragg scales around.Z metre, À beíng the probing wavelength ín metres;

eg. Atlas, 1965; also see later Ín thís thesis). Admittedly, turbulence

would also have to contain such scales, but it is easíer to envisage- a

random arrangement of scatterers of around 2-3m scale produced as part
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of a turbulent process, than a well defíned step less than 2-3m thick

maíntainíng ltself Lor a fernr mínutes (also see Section 1.4.1e;

r - h2lK).

However, investigaËions using VHF were rare up to about 1974-1976.

Tn L974, tr{oodman and Guillan publíshed a paper concerning VHF observatíons

of mesospheric (and stratospheric) scatterers (a1so using the Jicamarca

array) and this preceded a great increase in VIIF observatÍons of the

Mesosphere, Stratosphere and Troposphere. Perhaps the main reason for

thís increase r^ras the widespread íntroducËion of both amplítude and

phase (ie. the complex sígna1) measuremerits. This allowed coherent

ingegration of the signal, and hence produced signÍfícant improvements

ín the signal to noíse ratio. However, useful coherent integraËion

requires that the íntegraÊion length be less than one quarter of the

smallest fadíng cycle, and hence hígher pulse repeËitÍon frequencíes and

data acquisitÍon rates ü/ere nece-ssary. The advent of on-line mínÍ-

computers made Ëhís high data acquisition rate possíble. By recordíng

amplítude and phase, DoppJ-er measurements of wínd speeds also became

pos síb1e.

I^Ioodman and Guillen (1974) interpreËed the scatter they saw as due

to turbulence, jusË as Flock and Balsley before them. Under this

assumptíon, they estímated the scattering regíons to be less than about

100n thick. They also observed the passage of shorÈ períod gravÍty \^/aves

with theír wind measurements. AgaÍn, 75km emerged as a heíght from vrhich

strong mesospheric scatter \^/as obtained.

Rastogí and floodman (1974), also prese-nted a paper on these vHF

echoes. Of signÍficance r^ras the fact that the paper shor^red detail

regarding the temporal variation of echo structure; inÈerestíngly, at

times strong bursts of power occurred, lastíng a few minutes only, and
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havÍng povüers 10 to 20dB above Ëhetfnormalttleve1 . Such bursts also

seemed Ëo be assocíated with slower fadíng

Cunnold (1975) followed up Èhe above papers wíth a further discussion

of esÉimation of turbulence parameters from VHF daËa. A few more parameters

apart from those obËained by Inloodman and Guillen r^¡ere estimated. Again,

however, the paper made Èhe assumpÈÍon Lhat the scatÈer Ì{as indeed due

to turbulence.

Rastogí and Bowhíll (L976a, I976b) appear to have been Èhe next

authors Ëo discuss VHF observations of Lhe mesosphere - again with the

JÍcamarca radar. They, too, assumed t.he scaËter vlas due to turbulence.

FadÍ¡g tímes r^/ere,found to be typically less than one or tIn/o seconds; and

evidence existed that sËrong bursËs of power often exhíbíted slow fading

(a similar result had been noted qualitatively by Flock and Ba1sley, 1967).

Thís result was inÈerpreted to mean that during tímes of increased power,

the thicknesses of the scatteríng layers decreased. RasÈogi and Bowhill

also found evidence for at leasË thro scaLterers contríbuting to Èheir

echoes, each movÍng at different velocities. Similar results will be

seen later in rhÍs Ëhesis.

However, iË should perhaps be restated here Èhat the case for

turbulent scatter from Ëhe mesosphere at VIIF was far from esËablished -

it was a hypothesis whích had been adopted more because nothing else

seemed reasonable than for any other reason. The possibílity of sËeps

in refractive index less than one or t\,/o metres in vertical extent seemed

quite unrealístic; such a step may be expecËed to be destroyed by turbulent

diffusÍon in a tÍme E - Lz/Rt L - 2m, 1¡ - 192*2"-1, so t - .04 seconds!

In L977, Harper and I^Ioodman presented more VHI results of mesospherÍc

scatter - agaín with the Jicamarca array. Again, scatËer came part-

ícu1arly from around 75km. Detailed temporal analyses of the echoes

ürere presented, simil-ar to those of RasÈogí and trrloodman (1974). Results

showed that frequenÈ po\,fer bursts occurred, often 10-20d8 above the
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ttnorrnal" leve1, lastÍng around 2-5 mínuËes, and with a quasÍ-periodíeity

of around 5 minuËes. ThÍs periodicíty, they claÍmed, correl-aEed wÍth

a 10 mínute gravÍty l^/ave observed in the Doppler measured winds at the

same height. Thus emerged some of the earlíest direct evidence of the

possíble effects of gravity hlaves on these D region scaÈterers. The

authors also found a correlation between strong echo power and sl-ow

fading - but this did noË always exist. At tlmes, there hlas even an

inverse correlation, with strong pol¡lers showing quite rapíd fadÍng.

These results generally supported the fÍndíngs of Rastogi and tr{oodman

(Le74).

VIIF radars such as thaË aÈ Jícamarca are also capable of detecting

scatÈer from clear aír in Èhe stratosphere and ûrooosphére, and ín recenÈ

years a great deal of effort has gone into examinaËion of Ëhese echoes,

particularly sínce abouÈ I976. These echoes show many símÍ1ar character-

Ístics to the mesospheric echoes observed from around 75km; and since

temperature measuremenËs are much easíer ín the lower atmosphere than

in Èhe mesosphere, the opportunÍty existed for extremely detailed

investígations of the relationship of wínds and temperatures to these

structures (assuming, of course, thaÈ the lower scaLterers hrere símílar

in origín and nature to the mesospheric scatterers). The results of

Ëhese ínvestigations will not be discussed here, since detaíled work

was only attempted after around L977-L978. Gage and Balsley (1978)

gave a review of the historical development of these VHtr' radars with

regards to clear aír scatter. This wÍll not be díscussed yet, For

the present, iË is sufficient to say that further developments ín VIIF

sËudíes have quesËíoned the interpreËation that these echoes are always

due to turbulence, and have suggested the possibility of specular scatter.

These thi-ngs wí1l be cournented upon further at their relevant place in

Èhe ensuing díscusslons.
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Just as examinations of lower atmospheric echoes rnay be helpful ín

interpreting mesospheríc structures, so too may ex¡minatíons of structures

in the ocean be useful. Some interesting structures have been notÍced

ín certain bodies of water, which may help give clues as Èo the nature

of mesospheric echoes. These things, too, will be left till later for

a fuller discussion.

Of course, Ëhe scatterers causíng VIIF reflections in the mesosphere

may not even be the same ones as those causing HF scatter - Èhat

possÍbílity exists, too. But the similarity in heights of VHF and HF

echoes (partícu1arly the coÍtuton occurrence of the 75km echo) would

suggest the scatteïers are rel-at.ed Ín some I^Iay - even if they might

not be one and Ëhe same. Thus iÈ is important to fol1ow advances in

VHF studies during the course of thÍs Èhesis.
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Chapter II Turbulence - A General Discussion

2.Marning

No pretence 1s rnade in Ëhis chapter that turbulence is a well

undersLood phenomenon; there would noÈ be a reference anywhere that

would make such a cl-aim. Scorer (1978), in his first two secÈions of

Chapter 7r .poínts this out quit.e well . Turbulent motions are extremely

complex, and to even attempt to explaín them in useful telms so that

results can be applied generally, requires a statistical description.

I{hat is turbulence? Many definitions have been given. In this

thesis, íË will be Èaken sinply as any seË of zero-mean motions which are

too random to descrÍbe by concepts such as waves ' or any ordered phen-

omena. In time, Ít may come abouË that some of the motions ascribed to

turbulence can be explained more simply. As an example' many of the

atmospherj-c motions nor^r known to be due to gravíty !Íaves were Lreated

as turbulence before Hinesr 1960 paper.

As Scorer points ouÈ, Ëhere are many different types of turbulence'

and descripËions appropriate to one Ëype may not be appropríate to

anoËher Èype. Thís chapter wíl1 concentrate largely on atmospheric

turbulence for whích no significant boundaries exist (although at very

large scales, of Èhe order of thousands of kílometres, the Earthrs surface

nust be regarded as a boundary). Typical par:ameters used to charactetize

turbulence will be discussed, and resul-ts which can be regarded as

generally applicable gíven. This is noË to say the results are always

applicable, and on occasíon excePtions wiLl- be mentioned.

One more poÍnt may be r^¡orth coûment. Two of the most important

functíons of turbulence are the eventual deposition of mechanical energy

into the atmosphere as heat, and Íncreased rates of díffusion . Processes

whÍch do not do these things are not turbulence. For example, a random
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arrangement of gravity \^raves passíng through a region may look like

turbulence - but particles moving under these forces wíl1 sÍmply

osciLlate. They will not diffuse apart. This- then, ís not

turbulence.
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2.2 DescriptÍon of Turbulence

2.2.I The Energy Búdget

A complete discussion of turbulence is beyond the scope of thÍs

Èhesis: However, turbulence probably makes an important contrj-bution

to radio wave scatt.ering in the Íonosphere. IL fs thus lmportant ÈhaË

some insíght into turbulence be gained. In Èhis chapËer, a brief

revíew of some of the import,ant concepts of Lurbulence will be given,

and also a collectíon of rel-evant formulae relaËing eddy sizesr lífe-

tímes, velocities and so forth is given. For a more detailed discussion

on the theory of turbulence see, for example, Batchelor (1953);

Tatarski (1961); Lumley and Panofsky (Lg64); Bolgiano (1968); and

Tennekes and Lumley (1973). VÍllars and l^Ieísskopf (1955) also gives a

useful introductíon to some of the simpler Ëurbulence formulae.

Turbulence is, by definition, a random set of motíons. However,

íts origíns sËÍ11 1íe in the NavÍer-Stokes equatÍons (equations C.6a,

C.6b). BaËchelor 0953), develops hÍs dÍscussion from these equatÍons,

as does Bolgiano 0968). The full developmenË will not be given here,

buË some of the results r^rí11 be quoted.

The Navier-Stokes equations are often re-arranged Èo give an equation

1n Ëerms of energies (eg, Bolgíano, L96B; Villars and tr'leiskopf , 1955).

Dutton and Panofsky (1970) gÍve a partícularly símple form of this

energy-budget equatÍon, whích is quite good for descriptive purposes.

The equation

(2.2.1.1a) oéf,=u+B- e*r

represents this energy budget.

E represenÈs the turbulent kinetic energy, and t 1s time.

M represents the mechanical generatÍon of Èurbulence, and is always
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posÍÈive (ie, an energy source).

B represents the buoyancy term. It may be eíther positíve (energy source)

or negative (energy sínk), depending on the atmospheric condítíons. B

is posíÈive if the rate of fall of temperature , -ff', Ís more rapid than

Èhe adiabatic lapse rate. OÈherwÍse, B tends Èo damp out the turbul-ence.

e ís the rate of loss of Èurbulent energy through víscous dÍssipatíon,

and is always posiËlve. Hence (-e) represents an energy sínk.

The term T represenLs transport of energy (advection) ínto or out of the

regíon.

The fluctuations in densíty, velocíty, or whatever, induced by the

turbulence, can be regarded as the sum of a great variety of plane

sinusoidal varíatíons of varying orÍentaËions and Iwavelengthsr' (scales)

(¡Iavelength here refers simply to the distance between successive peaks

ln the sinusoidal fluctuations. These sinusoidal fluctuations should not

be confused r¡íth prop4gatÍng Iüaves however; they are simply spaËía1

oscillatÍons). The turbulence can then be expressed as a por4Ter spectrum

fn these wavelengths or scales. (That ís, t.he turbulence can be Fouríer

analysed)

Let us assign each scale a r^/avenumber k, parallel to the wave normal

and of magnitude f, À being Ëhe ilvravelengthr'. Then I^/íÈh regards to these

wave ntrnbers k, a more sophistícated form of the energy balance equation

(2.2.1.1a) can be derived. Such an eguat,ion can be found in trIelnstock

(1978), and takes the form

(2 .2.1 . 1b) -qElk)
ar

_âa_(k)
ðz

+ = s(k)þ - 5F) + B(k) - 6vk2E(k),

where

(i) E(k) is the spectral kinetic energy density,

(ii) #) represents the vertical transfer of energy in physical space

caused by the turbulence itself (z ís the vertÍcal coordinaÈe),
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(iii) S(k) ís the spectrtmt of the Reynoldrs stressr = -(u\¡I), where u

is the horizontal velocíty fluctuation ín the directíon of Ëhe mean flor¿

U^, w Ís the verËical velocity fluctuaÈíon, and < > denotes averagíng," au^
so that SG)# represents the energy transferred from the mean flow to

the turbulence by the ReynoJ-drs stress,

(ív) e(k) represents the nett rate of spectral energy transfer from

wavenumbers smaller than k Èo wavenumbers larger than k,

(v) B(k) is the spectrum of the buoyancy fluxr;Qtof>, where pt ís Ëhe
P6

density fluctuation, Þ9 ís the average density aË heighL z, and g is the

acceleration due to gravÍty, and

(vi) 2vk2e(k) ís,the rate of energy dissipation by the molecular viscosity v.

For a feelíng for the derivation of thÍs energy budget equatíon from

the Navier-SËokes equaËion see, for example, Bolgiano (1968).

I¡Ieínstock then proceeds to caLculate the form of B (k) , buË the

purpose of presenting thÍs equation here is rather to give a further ídea

of Ëhe ímporËant processes involved in turbulence.

It 1s worth commenting here thaÈ, over some of the spectral range

(and in fact an importanÈ range), e(k) ís approximately a consÉant' e'

and ís generally regarded as the raLe at which energy is dissípated to the

atmosphere. Why does this follor¿?

Energy is generall-y generated in large tteddiestr (associated wíth

small k values) - perhaps by rotation started by wÍnd shear or temperature

processes - and then these large scale moËÍons generate smaller scale

motions inside; and so on. The J-arger eddies, being affected sÍgnifÍcanËly

by gravíËy, are anísoÈropie - longish and flattish. At large k values,

the eddies become more isotropic. (Soure Ídea of the Ëransítion scale

between isoÈropic and anisotropic eddies has been gÍven in SecËion 1.3.3,

Chapter I; generally it corresponds to valrres of the order of tens and
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hundreds of metres to a few kilometres vertical extent.) The process is

lllustrated crudely Ín Fig. 2.La, with a nore accurate example in Fig.

Z.Ib. (fne n. parameEer is a parameter descríbing when turbulence is

líkely. .filrbulence may occur íf R. < o.25. R., and Fig. 2.Ib, wíll be

discussed Ín more detail shortly.) Eventually very small scales are

reached, and these cannot be maintaÍned since the shears assocÍated wíth

them become so large thaË viscosity damps them ouÈ. Thus the energy of

these smaller eddíes is eventually dissipated into heat by víscous

processes. Then since turbulent energy is generaËed at large scales,

and moves dor^m to smaller scales, it would seem reasonable Lhat the rate

of energy transfer beËhreen the scales is roughly the same at all scales.

The final energy transfer from the smallest scales to heat is also roughly

equal to Èhis value. Thus the parameter e(k) is approxímately Índependent

of k, and ís called the energy dissipaËíon rate.

The above descríption is not exact. At largish scales, some of the

energy can be dissfpaÈed by buoyancy forees (eg, radÍaËion of energy as

graviry waves). The term (vi) ín (2.2.I.lb) also acts; although thÍs

Ëerm is quite sma11 for all but the smãllest scales (smallest eddíes).

However, Lhere is quíte a range of the turbulent spectrum where the above

descripÈíon is valid, and energy jusË propAgates down the scales. This

regíon ís calIed the ttinertial rangerr of turbulence. Consíderations of

such a picture lead to the formula describing the energy spectrum; viz -

(2.2 .L.2) E (k) = c,ez 
/ 3k-5 / 3

where E(k)dk is the kineÈic energy present Ín scales of wavenumber k

to k f dk. This result was origínally due Ëo Kolmogoroff. (eg, Batchelor,

1953). IÈ applies mainly to sËeady-state turbulence, where the sources

and sínks are all operative. IË does not effectively cover decayÍng
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Èurbulence, where the sources are no longer active; although it night

seem reasonable that it will apply for some time after removal of the

source at the larger r¿avenumbers (smaller scales). Nor does it cover

t'fossiltt turbulence (írregularities which exist ín the absence of a

generating source (Van ZandË êË'a1.' 1978)). In fact' many of the

formulae ín this thesis refer prímarily Ëo steady-state turbul-ence.

DifferenÈ authors use different values of the parameter cÌ.

RasÈogi and Bowhíll (I976a, b), give o = 1.586. trrleínstock (1978) uses

cr = 1.4. Gage and Balsley (1978) give 2.2.L.2 in component for:ut

? /3. -5/3Er(k) = oi. '-k -' - 
,

i referring to orthogonal dírecÈions. (Ei(k)dk. ís the energy associ-aÈed

with scales alígned in the directíon corresponding Ëo f, wiÈh \"/avenumber

k. to k. + dkÍ). For wavenr¡mbers para11el to themeanflow (longítudínal

componenË), Gage and Balsley give o, : 0.5; and for the transverse comPonenÈs,

a. - 0.65. Caughey eË al. (1978), also gíve tl. - 0.5 ! .02 for the

longitudínal component.
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2.2,2 GeneratÍon of Turbulence

Before discussing further the form of the energy spectrum of

turbulence, ít might be fruitful to examíne just when t.urbulence is most

likely to occur. Refer again Èo equation (2.2.1.1a). (The fo11owíng

discussion fol-lows Dutton and Panofsky, 1970). Turbulence is likely to

occur Íf the energy sources can overcome Èhe bouyancy effects tryíng

to prevenË turbulence. Then the flux Richardson parameter,

(2.2.2.I) *, = *

Ís introduced. R, measures the raËÍo of the raÈe of withdrawal of energy

by the st.able temperature stratifícation to the rate of productíon of

energy by a wínd shear. Equation (2.2.L.1a) becomes

(2.2.2.2) åT = r,t - Rr) - e

If B ís positive (source), R, Ís negative, and both Ehe wÍnd shear

and Èemperature sËructure favour turbul-ence. Turbulence is then very

1nÈense. If R, ís large and positive, energy is withdra\¡ln so rapídly

by the buoyancy term B Ëhat turbulence does not develop. But if Rf

Ís small, and positive, Lhe mechanical source may be able to overcome

B and maintain turbulence. There ís a consÉant R such that ifc'

R R

and if
ct

Rf t R"'
f t.urbulence carl develop,

turbulence is unlíkely to develop.

Then if R can be determíned, and R, measured, any atmosphere can bec-r-
classifÍed as turbulent or non turbulent. UnforËunate1y, R" eannot be

determined and nor can R, be measured. Llowever, there is a parameter

called the gradient Richardson number,

u)
2
B

l_
(2.2.2.3) R

ræIz
l.t,J
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v¡here ul, is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency of the atmosphere, given by

,r2B
âln0

=f bðz' 0 being the potential temperature,

c
p- --(L ôp - 1 Þ*), 

"h.re y =o'p ðz yp ð cv

= å(# + rs).

Here, I^ is the dry adiabatic lapse rate' = Ë for a dry adíabatíc.E

atmospher., = å (= 1K/100m at ground 1eve1 (see Houghton, 1977, sectíon
p

3.2 for Èhe adíabaÈíc lapse raËe for a \,/et aËmosphere, although this Ís

only real1y relevant in the troposphere) ). In the above formulae, p

is the aÊmospheríc density, p Ëhe pressure, Cn and C' are the specific

heats aL constant pressure and volume respectívely, and T is the temp-

erature. Note ulfr can be negative. This corresponds to a temperature

gradíent, -#, Ir, which ís a very unsÈable atmosphere.

as a functÍon of height, z. The formuLa (2.2.2.3) assumes a horízonaEally

stratif ied atmosphere.

Although R, is not the same as R¡., it is at leasÈ a parameter which

can be measured. R, and R, are proporËional if the abilíty of the

turbulence to transporË heat vertically is proportíona1 to íts abílíty

to transport momenÈum. Thís is ofËen assumed Eo be the case, although

need not be (Dutton and Panofsky, L97O). ExperimenEs suggest turbulence

may form whenever

(2.2.2.4) Ri < 0.25

(eg., Inloods , 1969). Theoretical results (e9., the Miles-Howard theorer¿

(see Mí1es, L96I; Iloward, I96L; Hines, I97I)) also suggest Èurbulence

lrryJ'= [rtj'. [r+]2, ,h.,. u = (u, v, 0) ís rhe horizonËal velociry
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occurs \^7hen R. ís less Ëhan about 0.25.
l_

This is the most commonly used criÈeríon for turbulence Ín the

atmosphere. However, it is not general. For example, for flow in

a pipe, the Richardsonrs number Ís not applicable - turbulence is,

rather, lÍkely to develop when a parameter known as Reynoldts nuriber

gets larger than some crítical value. Reynoldrs number is given by

(eg., Haltíner and Martin, L957, equation L4.7)

d being the pipe diameter, U the fluid velocity, and v the kinematíc

víscosity. AÉ Ëímes, a simÍ1-ar formula has been used as a crlËeríon

for turbulence in the atmosphere, with d being a "Ëypical scal-et'r êg.¡

Blamont and Barat (7967). Thís is noE to say both views are applÍcable

- different authors gíve different reasons for using each. Generally,

the R- approach is used. (It ís ÍnteresËing that Villars and !üeisokopf

(1955), use an Ru type approach to derive some of Èhe basic equatÍons

of turbulence)

I,,Ihat does R, acËually represent? If

Ud
v

R=
e

lauì 2

l:=l is large, R* becomes
laz) r-

small. Physically, this sÍmply says large wind shears cause turbulence -

just as has already been seen. The term r,rfr catt be negative or posÍtive.

hlhen it is positive, oB ís the angular frequency of oscillation of an

adiabatic parcel of air ín Ëhe atmosphere. The term ,fr i" negative if
-S t t^t that is, the atmospheric temperature fal1s fasEer than theòz g'

adiabatic lapse xaXe, and a parcel of air rising adíabatically would

continue to rÍse - Èhe atmosphere Ís said Èo be (hydro-) staÉical1y

unstable, and in thís case the temperaËure profíle also promotes turb-

ulence. Then R. < 0, and turbulence is always possible. The condition

0 < R. < A.25 ís called dynamic instabilíty,

and R. < 0 is cal1ed hydrostatic ínstability.
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Turbulence can occur even without wind shear íf R. < 0'

However, Dutton and Panofsky point out an interestlng fact wiÈh

regards to aLmospheric fronts in t.he Eroposphere. Near these fronts,

theory suggesÈs that the wínd shear is proportional to ür3' so (2.2.2.3)

Ímplies

R.
t-

c

Ín these cases. That is to say, turbulence is mosË likely in regions

of hydrosËatic stability, at least when related to boundaty Iayer (first

km of the aËmosphere) fronts; only hydrostatÍc stability produces large

wínd shears in this case.

So hopefully the above survey has given an iclea of the situatíons

in which atmospheríc turbulence occurs. Fig. 2.1b shows the development

of one type of turbulence - the Kelvín-Helmholtz process. This is

applicable at Èhe boundary of two fluÍds, where r^Iaves develop and then

break dornrn ÍnÈo turbul-ence (a1 so see DutËon and Panofsky, I97O; Thorpe'

L97e).

It may also be worÈh mentioníng Ëhat these formulae, such as that

for R.. are only valid for a horízortally stratified atmosphere. (Hines
L.

(1971), shows how R. can be generalízed).

ghen determíning R. experímenËally, resolutíon can be an Ímportant

factor. For exatnple, Yan Zandt et al. (1978)' use a probabilísLíc type

of approach in the case where their resolution of temperaÈure and wínd

height profiles is r,¡orse Èhan the Erue fine scale fluctuations whích

exist. Coarse resolution can give Ëhe mean wínd shear, but may míss

fine scale fluctuations and hence give esÈÍmates of R. whích are too

large.

1

4
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for example, Batchelor (1953), Figs. 7.6 and 7.9.) Here,
E(k)dk is the energy contained in scales with wavenr:mbers
between k and k + dk. The various ranges are discussed in the
text. Here, k, = 0.169kn, k. = 0.738kn. The term e represenÈs

the rate of transfer of energy betr^reen scales.
Lífetimes can also be associated with these scales (eg., Hines,

Ig77bi. Since k-2t-3 = ed (equaÈion 2.2.3,2b) for a glven

energy dissipation raËe ed, time scales can be assigned Eo kgr

kv. For example, Hines claims that the ínertial range in the

atmosphere corresponds to 1ífetimes between about 10s and 150s.
However, see section 2.2,3 for more on this
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2,2.3 The Spectrum and ImporËant Turbulence Parameters

2.2.3a The Spectrum

Thus far, it has been seen how wavenr¡mbers are used Èo represent the

turbulence scales, and some díscussion of the conditions for which

turbulence occurs has been presented. Now, let us take a more detailed

look at the energy spectrum of turbulence. Fig. 2.2 shows the approximate

form of the spectrum. The derivations of the various regions wÍ1l not

be discussed. Rastogi and Bowhill (L976a, b) can be _examined for

references regarding the inertial- and víscous ranges. Batchelor (1953) ,

also díscusses the regimes. I¡leinstock (1978) discusses the buoyancy

range, although several theories have evolved for thÍs range (eg., see

Bol-giano, 1968).

As we have seen, energy is generated at. small k values. It then

passes down through to the smaller scal-es, until- eventually the energy

1s díssipated aË k values too high to be maintaÍned against the effects

of vÍscosÍty. Thís final region is known as the viscous region. Above

k. (see Fíg. 2.2) the energy density fal-ls rapÍdly as a funcËion of k,

with a spectrum somethíng like that shown in Fig. 2.2. The form of thís

spectrum has been discussed by RasËogi and Bowhill (1976b) - there has been

some debate as to its form. The term kn is knoum as the wavenumber

correspondíng to the Kolmogoroff microscale, and it can be shov¡n that

(2.2.3.0) kn = (e/v3¡'a rað.íans per metre.

This will be derived later. For the present, hre may regard it simply

as a rrcuËofft'wavenumber; Ì/avenumbers of higher k do not exÍst strongly.

It is worth pointing out. here Ëhat sometimes the reciprocal \^rave-

number k-l is ca11ed the scale. It Ís easy to confuse this r¿iËh the

ttwavelengthrr associated wiËh this scale, 2nfk, since sometimes t'sca1e"

is used t.o refer to this I'wavel engthr?. Lf,hen referríng to scale, ít is
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ofÈen useful to express the units (eg., metres' oI metres rad-Ì, whichever

ls relevant). tr{orkers ln the field of turbulence tend to ignore factors

of the order of 2n, and freely mix these dÍfferent forms of sc.a1e. Thís

ean complicate matters for experimentalisËs. For example, some authors

call

k -l the Kolmogoroff microscale,n-l-ì =

and others call n = 2nkn I the microscale! It ís therefore be'st to

express the units whenever dealíng with scales, eg.¡ n = kn I m rad-l,

or Znk -1m/(Ztc). (SometÍmes just call-ed meÈres). Theoreticíans (eg.,
n

BaËchelor, 1953) tend to use scale in m rad-Ì.

At k valu." *rr"fr greater than k", the exponential in Éhe viscous

spectrum dominates. At k values betr¿een the outer scale of the inertíal

range, ko, and the inner scale (- k.,) Ëhe energy sPectrum is inertial,

wíth the form

E(k) =o( e2/3k-5/3, as already has been bríefly discussed.

In the regfon beÈween ku and k", called the Tchen range, the spectrum

ís represented by a transitíon between the viscous and inerËial formulae.

The region where bLlôyancy effects are most dominant is still far

from undersËood. Bolgiano (1968) dÍscussed some of Ëhe possíble theories

(eg., BolgÍano, Lumley and Shur, Phillips) relevant to this range.

Because it j-s laÈer, and seems to have been developed in some detaÍl, the

theory of Weinstock (1978) is adopted in this discussÍon. This is not

to say it is the final soluËion.

AceordÍng to trileinsEock, an uPper 1imít Ëo this buoyancy range is

gíven by kU, where

uJ

(2.2.3.tò t, = /õ.6'f;,
m
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and v_ ís the RMS fluctuatíng velocity in Ëhe combined buoyancy and.m
inertial ranges along a gíven dÍrection. For t,o - 0.2ms-r (weak

turbulence) to 1.5ms-I, and 
^'B 

- 4.6 x 1O-as-2 rad2 (typical strato-

spheric value) , k, corresponds to scales L, - 67 to 500 netres.

In this buoyancy range, energy does noË only propagate dov¡n the

scales. Some energy Ís lost by the generation of incoherent gravity

üraves, and is thus propagated away. In the inertial range, such I¡Iaves

could äl-so be generated, but are heavily damped. This loss of energy

by gravity Írave producËion in the buoyancy ParË .of the spectrum is

partly why LIeínstockrs buoyancy spectrum for the buo,yancy range, B(k)

(see equaEíon 2.2,LLb>, differs from that of Lumley and Shur, who found

"r, .1/3k-'/t u"o"odence for Ëhe þuoyancy spectrum (see l,{einstockrs 1978

paper). üIeinstock found a more complex relation. He also derived a

form for the energy spectrum E(k) in Èhe buoyancy range. Two maín

ranges appeared to exist in Ëhe general case, although both need noL

always be present in any particular case of turbulence. The expression

for E(k) in the so-called trfirst buoyancy range" is a lÍtt1e complícated,

but is expressed in the form

E(k) *.2/3u-5l3n-n(k)

so it t'looks likett other spectral turbulence forms. In fact

t"J
-n (k)

= t *å. 3/2 f .[*,] [' +]
a0

Ilere, o - 1.4 according Ëo Inleinstoc.k, and - 1.586 according to Rastogi

and Bowhi-11 lgl0Ð. The parameter a is the ratio of vertical energy

densÍty compared to Ehe hoxízontal energy density at any wavenumber k.

In the inertial range, a - 1! ín the buo,yancy range, the turbulence

becomes anisotropíe, and a - 0.5. The velocity v,o, as discussed, is the

RMS velocity in the buoyancy and inertial ranges combíned (t< ¡ k"'); vg
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ís the RMS velocíty in Èhe bouyancy range only. Generally,

1-5 (see tleinsËock).

R, is the flux Richardson number. aÇ|, Ís a fairly complex form, and

r¿il1 not be gíven.

However, for all its compLexity, Inleinstock considers only 4 cases

to be important, depending on

s3
v

m
v

0

These are:

(a) 0<ô<I.4

Then E(k) : 0e

(d)

instability) ).

o=fcr-uï,.

zl3k-s /3 ç\)
^B

0 < A < 0.4.-A
t

Thus E(k) varies only a 1itt1e faster Ëhan k-s/3

(b) -0.7<ô<0.

Then E(k) = or2/3k-5l3(þ¡+A 0 < A < 0.4.
^B

Thus E(k) varies a liÈtle more s1ow1y trttn k-5/3.
v' _v

(c) 
{ 

= t, *, t' 1. Çî t 3 ímplies strong turbulence; Rf >> 1 implies

statíc stability).

rhen E(k) = o.2/3o-sllér)-o'B .

ThÍs means a rapíd variaËíon of E(k), and corresponds to a sínk of

turbulence, or decaying turbulence.
v

ô < -1.0 (large f {"atottg turbulence) and Rf .1 (hydrostatic
0

Then E(k) = o.2/3lr-sl3(k!)1'o
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Thís is a very slow varíation of E(k), and corresponds to a sÈrong

source of turbulence.

The rrsecond buoyancy ranget' may not exisÈ - it depends on whether

ksr
Oä t" $reater or less than k*, k, beÍn8 the minimum \^Tavenumber for

..k-
which l^Ieínstockf s theory holds. If d t k*, the second range exisËs.

In this second range, the dissípation rate is not e; Ít is greater than

e if R, > 1 (some energy is also ]-ost by buoyancy effects' as the

atmosphere ís statically sÈable and Ëhus damps some of the motlon; thus

the rate at whích energy is propagated dor,¡n Èhe scales gradually

decreases as |t moves dornrn, until the inertial range is'reached, where Ëhe

díssipation rate is e), and less Èhan e if Rt < 1.

The Èransition between inerËial and buoyancy ranges is rather

Íl1-defined, but tr'leínstock feels wavelengths greaËer than a hundred

or so meLres must be affected by gravlty.

InÈerestingly, this theory stÍ11 envísages a k-5/3 law at large

wavelengths (eg., second buoyancy range), and does noÈ contradict

resul-ts that even aË very large scales, where eddies are decidedly

anisotropic - and even nearly two-dimensional (horizontal scales of

tens of kirometres and more) - a k'5/3 law has been observed (eg.,

Elford and Roper, 1967; Gage, L979). 0f course, this is noÈ to say

that Ëhe condiËions assumed in derivÍng the inertial range spectrum are

sËil1 valid at these scales. Perhaps Ëhey are. But just because the

law fÍts Èhe theory does not always imply that the theory Ís relevant.

tr'lith regards to the very large scales (sma1l k), ÍË has already

been mentioned Ëhat the eddies Ëend t.o be anisotropic. Some idea of the

scales at whích anísotropy becomes significant is given in Sectíon 1-.3.3,

Chapterl.Generally,intheuPPeratmosphereeddieswithvertical

scales greater than I to 2km are anÍsotropic. But the anisotropic region
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covers a large range - from mesoscale (horizontal scales of l0rs to

10ots of km) to synopÈic scales (around 1000 km) to macroscales (2-3000 km

horfzonÈal extent). The laws governing these regions form a new problem

agaln.

AccordtngtoGage(Lglg)therearetr¡Iomalnsourcescalesfor

turbulence - (tnrs 1s for the troposphere - but it 1s mentloned here slnce

sfml]-arideas(e.g.reverse.cascadlng)mayberelevantelsewhere)

(1) small scale - perhaps a few km at most fn vertical extent; for

example wind shears, thunderstorms, breaking v¡aves; and

(11) . Large scale sources, generatfng eddles of macroscale slze - for

example, baroclln{c. lnstabllfty represents one such source.

AssoclaËed wlth each source 1s a spectrum like Fíg. 2.2. But when

both sets of sources occur ln the same atmosphere, as they do, a mlxing

of the spectra occurs. In fact, Gage also mentioned the concept of

reverse-cascadlng, whereby eddies act somewhaË coherently to generate

larger eddies (ln contrasL wÍÈh the earller scheme whereby large eddl'es

generated smaller ones). Gage then proposed laws for the varlous regÍ-mes,

wfth a scheme someEhfng llke that described in Fig. 2.3. Both cascadlng

and reverse cascading occur. Gage also claÍmed that the k-3 sPectrum

-</cA, and Lhe k-)/¡ spectrum B (Ftg. 2.3) are incornpa¡ible, tmplylng a sink

betr¿een the two. Phenomena associated wlËh the decayÍng sEages of

cyclone life (cyclones arg after all, Just large eddles) were offered

as thís sink.

IÉ is also worth notlng Ehat excePÈions occur Ëo the laws in thls

scheme. JusÈus (1"969) has presented a theory for the spectruln of shear

dependenE turbulence. The buoyancy range, whÍch does not always have

a k-5/3 law, has been mentLoned. Bolgiano (1968) has also suggested

. k3-t law for r.reak turbulence fn sErong r¡lnd shears (k, befng the vertÍcal

wavenumber). In such cases, the cut off r'ravenumber is not kn, but fs

given by a form depending on the wind shear strength. Experinent and
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theory do not always agree in investígat.ions of turbulence, efther

(eg., Stevrart , L979).

However, it is primarÍly the region ca11ed I'microscal-et' in Fíg. 2.3

¡,¡hich ¡,¿í11 be dealt with in this thesis; and the nomenclaÈure ttmicro-

scalett will generally refer to scales of the order of the Kolmogoroff

microscale. Scales in the inertiaL and buoyancy ranges will not be

considered as t'microscalert. The largest scales dealÈ wlth ¡¿ill be of

the order of the scale of the generating mechanisms - for example, a

wínd shear across a 2l<m verEical extent can generaÈe eddies no larger

than 2km in depth.

2.2.3b Eddy Tran5port

In thís section, \nre lüant to discuss the effective viscosity,

thermal conductlon and diffusíon coefficienÈ for a turbulent fluid.

These quantities depend upon the Ëransport of momentum, thermal energy,

and gas molecules respectively.

As a startlng point, however, consider firstly a non-turbulent

viscous fl-uid. Consíder Ëhe conduction of heaL through such a fluid.

The rate of flor¿ of heat H through a cross-section A of the fluÍd is

given by (eg., Tabor, 1970, section 4.5.2)

dH ,dT
_=_vL_dt ''m,-dz'

r being a constant called the thermal conductivity.
m

LÍkewíse, the rate of flow of momentum transverse to the mean motlon

(Tabor, I970, section 4 .5.1)

dp .duF = àË = pAf, u being the horizontal velociËy.

(F is in fact also the drag force which woul-d be exerted on a plate

parallel to Èhe fluid, and bounding Èhe fluid eg., see Appendix C)
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Here p Ís called Ëhe dynamic viscosity (also see Appendix C).

In a similar way, the rate of diffusion of densíÈy (molecules)

is gíven by

dn - -.rodn
- 

- -ut\dz,

n being Ëhe number density, and D the self-diffusion coefficient (Tabor,

L97O, section 4.5.3). (The case of one gas diffusing Ínto another is

a slígirtly more complicated siÈuation eg., Tabor, 197q)

Then Taborrs book shows that

1_I.U=ãmn^C
J

1 _-
I\

", = T nC^CVt

1_¡=iÀc

where n is the number density of molecules, c the rms molecular speed,

À the mean free path of the molecules, c.*, the specifíc heat at consÈant

volume per molecule, and rn the mass of a molecule. Uslng nm = p, the

mass densiËy, these can be rewritten as

c1_
*, = ä pÀcC, ç = J = specífÍc heat per unit mass

m

at constanÈ volume
1_

u=ioÀc
1-u=frc (The term I is often denoted v, and Ís'p

cal-led the kinematic vÍscosÍty eg. ' see

Appendix C).

InÈerestingly, u can also be rnrritten

(z/3o2) (mrr/n 3 )
,4

=u
p

o beíng the molecular radius (eg., SËarllng and Inloodall, 1950, P. 2L5>.
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Thus U also depends on the þemperature, and the molecular species

(through o).

These rate of transport equations for heat, momentum and ruolecular

number density can also be used t.o obtain nett diffusion equations.

In the following formul-ae, horizonÈal flow and horizontal stratification

are assumed, for simpliciËy.

For example,

dT Krn â2T azt
æ=ñ ò7=*t^ð-7'

(C being the specific heat per unit mass at constant volume.)

describes temperature transporË (Tabor, L970, sect,ion 10.3.3).

In the real atmosphere, T would probably be replaced by potential

temperaÈure. Notice f, f" differentiation followíng the motion

.DAie.=fr.=at+f.V

K. is called the thermal- diffusivity (or temperature conductivíty),
tm

as distinct from rrr the Èhermal conductívÍty.

LíkewÍse,

^2d-u57
is the body force per unit mass acÈing in a fluid.when no horizonËal

pressure gradíents or exÈernal forces such as gravity acË.

This can also be written

(

(ín generrt, ål = r.*v2T)

dU
drf

(z being the vertical coordinate; remember horizontal

stratification is being assumed)

which describes the transfer of momentum. Here v is the kinematic

viscosity.

Thís equation Ís also used to obEain a more complete equaËfon of hori-

zontal motion t eE., see lialtiner and Martin, 1957, pp. 2I4-2L6.

do ð2p
Ë= 57
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Du (In thís case, p is allowed to vary

with x)
Dt

where p |s the density, p = pressure, u is the velocíty in the x direction,

v ís the velocity in the y direcÈion, and f is the Coriolis parameÈer =

2CIsinrþ, rf beíng Èhe latitude and CI the rotatÍon rate of the Barth

(radian "."-1). 
(It should be poínted ouË Èhe equation of mo¡ion is

discussed Ín its general forrr Ín Appendíx C)

The fu1l vector equation of motion is (omftting 1n Èhis case the Coriolis

force) ,

D\¡p#y ='-uY * (Y * lL) - YP

eg., Vil1ars and Weisskopf (1955),

v befng the velocíty vecËor. It is ioteresting Èo examine this equation

for e =røpy2. Then

âe*-+ v.(ye) = -u(y xy)2 - (v.Vp) + uV.(v x (V x v))
dE

(eg., Vil-l¿rs and Ï¡treisskopf , 1955).

If transport of e 1s ignored (!.ve), only changes in time of e are

examined, and pressure fluctuations (Vp) and gradients of velocíty are

ignored, then

E=_u(yxy)2âr

' â<v2t . .ôor -T, = -v(V x y)2 ((Y x y)2 is by defÍnitíon (v x y). (V x y)).

For t'order of magnitudet? calculatíons of Ëhe time rate of change of a

scalar 0 due to diffusion, the equation

å*rrvt #

3, A<02> _I ar *-vlrol2(2

can be extremely useful, An equaÈÍon like this wí1l be used in the nexE

section .

.2.3
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Let us nor¡/ reÈurn to the nett diffusion equaÈions. The netË diffusion

of particles is governed bY

dn- = .,-,, â2*

--u¿/

(If chemícal effects are also considered, and n refers to one part-

icular gas species,

dn - â2n
Ë = o ffi - t..".' k being a constant'

K tm
v

Notíce also that because of these equalities, (2.2.3.15 is also good for
4'

order of magnitude estimates when 0 is any of RMS velocity, density,

temperature, or momentum. However, Ín realit.y, "tr, v and D are not

exacÊly equal. *t,o and v are Ín a constånt ratio for any one gas or

eg., Rees et al. G972); but generally kn can be ignored, especially

when n is the Èota1 number density.)

Thus fo1 diffusion of temperature, momentum and density, the relevant

cons¡ants relating the rate of diffusion to the Ëemperature/momentum/

densíty height Profile are

tm

1
I.=5n" thermal diffusivity,

1(2.2 3.þ v=5 Àc kínematÍc viscosity,

self-dif fusion coeffícient.

I is the mean free path, and c the mean nolecular speed.

Thus ín princíple all these diffusíon rates are equivalent. Tabor (1970)

has also pointed this out in equation 4.61;

c(fl.c = I (C here v=- in Tabor)
M

K

and
1_¡=irc

K

or
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liquid, buÈ the ratio varíes between I.4 arrd 2.5 (tabor, 1970, p. 57).
K

The raËio !* i" 1.73 for air, 2.3L for Helium, and 1,45 for Carbon
v

pioxíde (eg. , Starlíng and l^loodal-l, 1950, p. 2L6). These actual ratíos

can be derj-ved theoretically if a more careful treatmenÈ than that of

Tabor is applied. The constant ís not 1.0 because of inter-molecular

forces and other secondary effects

Now consíder turbulenË transport of these properties. No longer

are the propertj.es carried by molecules, but raÈher by turbulent eddíes.

Thus in the equatíons (2.2.3,þ , À should be replaced by a typícal

outer scale (or t'mixíng J-engthtt) of Ëhe Ëurbulence, and c by typical

eddy velocitÍes.
,n

Equations ril<e $f = *rm ff stirr apply, but Krm no!ü becomes an

eddy thermal diffusivity.

Thus three rre\^/ turbulence parameters arÍse.

(i) Ka = eddy coefficienË of heaË conduction - Zattat

(íi) K* = eddy viscosity coefficient - Z*ttrt

(íii) K = eddy diffusion coefficient - LL'vL'

Ka replac"" "tr, K, replaces v, and K replaces D.

Here, tlne .L, t are mixing lengËhs of the order of the eddy outer scales,.L

and v.t are Ëhe turbulenÈ velociEÍes associated with these scales.
l-

NoËice also

dr_,,
-- 

l\dt
à2r

E # can be crudely approximated by

AT
t T)r

AT-,,
---t\
At

or 
^t 

= L2 /K.

This is the tÍme for turbulence to transport heat through a dÍstance Z.

Símilar dimensíonal analyses are possíble for density and momentum, and
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can be quit-e useful for gainíng a physical feel for any síËuatlon.

trrlhat should be used for Zar eÈc.? Haltiner and MarÈÍn (1957),

p. 245, say that for a given scalar S, with mean <S> and flucËuating

component Sr, Lt should be chosen as Èhe scale over which fl-uctuaÈions

ín S are comparable to the change Ín <S>.

Sr Lt à <s>
l_e. ðz

Thís type of defÍnitíon is ofËen used to define outer scales (e9., equaËion

2.2.3.5a - see shortly). However, often in experlmental situatíons,

the largest observable eddy is used for ,Lt (eg., see SecÈion 2.2.4).

The r¡ork above has all- assumed vertical diffusÍon. OËher components

of Ëhe various Kts can be found, although the coefficients are generally

assumed to be isot.ropíc. As in the molecular case' the various Krs

are not all equal in practíce; they are, however, generally of Èhe same

order of magnitucle. Curnow (1966), has suggested that the constant

relatíng any two lies Ín the range 0.8 to 1.2.

Notice that if a scalar S ís considered, then the vertical diffusion

coeff icíenË for S Ís \, - LS v,t; and 'Lrt = 5r (!jÐ, )-1 (see above)

SO

or

\s = s'(+)-'uL,
â <s>.st-r¿'r = -\s Ê

This Ís the same result as that achÍeved by Haltiner and Martín (1957)

ín their Chapter 15, and gives an exact formula for the determination

of \s, (the minus sígn expresses the fact that íf + is posítíve,

then transport is dor,rnward).

Dfffusj-on coefficients can be considered more deeply (.g., Curnow,

L966., Booker and Cohen, 1956), but the above discussion is adequate for

most purposes.
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Many references refer to just a single K. Thís usually means the

eddy diffusivíty, but at times it wíll be taken to represent all of

Kr, Kt and K, since Ëhe parameters are fairly similar. At other tímes,

disËlncÈions will be made beEween the various Krs. Accordíng to

Stewart (1969), thermal and densíËy diffusívitles are closely related,

and K = Kr. Teitelbaum and Blamont (L977) also Èreat K and Ka as equal.

2,2.3c Equatíons Involving Important Turbulence Parameters

An introduction to some importanÈ equations of turbulence is now

necessary. Simple dimensional-type derivations will be discussed first;

some ínsight into a more deÈailed theory will- be given later.

Varíous references exist for thÍs purpose, but one introductory

paper whích gives some physical insight into Èhese equatíons is Villars

and Inleisskopf (1955), partícularJ-y Sections III and IV. The paper

deríves many of the formuLae discussed bel-ow in a very simple manner.

The díscussion below is, however, based on that of Cunnold (L975, sectíon

3), who followed Tatarski (1961-).

Some mention has already been made of the possÍble confusion of

scales when dealing with turbulence. Length scales are sometimes taken

to have units of length per radian, (eg., metres per radian), L = lz-kt

and sometimes taken as length per 2n radians, (simply called length)

f- = +. LlkewÍse, tíme scales have an assocíaËed ambíguÍËy; sometímes

a tÍme scale of tÍme per radian Ls used, and sometimes tíme per 2nc

(símply'denoted Èime). For the present, we will simply regard Z as

a length scale, and r as a Líme scale. The confusion as to the factors

of 2r will be dlscussed as the derivaËions progress.

Consider a tracer of turbulence, 0. Thís may be perhaps RMS velocity,

or refractive index, or one of many other possíb1e parameters. (Some

care is necessary before deciding if a parameter ís an effectlve tracer.
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Temperature ls not. a good tracer, but poÈential temPeraEure is a good

one, for example. RefractiVe lndex is not a good tracer. The

descrlpEion of a tracer will be discussed more in the rrRadar sectlonl

of this chapt-er (Section 2.4).) Then for all scales Z the rate of

generaÊíon of mean square tracer fluctuatlons is

a. I o¿ I 
2, .le tlz,

ât ' ,L

t, being a typical lifetime assocÍated r^rtth these scales. In the fnertial

range of turbulence, Ehe raÈe of generation of fluctuatlons is equal to

Ehe rate at which the smallest scale foluctuaElons of slze around n

(n = Kolmogoroff mlcroscale) are lost due to vÍscous effecÈs, = Ê0, sêY.

That 1s, it ls assumed large scale eddl-es generate smaller ones until

those smaller ones are damped out by turbulence - and the rate of

generatíon of all scales is assumed the same. For example, Lf.

0L= <urz/z)' (o Èhe RMS velocíty), .lo¿l2r/, ='ø(vr2/rr) Ís the time

rate of generation of kfnetlc energy per unit mass, and t0 = ed ls the

energy loss rate. The energy Ís generated at larger scales and propagates

down through the smaller scales untfl the scales become so small, and

associated shears so Iarge, that viscous forces damp out the motions.

Thus within the lnertial range klnetic energy 1s not created or destroyed -

it simply propagates dornm the scales.

so, .Io¿l2>/rL= to.

But Èhe loss rate at the Kolmogoroff microscale is .e - u ¡ Ven I 
2. (rhis

type of equatlon was díscussed in the previous section, eB., equatíon

(2.2.3.314); v ís the lcinematlc viscoslty.) I{ence

.f e¿l', 'cL = .o = 1¡vonl2

But at the outer scale of the lnertial region, L,

a<o 2> .lo.l2t
jt t"Ë- = -Kolvelt

(equatlon 2.2;3.1 aga1n, but Ehf s tlme looklng at large scales, so v is

replaced Uy KO, KU.being the Lurbulent dfffusíon coefficient appropríate to 0.

Henceforth, thls wlll slmply be denoted K). 0 ls the mean (tlme averaged)
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.lorl"
value of 0 at heíght z. BuE is constanE, = tO, for aII L, and,L
therefore this is valid for the outer scales L, so

.lo, l',D

t- -tu

and hence fUlVã|2 ' eO. Assume only a vertícal gradient of ã.

Thus we have

(2.2.3.L) .le rl2, /r to rcþ

A velocity

(2.2.3.2a) vt' ,L/rt

ean also be assocíated vrith scales Z, where v, ís the typícal velocity

associated with these scales. For example, an eddy of dimensLorr 'L

(eg., its half-density wídth may be Z) would have a velocity around v¿,

and a lifetime around 'rr. To be correct so far as units are concerned,

if L ís the t'wid¡h" of the eddy in metres, and 'r the lifetime in seconds,

v, should be in * """-1 . However, often .L may be Ëaken to be in m rad-Ì,

,r in seconds, and v, in ms-l, whÍch is incorrect Ín so far as uníts

are concerne<l - v, should be ín m"-lr-Ì. For example, the equatíon

(2.2,3.0) rì = ('É, )to (= Kolmogoroff microscale)

is fncorrect with regard to unjËs; for v in m2s-1, e in m2sl3, ¡ should have

unÍts of meËres. But n, as evaluated by this formgla, ís always taken

to be in metres per radian (Batchelor, 1953; TaËarski, L96L; Rees et al',

L972; for example). It is probably besË to bear in mínd that mosÈ of the

equaÈions in here are proPortionalities at best. UnforÈunately, when

Ëhey are used in 1nÈerpreÈing experiments, they are often taken as

equalities.

ulvonl2
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In the vÍscous range of turbulence, 2,2.3.2a ís not va1Íd; rather,

(2.2 .3.2b) tL (v L-z'r-t = v-II.2 .

ThÍs result is quoted vrithout proof - eg., see Cunnold (1,975,

Sectíon 4), or Rastogi and Bor¿hill (L976b). However, as mentioned by

Rastogi and Bowhi11, this equation comes from the Heisenberg form of

the viscous parË of the energy spectrum, and this form has been questionecl.

(The fòrm of the viscous spectrum in Fig, 2.2 is not Ëhe Hefsenberg

form).

Now consider 0

Then

(2.2 .3. 1 ')

L = 'qVl in 2.2.3.L, and ser r - L/vL.

tuL vL

T rd - vlvlvn2/zl2

I
Energy lost
to viscosíty

¿>

2
,L

I
ie Energy generated

per uníË mass
per unÍt Èime

Energy
loss
rate

or
L/3uL'

vv 2

Since thís ís a dimensional result, the factors of 2 are dropped.

Thus

(2,2.3.3a) td

Further, using 2.2.3.2a

(2 ,2 .3.2c) t=td

Notl-ce also 1f we wrÍte

L uL (e
d
L)

2

-r/3x.2/3

vlvltzlz "
tçìI nJ

2vv
;

then by (2,2.3.1t ) ,

d
we have e

v
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rl3
BuÈ by 2.2.3.3a, v (eun) givingt

n

ê"d
v (eun) 2/t

T(

rl3 -4 /3or
"d

-vn

or

(2.2.3.0) n - Ç*rt'O the Kolmogoroff microscale.

This formula is Èaken as an equality ín most dÍscussions of turbulence,

(equation 2.2.3. 0', , secËion 2.2. 3a) , so

n = ,¡lrtl+; ,ff v is in m2s-lr eu ín m2s-3, I ís generally taken
"d

to be in units of metres per radian. (Crane (1980), however, takes

n to be in units of metres, resultíng in a factor of. 2r difference

compared to taking n in m rad-I. fnis should be borne ín mind when

comparing Fígs. 1.9a and c to Craners diagrams)

Equation (2.2.3.3a) offers the possibilÍty of estimatíng eddy

díssipatíon raÉes from measurements of v2, and 'L - or for that matter,

to decide just what r'-" means in (2.2.3.3a).

Lloyd et al. (L972) have derived a more exact form of 2.2.3.3a -

namely

(2.2,3.3b) uL = (r.u'L)L/3, (see Lloyd et al., page 780)

where v2 is in m/s , L in metres and T = (4.8a¡3/2 (* 10.), o being

the same constant as occurs in equaËion 2.2.L.2. Here Z ís the size of

an eddy, and v, its velocity. The derivatíon uses more sophisticated

formulae than t.he símp1e dimensional analysis above. It does rely on

the assumption that

<tv(å) - u(x + L)lzl¿ i" the velocíty vt associaËed with scale .L,
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but this ís reasonable. A similar assumption \,ras made by Villars and

I^leisskopf (1955) , equation 14.

Bríggs and vincent (1973) have shown that for radio waves of

wavelength À, scatter at vertical incídence from irregularÍËies ¡^rith

a Gaussian density varíation

v2
az

+ -2
oz)cg

ís a maximum when b : o.z^,; or 2b (tne ]- Èhickness) - 0.4À. Thus if

the velocítíes v¿ due to turbulence can be measured by Doppler techniques,

ed can be estimated by equation 2.2.3.3b;

(2.2.3.3b' )

Profile

4^

3,L

There are several- weaknesses ín thís derívation.

Firstly, turbulence may not produce Gaussian densiËy variatíons.

An eddy act.ing on a background electron density gradient may produce

a profile of refractive index as illustrated below (though stil1 r^¡ith

an exp{-(*z + y\/a2} variation in the x - y plane).

Heig hr,z

ZaO

refroctive index
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That ísrËhe turbulence due to smaller eddies withín the eddy of interest

tend Ëo mix up Èhe electrons withín the turbulenË eddy to produce a

more constant electron density. This concepÈ fo11oü/s a suggestion by

Bolgiano (1968) to explain sharp steps in refractive index profiles.

In Ëhe case discussed here, the same mechanism is assumed operatíve, but

not necessarily to the same degree. The edges do not have to be step

functions. The general- profile (ignoring srnalL fluctuations can be

represented by a funcLion proportÍona1 Ëo

krz * exp{-(x2 + yz) /^2}. z exp{-22/b2},

or krz * exp{-(*2 + y\ /a2} C*r#*xp{-22 /a2})

The krz term produces liËtle signíficant radio wave scatter, sÍnce ít

extends over a large vertical height range, much greater than one r^7ave-

length (eg., see Atlas, 1964). Thus it is only necessary to consider

the scatËer due Ëo the second part of the function. An approach similar

Ëo thaË of Briggs and Víncent (L973) wÍll be adopted. Then the back-

scatËered ampliËude can be found by Fourier Ëransforming the refractÍve

índex funcËion, and taking the value at a distance 2(¡-t) fro* the orÍgín

ín reciproeal spac" (vr, \zl us).

The Fourier transform desired is

,3/ 2 

^'b exp{-4n2À-2 (a2sin2e) } . çb2 / Ð. l2nívrexa{-4r2x-2v,2}],

t+íth v 2À-lcos0.
3

(fnis uses Èhe fact that íf f.Q) "*¡(va) vshere+means FourÍer transform,

then #* 2nív 
rF 

(v, ).)

For vertical backscatter (e = O), the amplitude ls

o (2. À-r )rt / 2. a2b3exp{ -4n2 ¡-262¡ .

If a constant value a/b ís assumed (= K, say), then the backscattered
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ampliÈude is

o K2bsexpl_4n2¡-4o2¡.

This has a maxímum aÈ Èhe point where Íts derivatíve wlth respecË Ëo b

vanishes; ví2.

b={176.n-tÀ

' or b:0.25À.

A measure of the eddy thÍckness is now necessary, and an appropriate

one would be d, where d ís the distance between the points where the

funcËíon z exV{-zl/Az} is e-I of the maxlmum value ÍË attaÍns. The

function ís a maximum at

(L - 222 /b2)exp{-zz ¡az} = 0, or z = b/ õ.

The value at this poÍnË is (b/,/-Ðe-r4,

solvlng zoexp{-z 2 ¡62} = (þ / ø) 
"-"¡ "- 

L

\
gíves ,o = I.500873b'

or d=2zo:3b.

Thenb=0.25Àmeans

d = 0.75À.

Thus Èhis profile produces maxÍmum scatËer when its wídth d is abouË

0.75À. Then using Z - .7.5À Ín 2.2.3.3b gives

(2.2.3.3b") eu z vr3/ (7.5À).

(It is lnteresting Ëhat if the sharp-edged vertical profÍle illustrated

bel-ow Ís assumed (but sËill wíth an exp{-(*2 + y2)/a2} variation 1n

x and y) Ëhen the back-scattered amplltude at 0 = 0 is

a a2sin (2nd/I).
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21

Heighl,z

72

refroctive index

As might be expected, this resulÈ can also be obtained by assuming

two plane reflector s at z, and z, and adding the Èwo ref lected \¡Iaves

(and assumíng the area of scattering is a a2)

(ampliruden alfti +cos(2dlÀ.2tr * n)]2 + sin2(Z¿/X.2tr+tr)14

n a2(L - cos (t+na/Ð)'2

- a2sin (Zrd/x)).

Strongest interference occurs at d = 
^/4, 

3^/4, 5À'/4 etc.

However, íf it is assumed (a/d) ís a constanË, = K, maximum backscatter

occurs at the maxima of

t<2c12sin(2ndlÀ).

The fírst maxÍmum occurs aÈ d = .364À, which is quíËe close Ëo the

result obtained for a Gaussian densÍty variaËion (2b = 0..4f). The

maxlma are noË ).f 4, 3),/4 etc., because a/d l^las assuTtred constant, so

by Íncreasíng d, the scattering area (*^2) ís also increased.

Likewíse, a double stepped verËical- profile, as illustrated be1ow,

gives scattered amplitude

a2 çt + cos (4ndl¡,) )%



Heighf, z

a

zl

refroc{ive index

(usÍng the concept of adding reflected rays from z, and z, ín this case),

and Ëhís has íts fírst Ímportant maximum (for (a/d) = K) at d = 0.58À

(there is a small,maxímum at d = .171-^, but iÈ is noË ÍmporËant). This

can be compared to d = 0.75À for the z exp{-22/b2} vaxiation. So

Gaussían and stepped variations in z produce similar resulEs - although

ín the sharp edged cases, there are also other possíble d).

A rnreakness with thís v¡hole approach is the concept of considerÍng

t'eddÍesrr - stricLly, one should consider only the poT¡rer speeËrum and

look at the power associated wiËh scale ,L = I/k m rad-l. The Bragg

scale of scatter for an incidenÈ r^rave of wavelength À meÈres corresponds

to a Ëurbulent scale of. \/2 metres (per 2nc) ot ),/4n metres per radían.

Thus the intensity of scatter at radio wavelength À is proportional to

Èhe turbulence spectral density at a scale ),/4r m rad-I. This ís all

perfectly valid; but many authors extend the concept to equation 2.2.3.3a;

they take vL as the velocity measured (by Doppler technÍques) due to the

turbulence and then assume 2.2.3.3a ís an equality. Thís is not nec-

essarily va1id. Thus they substitute ,L = \,/4n directly ín that equation

(or in some cases, L = ),/2 or \), eg. Rottger et a1. (1979) used

.L = I/k"ur6 = \/4n, as díd Cunnold (1975). Batchelor (1953, equaÈíon

6.4,I) also used , = .r3 /,L, L in m rad-1. Manson and Meek (1980) have

consídered usíng ,L = ),.

96.
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The major quesËions are

(i) Car- 2.2.3.3a be assumed to be an equality?

(Íí) Or is 2.2.3.3b more appropriate? In this case, L need not be

the Bragg backscatter scale.

(iii) In the cases where ít ís physically possible to observe turbulent

eddíes, L Ls take.n as either the eddy t'sizett in metres, or the

eddy size divíded by 2r. Trlhlch is relevant? Is either relevant?

Probably 2.2.3.3b is more relevanË ín Èhis case'

(fv) In cases where v, ís measured by Doppler tadar methods, is it

appropríate Ëo xake.t- = \/2 or I/4r¡? Tf.2.2.3.3a is an equality

for either ,L = X/2 or À./4r, then it ís valíd for thaË choice of L.

But if 2,2.3.3a is fìot an equality, then Ëhis is not valid. The

coristant relating e and v3 /L t" unknown, and in this case' it may

be better to believe 2.2.3.3b as a means of deriving this constanÈ

and in this case, ,L tepresents a typical eddy size, Then the

prevÍous discussion showÍng maximum backscaËter for eddy sizes

- .4À or - .75À maY be more valíd.

Thus two seËs of PossibÍlÍties exist

(2.2,3.3cf) (i) ru= ur3/.L,,L= ),/4r, or I'f2,

This ís an unproven equalÍtY.

Alternatively,

(2,2,3.3c') (í1) ' = u3¡TL, L " 0.75^(or may be 0.4À)

or perhaps the half widths of the eddies should be used (L 4 0.375x,

(or - 0.2À)).

I shall wirÈe this as

(2.2.3.3c") ,d = (ro¡-t vr3/L,

where Z is either in l-ength uníts or length rad-1 units'

For example, j.f.2.2.3.3c)' (ii) ís va1id, and T = 10, and the eddy
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rthalf width" is 0.375À, then

(3.75) (an) = 15n when ,0 = l/kr,rrb = 4\/4r is in uníts of

choice. ALternatíve1y,m rad-l, v Ín m s-I. ThÍs would be my personal

Tn could be = 1.0.

There are clearly large differences in the esÈimaËed magnitudes

of eU. Suppose À = 15Om, uL= 5. s-1 .

Then

,u = ur3/L, L = À'/4r, gives eu = 10.5I^I rg-1 . 995 K day-l aË 90km.

eu = v¿3 /.L, L = )./2, gLve",d = 1.7 w rg-t I r47 K day-1 at 90krn.

,d = uL3l(10.(0.2À)) gives rd = 0.4 W ç-t = 35 K day-1 aË 90km.

rd = r¿'/(10. (.375À))L= vr3/ (T*¿), T* = 15nJ gíves td = 0.2 W rg-t

; 17 K day-r aÈ 90km.

.u = ur3/(10. (.75À))l= vL3/(T*¿), T* = 30nl gíves rd = 0.1 w rg-t

: 8.6 K day-l at 90km.

(The conversion to heating rate per day at 90km Ís calculated by a

relaËion in Section 1.3.3, Chapter I).

Thus the extreme estimates djffer by a factor of 100. A heatÍng

rate of 9}5K/d,ay is far too large, buÈ then perhaps so ís v, - 5m s-I.

Because íÈ ís noÈ just a dimensional derivaÈion my personal pre-

ference is for an equaËion like (2.2.3.3c") buE íÈ may also be that some

lncorrect assumpÈions T^7ere made in this derivation. BuÈ aÈ l-east thís

dÍscussion has, I hope, elucidated the fact that 2.2.3.3á is only a

dimensíonally derived equat.íon, and should noL be taken directly as an

equalíty without some more justification. Perhaps that justíficatíon

exíst,s, but I have not seen it. Authors have even used the ,L and r

values most likely to give the final results they favour! This r^ras

T.* =
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also pointed out by Hines (7974, Page 73) who further illustrated the

ambiguities in .L and r.

Unfortunately, similar problems exisÈed i-n the derivation of e

estímates used Ín Fig. L.9a. Rees et al-, (Ig72),r""d 
"qrrtÈion 

(2.2.3.2c)

wiÈhZ=n,so

- e u-r 
/t ¡çu, / . u)\12 

/3
T

or e t-2v r

T r^ras taken as the time for turbuLence Eo begin Ëo show in rocket releases

of luminescent vapour; which again, l¡as a bit of a guess for t. However,

the resulting e values corresponded to a heating rate of - 8.6 K day-I 
"a

90-100km, which Ís not unreasonable. If t had been taken as this tine

divlded by 2n, eU would have been - 340 K day-I, which ís perhaps un-

realisÈically large. MosÈ estimates of eU using turbulence parameters

strike problems like this. A more sophisticated set of equaÈions is

necessary, or aË least an evaluatíon of Èhe constants relatÍng e and, v3/.L.

This could perhaps be done experimentally. For example, e could be

esËimated from heíght-rate-of-change of gravlty hrave amplitudes, and v2

Ín Ëhe regÍon could be measured using a radlo wavelength À. It may then

be possible to estimaÈe ß, assuming e = g v3/L. However, Èhere would be

problems. This assumes gravíty r^raves are the only source of the turbulence,

and that all the energy lost by these \^/aves goes into turbulence.

Measurements of v¿ could perhaps be over-estimaÈes, Èoo, íf radio scatter

came preferentially from regions of intense turbulence.

Thus far, ít has been assumed the energy dissÍpation rate eU, which

represents the energy loss by viscous heating, is also the rate of

transfer of energy between scales. But as seen ín previous díscussions,

some energy can be lost, to buoyancy forces, parEÍcularly ln the buoyancy

d
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range. Thus the rate of supply of energy er may be greater than eU.

Cunnold (1975) quoted a relatÍon

(2.2.3.4a) e = 0.75K(4t 2 = o.r5 K 
I

where U ís the wÍnd vecÈor = (U*, Ur, 0), and where K represents the

diffusion coefficient. However, whether the consÈant ís 0.75r or some

other number, depends on vrhether K represents momentum' heat or density

transfer. Thís will be discussed later (see 2.2.4,9c), But the equaÈíon

does show Ëhat the (mechanical) energy supply ls a functíon of wind

shear. It should also be borne in nind that e t td, although often in

turbulenc" t,tly"å", it is assr:¡ned , - .d.

It Ís nov/ necessary to look in more detail at the concepË of an

outer sca1e. Followíng the l-ead of Section 2.2.3b, an appropriate outer

scale Ís the scale at r¿hich turbu]-ent flucËuations of the tracer 0

become comparable wiËh Èhe ambient changes due Èo the existence of a

vertical gradient of 0, so Ëhat the outer scale L is defined by

(2.2 .3. 5a) .lo,rl"

Agaín, confusíon of scales can arise. Some authors like to regard L

as a length uniÈ, and Ëhe associated outer scale is then Lf2r meLtes

per radían. I shall rewrite this equation as

(2.2.3. sb ) r.2 (m) (E)' = .lo rl2, ,

Ëo distínguish the L(m) defined in this equatlon from the ouËer scale L.

For example, iÈ may be desÍrable that all previous Zrs are expressed in

metres radian-1, but L(m) in metres; so the outer scale L m rad-I

= L(m)/2r. (L Ís assumed to have the same units as .L Ln equation (2.2.3.1).)

or it may be both L(m) and !- are Ín m rad-l, so L(m) = L; and so forÈh.

", 
(E), =
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Tatarski (1961) defined a parameter LO, whÍch we. wí11 see is identical

to L(n), and appears to have regarded LO as length per radian (see

2.2.3.8a); and he usually regarded scales Z to be length per unit radian.

Now by 2.2.3.1, and (2.2.3.2a)

(2.2.3.t') .lorl2'- eu l(îr)-1

(2.2.3.1 was valid for all Z in the ínertial range, and hence ís valíd

for the outer scale L).

Then using 2.2.3.3c", wirh L used for z, and also usÍng (2.2.3.1t) gives

. I oo 12, - rrr2/3.u-L/3ro-t/g .

However, again thís ís not an equalÍty, so üIe may as well drop Lhe To

(2.2.3.6a) .lerl2,

Combíning this wÍth 2.2.3.5b gives

(2.2 .3 . 6b) r,2(') (f)t - .lerl2' 2/3 -L/3toL

So

.¡,2/3 ru-L/l

c"d

Notíce by comparison with Cunnoldis (l-975) equaËion (11)' Cunnold

uses L(m) = L. YeÈ ín equatíon (18) of thaË reference, L is taken to

be |n metres; but Cunnold uses scales Z as metres rad-I. There Ís

clearly an inconsistency here - ít r¿ou1d again appear to be a case of

choosing the dímensions to fit a pre-desired objectíve. A factor of 2tr

is quíte si-gníficant to an experÍmental-ist. Perhaps Ëhe crude dimensional

analyses used to derive these equatÍons do not warrarit an accuracy

better than a facÈor of 2t, but experimentalists have taken the equaËions

more precisely Ëhan this; and having done so, they musÈ at least establísh

a consístent set of formulae Ëo make compariso¡s of daEa possible.
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More equatlons may noI^r be derÍved. By (2.2.3.1) and (2.2.3.3c")

(siní1ár1y to 2,2.3.6a, and agaÍn dropping the To).

Then

(2.2.3.7 at ) .lo¿l 2> - L2 (^) /t2/3 .Ê/z er'
-2/3 - r,2 (,o) /t2/s. ,:å, ' ty (2.2.3.6b) .

(2.2.3.7 a)

(2 .2.3.7b)

and if L (m) = L,

. I e¿l 2,' . ,L2/3¿d-L/3

to tdsl_nce

Notíce if t (rn) r^¡as def ined equal to 2ttL

. I e¿ I 
2, - 4n2L4 

/3 L2/3 ,P)'

. 
I o¿l 2> - t4/3Lzlt r#r'.(2.2.3.7 c)

Now, some equations relating the diffusion coefficient K Ëo ed'

,L, v2, and L may be useful.

By (2.2.3.r)

.l ur 
l 

z, - yçþz .L

and by 2.2.3 .7 a',

.lerl2, - (L2 (n) ¡¡.2/3) .L2/3 ,#r',

so that

L2 (m)L -2/3L2/s - r<(L/v1)

Substituting for uLby 2.2,3.3cttgÍves (again dropping To, as these are

only dimensional analyses)

(2 .2.3 . Ba) K - .u+r/3rz@);2/s.
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If L(ur) = 2rL,

(2.2.3.8b) K - .dL/3Onz"4/3,

and íf L(m) = L 1s assuned,

(2 ,2.3.8c) K- td rl3L4 /3

(Thls relatíon can also be seen in Tatarski (1961) by equations 3.31

and 3.28, where Tatarskifs LO is = L here. The relation can also be

seen fn Cunnold (L975), equation L4, except that. there åre numerous

misprinÈs in hls equation (eg., small k should be K etc.).)

The equatíon (2.2.3.8c) also gives

(2.2.3.9) çx3 / eu)4,L-

and ít is interesting to compare this Ëo 2,2.3.O,

n 1v3/eu)
,4

InIe thus see that, (2.2.3.8c) ís not a surprising result; ¡ refers to Èhe

largest scales at whÍch viscous processes are important; L refers to the

largesË scales at which Lurbulent processes acÈ (inertially). Thus it

would seem reasonable that the molecul-ar diffusion coefficient could

simply be replaced by the turbulent diffuslon coefficient in (2.2.3.0)

to geË the ouËer scale of turbulerice.

Di-rect subsËitution of (2.2.3.2c) ínto (2 .2.3.8a) gíves

(2.2.3 .l-0a) K - L2(*)r,-2l3L-2 / 3 {t,

If L(m) = 2rrL,

(2.2.3. 1ob)

and ff L(m) = L,

x * 4r,zr4/zn-2/3r-t,
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(2.2.3.10c)
TL

K - L' /3u-213r-r

where L ís the ouÈer scale in length per uniË radian units.

If we use K - 192*2"-1, ed - .04 W tg-t (typical of about 80-90km),

then by (2.2.3.Sb), L - 4"5 mr-l, oË - 28 metres. If (2.2.3.8c) is used,

L - 70 ür l, or - 400m. Eddies as large as 4 a km high have been seen

1n the mesosphere, so this suggests 2.2.3.8c may be more appropríate

(and hence 2.2.3.10c) for experimeirtaL wórk. This sÈil1 does not mean

the equatíon ís exact.

These formulae, then, give relaËions between ed' L, (#>', K and n.

These are perhaps the most ÍmporÈant turbulence parameters. eU 1s ofÈen

found from knowleilge of two of the parameters L, v2 and t2. Ilowever,

it is necessary to bear in mind thaË Ëhe staLements are only dímensional

fn some cases. The formulae are sufilmarised in Table 2.1.

Thus a radio experimenË working aË a \¡/avenumber k' whích can

measure the RMS velocity of the turbulence at thís radío wavelengËh,

and the mean wÍnd vectors (by the width and Doppler shifÈ of the Por^ler

.du
\dz

The

turbulent scale Z corresponds to (2ki)-1 meËres per radian; thaË is,

Bragg scatter occurs from scales ,L = (2ki) t.

How is v¿ measured? For a radar wlËh a very narrow beam (narrow

enough that Doppler broadeníng due to the mean wind and Ëhe finíte beam

widËh (beam broadening) is unímportant relative to turbulence effects),

v2 ís related to the ¡¿idth of the po\^/er spectrum, and thus also to the

half-correlation-ha1f-width .0:5 of the autocorrelation function of the

sÍgnal (that is, the tÍme lag from zero along the tÍme axis at which

spectrum, say), can be used to estÍmate all the parameters e¿r Lr

K, and n (assumíng v is known, v being the kinematic viscosity).

)2,
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the autocorrelation fal1s to 0.5).

If arnplitude only is recorded (ín this case, Doppler information

fs not available), denote the half widÈh bY rno.s. Then

(2.2.3.11) tRus (r*o.r)-1 {r/+n),G 2 (lriggs, 1980/81),

Tf, on the other hand, amplitude and phase are recorded, the magniÈude

of the complex autocorrelation can be found; Ín thÍs case' denote

ro. s as rco .5'

Then

(2.2.3.r2) tRMS (."0.r)-1{r/+n)rm 2 (Briggs, 1980/81).

If a r^lide beam is used, then mOre care Ís necessary to obtaín t0.5.

The effecÈ of beam broadening musÈ be removed; ËhaÈ l-s, the fadíng Ëíme

must be the same as thaÈ which would be obtained if Èhe observer I,üas

moving with Èhe mean wind (nriggs (1980/81). This parameÈer can be

readily evaluaÈed from fu11 correlatíon analysls (at l-east in principle),

or by appropriaÈe removal of beam broadening effects. These matters

will be dfscussed more in a later chapter (Chapter VII). IË is

lmperaËive to see Èhat chapter before using t't**tt to deduce turbulence

data.
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2,2.4 More Careful Treatment of e K

In the previous sections, a bríef mention of the varíous types of

energy dissipation machanisms r,ras made, but only the viscous dissípation

rate ed was discussed in much deÈail.

In a more careful discussíon aË least Èhree energy depositfon ra,tes

should be considered (Justus ' 7967)i

(i) .d, the rate per unit mass at which energy is díssipated by

viscous forces aÈ the Kolnogoroff mÍcroscale;

(ii) rg, the rate per unit mass at which energy is dissÍpated by

buoyancy forces;

and

(iii) e, the total rate per uniÈ mass at \Àrhích energy is deposÍted into

the atmosphere due to Èhe Ëurbulence.

If the temperature gradient ís stable, the development of turbulence

is restrÍcted, and e, is posítive - turbulent energy is Lost Ëo the

background. In such cases, e, the total energy Loss raÈe, ís also equal

to the rate of supply of energy by mechanical processes (wind shear).

Recall that energy is losÈ to buoyancy forces most effectÍvely ín

the buùyancy range (.g., by the generation of gravity waves). VÍscous

dissipation is mosÉ effecÈive near Ëhe Kolmogoroff microscale. A crude

illustratíon of energy deposition is given below.

uni+ wove nurn be r
in tervo l.

I ne rt¡o I

Ro nge
Visco us
Ronge

I
I(l

wove nu m ber,&'
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e- repïesents the Íntegrated effect of curve (1), and eU Lhe integrated
o'Þ

effecË of curve (2). Recall, Èoo, that eU is the rate of transfer of

energy from wavenurnbers l-ess than k to wavenumbers greater Ëhan k.

If Ëhe temperature gradient is unstable, e, will be negatÍve, and

the temperature gradient wil-1 also help to generate turbulence.

According to JusËus G967), the toËal- energy supply (and therefore

deposition) rate is

L
(2.2 .4 .L) âx

J

(; -<vrv3
EUr âU,

t ar= - "zvst ã;; for U small) ,

AU

e = -<v,v. >aJ

1

where I = (Ur, Uz, Ur) is the background wind,

ll = (v' vr, t3) are the turbulent velocities,

< > ímpJ-ies average over time (and possibly space),

and :! = (*1, *2, *3) descríbes any pofnt in a cartesj-an co-ordinate

system with x, verËícal. Repeated indices ímply suunnation.

Justus gíves the buoyancy dissipation rate to be

(2.2 .4 .2a) c -(t)8
2.Ç,

g

Lo - vr/o',

3

E being the vertical dÍsplacement of an eddy of scale - L, (Èaken as

the inertial range ouÈer scale defined similarly to equation 2.2.3.5b:'

also see 2.2.4.4 shortly) from its mean during oscillation, and trr' is

the Brunt Vaisala frequencY.

It is fruitful to campare this to equatíon (2 'Z'3'rò; víz

(ñ.8- - 1. o) .

LU being the rrÍnner scalett of the buoyancy range, and v, the RMS

turbulent velocity 1n the combined br¡pyancy and inertial ranges' The

energy associated r¿ith a scale LU is
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tB
tr'
Ltr

(equation 2.2.3.3ctt) .

If we assume tB - t, (possÍbly not unreasonable as LU lies between

the ínèrtial and bouyancy ranges), then

tB
[,=J "-' t+] "u'^"'

so

eB- 2Luvr'tB

which is rather similar to (2.2.4.2a) (Íf

dísplacemenL ð ís about the eddy size, L)

of the outer scalå of the inertÍal range,

it is assumed a typícal eddy

However, LU is of the order

so

3v
L

t .d. Ilence eU td
B

But comparison wíth (2.2.4.2a) suggests tg - èg.

Frequently ín díscussions on turbulence, it is assumed t - tg - .d,

and Ëhe above gives a somewhat crude trjustificationtr.

However, closer inspection of Justusrs (L967) paper shows this

approxÍmaËion ís not exactly valid. Justusrs figure 3 shows that Ëhe

Ëerms differ aË mosL (in that case) by a facÈor 10 tímes belor,r 110km,

and generally only by 2 to 3 tímes bel-ow l-05km. For mosË order of

magnÍËude calculatíons, a factot of 2 ox 3 ís noË importanË.

Then íf we take (2.2.4.2a) with Ç -+ L, and uses , - .r/3"t/s (2.2.3.3c"),

we obtaÍn

(2r2.4.2at)
r.4, -3 / 2or L - ad'rB "

B

,B
d

3t2

If e, = v3n-4 is used, (2.2.3.0),
d
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(2.2 .4 .2a") L - - (v3n-+6r-3¡rz

Then Ëhese equaÈions give a crude estimate of the outer scale of

the inertial range of turbul-ence. They were used Ëo plot L on graph

L.9a. L should be taken to be on1-y a rough esÈimate from these formulae,

but at least these equations illustrate some points regarding L. For

example, intense, turbulence (1arge eU) has a Tatge L and smalL n -

that ís, increased turbulence widens the inertial range of turbulence.

It is also worth notíng that no ínertial range exists when n - L.

Thus

(v 3eu-r ¡ä
>2 -3/2td'B

or v

or T

3/4 -3 /4 _3/2
d

,B

%(v/ eu) ,B-1

I

e

or

,B
n

where t is the timescale associated r¿ith Èhe Kolmogoroff microscale
nr-

(equatíons 2.2.3.0 ancl 2.2.3.2c, wíth r1 = L, gives tn - (v/e.)')'

Thus it may be expeeLed thaË the turbulence ís unlíkely to develop

strongly íf n - L, oÍ, equivalently tn - ,B-t. (In this case, ít míght

be reasonable for .n to be in seconds per radian, since this is the

units of tr'-l) ThÍs point !üas menÊioned bríefly ín ChapËer I in

assocíatíon wíth Fig. L.9a, and it was interesting that wíÈh model 2,

Fig. 1.9a shows L and ¡ roughly intersect around the turbopause. Thís

may give more physical insighÉ inËo why little turbulence exísts above

the turbopause - there is no ínerÈia1 range of turbulence' and viscous
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forces act at scales Ín the þuoyancy rarìge. Certainly the fact that

" 
- ,--l when this occurs is noË inconsistent with the defÍnition ofnö

Ëhe turbopause adopted by Rees éË 41. (L972) - namely that it is the

level 1¿here the Ëime seale assocÍated with the Kolmogoroff mícroscale

becomes large. (It is also worth noting that by 2.2.3.0 and 2.2.3.9,

when ¡=L, (eU'/v3¡\= <r./K3)4, so v = K- ie. molecular diffusion is

comparable to eddy diffusion. This 1s also consistent with Èhe concept

of the turbopause. For exampl-e Blum and Schurchardt (1978) used such a

concept to define the turbopause) It seems somehow reasonable t.hat

turbulence cannot develop when the time scale associated hriËh the

Kolmogoroff microscale becomes comparable to the period of oscillaÈion

of a parcel of air ín the atmosphere (= 2nruB-f). This is also not

inconslstent with Fig. 3 of Justus (1967) where it can be seen thaË Ëhe

viscous díssípation rate falls quiËe markedly above 115km, whilst the

buoyancy dissipatÍon rate shows no such fa11.

The viscous dÍssipation rate can be written as

âv. âv.
(2.2.4.3a) .U = u.ã* ,*t (compared with 2 .2.3.1')

JJ

Then

(2.2.4.3b) eu = 15v<ß.-J"

fa.' - ì
(Is/2)". ffi(2.2.4 .3c) or

d

for ísotropic turbulence (Rastogi

and Bowhi11, L976a)

(Justus, L967)
2

e

v beíng Ëhe kinematic viscosítY.

A characteristic length (outer scale) can be defined for the Ëurbulence

by

t'ïJ(2.2.4.4) L(n) = ",Tp-J-' 2
=v

-t
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(eg. as seen in equation 2.2.3.5b). Justus (L967) takes L(m) as a

length unit.

Then by 2.2.4.1 and 2.2.4.4,

(2.2.4.s) <Lv
m

where

2b--

(t=

>û)
3

|4

s

Ís the vertÍcal wind shear.

Justus (L967 ) defined Ëhe momentum eddy diffusivity as

(2.2.4.6a) Kr,= - <L(ru)vr>

Thus

(2.2.4.6at) e = Krr"' by 2.2.4.5

This is a reasonable definÍt,ion, by comparison with section 2.2.3b,

where diffusíon coeffícients were shown to be of the order of the typical

outer scale multiplied by the associated velocity. L(m) r^rould seem to

be the relevant ouËer scal-e since by 2.2.4.4 Ít is related to the shear

in velocíËy and therefore momentum .

In a simílar fashíon the thermal eddy diffusivity was defÍned by

Justus as

(2,2.4.7 a) Kt = - .ç'tt t
3

Ç being the eddy displacemenÈ assocÍated r¿ith scal-e L.

(The true values of Ka should be defíned by the relation

ar -- a2t
- = Kafti (T = Ëemperature) - see secËion 2'2'3b'

Líkewise K- real1y has a more precise definÍtion)
m
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Thls also means, by 2.2.4.26', that

(2.2 .4.7 a') e, = Kat:U2

(Thermal diffusivity is also closely relaÈed to density (molecular)

díffusivity eB., see Stev/art (1969) - vIz. K : Kt, K being the eddy

diffusion coefficienÈ. This would seem reasonable ín view of. 2.2.4.7a.

The eddy carries both its particles and heat; and Ít seems reasonable

then that K and K, are related to the actual eddy displaeement)

It will be recalled that in derívírLg 2.2,4.2a1' \¡re assumed L(m) - Ç,

so K. - K by 2.2.4.6a and 2.2.4.7a. Ilor¿ever, Justus (L967) devotes thetm
bulk of his paper,ao " discussíon of Ehis assumption, and claíms L(m)

and Ë are not exacÈly equal. Thís will be discussed more ful1y below.

Note thaË both 2.2,4.6a and 2.2.4.7a give Êhe diffusion coefficients

K - <L(*)va>, and as seen J-rt 2.2.4.7a, and assumíng e, - .d, all K are

roughly given by

. e.
(2.2 .4 .7 a") K - +,B

This relation was used to form FÍg. 1.9c. Some doubts as to íÈs validity

wil-l- be discussed shortly.

(Alternatively K - L(*)v - t(m)(LLl3e7/3) (using 2.2.3.3c")

so x_t4/3uur/t _ (l4y3n-+)L/3).

However, let us consider 2.2.4.6a and 2.2.4.7a in more deÈail. ![hat

exactly Ís Èhe relatíon between 6 and L?

The Prandtl number ís defined as

(2.2.4.8) P =K/Krm'E

According Ëo Justus, Èhis ís proportional to L/Ç, the ratio of ouËer
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scale eddy sÍze Èo eddy displaeement. Justus found that P, lies betr¿een

2.2 artd 5.L. However, Teitelbaum alld Blamont (1977> assumed Pr - 0.7.

Thus there appears to be some doubt as to thís number, although ít

appears to be generally assumed to be around O.7 - L.2. For order of

magnítude estimates, *, " Ka " K is roughly valid, but for more exact

analysis the K value must be chosen carefull-y. (It may be reasonable

to take the eddy diffusion coefficíent K equal to Ka however (eg. see

sectíon 2.2.3b; also Stewart, L969),) For example, (2.2.4.6a) ímplies

(2.2.4.6b) ¿-

and íf P - 0.7, this meansr

(2.2.4.9a) e=0

-'[P,]' (z = xs),

7Kf

which closely agrees wíËh

But if, as Justus claímed,

(2.2.3,4a)ifK=Kr.

P 1íes beËween 2 and 5, thenr

e = (2 + 5) -r[r+]
2

(2.2.4.9b)

Thus it appears that P, needs more accuraËe measurement. It may

perhaps even be \^lrong to assume P, is a consÈant - it could, for example

depend on the type of turbulence. Recal1 that for Éhe Richardson gradient

and flux numbers (n. and Rr) to be interchangeable as a criterion for

the onset of turbulence required Ehat the heat and momentum transport

raËes to be proportional (ie. t<, o K.). Thís is generally assumed to be

valid, and this amounts Ëo assuming P, is constanÈ.

Then the real form of equatÍon 2.2.3.4a should be

(2 ,2 .4 .9c) " = **[*r"]' = rr*rlrryJ ",

e being the total energy deposition rate.
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It is now instructive to comPare these equatíons to some deduced

by Lloyd et al. (L972). In that paper (p. 786) a relation

(2.2.4.9d) K"
Te.

Cl

%t

is derlved, where T = (4.8o)3/' ,",, the same T as in (2.2.3.3b).

So T:10. Lloyd et al. used a s1-ightLy differenË outer scale to that

of Justus (L967). (f,loyd eÈ 41. used L as the thickness throughout

whích the given rate of dissipation of Ëurbulent energy would be able

Èo render the temperature profile adÍabatic) So perhaps 2.2.4.9c and

2.2.4.9d are not directly comparable (the different scales used can

lead to the itdroppingtt of dífferenÈ Ëerms ín a quasi-dirnensíonal analysÍs).

Certainly the e ín 2.2.4.9d ís the viscous dissÍpation rate eUr since

the equaËíon comes about through their equation (2), whích comes dírectly

from Batchelor (1953); and BaÈchelor only considered eU. It should be

poÍnLed out most formul-ae for K use a form Lvr; the definítíon of this

outer L must be chosen carefully. Any differences in this chofce (eg.

Justus compared wlth Lloyd éE a1.) wíL1 be reflected in the final K

estÍmates. Choices like that of Justus have been used in thÍs chapter

and appear to be used more commonly. The equat.ion K = Lti-, whích is

generally assumed, night also be questíoned. Is it fair to assume an

equality?

As a further alternative, Gage and Balsley (1978) assumed the

relation

(2.? .4 .9 e) Kt
1

=+ 3"d /^82

Crane (1980) also deríves a relation simílar to thís, although hfs

definiÈíons of e differ marginally from those adopted here.
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There appears to be some degree of discrepancy ín these formulae

(2.2.4.e).

I should líke to emphasize agaÍn the assumption that many authors

make in assuming r - tg - ed. The various forms of energy dissipaËion

are freely mixed at tímes, and this can lead to grave errors. As has

also been díscussed, it is not infrequent. to see a dÍmensionally deríved

result taken as an equal-ity. Any worker must be clear on rnrhich relations

are being used to derÍve various quantíties, and whether the relaÈions

are exact, or onlY dimensional.

Some lasË points of interest can be seen by comparing equations

2.2.4.9 (rd * *.rÞ', or ed = CKautr2 saY (assumingl K" = KL)), equatÍon

2.2.4.6b (e = PrK.,#r'r, and equation 2,2.4.7a' (t* Ka'B')' lJe have

the following ínterestíng results

(2.2.4.10) (a) eu/e" = c (b) eu/e = c/Pr.ru2 / þz = clPr'Rí

and (.) e /e = L/PoÞ t R.
I

Notíce also that ,Bt o ,#r2in cases where turbulence acts. This is

noË surprísing - r¡hen turbulence act,s, R. is approxímately 0.25, and

,8, = Ri(#)2. It is also inÈeresting that if we add (b) and (c), and

take e, * td = e, .then

(2.2.4.10d) R. = Prl(1 + c).

R, depends on atmospheric conditions, whích suggesËs either P, or

c does also (although bear in mínd that this equation,is only applÍcable

when turbulence exÍsts). It would not be surpri-sing if C were dependent

on atmospheric conditions. That is, atmospherÍc condítions míght affect

the way in whích the total energy inpuÈ wAs shared between eg and ed,

and thus affect C. But for shear-induced turbulence, it Ís not un-
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reasonable to assume R. = O.25.
L

and once Ëurbulence develoPs (R-.

Larger values will not produce turbulence;

= 0.25), iË will mix Èhe wind shear to

some extent, thus preventing R. droppÍng significantly belor¿ 0.25. If

R. is assumed equal to 0.25, and P,_ Èaken as about 0.7, Èhen C = l-.8.-i r
However, the possibiliËy also exísts that we are assumlng too much

in assuming all the equatÍons (2.2.4.10a-c) are e-xact - perhaps r^7e are

trying to get more ouË of these equations than Èheir origínal crude

formulation allows. For example, recall K was calculaÈed from equatíons

of the form <Lv>, and there was some debate as to the exact form of L.

In fact, it can even be questÍoned as to rvheEher K = <Lv> shoul'd be an

equality. The equation (2.2.4.10d), however, is possibly quite valid -

Ka does not enter into it.

If , however, hre can assume the equatÍons (2.2.4.10), the¡ deter-

mínation of eU and (ðU/â z)2 aLlows determínaËion of uU2, e, and e

(assumíng Ri = 0.25, Pr = O.7, and hence C = 1.8). K, maY also be

calculated by any of the relations eu = cKrou2, e = PrK, (àIl/ðz)2 ot

e, = Kaurr2. If ur'2 could acÈually be measured, as well as eU and

Qy/az¡2, Ëhis r¿ould allow determÍnation of Rr, and hence C, assuming

P-_ = 0,7. One important poínË shoul-d be mentioned here, however. Itr
may be thaË (òll/àz)2 is only deËermined to a poor resoluÈion. In thís

case, ^B' = 0.25(AU/Ar)"*pr'is not a valid assumption - there may be

larger fine scale wlnd shears noÈ observed. This is dÍscussed more ín

sectíon 2.3.2.

Lloyd et al-. (I972, equation 6) assumed the eddy díffusíon coeffícient

K. could be writter K" = L0r0, Lo being an outer scale rthích they defined

(see above) and wO the associated vertical velocity. They then derived

the relation K. = TeUoU 2, T : 10 (as díscussed above). However, if

K = C-l.drB ,, C : 2, as deríved above, then t.his suggests that íf

Lloyd et a.1. had used K: 0.05IJowo, they would have arrived at
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K = 0.5.Ur, also. There was no justification for taking K = LOwO'

After all, K, is actually defined by the relatÍon

dr -- à21Iu = K#; (section 2.2.3b).

However, in a simílar waY, the equation e, = KarB', which was assumed

to derive (2.2.4.10d)r ûåY not be an equalíty. This Ëhen Puts the

relation (2.2.4.10d) in doubt.

It would be better Ëo wríte

(2,2,4,IL) td = CtKrrB e = crPrK ,(H)', and .g = c,Kr'ut .2

These woul-d be exact, with C1, C2, and C, YeL Ëo be determined'

Then

(2.2.4 .r2) eu/e" = eu/e - ct/ (c2P) , e"/e = (csl (c2Pr) )RÍ,

and finally

(2.2.4.L3) Rt = CrPrl(Cl + Ca)

These woul-d be exact. In the equation (2,2.4.10), we have assumed

CI = C, C2 = C, = 1.0. Accurate deternination c¡f Ct, C, and Ct would

be a great help for better use of turbulence relations. In fact, only

two of these need be found - the third could be found by (2.2.4.L3),

using RÍ = 0 .25, Pt = 0,7,

Formulae for K, Ka and K, can also be derived in other fields.

Tor example Teitelbaum and Blarnont (1,977) have shornrn one method by whích

K, (= K) may be esti¡raÈed from gravity wave parameters. Vincent and

SÈubbs (1977)have also estimated K from gravity wave scal-e heights, as

have Manson êr a1. Qg79) (eg. see Fig. 1.9c). These for:mulae wíll not

be díscussed here in deÈail. However, it is worth conunenting that these

K values only apply when the atmosphere is turbulent. If there is no

c r/cr'
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turbulence, molecular transporË coeffÍcients must be used. Crane (1980)

emphaslses this point, and also emphasizes that in cases u¡here turbulence

oceurs in stratÍfied layers, K estimates may perhaPs not be the best

estfmators of J-arge scale transport Tates, since turbulence does not

exisË between the layers.

IlopefulJ-y, however, these lasË few pages have given some feel for

the Ereatment of turbulence parameters, and the uncertaintfes ínvolved.
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2.3 Correlation Formulae, Structure Functions, and Some More Rigorous
Theory

In the precedlng sections, the concept of analysing turbulence as

a specËrum of scales has been devel-oped. However, many of the formulae

have been gÍven without proof, and the specifÍcatíon of an energy

spectrun E(k) implicitly assumes a directional independence of k - Ëhat

fs, E(k) rras assumed a function of magnítude only - or, in other words,

Èhe turbulence was assumed isotropic whenever E(k) was applied. Hence

no spectrum was gíven for anísotropic turbulence.

This sectíon (based to some exÈent on Rastogi and Bowhill, I976a,

Appendix 2) will not prove many of its statemenËs, but will attempÈ to

gíve a feel for ttie methods used in a theoreÈical- approach to turbulence,

and briefly explaín how such concepts as E(k) come about. More thorough

approaches can be'found in Batchelor (1953) and TatarskÍ (1961) for

example.

It may seem a strange approach to give the theory J-ast, but to an

experimentalíst a feel for measurable parameters often takes priorlty

over a feel- for the theory.
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2.3.I Theory

One of the first funcÈions encounÈered in turbulent theory is

the 2 point velociÈy correlation functÍon

(2.3.1.1)

where v(x) = (v. vrr tg) represents Ëhe turbulenË velocíÈy at

ì!= (*1, *r, *3). The vector r [= (rt, t2, rr)J rePresents the vector

joíning the Ëwo points x and x t r. < > denotes Ëime and space average.

(More general correlaÈion functions can be defined, as in Batchelor

(1953) buÈ R,, is perhaps the most comrnon)
J.J

Liker¿ise correlations can be defined for scalars 0 like densiËy,

Ëemperature and "å tortrr; namel-y,

(2.3.1.2)

(2.3.1,1) and (2,3.L.2) actually are only valÍd for homogeneous turbulence.

In the more general- case, R, fs also a funcÈion of posítÍon x. For

example, Bolgíano (1968, equation 11) expresses <vrQ!)v, (¿ t r)> =

*rj@a(Ð where a(å) expresses positional dependence. However, such

complications wíl1 be ignored in Èhis simple discussíon.

For ísotropíc, homogeneous turbulence,

(2.3.t.3a) *tj@ = Fe)ti'j * çq)ôij (Batchelor, 1953, 53.4)

*rj@ - .vÍ(:)vr(¿ + r)>

or

(2.3.1. 3b)

alternatively,

Ri, (r) - ',r' (El ri'j * s6íj )

g = f +'4+, U2 =TZ =Wpnwhere and

Here, Ç is the mean square turbulent velocity parallel to the fluid

velocity and Ûz is the mean square turbulent velocity normal to the



r.0

f(r)

Fis. 2.4 Forms of the functÍons f(r), g(r) (Fron Batchelor, L953, Fíg'3'2)

r
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mean f1uíd motíon. The general for¡n of f(r) and g(r) are illustrated

in Fig . 2.4 .

Then, having viewed the forn of this correlaÈion, Iet us noÌ¡/

FourÍer transform back into k space. A spectrum tensot aÍj (k) can

be defÍned,

(2.3 .L.4) ,rj@ (r')-'I:

0

G-)"*p{-lt<.r}d3rR
aJ

For isotropic (and homogeneous) turbulence,

(2 .3. 1. s) o ij (k) = (6 ij
E(k)
4nF

k.k.a Jr
k:T)

where

u being the turbulent velocítíes.

Hence the relatÍon beËween the previous E(k) approach, and this correlatíon

approach, can be seen through this formula. E(k) Ís really only valíd

for Ísotropíc turbulence - this ís why no form was given for it ín

Fig. 2 ,2 .

Líkewíse, a 3 dlmensional Fourier transform can be formed for

l- n <r.l dk = r4<,s2> 
,

f-(2.3.L.6) o^(k) = (zn)-s In^(r)exp{-Ík.r}d3r_ u_ l_v

(r)Ro ,

A three dímensional spectrum E (k), depending only on Èhe scalar \dave

number k = ltl, is obtained by integrating 0o(Ð ot a spherícal shell

of radius k;

(2.3.r.7) Eo (k) ='-,fru(t<)k2ds,

ds beíng an element of solid angle. EO

varíance of 0, since

(k) is then the spectrum of the
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(2. 3.1 . B) E (k)dk = ,z<O>2I

Eo(k) = 2nk2ou(k)

0

In the isotropic case, 0U dePends on k, and hence

(2.3.L.9)

The ttdensiÈyrr of fluctuaËions in 0 at wavenumber k can also be wrítten,

for the inertíal- range' as

(2.3.1.10a) oe(k) = 0.033cozk-]-]-/3 Ì (Tatarskí.¡ eguation 3,24)

where C^2 is a constant.
o

(2.3 .1 . r_ob)

(iii) 
'u' = "'*<å9> 

2ed-r/3

La2 ' 2.8, eg. Van Zan.dt et a1., 1978, equation 4; also see

shortlyl .

It can be seen from 2.3.1.10a and 2.3.L.9 that E(k) ís índeed * y-5/3

in Ëhe inertía1 range, as previously mentíoned'

(i)

(íi)

"u, 
= uzr4/3(#), (From Tatarski, equatior- 3.291',

after iÈ has been correcEed (there is a nisÈake in

3.2g"; it should be ar' = ^"oO/t(graa 
T)2,

as can be seen by using Tatarskirs 3.31 in 3.291.

(The correcË form of the equation l-s used 1aËer in

the book e. g. 3.51))

Recall also that Tatarskít" L0 ís = L ín our case - see

equation (2.2.3.8c).

Other formulae for C can then be deríved; eg.

..-]-l3
"r'= 

a2ereu -'- by 2,2:3.6b, usÍng L(m) = L, as decided;
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It is also !üorth pointÍng ouË t]naf 2.3.1.10a and b Ímply thaË to

geË sígnificant fluctuatíons of O, j| * O. That is Èo say' Ëhe Èurbulence

nust have a background gradtent of g to mix. In particular, íf 0 ís

Ëaken as the refracÈive index, thís says no significanÈ radío l/ave scatter

will occur from the atmosphere unless there Ís a background gradient of

the potential refractive Índex. (NoËe the use of the words trpotential

refracËive indextt. One must be a Littl-e careful- in the choi.ce of

parameters which can be used as passive tracers of turbulence. This

wÍl1 be discussed again belowJ

This last statement is noL exactly correct. For example, Villars

and InleÍsskopf (1955) have derlved a relation for the turbulent density

fluctuaÈions produced in a situatior, th"t" tt" pot"rrËial densiLy 1s

unchangíng wiËh height viz.

(^p)2 . or<1>4 /3.r4/3u*-+ (their equation 25).

Häre v, is the RMS velocitY of the mó1ecules Z is the scale of fluctuatíon,

S0 the energy supply, and p the rrpotenÈial densityrt. This can then be

related to electron density and hence refractíve index fluctuations.

However, the radio scatter produced by this effect ís considerably l-ess

than that produced by the turbulent mixing of a background gradient.

For example, ín Èhe case discussed by Villars and l,rleisskopf, a background

electron densiÈy graclient of less than aùout 2cm-3 per km (which Ís

exLremely small) would be sufficient to make the backscaËter produced

by turbulent mixing of the background gradient comparable r^rith Èhe above

effect.

ltríth steeper electron densíty gfadients, the scatÈer clue to mixing

of the gradient dominates. Thus for most purposes, a background gradient

in 0 is necessary to achieve sigriifícant radio backscatter.
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Another cotItrDon parameter used in turbulence theory is Èhe strucËure

funcËion,

(2.3.1.11) lu(r) = <{O(¿ + r) - 0(Ð}2>,

0 being a scalar, and < > denoting spatial averaging.

In Èhe inertial range DU Lakes the form

(2.3.L.L2a) ou (r) = ç 212/3

where CU2 is the same parameter which appeared in (2.3.1.10a).

In facË, equatíon (2.3.L.L2a) is usually used to define Cr2, and 2.3.1.10a

is derived from Ëhis definÍtion. The derÍvation wÍl1 noÈ be gÍven here,

buÈ can be found in Tatarski, sectÍon 3.2. The formuLa (2.3.1.10b)

can then be derived, buÈ this is not done here.

In Èhe viscous range of turbulence, ,o'(r) takes an t2 form;

(2.3 .1 . l-2b) lu (r) = 
"u'Lo2/ 

3 . 1, /Lpz ,

where .Lo = (27a6v3e-I)k (a is the same constant which has appeared

elsewhere).

Íe. Lo = 3314u3/2n, n being the Kolmogoroff mícroscale.

Ho¡¿ever, discussíon will largely concentrate on the inertial range.

Tatarski (1961) gives more on Ëhe víscous range.

In some cases, such as 0 equivalent to velociËy,, CU2 can be directly

related Ëo the energy dissipation rater eg., for velocity, (in this case

the vector vel-ocíty v is used, and averaging is over all dírections)

(r)=<{v(¿+I) - v(x) \2> = c--2t2/3 = 4.Bor2/3u2/z
V tDv

s - 1 to 1.5, as seen in equation 2,2.L.2.

Thus

C 2 = 4.Bqe (eg. see Elford and Roper, L967; Batchelor,

1953, equations 6.5.5 and 6.5.7).
v

2/z
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Caughey et al. (1978) looked at only one component parallel Èo the mean

flow (longítudinal) and derÍved the formul-a

C 2 = zr2/3vr

Gage and Balsley (1978) gave a component form

(c.r') r
2') .12/3'l- , where

"'*cþ.u-t/' = ,ru'/t,

(".,

(".r')Í t 1.75 for the longíÈudÍnal component (ie. paraLlel to

the mean flow), and

@u\i ! 2.35 for the transverse components'

(The appropriate strucÈure functÍons are of course <{vt(å) - ti(ã+ r)}2¿)

Formulae líke these can be used to obtain e esËimates from a sÍng1e

observing sËation, provided iË can be assumed that v(5 + r) ís equal- to

v(x) aË a time a = 1r/l), î b"íttg the mean wÍnd velocity (Taylorts

hypothesis eg. see Caughey eË al., I97B; Gage, f979). Thís is noÈ,

however, always valid; it assumes the turbulence is ttfrozent' in the

background wind, and does not change ín form greatly as Ít moves.

Thus the above statements all saY

ç2 2/g -y being a constanÈ.v =Ye

Notíce alsp that by 2.3.1' l-0b, (iÍi)

so
dv.

,2rrtþ = yed: but rhis " fr*. r#r' by (2.2.4.9c),2

so in other words, the shear in

turbulenË velocitíes is proportional to the shear in Èhe mean velocitíes.
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2.3.2 Es timation of. C 2

In this section we will obÈain some estimates of Crr2. But the

problem of whaÈ serves as a passive Èracer must firsEly be discussed.

Such a:quanÈity should be one for which positional- variations have no

effect on the tracer. For example, if densÍty is used, an eddy wouLd

change density as it moved vertically and the densÍty would not be

índe-pendent of hefght. Similarly, teÍiperature is not a good tracer.

However, potential temperature makes a good passíve tracer. (Potential

quantities are values an aír parcel- at some position x r,rould have if

moved adiabatically to a standard pressure POi Pq is usually 1000 millíbars)

One important quanÈity for the work reported in thÍs thesis is the

refractíVe Índex, sÍnce the sÈrength of radío hlave scat.Èering depends on

this parameter. As Ít stands, refracLíve index is not a good passíve

tracer. For example, Tatarski dÍscusses the refractive Índex of air,

and fínds

n = n(2, p, 0, q)

lrhere z = height, p = pressure, O = potent.íal temperature' and q = specific

hurnidityQ is also a potential quanÈity).

Suppose an eddy movês frorr.þeight z, a.t-plessure P1:.and has 0 ] 0''

g = gI, to a height zr. N 22, the pressure is p, and the environmental

O and q are O, and. qr. However, the parcel itself has t = 0r, and I = 91,

stí11, as it moved adiabatically. Hence the differerice ín refractive

index beÈween the parcel and its environment at z, is

n(zr, p2, gr) - n("2, Pz, ay qz)0 It
\-J

parcel

:+ An= ,##.# P,o"

environment
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Thus the effecÈive refractive index gradient to be used in equations

like (2.3.1-.10b) ro. $! i"

.Ar ô0 * ân _?gr\ao'É-àq'ð")(2.3.2.L) ![=

nc 2 - ^'r4/ae

c 2 = u2o ¡,4/

3vt2

3M2, ct'

Van Zandt êË al (L978) write this as

1, and a2 - 2,8.
n

Notíce this is not the full- refractÍve index gradient, whfch would be

dn àn ãn âp ,ân â0 . ân

-=-¿-4¡
dz àz ðp òz tâ0 ôz ôq #,

.ân(# = 0; n has no, explfcÍt height dependence except through p, q)

The quantity M can also be regarded as the gradient of a t'genera1-i.zed

poËential refractive Índexr', provided care is taken (0Ètersten, L969a)

namely, that the reference pressure p9 for this generalízed potential

refracËive index is the mean pressure at the 1evel of Èurbulence, rather

than 1000mb.

llhat, then, of the problem of ionospheric radio wave scatter?

(It should be noted Èhat the fol-IowÍng work up Ëo equation 2.3.2.II, is

largely oríglnal , so may be in e.ror.)

In this case, the refractive index is given by

(2.3.2.2a) n = n(N, vm, å)

where N is the electron densÍty, v, the electron collision frequency,

B the magnitude and directÍon of the magnetic fíeld, and z Et:.e height.

(There is acÈua1ly not an expliciË dependence on z; that comes through N,

v* and B variations with heÍght; hence # = O,

However, N ís not a passÍve tracer - Èhe electron densÍty changes

as Ëhe eddy oscillates in height. B can be regarded as constant over the
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vertical scale of turbulence, so T¡le may regard n as

(2.3.2.2b) n=n(N,v,o) ,âB -\az - o).

The desired passive parameÈer for electron density isrrather, the dífference

betrn¡een the parcel densiËy and Èhat of its environment. To discuss

thís, a clearer understanding of potenÈia1 temperaËure is necessary.

So let us consÍder Ëhe concept of potential Ëemperature Ín more

detail. This is defined, at height z, wiLh a temperature T,

as
-L!

Yo = T(lo/n) (eg. Houghton, L977)

where p is the pressure at height z, \ = 
"r/"u 

is the ratio of specific

heats, and pg is the pressure at a reference height z = 0. (0 ís Ín fact

the temperature a parcel of aír at z would have if moved adiabatícally

Ëo z = 0.) Consider firstly an isothermal atmosphere. The pressure

p = poexp(-z/n), H = scale height = RT/M'B - (Cp - Cv)T/g (Houghton,

1977, equations 1.4 and l-.6)

Thus

(t - þ (cnls)r.

Q= (v - l)/y.t" tT (lu = s/cn (9 .8ms-2) / (1005m2 s-2)

.es"c kn;')

Then
-Lt.

o = T(po/p) Y and p = poexp{-r.(*1).r"T-t}

means O = Texp{z.fr/T} (if T is a constant).

For sma1l O (z : 5km), thÍs gives

O : T I I 
^2. 

But ít must be emphasized that the reference level

z = O must be chosen close to the region of inËeresÈ. A símilar sítuatíon

occurs for the concepÈ of potential- density (Ottersten, L969a).

The usual- definiÈion of potential temperature is to take p0 = 1000mb'

so z = 0 roughly corïesponds to ground 1eve1. It is importanÈ to note
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ín all Èhese formulae that we are using a generalized potential temperature;

pg must be chosen close to the 1eveI of interest; and it ís Ímplicitly

assumed Èhat all displacements assocÍaËed with turbulence are 1êss Èhan

abouÈ 5km, so O = T t I 

^z 
is valÍd. It is worth cormenting here that

Tatarski (1961) "derivedil a relaÈion which fmplied 0 = T * l 
^z 

exactly.

This ís not so. It hras assumed that for the parcel, moving adiabatically,

dT

-=
and thÍs is of course correct.

pdz

T

Then the hydrostatic equation,

dp = -gpdz \tas used, and this is also valid.

Final-ly, p = pRT

= p(c
p

(R = gas constant per unit mass in Èhis case)

Crr)T was used.

p = p(c T
p v atmos.

Then the ::elation

But it is important that the pressure P is that of the background

atmosphere, (whÍch ís al-so thaË of the parcel), and so

c )

dT

-=T
.ït,+=-,ttt,' o(c - c )T' p v' aEmos.

was used. Tf. the parcel has moved over a large distance, T and Tatmos.

cannot-beassumed equal. (In Ëhetroposphere, the atmosphere is often

nearly adiabatic, so T " T"t*o". is nearly valid) TaÈarski assumed

they were equal and cancelled them, resulting in Èhe relation

-dT.
\dzl parcel a' so T = f-z - H; H is a consËant, whÍch Tatarski

af

took Èo be the potentíal temperature.
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But iÈ must. be pointed out this is not general; nor, for that maËter, is

the relation O = Texp{zf a/1} - thaË is only valid for an isothermal
]l.

atmosphere. The only true definition of O is T(po/p) Y However, the

approximation O = T * I"z will be used in Èhe followíng discussion -

provided it is borne ín mind tlnat z = 0 must be taken aÈ a 1eve1 cl-ose

to region of ÍnËerest. If thÍs is done, the rel-atíon is sufficiently

accuraËe for the analysÍs of problems in which it is used.

The desired parameter for electron denslty fluctuations ís, then,

the difference between the parcel and Íts envÍronment.

Consider an air parcel at heíght zrr temperature T, (potentíal

temperature Or) and suppose ÍË moves Ëo height 22, \Ili.ete the background

temperature Ís T, and pressure P2.

Then Ëhe parcel density 1s (using P = pRxT)

p
P2t

parcel=ç'rr-V, (f of parcel at z, 0 -T ,") '

dz=z z l¡

P2 1

I

(2 .3.2.3)

so

But O T

p2
o-'parcel R*

* l^, l,

I

I I

T-ldzla 2

(2.3.2.4) The envíronmenL density at z i" P"rr.riro' =-R* T

Then the dÍfference in (On"r".l) "td 
(P.rr.*rirorr)

p2
(2.3.2.s)

R,Á -l dz
a

However, it is the electron density dÍfference \^7e desire.

ff Xþ) is the raËio of electron density to Èotal density of the

parcel, then by (2.3.2.3)

1

Ði

(2.3.2.6)
.p2

Nprr".1 = x(zl)ç' T--f dzIA
atz 2I
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An lmporEant assumption has been made here - it has been assumed

that the electron density to toËal density ratio ì((z) is unchanged as

the pareel moves. If this is not valíd, Ëhe derivaËion here faíl-s. This

assumpt.íon means, for example, thaË the elecËron parËial pressure of the

parcel differs from thaÈ of the envíronmeît at 22. (If iÈ were felÈ that

the electron pressure should equal Èhat of Èhe environment aE zy the

analysis would be done bY saYing

N
P2e 1

environ=Ç'tr'
Pz"

parcel R* T -l dz'
IA

P2" = electron

partial pressure)

N

However, the assumption seems reasonable. EquÍlibríum of total

pressure aË all heÍghts is a reasonable concePt (ie. P, is used in

2.3.2.3 and 2,3,2.4, buÈ surely if Ëhe parcel can be regarded as a unit,

then ít can be regarded as maintaining all iËs Particles, Íncluding its

electrons?). EquÍlibrium of partÍal pressures is noL such a va1id concept.

Gal-ler (1955), in deaLing wíth a símilar problem, assumed (dp/p) = (dN/N)

for the parcel, which is sÍmilar to the assumption made here (p * N).

Víllars and Inleisskopf (1955) made a simíl-ar assumption. The problem will

be discussed again later.

The elecÈron density of Ëhe background is

N xþ2) by (2.3.2.4),
envlron

Then dÑ = N -Nparcel envaron

p^
l'z'
-E

I 1

p2

Çtt

Tr

il"r)-
fdz T^az
T6) lq)
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T ldz
a

=LR*

p2

ç

T,",, -;(zr) + xQr)

tT

ldza

-x<4 ]'ir",'1

u{þ * hr* a

[T,,,, Ir",, 
- Tr",,

Usfng Ëhe expanrior j; = f - x for suall x, and dropping second orderI +x
terms like d,þur,

t .dz
a

ø)

Tdz
a

16:+

Thus

)

so

Then

Expanding further gives

XPc

*,.t = tttlzr)

l¡ao - þx>

(2.3.2.8) ¿ñ = 4<¿r5 * W)
T \g \X,, 

X

añ = ScLr

T-,
-rflx'=#,þ'-

T---.rd
x'

T

x+*,)

x)

(2.3.2.s) # = +å9 - iåi (= +å9 -:i.*åå,r p = air densitv)

expresses the ratè of change of density dífference between Èhe parcel

and background with height. Ihe resul-t seems reasonable' as
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(í) ln an adiabatic aÊmosphere, O = const, so the only change fn Ñ

occursdue Ëo the gradient of the mixing ratÍo, 1.

(ií) If the mixing raÈio X = ï is Índependent of height, Èhe only

fluctuations which occur are due Eo the adiabatic expansion of

the parcel.

NoÈice also the - å* t" Lhe second form of. 2.3.2.9. This arrives purely

by definítion of uÑ = *n.rcel - ll(zr), where as

dN=N(zr¡-N(zr)

Now by 2.3.2.2b,

âv
n = n(N, ur),

dn
dz

ânâN.ân
=--+-ðN âz ôv

m

dn
SO -:-

dz
m

àz

(Recall n has no explicíÈ dependence on z).

But Ëhe more useful parameter Ís

ur)

where the relation betrnreen ñ and Ñ fs the same as Èhat between n and N.

That is to say

â = â(ñ,

añaÑ ân âut
+--aÑaz'ðv ðz

ïtr

(the change in refractive index of the parcel due Ëo collision frequency

changes is assr:med to be the same as the change in background value in

going ftom z, to zr) ¡

-dnana 5ä simply expresses the change in refracËive Índex for a gíven

change Ín elecËron density, so

Ðnân
AN AN
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$.*nr""ses the variation in Ñ due to a gíven change in z, but

no change in vrr and this is given by 2.3.2.9 (Ñ is independent of vr).

Thus

(2.3.2.10a) *=#,+ #-iå*, +# þ=*",say, is theparameter
m

which should be used tor <þ in equations lÍke 2.3.r.1-0b. (Here

O = T * I 
^zt 

z beLng the displacement fr:om a reference heÍght cl-ose to

Êhe region of interest (as dÍscussed), X = N/p, N is the electron number

density, and p is the neutral air density.)

Can (2.3.2.10a) be simplified? ConsÍder the region 85 - 95km -

Ín partÍcular, two heights; 85 and 90km, Firstly, rew'rite (2.3,2,L0a)

(2.3 .2.10ar) M.

as

FírsË1y,

âvdo. An m¿ìù-dz' ' av Dz
m

ãn,N d0 dN N
= 

---AN'T dz dz p

conslder Ip
dp
dz

T.2.LL, US Standard AtmosPhere

N
dlnp

dz

By Fig. (re62),

#,= ln 10.# loerop) = -1.4 x 10-an-1.

This is true over the entire regíon 0 to 120km' so

(2.3.2. 10a") M"
AN

-âv
(1.4 x 1o-4n-1)N) +# T#.

m

ân d0 dN
dz dz

From Mechrley er al. (Lg72) Table 5, å) ' 2 x 10 6m-S at B5l<rrl-,(where

a strong ledge of increasíng electron densiËy exÍsted for this data),

and - 3 x 106m-4 at 90km. N' 2,5 x 109m-3 at B5km, and - 1010m-3 at

9Okn. Thus (1.4 x 10-4N)m-4 is comparabl-e with å) "t 85 - 90krn

(eg. at 90km, I.4 x 1O-4n = I.4 x 106, which it - % 
qd,. Thus neither

of these tno terms should be dropped.
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tr{har abou. .} # ? rhis = åä * t". ExaminaÈíon of Fig. 5-1 of

# " 3K/kn at 90km, and - 0 at B5km.Gossard and. Hooke (Lg75) shows i

ffrus f -.013ltu-1 ar 90km, and - .OlKm-l at B5km. T is - 200K at these

+j9 ;6.5 x 105m-4 (which is about t4 of å)).heights. Thus at 90km,

At B5km, + å9 
:' -t:zs x 105-r{"ft1n "t å}).

Thus neither can thís temperaEure term be ignored.

should be the appropriate form of M" - or, alternatively,
(2.3.2.I}a")

So (2.3.2.10a")

". = P* t+(# + ra) dz
(1.4 x 10-4m-r)N) +*

m

Notice M. Ís a complex number, since * ttt be complex. However, the

Ímportant term is' lM"l', as \^Ie will see shortly.

rn rhe IIF limíË, # 
t -(2n)-lr.lz (rebeíng the classical electron

radius (= 2.8 x 10-l5m) and À Ëhe wavelengÈh of the probing radÍation)

buÈ this is noÈ true at 2MI{z (eg. Vincent, L973), and the more accurate

Sen-lnlyl1-er formulae must be used to estÍmaa. *.
-- N d0 1I+ were both negl-igible, then (2.3.2.70a) gívesrtTã;an( pdz

ân cIN ðn äur 
ðn

-=-
"e ðN dz âv ðz ãz

m

dN
âv

m

ð"

(2.3.2 .10b)

tr{e have see, however, that thÍs approximation is not often valÍd' However,

it ts often (erroneously?) assuned.

So (2.3.1.10b) ímPlíes
(2.3.2.rr)

(t) ,n' = ^2"4/31*.1'
or (ii) ,n' = "2rlu" l'r,_-'/t
or (iíi) ,o' = ¿2/Pr . .ru-t/t lt.l' ,rW)-' (bv 2.2.4.9e,

K - (elP,)<#l-'>,

where M. ís given by Ëhe equaÈions (2.3.2.I0).

(I have denotecl these as Crr2:- they should perhaps be writteo Cô'.

future, Crr2 and C^2 wí11- mean the same thíng')

In
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The thírd versíon of 2.3.2.LL can, by assuming e - e¿r be written

as

2.3 .2.LL (iv)
"nu 

= a2Pr-lR., s'',.^2/31M" It

. â1n0.L
where or' = G fry, )'' ís the Brunt Vaisala frequeney (0 = potential

temperature) and R. is as defÍned by (2.2.2.3). For wind shear índuced

turbulence, Ri is unlikely to get beloI^t R.(critícal) : 0,25; sÍnce as

soon as R-. reaches 0.25, turbulence devel-ops, and this smooths out the
L

wind shear, increasing R. (similar to FÍg. z,Lb). Gage eÈ al. (1980)

have used this final form for Cnz, with R. replaced by Rí(critical)

(= 0.25).

Thus these equatíons provide anQther useful set for the inter-

pretaËion of radio wave scattering experiments. For example, (2.3.2'L}a)

and (2.3.2.11(íit)) offer the opportuníty for estÍmatíng f| rto*

measurement,s of Crr2, the mean wÍnd sheaf, energy deposition rates, and

the electron density gradient. However, if the + + term s\,üamps thexdz
Nd0
Ë ä rerm, (eg. 2,3.2.10b), this is not possíble in practice. But Ëhe

possibílÍty certainly exists for deEermination of Ëemperature gradients

from ground based measurements using these formul-ae'

It ís worth cornmenting here that Crr2 can only be estÍmated (for

radar work) if Èhe turbulence fíl1-s the radar volume (volume defíned by

the radar pulse and polar diagram). This ís often not the case' and

Ëhe true Cn2 for turbulenc. (Crr'(turb) say) is given by Crr' (as estímated

by the radar, assuming Eurbulence fílls the radar volume), f= Co'(radar),

sayJ divided by F, F being the fraction of the radar vol-ume filled by

turbulence. Thus

crr2(turb) - cn (radar)/F
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For exanple Van Zandt et al. (1978) discussed the determínation of F

for the troposphere and stratosphere. They felt thaË turbulence

occurred in narrow layers, with many such layers occurring Ín one pulse

length. They suggest F was generally about .01 to 0.1 ín the troposphere

and stratosphere. Individual estÍmates of F were based on the mean wind

shear, and upon Èhe assr:mption that any mean wind shear has fine structure

associated wfth it (which could not be seen by the radar), some of which

is able to creaÈe turbulence. IE was assumed that the spread of fíne

wÍnd shear gradients about the roean shear rüas a funcËion of the mean vrind

shear. Thus sËrong wind shears have a larger spread of ftne scale wind

shears. Turbulence would develop when Lhe fine scal-e wind ,n""t ff
obeyed rhe relatior (þ 2 z ,r2/o,zs (by equation 2 .2.2.3). The teru urr2

could be estimated by temperature soundings of the aËmosphere.

Then the probabilíty that

,#r' , ,"'lo.zs

gave the fractíon of the radar volume fiLled by the turbulence. The

theory assumed a, GaussÍan distribution of fine scale wind shears

about the mean.

However, Ëhe assumptions made in deriving 2.3.2.10 musË be borne

Ín mind; narnely

(Í) Èhat the mixing ratÍo (electron to tocal densíties) at the parcel

is consÈant as the parceJ- oscillates, and

(ii) that the collision frequency for an electron Ín the parcel, being

proportional to the Ëotal pressure, adjusts continuousl-y Èo the background

value.
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Assumption (í) deserves perhaps a little more comment. The

asstrmpti.on amounts to assumíng that the parcel carríes all its neutral

parËíc1es and elecÈrons and ions wiEh íÈ at all times, and that the

chemical reaeÈion rate wíthin the parcel do not change. However, there

is the possibilÍty of electron diffusÍon ínÊo the background, part-

icularly as the electron partÍal" pressures in the parcel, and outsfde,

dÍffer. AssumpÈion (í) is Ínvalid if thÍs dÍffusion time is less than

the oscíllation tíme of the eddy. Electrons have larger mean free

paËhsr ênd move faster, than the neutrals, so could diffuse quíte rapidly.

However, the raËe of electron dÍffusion is controlled to some exÈent by

Ëhe ions. But it,is sÈÍ11 possible for the elecËrons to diffuse faster

than the ions and neutrals, at least at low heÍghts, of Èhe order of

65km (for example, HilJ- and BowhiLI, 1979, p. 623, mention thís

possíbílíty). Generally, however, Èhe Lifetime of a parcel of scale

Z(*) (Length scale) is gíven by

_ .(-2 (n)
'LD

where D is the maxímum díffusion coefficÍent of the possible díffusive

mechanisms (for sxample, mechanisms Ínclude tu::bulent diffusion (D = K),

ambipolar díffusion (D = Dcl, the ambipolar diffusion coeffícient) or even

molecular diffusion). The equat.ion follornrs, at least for turbulence, by

2.2.3.9b, where r becomes the l-ifetÍme associated with scales of the
1

order of the eddy size, so k = f, and Z(n) = 2r.L. It Ís only valíd,

for turbulence, however, for scales wíthin Éhe inert,Ía1 range - 2.2.3.2b

is more appropriate, for example, ín the vÍscous range.

If, Ëhen, the appropriate D is in fact the eddy diffusíon coeffÍcient

(that is, turbulent diffusion acts much faster than any other process),

o
then assumption (i) fs crudely valÍd. At 90km, D 3.6m2s-1 (see Hí1l
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and Bowhill, 1979; r - 2.5s for Z - 3rn for ambipolar diffusion means

D = 3.6) so ambipolar áiff.rrior, ís not, significant Ín the inertíal range
q,

(Z r eOro)- lir-'e[imes for ambipolar diffusÍon are - 1.5 x 1O4s at Z(m) - 75m,

compared to Èimes - 5-50s (K - IO2 - 193to2"-1) for turbulent diffusíon.

Thus, at least around 85 - 90kn, and up to around 105km, ambipolar

díffusion is not ímportant at scal-es around 70m.

Hor^¡ever, processes other Ëhan díffusion can also occur in dÍsplaced

turbulènt eddies, which can affect assumption (i). Hill and Bowhíll

(I979) gÍve an excellent díscussion of the processes which can occur in

a displaced aír parcel. The Ëemperature of the parcel changes upon

displacement, as do of course the number densíties of the varÍous

const.ituents. The photo díssociation rate also changes. Consequently,

reaction raÈes within the parcel change upon displacemenÈ, and Ëhe

elecÈron production and loss raLes also change accordíngly. Hence iÈ is

quiËe possíb1e that the electron denslty to neutral densÍty ratio of the

parcel does change as a function of displacement. The lifetímes Ínvolved

ín Ëhese processes can be quite short - of the order of the lífetime of

an - 75m eddy (r - e-r/3L2/l by 2,.2.3.2e (ot L2(m)/r as-seen previously)),

so for e È 0.01- + 0.1 I{/kg t r - 30 - 80s at Z(m) - 75m and some of the

processes depícted by Hill and Bowhill produce sígnifícant effects within

this time scale - particularly below BOkm. AË B5kur (Fig. 1, Hí1l and

Bowhíl1), the pïocesses are not quiÈe so rapid - only smal1 changes in

the electron to neuËral density ratio of the parcel occur over 100 to 200s

for a 2O0m displacement (eddies of scal-e Z(rn) typically are displaced

around Z(m) over a lifetime).

Thus the results of Hill and Bowhill suggest that above around

BO - B5km, equatíon (2.3.2.lc) may be roughly relevant, but at lor¿er

hetghts assumption (i) is far from va1id, and the problem of estimation
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of C_2 fs v.ry complex lndeed. In fact the spectrum of scattered radlacion

n" .trrrrr"tion or r."qrr"ncy might no longer be a simpr. Ë11/3 law, even

though the neutral turbulent spectrr:m may be. No reffnements upon Crr2,

as calcul-ated ln (2.3.2.L0) wlll be attempted 1n Èhis thesís.
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2.4 Radar ScaÈter

2.4.L Radar Equations

Ilaving díscussed turbulence, vre must norü examlne the scatteri-ng

of radío \,raves from the turbulence. The turbulence produces variations

in refractive index which are especially important when Ít acts upon

a pre-exÍsting gradÍent of refractive index (equaÈion 2.3.2.10). These

ln Ëurn produce radar scatter. But is ít possible, from measurements of

the radíation scattered, to deduce Coz?

Consider firstly Èhe case of an atmosphere with random variatíons

of refractÍve index n, and hence of perrnittivity e. Let thetrnormalízedtt

(see shortly) k specrrum of these f luctuatÍons be glven ¡V .f (E) . ConsÍder

a radío wave of wave ntrmb.t kÀi, And wavelengthÀ, incídent on Èhese

flucËuaÈions, and suppose I¡/e examine the component scattered ín the

dírection k. ^.-Ð
Then accordÍng to Booker (1956) (also RasËogi and Bowhíll, I976a,

and Ottersten, 1969b), Èhe scatËered po\.t/err Pêr unit volume of scattering

medium, radiaËed into a unit so1íd angle in the direction k^r; for unÍt

incident po\¡Ier in the direction k^tr is

(2.4 .1.1a) o = < t*t" rä 
P(Ers - E^r) sín2x

Here, x is the angle between k^" and the E field vector of the íncident

r¡/ave, and < l*ltr is the mean square fluctuation of permitËivity averaged

over all wave numbers k. (tt is interesting that Èhis formula, although

generally attributed to Booker (1956) was also derived earlíer by (or

ar leasr a símilar form was) by vi1-1ars and Inleísskopf (1955).)

For most cases in this thesis, the transmítter and receiver have

the same location (monostatic case), so the case of Ín.terest is

E^" = -E¡i (x = Lù, and (2.4.1.1a) becomes
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(2.4 ,1 .lb)

This says that Ëhe po\¡/er scattered back for Íncident wavelength À

comes from scales in the flucÈuations of n of wavelength x/2, which ís

to be expected, by analogy with Bragg refLection from crysÈal planes

(Bragg Scales).

Flood (1968) aLso discusses derivations of this scatLer cross-

sec¡ion, but considers the effects of the l-oss of energy by absorption

as the íncident rnrave passes through the medium, which ís an effect not

considered by Booker. Consequently, he derives a more sophistÍcated

form of "cross-sectionrt. He assumes radio pulses are used, and the

ttcross section'r emerges as a functÍon of the pulse lengths (assuming

the region of refractíve index fluctuations ltfillsf' the pulse);

obacksca*er = 'l*l " ; P(?LÀi)

rFlood = g 4n.l*l ', #:fl2kÀí)

. í.r
-4Tn c-

ß=(r-e r¡l1+nrrlf

(2 .4 .1.1c)

where

{
Here, ,rt i, the imaginary ParË of the refractive index, (and therefore

related to absorptíon - see Appendix B), r ís the pulse length, and c

Ëhe speed of light in a vacuum.

In ÈhÍs case, the cross section lFl_ood is the scaËtered PohTer

radíated into a full sphere (assumíng the radiated power to be the same

in al-l directions as ín the partícul-ar direction being examined) for unit

incídent pol^Ier. Flood shows Ít is noË strictly possible to defÍne a

cross sectÍon per uniË volume, but in the case $ - 1, it is valid. Then a

cross section ¡ equal to the scattered po\¡/er per unit volume radiated

ínto a ful1 sphere (assuming the radiated power to be the same in all
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directíons as ín the particular directíon beíng examined) for unit

íncidenË pohrer can be defíned.

volume of scatÈerer. This is

v
nom

simílar to the definltion for o, ie.

Then n = rrlood/vnom, belng the

(2.4.L.2) n = 4no

(2.4.1.ld) o =' 4(2") t É Ài0 (2k ) (Ottersten, equation 2)
n

a

For most cases in thÍs thesis, ß ls assumed: 1, so the Flood and

Booker formulae agree. (This amounts to assumíng weak absorption across

one pulse length; "t i must be small)

trühaE of F(E) ?

Firstly, compare tlne 2.4.L.L equaÈíons Ëo 0ttersten (1969a);

where I
a11k

Õ (k)dk =n'-' -
.l¡â1"

Then 0 (k) can be wrítËenn

1k

(2.4 .1.3a) = . I lâ 12> Po (E)

I
a1

(2.4 .1.3b) where , Po(k)dk = 1.

Further, for an lsotropic medium,

rL2
e

eo

so
dezn(ln = 
-a

and so

. .^(2.4.L.4) tI¡ÂI2, ='4rloJ-l".
The ^ synbol agaín denotes difference beËween Value for a parcel, and

that for the background environmeRË (eg., equatÍons 2.3.2.8 - 2.3.2.10).

Then (2.4.1.ld), (2.4.1.3a), and (2.4,L.4) give
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(2,4.1.1e) o=

and by.comparing this ro 2.4.L.Lb, (2n)3eo(tli) = P(2k^r) - clearly

different normalizations are used in the t\^ro equatíons.

By (2.4 . i-;3b) ¡ *Fo is normâlízed as fPo (k) dk = 1'

I musË be normalízed as /P(k)¿¡ = (2n)3.

oâ(k) is also given by 0.033câ2, ¡-1t/3

(2n) 3{.lf 
I " s Po (?kÀ1) }

"0

so

So all the equations are consisËent províded these normalizations are

kept in mind.

(equatÍon 2.3.I.10a, bearing

in mínd that monostatíc radar backscatter experiment only sees 1

dÍmensíon"f "p."trum - that f s it on1-y ôees scal,es'perpendicular to the

radar beam).

Ilere the noxmaLlzaÈion is

/o¡(k)dk = < ît) (2.3.1.8, 2.3.r.9),

Thus by 2.4.L.ld, where that on has a símí1ar normalizaËion,

o = 4(2n)3 É t.o33cñ2,þ-tt"

givíng o= .030C^2).
_Ll3

,ofn

(2.4.L.5) n = O.3BC;2I (but note Ëhe r^rarning below!)

as also obtained by OtËersten (1969b).

However, notice that (2.4.L.5) assruued equation 2.4.I.4. In the

íonosphere which is an anisotropic nredirm, the penuiÈtiviÈy Ís a tensor'

not a scalar (see AppendÍx B, and the susceptÍbilíty maËrix). The

refractive index depends on the angle of the radio \^lave normal to the

-L/z
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magnetic fleld; 2.4.L.4 may be valid if e 1s taken as a "componentn in

the direcËlon of the radlo r.¡ave (I a¡n not sure) . In this thesís,

(2.4,1.5) ¡¿111 be assrrmed quiÈe valid' and in equations 2.4.1.1, aÈ times

4.1+12, *"y be used in place of .l&12t, to "remove" ambiguiËy Ín the e.

one polnt musÈ be menËloned wLth regards 2.4.1.5. Although this

equation (which appears Ín many texts) appears to treat C^2 as a constanÈ'

this ls not the. case - for a given patch of turbulence' C^2 ls strongly

wavelengEh dependentt - and equation 2.4,L.5 1s'very misl.eadlng. The

À-f/3 dependence expresses the wavelength dependence of the spectrum.

But the c;2 term depends on Èhe reflectl-on mechanism - and Èhis

mechanism has a wavelength dependence of iËs own'

proof: The befractlve index structure functlon 1s (equations

2.3.1.11, 2.3.r.L2)

(2.4.r.6) o;(Ð = <â(å + r) - â<Ð )2' = câ,' '2/t

= <{^â(å,r) }2> where

â{5+.) -â14 =^â(x,.r)

and the refractlve Índe* â t" related to the electron denslty fluctuatiorr" Ñ;

lfi = ffi añ (also see berween equa'ions (2.3.2.9) and (2.3.2.10))

(Fluctuatlons in Aâ due to coll1síon frequency changes are assr:med

neglÍgible for sfruPllcitY).

Hence <{aâ(:<,r¡ }2, = êÑ' <{¡Ñ(x,r) }2>

so

ân,
aN/ç^2 =n

( 2 2(2 .4 .L.7) cñ

But for a gÍven patch of turbulence, C¡2 fs a constant. Thus

afi, - èñ', whfch is extreuely wavelength dependent. For example
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for the VHF case f e.g. Vincent, L973)

À2r
(2.4.1.8) e/eo - 1 - n= *, where

I :ft r' \o t 
"' 

/ (t+r' )

r ís the classical

electron radíus.

Here, N = electron densíty, À ís the radío wavelength, e ís the

charge of an electron, t. the electron rest mass, and c the speed of

llght in a vacuum.

Then

T T (dN)
de

e .es
IT

- \2r,e
(dN)

:+ 2drr
1I

by 2.4,I.4.

so

2

and c;' clearly has a À4 dependence.

For Èhe more general ease, the Sen-l{yller equations must be used to

obËain # (for example, Vincent (1973), Fig. B, shows the ratio of the

backscatt.er cross section evaluated by the VHF formula to the true Sen-l{yller

cross section, at 2.4 MLIz. This ín fact is the ratio of ( # ) by the VHF

approximatíon to the true # , as a function of height).

Thís r¿avelength dependence of C^2 should be borne ín mind when

comparÍ-ng values aË different wavelength - iE may be better to evaluate Cfii

and compare these. (Often CÍ ís used as an indicator of backscattered

sÍ-gnal, as distinct from o).

One final point should also be made concerning radio backscat.ter

measurements of turbulent sPectra. The radar specÈrum gives the lD

spectrum of scales normal to the beam. This is not the same spectrum
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as r.rould be measured by a probe noving Ëhrough the atmosphere,

such a detector measures the spectrum on a l1ne 4ovfng through

fu1l 3D turbulence spectru¡tr - ít detects effects of all scales

orlenËaÈions. OËtersËen (1969b) gives an excellent discussion

díf ference bet!,reen these two situations.

since

the

wíth all

of the



Table 2.1

Some Important Turbulence Formul-ae

(See text for any qualÍfications related to these formulae)

The following symbols are used in thÍs Èable.

e = Total energy dissipatÍon rate (per uniE mass)

e^ = buoyancy energy dissipation rate (per unit mass)
é

eU = viscous energy díssípaÈion rate (per unít mass), and also equals

the rate of Ëransfer of energy between scales in the ínertíal range

k refers to turbulence hrave numbers

Z (- k-1) refers to turbulence scales

v, refers to turbulent velociËies associated with scale ,L

rLTefers to 1ífetime associ.ated with scale

0 is a tracer of turbulence

L = outer scale of turbulence

K_ = momentum diffusivÍty (eddy viscosÍty)
m

K, = heat diffusÍvity

K = eddy diffusívity (f = Ka)

oJB = Brunt-Vaisal-a angular frequenc

v = kinematic viscosity

f Ís the typical displ-acement of an eddy of size - L

n = refracËive index

N = electron nunber density

T = temperature

I* = (dry) adiabatic lapse rate

v, = el-ecÊron collísion frequency wíth neutral molecules



(i) Energy SPectrum

Buoyancy Range: E(k) - eu2/3u-sl3,n-n(k), k = 'ltsl

n(k) takes a variety of complex forms - see Ëext

rnertial Range: E(k) - o.u2/3n-s/z kk=

ei = 1.4 (I,üeinstock, 1978)

1.586 (Rastogi and Bowhill, L976a, b)

InerËial Range, component foru:

(ki) = or.u'/tor-5/' t

i r"f.r" to 3 orthogonal directions

o. = 0.5 for the direction parallel to mean flow
l_

(Caughey éË a1. , L97B; Gage and Balsley, 1978)

cr. = 0 .65 for the dÍrectíons transverse to mean flow
t_

(Gage and Balsley, L978). In these component cases'

a normalÍza:íon JEi(ki)dki = É t" used e.g. Kaíma1 et aL, (1972>-

Víscous Range: E(k) - 0.14S (eU/vz)2U-7 exp{-klk.} ?

k = .738kc n

(Rastogí and BowhilJ-, 1976a, b)

(ií) Other Formulae InertiaL Turbulence

Kolmogorof f Microscale : n
d? 

lue/ru)k (units of length Per radian)

L ' (r3/e lor L - qr3/eu)k( ,rn')-314 zzl

E,
l-

,4

Outer scale )d

- former more aPProPriate

.le¿l 2> r -.0 - ulvonlz - rlu@r)2

v¿ - .L/"ct



d - vL3 lL

often assumed;

(To) t v13/L

for radar work, ,L = 4t/À,r, Ài = radar wavelength' I'IhaÈ of To?

Choíces include 1-.0, 2n, I5r (see Ëext).

T* = 1.0 frequently assumed. Personal choíce, 15n or 30n.

T1. L ís actually measured' use

= I/LO v3/L(n), Z(ur) = scale in metres (equation 2.2.3.3b)

e

s
d

DefinítÍon of outer scale: r,2 (*) reù' = . l er 12'

r - 14/3t-2/3.-t: constant relaÈing equation uncertaÍn.

t_

Use L - (f3/e.)-4 an'¡d' Êd as above - a better method '

ê"d

e = g. * edg
e- g

cö
td

Tst
<Ë

oö

ofÈen assumed.

au.
l_e = -<v.v.> ;: = -<Lv^1J dX, 5
J

,#)'

(v are turbulent velocítÍes)
a

2e -uJB

ðv. ðv.t_ t-td = u'ãE r:.t

Isotropic turbulence: = 15v " (âvr /èxr)2>

= (L5/2)v < (Av, /Axr)2>

(Rastogi and Bowhill, I976a)

(Justus, L967)

K
m

= .Ltat

Ka = <Çvr>



e
gd

e e - Kn(#r)2

- prK. ,#r'

rrhere P, = K*/K, = Prandtl number

p_- = 0.7 (eg. Teitelbaum and Blamont, L977) i P, 2 - 5 (Justus, 1967)
t

P- = 0.7 probablY best estímate.r
Eddy diffusÍvity and Èemperature dÍffustvity roughly equa1.

e = Krtt.r2 e, = Kruru2 (Justus, 1967); of = wínd shear

K. eu/u"2

PossÍble c; c = L.0 (used in Fig. 1-.9c)

c = 1.8 (tnis chapter, section 2.2.4)

c = 0.10 (Lloyd et al., L972)

c = 3 (Gage and Balsley, 1978)

("-t )

eu/e" = c; eu/e = c/e, Rr; g

Exact relations

eu = crKrrrru2, e = crPrK rër)' ,

I R, = Prl (1+c)e /e = L/P R
x

" gKt

er/e = cr/(erP= "r/"r,

2
E ,B

g

,¿/.g eu/e = cr/(crPr)R'

R. = crPr/(cr+cr)

Above, have assumed "l = ", c2 = "3 = 1

These are probably fair. Probably c - 1-3

r) Ri



Radar Formulae

trühere

= co2t2/3 (Inertial)

"ã, 
- ^2"4/zlt.lt (a - 1)

- a2rlu. l'.u-'/t

- ça2/Yr) e eu-L/3 l*"1' (#)-'

* other fonns (see equation (2.3.z.LL)

". = *,ic#> + ra) - åi - (1.4 x 10-am-r¡n1 + !3 âu'
âv ðz

m

câ2tnrb - cîL (ra¿ar)/F F = Fraction of radar volume fi1-1ed by

turbulence

^^ 2
õ = <lEl-, n2l^4 p(2k.,) m2sr-l't.0' -^r

e refers to permittiviËy here; À f.s probing wavelength. P(ki) 1s spectrum

of turbulence normalized st /P(k)dk = (2,)3

o = (0.38)c^21-1l3

But bear ín rnind C^2 has strong À dependence.

For observation of turbulence by radar

rRMS = (.0.S)-tqf/4n)'Ñ (anPlitude data)

rRMS = (.0.s)'rç¡/4n)Ñf (complex data)

tnMS i" the velocity assoeiated wiËh scattering scales 'L = À'/4tr.

(However, if long lengths of data are used, and Íf the polar dÍagram used

has a r¿ide beam,importanË complicaÈions aríse. See Chapter VII for

correct interpretatíon of v*r)



For Ëurbulent veloeitY'

"u' 
= {a.r2) e

2 = 4.Bu

2ls @v(r) = <{v(¿ + r) - v€) }2>)

(Elford and Roper, L967; Batchelor, 1953).

(o as fn Energy spectrum formulae)

av

Compone¡it form

c 2=(a 2), 2ls (nvr(r) - q{vi(¡+¡.) - vr€)}2')
v.

l_

av
t-

av
l-

avt

v.
1

2 = 2 (Caughey et al. , L97B), Longftudinal component (ie.

paralle1 to mean flow)

? = L.7s '(Gage and Bal-sley, l-978), Longitudinal comPonent

2 = 2.35 (Gage and Balsley, 1978), transverse componenÈ
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InÈroduction. Calibration and s ome Prelímínary ObservatíonsChapter III

3.1 IntroductÍon

This chapter sunmarises the experimental Ëechniques used in this

thesis. However, only the basic principles r^rill be discussed; the

actual equípmenÈ used r¿il1 be considered largely as ttblack boxes"

which receíve an inpuË and produce an output. For example, details

concerning the electronics of the Èransmítter and receivers will not

be considered, unless ít is felË necessary for a clearer interpretation

of some of the results obtained.

The díscussion will also show how the systens may be calíbrated,

and the types of errors Ínvolved. To do this the reflectÍon coefficíent

of the ground must be knornm, and some space will be given to con-

sideratíon of ground dielecÈrÍc constanÈs and conductivitÍes' Polar

diagrams of the aerial arrays used wfll be presented, and estimates

of the efficiencÍes gÍven

Fínal_ly, some simple ÍnformatÍon whÍch can be gained by jusË

r,'ratching the received signal will be presented'

Two main field sÈations were used in the work for Èhis thesis.

The major one v/as at Buckl-and Park (34o3$tS, L3B"29tE), near Adelaide

(34o56 t S, 138'36 tE) Austr aLía. Observations r¡Iere made at frequencies

of 1.9BMHz and 5.99514H2. The second station $Ias near Townsville,

Australia (19o15tS, L46"54t8), and operated at a frequency of L.94lfilz.

The siEe Ítself hras aË (19"40rS, 146o54rE). A third station at

I^Ioomera, Australia (30"45'S, 136'l-8tE) had also been in use up to 1976'

Although thís station was closed before the work for this thesis

began, some important Ínsights into D-regíon scatLerers were obtained

by analysÍng some daÈa produced at Ehis site. This will be discussed

in a later chaPter.
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3.2 General- Descriptíon of Lhe Technique

A brief discussion of the technique used to.study D-region radio

r^rave scaËterers has been given in Chapter I, in connectíon with the

experiments performed by Gardner and Pawsey. Basically, pulses of

radio \¡raves are transnitted into the ionosphere, and these are partly

reflected by scatÈerers in that regÍon. The reflected signals (or

ttechoestt) are then picked up by receiVing aerials and can thus be

analysed. The delay between the transmíssion of Ëhe pulse and the

reception of the signal is determined primarily by the altiEude of

the scatterer in the D-regionraË least for frequencies greater than

about 2lûlz.

Fig. 3.1 shor¡s the simplest arrangement used for the v¡ork of

this thesis. It ís in facÈ a general view of Ehe system used at

Tounsville. The descríptÍon of the teclmigue used will be based on

this diagram. More detaÍ1ed photographs and parameters of the

Tor,insvíIle system wÍll be gíven towards the end of the chapter

(eg. Fig. 3.13, Table 3.3b). The Ëransfoitter, receÍving and record-

íng equipment \,Iere housed in a caravan at the centre of the artay '

represented by the small dark rectangle in the centre of Fíg. 3.1.

3.2a The Transmitter

. The transmitter produced a pulse of the appropriate radio

frequency, \^rÍth a Gaussian envelope. The hal-f power width of the

envelope hlas variable, but ü/as generally about 30ps. Such a pulse was

transmitted at a constant pulse rePetition frequency (PRF) of,

typically, 20 to 5OHz. At Townsville, the PRF was intitially I5Hz,

but was later changed Eo 2ofuz' This pulse \^ras then carried by

transmissíon 1ínes to t\¡ro pairs of paraj-lel folded half-wave dipoles.
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Fís.3.1 Plan view of the Tor,¡nsville aerials. The small dark
central recEangle represents Ehe caravan which houses
the equipmentr and the large square the transmiÈting
rrruy. The lines leading from the large square ro the
caravan represent the transrqísslon lines which cat'ry

scatterers aE height h. Ln the bottom left hand corner
are typical amplitude signals r'¡hich might be received
on aerials A, B and c as the dlffraction pat,Ëern drlfts
across.

See the text for a more deÈail-ed descríption' Flgs'
3.13 also show phoÈographs of the Tovmsville array'
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The peak porfer of the pulse was monítored by neasuring the peak

voltage on one side of one of these transmission lines. Generally,

this was about 600 VoLts. In FÍg. 3.1, the Ëop and bottom lines of

the large square represenË one dipole pair, and the two lines

perpendicular Eo these represent the oLher pair. Considerable care

rras taken in matching the transmitter impedance to that of the dipoles.

The two pairs of dipoles r,rere phased separately. In Ëhis I{ay' various

types of radiation could be transmr'tted. For example, círcuJ-arly

polarized radíation with either a clockwise or anticlock¡¡íse sense

of rotation could be Èransmitted if one pair of dipoles led the other

by r/2 radians. These types of radiaLíon produced were approximately

O (ordinary) or X (extraordinary - also denoted E) radíatíon for the

latitudes used. Linearly polarízed radíation woul-d have been

transmítted had Ehe tr¡o paÍrs of dipoles been phased equally. The

normal mode of operation in the work for thís thesis ¡¿as to use

eíther O or X modes. The transmitting dipoles \,Iere generally about

one quarter of a wavelength above the ground at all sítes.

3.2b Receptíon

The radÍation scattered from the ionosphere lôlas receÍved on three

sets of aerÍals, denoËed A, B and C in Fig. 3.1. In the arrangement

used at Townsville, these vrere in facË two crossed orthogonal inverted-

V-dípoles, rdith peak heights abouE 10m above Ëhe ground. One inverted-

V-dÍpole is shown in Èhe bottom right hand corner of Fig. 3.1. The

dípo1e Ímped.ances riüere tranSformed Èo 500 purely resísÈive, and 50Q

coaxial cables carried Lhe signal receÍved back to the caravanr where

the receiving and recordÍng equípment was Stored. Here, the separate

sÍgnals from Èhe orthogonal dipole pairs were added, with an aPProprÍate

phase change (! T/2 radians) to al1ow for reception of O or X
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polarízed radíation. This phasing was arranged to match the transmítler

polarizatÍon. By only allowÍng one polarization.to be receíved the

atmospheric noise was reduced and po\arízation fading (interference

between,O and X modes) was also dampened. Hot'rever, this was not

always done. At Buckland Park (Adelaide), for example, such phasing

for reception was not always done. Simple linear hal f-r,¡ave dípoles

were used for reception in thaÈ case, although frequently the signals

on several- of these dípoles were added (before enteríng the receiver)

to produce a stronger signal and narroüler polar diagram.

The received signal enËering a receíver $¡as then amplified'

beaten down to an intermediate frequency (IF) of generally 400-500kH2,

amþl1fied again, and finally the amplitude envelope obtained. Thís

could then be monitored on a Cathode Ray Oscilloscope (CRO). At

a laÈer stage ín the thesis \¡Iork' facÍlities vlere added to a1low

measurement of phase and ampJ-itude. This will be discussed in more

detail later.

Every time a pu1 se r¡ras tïansmitted, a forn sonethÍng like that

shown Ín Fig. 1.10 appeared on Èhe CRO. As discussed ín Chapter I'

the time lag from the transmíssion of the peak of the pulse to any

later tíme was expressed as a t'virtual rangett, by multÍplying the

time 1ag b,y c/2, c being the speed of lighÈ in a vacuum. Thus a

peak at a :Iag of 600ps corresponded to a virtual range of 90km. If

a peak in Èhe received signal occurred aË a virtual height of 90km,

ÍÈ could usually be assumed thaÈ this was in fact due to a scatterer

gOlur away, since the speed of ligbt ín the D-region at frequencies

of 2lúTz and greater is close qo c. Above about 95 to 100km, however,

the virtual height may be somewhat greater than the true heÍght of

scaËter at 2}frtz. ThÍs is because the electron density becomes
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suffíciently large that the group velocity of pulses at frequencies

near and below 2lú12 becomes somewhaÈ less than the speed of light in

a vacuum. Fina1ly, the pulse ís criËícally reflected at around 100

to 110km when operating at frequencies ¡ear ZMfrz during the day. AË

6lúIz no such effects generally occur until F-regÍon heights are

reached (250-300 krn). (At tines however a strong sporadic E layer

can occur at around 1l-0km r^rhich can reflecl 6];úIz radiation). These

2þftIz eff.ects ar'e Íllustrated adequately by Fig. 1.10. The possíbílity

of ground echoes was also discussed in Fig. 1.10. AÈ níghÈ tÍmes,

the electron densitíes are reduced considerably. and Ëhe observed

strrrctrrre differs from thaÈ seen in the riaytíme. Night-time echoes

will be discussed later.

3.2c Temporal VariaEions

On each transmission of a pulse- the sfgnal" received on the CRO

changes fo::m, as the scatterers vary in reflection strength, shape,

oríenËatíon, distance and so forth. If Èhe signal at any one virtual

height is moniËored, time serÍes such as Ëhose shown Ín Fig. 3.1

are produced. If the scattelers are moving overhead, the aerials

A, B and C receive símilar sígnals, hut with dÍsplacements in time.

By determining the shifts of these signels oecessary to make them

best match up, the apnarent velocity of drift of the scatteres can

be determined under the assumption that motion is purely horj-zontal.

For example, suppose the contours'dratrn in Fig. 3.1 rePresenÈ contours

of equal amplftude of the díffraction pattern produced by scatÈerers

at a particular heÍght in the ionosphere, and suppose iniÈially that

Ëhey do not change in form as they drift, These will move over the

ground in Ehe direcÈion of the scaÈÈerefsr movemenÈ at speed 2!, W

being Ëhe scatÈerer drift velocity (eg., Ratcliffe, L956 - poínt

source effect). Let the shift between signals received on aerials
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A and B be t* and let d* be the distance between A and B. If the

broken ]-ine (which specifÍes the contour orientation) in Fig. 3.1-

r¡rere perpendicular to Ëhe dríf t direction, the'value d*/t* r¡ould

gíve 2[/cos o, the veloeity of drÍft of the paËtern along the líne E-.

Here q, is the angle between the wind vector l,I and the line E-.

By using the other pairs of aerial (AC and BC), I^I and a can be deterrnined.

Ilowever, the contour orientation may not be perpendicular to trù, as

íllustrated in Fig. 3.L. To properly consider such cases, Ful1

Correlation Analysis (FCA) was developed, by means of whÍch the true

velocity tI could be deter-mined even in these anisotropíc cases

(eg., Bríggs, PhÍ1lips and Shinn, 1950; Bríggs and Spencer, L954;

phillips and spencer, L955; Fooks, L965). The possibflity of the

contours of constant amplitude VaryÍng in time was aLso considered

by FCA.

There has been some debate as to what D-region drÍfÈ measuremenËs

actuaLly do measure, buÈ experiments have shotm thaË ÍË is generally

valíd to take the measurements Ëo be the neutral wfnd velocity

(see chapter I). These r¡Índ measuremenÈs determined by the Full

Correlation Analysís technique wiLl- be used extensively ín thís

Ëhesís. A fuller discussion of FCA ean be found in Briggs (I977b).

3.2d Data Acquisitíon and Recordins

The final stages of insËrumentation used in Ëhese experiments

were the data acquisition and recording systerns. The pulses scattered

from the D-regÍon can be observed on a CRO; as discussed, and their

temporal variations Ínspected Visually. But to analyse the echoes

properly requÍres recording the signals. 'Generally, the signal was

monitored. at several virtual ranges' and the voltage aË each range

stored on 7 track magnetic taPe as a number beÈween 0 and 63 (fe.,
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digitized to 6 levels). Such numbers were stored at regular intervals

for each height - typically at intervals of 0.1 to 0.8 seconds. For

example, íníËíal1y the Townsville system could record data at 10

ranges', in steps of 2 km (for example 60, 62, 64, .-.' 78 kn) every

0.2 seconds. The starting height could be seË at any mulÈiple of

10. Alternatively, Èhe system could cover 20 ranges, agaÍn in

steps of 2km, and again every 0.2 seconds. The data eould Èhen be

analysed later on a digÍÈal compuÈer. At a later date, the Townsvílle

system was changed, and this r,¡ill- be discussed shortly in the section

regarding recordíng of Phase.

Towards Èhe end of the work for this thesis, a minÍ-compr¡ter

was installed at the Adel-aide (Buckl-and Park) resealch station, and

Ín the near future much of the analysis may be able to be done at

that site itself, without the need for data storage on taPe. The

install-ation of thís computer allowed data Lo be collected more

effícienËly, and in iÈs iniitial sËages iÈ was used to store data on

tape more systematically. ThÍs also resul-ted in a change in the

way in whích the data was recorded. The PRF was changed to 2OHz,

whereas prevíously ít had generally been 50H2, and sometimes 25Hz'

The ranges used to pick data formerly started aË multiples of 10,

plus 2 km (eg., 621 72km etc.) and subsequent ranges increased in

(generally) 2km steps. The ne\¡r system had starÈing heights at

multiples of 10, e8., 60, 70 km, increasing in steps of 2 km. Ten

ranges hrere generally recorded simultaneously on the ne\^/ system.

The former versíon could record either 10 or 20 heíghts símultan-

eousl-y.
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Fis. 3 .2 schematic diagram of the electronÍcs used to record Ín-phase
and quadraLure comPonentg' Here, f" 1s the transmitted

central frequency, f, the local oscil-lator frequency,

and f the receíved (possibly Doppler shífted) radio
frequency.
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3.2e Phase Recording

AnoÈher major improvement to the receivÍng and recordÍng systems

was the ability to record boEh ampLiÈude and phase information

simulÈaneously. The earJ-y work presented in this thesís r¡as obtaÍned

by recording arnplítude only, and chapters IV to VI díscuss conclusions

drarnm usíng ampli-tudes. Trhe abilÍty to deËermlne the phase of the

signal al-lowed determínations of velocity by Doppler techniques

(see later), and also allowed deÈaiLed monitoring of height fluctuations

of indÍvíduaL scatterers. The ampl-itude and phase were not directLy

recorded, but rather Ëhe ttín-phasert and ttquadraturert components'

ThaË is to say, the returned signal for a speclfic virtual range'

U(t), could be written as

E(t) = Er"(t)cos t^lrt t EQ(t)sin orÈ, trr beíng the

angular frequency of the radiation Ëransmítted. The term EIp(t)

represents Èhe t'in phasel component, and EO(t) the I'quadraturefi

component. Since cos orÈ and sin urrt fofm an orthonormal set of axes'

E(t) can be represented as a complex number,

E (r) + jE ,Æ(r), iIP a

Thus the pointr tulp(t), Eo(t)1, whích are Èhe values stored

by the recording system, are directly amenabl-e to complex Fourier

anal-ysis.

Fig. 3.2 illustrates Lhe princíple of determination of EIP

and B^. The sígnal E(t) is amplífied, and then mixed down by
r¿

beating wíth a local oscillaÈor, of angular frequencY ut", to produce

an IF (intermediate frequency) signal. This is further amplified'

and then míxed with a cw IF sígna1 of angular frequency (oL - tr).
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This mlxing effecÈive1y nultÍplies the signals of frequencies

(rr, ur) and (or - or), and thus produces frequencÍ.es t(ol ur) + (tr, - rr)

and t(t¡, - ,) - (of. - urr)J. A low pass fÍlter then insures only

those frequencies close Eo zel.l Hz - namely (or - rrlr) - are allowed

through. Thís filter must be chosen so as to allornr a reasonable

range of f requencies (rrr - ulr) to pass, but so as not to allow any of

the other componenÈs through.

As an example, consider a purely sl-nusoidal input. Suppose the

recei-ved RF is E(t) = cos ot, and let the transmítted central- angul-ar

frequency be or. Then the IF sígnal- will be cos(ur, - o)t, after

míxing with a Local oscillator of angular frequency ûrL (> urr) and

removing all frequencies except those near (rl - ,). This signal ís

then mixed with an IF reference signal , cos(,¡f. t-rr)t. (For example,

aÈ Townsví11e the IF r¿as 4B5kHz). The resultant Ís

cos(ur - ur.)t, after removal of a1l- frequencíes except

those near OHz. This is the ttin phase'r componenÈ. Míxíng

cos(ur, - o)t wíth sín(ur, - rrrr)t produces

sln(o - ,r)t after filterÍng. This is the "quadrature"

component.

Thus lf E(t) was a purely sinusoidal oscillation with angular

frequency ur, then E* and Eo are also (slowly varyíng) sinusoídal

oscí1latÍons, wÍth angular frequency (tl - or) ' If ül ) orr

(rf, - r) . (oL - ,r). That is to say, the IF produced is less than

(ut, - urr), and the ín-phase component leads the quadrature componenË.

If ul < orr (ul - urr) ls a negaÈive frequency. Physícally, this means

that the quadrature component leads the in-phase comPonent. It can

Ëhus be seen negative frequencies have a real- meanÍng in this case.
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This system can be used to determine the comPonent of the

velocíty of a scatterer towards the transmitter - receÍver system.

A posiÈive frequency means r t rr' of Ëhe scaÈterer \¡Ias aPproaching

the receiver. The radial velocity is given by the relation

2v (Aflf). c

or vr = (À/2)Af,

À befng the radiation wavelength and Af (= (ur - urr) /2n) the offset

of the frequency from OHz. If Af is negative, movement away from the

array is indÍcated.

A system to record phase and amplitude in this manner \4ras installed

in the Tov¡nsvi|le equipmenË in March, L979. A version was also

instal-led ín the Buckland Park equiPment during L977, but it could

onJ.y operate on one receiver. It was not untiJ- May, 1980, Ëhat

in-phase and quadrature comPonenÈs could be recorded on several

receívers simultaneously at Buckland Park.

The install-ation of the phase equipmenË aË Townsvílle r¿as also

accompanied by a change ín the PRF (to 20Hz) and also the method of

storing data on tape. The abilíty to record rrin-phase" and I'quadraturet'

components also al1ows ftcoherenL inÈegrationrt; that ís, several

successive points may be averaged together, to reduce the effect

of noise. The itintegration timeil must be less than the smallest

realistic fading period of the signal" EIp and Eo, hor¿ever. If

ampl_itude only ís recorded, averaging of n successíve poinËs results

Ín a signal Ëo noise increase by roughly /l tímes in power, whilst

averaging n Successive points recofded as ttin phasert and ttquadraturert

improves Ëhe sígnal to noise ratio by n Ëimes in power. Further,

averaging amplitudeÒon]y data is strictly speaking an incorrect

r
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procedure - thls distorÈs the time series and can affect such things

as the autocorrelation and cross cofrelations. These polnts are

discussed in more detail in Chapter VI. Such dfstortions do not

occur r¡hen averaging ln-phase and quadrature data (Íe., the complex

data). The Townsville equÍpment made use of thÍs fact by recordlng

data at each heigtriu 20 tímes per second, and then averaging sets of

B consecutive points using a small microprocessor (SC/MP). These

averages were then sËored on tape. Thus daEa rnras stored every

0.4 seconds on the later version of the TownsvÍlle dat,a acquisition

system.
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3.3 Callbration

I{hen a radío pulse Ís scattered from the ionosphere, the strength

of the signal received on the ground can be used to deËemine the

cross-'section of backsoatËer for Ëhe scaÈËerer' or scatËeríng cross-

section per uníË voh:me f.n the case of volume scatter. To do thls,

however, the system must be correctly calibrated, and the descriptlon

of how this may be done follot¡s shortl-y. I^Iith the method adopted,

however, it 1s ímportant to have some knor.rledge of the reflection

coefficÍent of the ground, and the first part of this section is

devoted to a discussíon of ground characËerlsÈícs at the sftes used.
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3.3.1 Ground Characteris Èics

The reflection coefficient at Ëhe ground for radiation incident

at an angle i to the ground normal is given by

(3.3.1.Ð Rr =
ncos i - 'vT=ÃlÆ
ncos i t n

when the E vecÈor is perpendícular to the plane of incidence, and

(3. 3. 1. 2) R n
cos i - n/|æTFi-
cosi+n/r-n-s].n-L

when the E vector is in the plane of Íncidence (e9., Jackson, L975,

equations 7.39and' 7.4I).R, and R' are both complex numbers, indicatíng

the possibilÍty of phase change upon reflectÍon. In these equations,

iË has been assumed the refractive index of aír 1s 1, and that the

permeability of the ground, Ur is equal to thaÈ for free sPace. The

term n represents the complex refractive index of the ground, and

(3.3.1.3) n2 = e' /eo K. (1 - j%eou,r)) j l-r (urse)

lor n2 = uK(l + 3 4ro/(trr)) ín cgs. (Jackson, 1975, equation 7'68) '

Notfce this has a rt+rl sign, compared to a rt-rt in 3.3.1.3. It doesntÈ

matter whether r rr¡rr or rr-tr is used; lnl is still the same. A

rr+rr is used if \{ave propûgation is written as exp{j(k.x - htÈ)}, and a

rr-rr if exp{j(wt - k.¿)} is used (eg., Slater and Frank, Ch'VIII

equations 1.4 and 1.5, compared with Jackson (1975) equation 7.681

Here, o is the conductivity, and rc the real part of the dielectric

constant, Kf - et /eO. et is the complex permÍttÍvity. t¡ Ís the

angular frequency of the radiation, and = 2ttf, f being the frequency.

Notice for perpendicular incidence, (i = 0),
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n 1
(3. 3.1.4)

(3. 3.1 . s)

where, in cgs uníts

The above formulae irnPlY

*r R ll n*1

t=oR+ini

(3.3.1.6)

n* = Ilñ,

and

n. = t/12

( K + 2o f +r) >2

çF@zolff - r) ,2 (eg., Jackson, L975,

equation 7.69)

These formulae (3.3.1.6) can be simplified if (o/fr) << 1

(good díelectríc; poor conducËor) and if (o'/fr) >> 1 (poor dielectríc;

good conductor), but Èhese simplífícaËion.s will not be considered

here.

McPetríe (1938) has presented graphs by which it ís easy to

determíne R, and Rr, given r and (o/f). For the work in thÍs thesís,

only perpendícular incidence will be considered. Then whaÈ are

reasonable estimates of Rr = Rl I = R for vertical incidence? smith-Rose

(Lg34>, has measured r and o for a great varíety of soil types ín

England. Fig. 3 of that reference suggesÈs r and o should be reasonably

constanË over the rânge 2 to 6 MHz. Table 2 of SnÍth-Rose gives

values of (r) at 1.2MHz ranging from 10 to 90, and o rangíng from

.L2 x 105 to 20 x 108s-1 (cgs uníts) in most cases. (cgs units can be

converred ro o in mho m-l (MKSA) by multíplying by 4neo =(r/9)x 10-9)'

For granite, and sLate, smaller r and q values are possÍble, and for

very salËy red c1ay, r values greater than 100 v/ere possible. But

the sltes ínvolved in work for this Ehesis \dere not granite or slate,
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GraphÍcal d.eterminaÈion of the reflectÍon coefficienÈ for
radio waves incident vertically upon the ground' *p

represenËs the real part, and rnr the imaginary part, of

thís reflection coefficíent. Here, o must be in cgs units
1s-1) and f ín Hz. Then, given the ground conductivíty
o and rgal part of the díelectrÍc constanË, K, the reflection
coeffícient can be determined. Typíca1 rarlges aË Buckland
Park and Townsvílle for rc and (o/f), and hence ("n, rnl),

are shaded for frequencY of 2lfilz,

The fraph comes from Fig. 3a of McPeËrie (1938) '

1.2

Fíg 3.3
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so the limíÈs of r< will be taken as given. Then (r, o/f) aE 2wIz

range from (10,6) ro (90, L000). Examination of Flg. 3.3 (which Ís

Fig. 3a from McPetrie) shows Re(R.) líes betvreen about -0.6 and -0.9,

and Im(R) is less Èhan about 0.15. Thus lnl is greater than about

.62, and probably less than about 0.9, at both the Townsville and

Buckland Park sites, at 2MIlz,

At 6MHz, the limits of (r, o/f) are about (10, 2) and (90,300),

so (R) l1es between about -.55 and -.9. In both cases, Im(R) is

signíficantly less Ëhan ln"(n) l, so Ëhe phase change upon reflectÍon

is close to nc. Thus at both frequencies, the reflected signal is

between 6 to 1 dB, down on the Íncident amplÍtude'

At Townsville, Ëhe soÍl- is a grey cLay, generaLly quite dry

and cracked. Smith-Rose (1934), Tab|e 2, samples ]-44 to 147, might

suggest r to be about 70, and o about 108 (cgs uníts) at 2MHz, giving

(r, o/f) = (7O, 50), and R È (-0.85, 0.1) <lnl = .85, ot a l-'3dB

Loss on reflection). However, there may be some doubt as to whether

English conditions are applicable in AusLralla. Nícol (L974, 1980)

suggesÈs r - 10 ís more typíca1 of Australian condítions, in which

case lnl *ty be as low as 0.5.

Buckland Park may be an interesting case. The soil type is very

sandy, so samples 166 of Smith-Rose (1934) r¿ould suggest K - B,

o - 0.12 x 1-08, (= 1.3 níllímho *-1) so that o/f - 6 at 2MHz, and

- 2 aE 6l4f1z. Then R' (-0.6, 0.1) at 2MHz, and - (-0'55, 0'05) at

6Ylilz. Thus only about 60% of the :incídent radiatíon is directly

reflected. Hov¡ever the optical depth of this sand is ô = (2eQc{Ò =

fiTqfaAo), where o is Ín MKSA units. For r = 10, and o = O.L2 x lOB x

4ne' = 1.3 x lO-3mho r-1, ô : 9 metres. But the site is quite close

to Ëhe sea, and a very salty water table l-ies under Ehe surface at
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a depth of abouË 3 to 5 Detres. Thus that radiatíon which does not

geË reflected directly, but, propagates down through the soÍ1,

(aËtenuaÈing in amplitude), is significantly reflecÈed by thís \,üater

table (r - 80, o large ?) before decayíng compleÈely ln amplitude.

The total path Èravelled to Èhe water tabl-e and back up fs abouÈ one

optical depth, so up to around 307" of. the radiation which was noÈ

reflected originally may ín facÈ eventually be reflected. 0f course'

this descríptíon ís quiËe'simplistic - the complete solutfon of the

reflectíon coefficient for a radio vrave incident on such a doubly

stratified medium would be somewhat more cornplex. BuË certainly the

r¡rater table at Buckland Park would play a slgnifÍcant role in ground

reflectlon at 2 and 6 MHz. In fact, measurements of the impedance of

a 2MHz half wave dipole 10m above the ground given values around

200 - j2O0 (eg., Trott , L967) at Buckland Park. Reference to say

Proclor (1950) suggests thaÈ thÍs Íteans the ground at Buckland Park

ls very híghly conductine (high r (around 100?) and o)'

Thus at both Buckland Park and Torn¡nsvílle, Èhe reflection

coefficient at 2 and. 6MHz may be only 1 or 2dB dornm on a reflection

coefficient of 1.0. In this thesis the amplitude reflection

coefficients will be Eaken as about
@

1-0 20

and a nc phase change upon reflecÈion will be assumed). Perhaps in

'the future, o and r can be measured aL the sites. Even quite crude

estimates could place much better bounds on the reflectÍon coefficient R.
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3.3.2 Techniques of CalibraÈion

A detailed discussion of the techniques of calibraEion can be

found in Piggott et al. (1957) . However, the discussion below will

proceed somer¡hat independently of this.

3.3,2a Definitíon óf Units

In these experímen!s, a smal1 signal scaÈtered from the ionosphere

was amplified and recorded. The ouÈput of the receivers was a DC

volÈage, which Iay between 0 and 10 vol-ts. Any stronger sígnals

saturated at 10 vo1ts. To s¡amine these stronger sígnals, the gain

of the receiver hras reduced r:ntil- the DC outpuÈ level felL below

10 volts. Experíinents showed ËhaË the receivers were quite 1Ínear

in their response up to an outPuË value of about 9 volts. That ís

to say, the DC output level r¡7as proPortional to the inpuÈ RF

amplitude.

It was desÍrabl-e to know the actual- strength of the signal

before amplificaÈion. Suppose that the peak DC ampliÈude of an

echo recorded aË a virtual range R is D, vo1ts. The input sÍgnal

strengÈh may be measured by removîng the cable carrying the sígnal

and feeding a smal1 RF sígnal from a signal generaËor r at a frequency

equal to the transmitted cenEral frequency, inÈo the receiver. Then

adjust the signal generator leveL untiL the DC output of the receíver

lies in the range 0 to L0 vol-ts al-so - say DSG voLts. The receiver

gaÍn should not be changed during this proeess. suppose the signal

generator nor,¡ reads Vo,- volts. Then Èhe input sígna1 had a strength

v
S

(3.3.2.1) (Ds/Dsc)VsG
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GenerallyrVrandVSG"ttoftheorderofuVforD-regionscaÈter'

and mV for sËrong E region scaÈter'

For nost experimenÈs discussed ín this thesis, the receivers

were calibrated ín Èhis way. The gain \¡Ias not changed after this

calíbratíon. rncreases in scattered power were kept below receiver

saturaËion by using an accurately calíbrated attenuator between

the anÈenna and the receiver to decrease the signal strength' sínce

the arnount of attenuation (xdB say) used was known, thÍs could be

raken in'o accounr by multiplying (3.3.2.1) by LOx/20. Thus Èhe acÈua1

volÈages produced by the receiving aerÍals, VO say' could be monitored'

HoweverlVoitselfÍsnotthenostdesirableunítÍnwhíchto

express the results. varíaLions in transmitter po\^rer will varY Vor and

it is desírable that the unit used to express amplitudes of scatÈered

radlation be independent of transmltter powôr. In this way, the

unlt can be related directly to back-scatter cross-sections of the

lonospheric scatÈerers. The uníÈ chosen tras

(3.3.2.2) [ = (VA/Vrx)

where VTX i" a parameter proPortlonal to the peak amplitude of the

transmitted pu1se. An esËimaÈe of V,* was obtained by measuríng the

voLtage of the RF pulse transmi-tted on one side of a Èransmissíon

line leading to a transmítting dipole (see Fig' 3'1)' Call thís

VfXl. To be consistent' thís measurement was always made on the same

side of the same transmission 1íne, at the same poinÈ (cl-ose to the

Èransmit.ter), and always when the transmítted radiation was 0 mode'

O and X mode transmitted powerS were assumed equal, and this appeared

tobevalid.ItmaybeexpectedVTx]..o'ldvaryasÈhestandíng\^7aves

on the transmission lines varied with gror:nd conditions, but the
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effect \,7as not noticeable. An alternative way of monitoring vrx

namely, monitoríng the signal strength on a ProPerly Èerminated

dipole some dístance from the transmiËÈing artay to give a strength

V'XZ -'díd appear to show considerable variation, dependíng on

whether Ëhe ground was wet or dry. A plot of VtXl against Ur"2'

taken over several years, showed a roughly linear trend on any one

day, but the slope varied signifÍcanÈly on different days, resulÈing

in quite a large scatEer when a composite graph was created. The

reason for this ís not fu1ly undersËood, but may be due to changes

in the ground conductances and the position of the effective electrical

ground plane.

The following units \¡rere adopted.

At Buckland Fark, the unit chosen was

(3.3.2.3) A = vo/vr",

where Vo = (D'/DSG).vsc (see 3.3.2.L).

Vr* was taken as the peak to peak pulse voltage rneasured on a transmission

líne divided by 200. This was done for both 2 and 6MHz. The divísion

by 2o0 was chosen rather arbitrarily. Vra was Èaken as the peak

volËage of the CI,{ sígna1 fed in from the sígnal generaÈor. Such units

were called PRAIRS (Parameter of Reflection for Adelaide lonospheric

Research) , and were denoted by Pr . Of eourse t\^/o rÎeasurements of thíS

quantity as measured on a single dipole, and on several dipoles

coupled together, cannot be compared directly. IË is neeess¿ry-to

distinguish between them. Buckland Park is a large a]rray of aerials

(see shortly) , and t¡n¡o particular conf iguratÍons klere coÍmonly used

(a) 4 dipoles coupled together, to produce a wide polar diagram'

and (b) 89 dipoles coupled together, to produce a narrorl polar diagram'
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Fie.3.4 Ray paths for a ray criticalLy reflecËed from the ionosphere.
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Prairs as measured on configuration (a) are denoted by P" 2W (ttre 2 stands

for 2 lflrIz, \tr for the rrv¡ide beam"). For case (b). Pr ZU (ttre Z stands f,or

2lfrlz, M for "main array'!)was used. Símilar defínítions are possible at 6 Ìúlz

ànd Praírs produced by 6 ìfrlz experiments'are denoted Pr 6I,ü and tt6"'
I Prn, Pfu -qy also be used. These will rneen ZilHzJ

At Townsville

(3 .3 .2.4) A = Vo/vr"

where vO = (DS/DSG).Vsc (see 3.3.2,I).

Vr* was taken as the peak to peak pulse voltage measured on a particular

transmission 1Íne, divided by 1000. VSe was taken as the RMS voltage

of ttre CI{ sígna1 ie¿ in from the slgnaL generator. Such units r¿ere

called TIRP s (Townsvílle lonospheric Refl-ection Parameter) , and were

denoted by T. At Tov¡nsville, onl-y one frequency (1.94MH2) and one

aerial type (crossed inverted Vs) were used.

3.3.2b Relatin MeasúremenËs Ëo RefleiËÍori Cciéfficients

In Fig. 3.4 a Ëransmítter is assumed to be at T*, and a plane

ieflector is at heíght h, with a reflection coefficient R. Then the

amplitude received by an atray of dipoles is

Irv R

(The wavefront emiLted by the transmitÈer ís assumed spherical, and

fal-ls off in amplitude as J fr, r = distance travelled. In this case,

r = 2h).

Th ís gíve5

g * (h)A, A being the nornral.Lzed amplitude defined previously.

TX)(hGv¿,

I{rite this as

(3 .3 .2.6> ¡ = ço (h)A
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If it ís possible to determÍne Kor and measure A, the reflecti-on

coefficient R can be determined. (Ko depends, of course' on the

exact definition of A. )

MeËhod I

one very simple way to measure Ko is to measure A at night,

for scatter from a level rnrhích is known to produce total reflection.

Such situations often occur when a strong sporadic E layer is present

in the ionosphere. These are thin sheets of strong ionization.

They produce almosÈ complete reflection of incídenE radiation below

their criÈical frequency, wiÈh very ]-ítt1e absorptíon during thís

process (as distihct from say daytíme critÍcal reflection from the

E region, when deviaÈive absorptÎon can be imporÈant - see Chapter I) '

If it is late at night, so there is very l-Íttle D region ionizatíon

to cause nOn-deviative absorpÈíon, it can be assumed R = 1, So

(3.3.2.7) K.x (n¡ -r4-t 
'

Method II

MeËhod I requíres very special condíËions, and one can never be

dure that there is no D region absorpLíon. A better technique can

be produced by examination of Fig. 3.4. The pulse produced by the

transmitter pïopagates up to the reflecËion regíon and back, sufferíng

absorptíon along the way. Let Rr be an effective reflection coefficient,

equal to Èhe field strength received aË Ëhe ground dívided by the

fíe1d sËrength which would have been received had R been equal Èo I'

and had there been no absorPtion.

(3. 3. 2. B) Then Rr = R e
t ,"0 rt.dz
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where lr, Ís the imaginary part of the ionospheric refractive index at

heighÈ z, and the íntegral is perforrned up to the heíght of reflection

z. The tt2rt arises because the pulse must go up and back.

Then the normalized ampl-ttude measured by the Receiver/Transmitter

systen is

(3 .3 .2.e) Ko-11n¡-1¡tA
1

upon strÍking the ground, much of the radÍation will be re-

reflected back gp to the reflectíon heÍght and back to the ground

(paths 3 and 4 in Fig. 3.4). The result wilI be another pu1-se on

the cRo, aÈ a virtual height of 2tl, and reduced in amplítude. The

process repeats itself, and pulses at heights 3h, 4h, eÈc. wÍll be

produced. Thís second pulse (cal-Led a I'second hoprr echo) will have

a strength

(3.3.2.10) Ã, lro-r (zn¡ -r¡t 1 . poRt
ë

The (2h) arises because the puLse has now travell-ed a disÈance twíce

that in producing Ar. The terrn pg represents the ground reflection

coefficienË. The Rf term arises again because Lhe pul-se agal"n suffers

absorption and reflectiontas along paths (1) and (2).

(3. 3. 2.rL) A2 = Krr-l (2rr)-t (n')2Pg

Generally, this second hop is far too r¿eak to see for D region

scatterers (R' less than about 10-3), but for E region reflection, a

second hop can often be seen, particularly on days of weak D-regíon

absorptíon. AÈ night, several tthopst' of the night time F regíon echo

can ofÈen be seen on 2MHz. If there is a sporadic E, as discussed ín
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method I, this may hide the F region echo (1t reflects all Èhe radiaÈion,

preventing any propagatíon to higher levels), but it will have its

own second, Èhird eLc. hoPs.

By (3.3.2.9) and (3.3.2.LL),

A .K,r-2tr-? (Bt ) 
22

I

Æ, K--1(2h)-1(n')2Pg

or

(3.3. 2.L2) K*='+

The quantÍtY

(3. 3 . 2,1.3)

can readíly be measured. If P* is also knovm, Ko can be calculated,

and the argay will be ful-ly calíbrated. Any measurement of A can

be direcË1y relaËed Eo an effective reflecÈion coefficient, Rr,

allowing comparísons between measurements made at dífferent sÍËes,

and allowing comparisons of experiment and theory'

The main relatíon is

(3. 3. 2.L4) where

and K ís defíned by 3.3,2.13. Alternatively, Ko can be found by

(3.3.2.7) at times.

Of course, each type of unit A has its own K and Ko' (See

3.3.2.3 and 3.3.2.4). For example, a 4-dipole array at Buckland Park,

working aE 2MHz, has a val-ue Kry. Uslng the fuLL a1lray at Buckland

Park, one uses a constana K2t"t at 2MHz, and K6M tt 6MLlz' At Townsvill-e,

RI K-hA, Ko = P'-IK,



Fte.3.5 Illustratíon of some of the effects which can produce fading.
The surfaces represent isopleths of constant electron
density with a critical frequency equal Eo that of the
incident radio üIave. The arrowed lines represent ray
paths.
(a) shows focussing - radiaÈion transmitted .is focussed

at the receir¡er, Lhus producing an lncrease in
pof,rer;

(b) represents focussíng which occurs afËer 2 hops
(c) represents de-focussing, which implies only a weak

slgnal is received;
(d) represents beatlng. The oblique ray, upon reflectiont

has a Doppler shift, and beaÈs r^rlth the vertical ray
(e) represents the effect of a tílt. Vertíca11y propagating

radiation does not return Eo the receiver, but is
reflected al,Jay. However, there is st1ll a strong sÍgnal
due to the ray incÍdenE normally upon the isopleth -
unless the system has a very narrow polar díagram.
As time progresses, these fsopleths move and change
form, thus producing fading.

(f) shows a typical anpJ-Ícude dlstribution for E region
fadlng.

T,n connection v¡ith (d), 1t may be noted that lf the oblique
scatter is aL a large range, the reflected pulse may not
signtfÍcantly overlap-that due to the vertical reflection.
There will be litÈle beaEing in Ehis case, but the
oblíquely reflected pulse wÍJ-1 produce its own "echott
at a greater virtual range than the B reglon echo. In
general, there usually are such weaker echoes aÈ greater
virtual ranges than the E regÍon. It should be borne Ín
mind that these are generally not due to scaÈter from
above the E region, but obLfque scatter. Multiple reflectíons
between the E layer and a sËrong 90km D reglon echo can
also produce some of these echoes at large virtual range.
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the constanÈ is denoted \, (ffre rt3tt indícates that aerial 3 (C

in Fig. 3.1) 1s used at Townsville, as disËinct from aerials A and

B. ) It rnakes no sense Ëo compare A values produced with Èhe different

arrays, but comparisons of Rt values is both meaningful and Ímportant'

3.3.2c Experimental. DeterminaËion cif Câl ibrâtion CöriStants

Before the work for this thesis the Buckland Park atray had never

been calÍbraËed. By doing such calibrations' a nel^l dimension was

added to investigations of D region scatterers. Although in principal

estimaÈe of K is quite simple, in practice it can be quite dífficult'

Piggott et al. (1957) have discussed this to some degree. The power

received by a receivíng sysÈem from a partícular heÍght varies

considerably as a function of ËÍme - the echoes are said torrfadett.

These varíations in time of the signal have already been mentioned,

and examples shown in Fig. 3.1. The fading occurs due to a varíety

of procegses. For total reflection from the E region, two of the main

reasons are focusing effecËs, and çilting of the isopleths of constant

electron density. BeaÈing of signal-s scaËtered from varÍous oblique

angles can also play a role. Fig. 3.5 il-l-ustrates these Processes.

In general Ít is necessary to obtain average A, and A, values, although

a freak occurrence of a large amplítude ttburst¡t can bias this mean,

and it is often better to plot amplítude histograms as well. To

minimize these effects, days should be chosen r¿hen fadíng Ís very

slow (on these occasíons, the consÉant electron density ísopleths

should be fairly flat). Further, during the daytíme the E2 (second

hop E echo ) Ís often close to the noise level (D region absorption

weakens the E2 echo). There can be a danger that E, values are only

recorded during focussing as in Fig. 3.5b, giving biased K values.



Table 3.1 Table of estlmates of Ko and K. These are estimated for
use fn Èhe equaÈion (3.3.2,L4), Rr = KohA,:A befng received

amplfÊude of signal fn callbrated power units, h the height
of the scatterer and Rl the effective reflectlon coefflcíent.
Generally, Ko has been obtained from K. ie. Ko = grllK, and

in all cases here, pn has been assumed to equal Io-4120
(fe. a 4dB loss on r-eflectfon), excePt in those mentÍ,oned,
(in one or two cases direct measurement of Ko was made).

The various estfuntes of K and Ko have qufte large errors'
slnce f.n generaL observations were made by eye. Thls vras

because the recording equipment could not record echoes
at- a vertÍcal height of 200km - about the usual Et range.

However, measuremenÈs of (KW/\f) could be made quite

accurately, by recordfng the same signal on the 2 atnays
(wide beam and narrolt (matn) bearn), and assumtng Rf
was the sa¡oe in each case. ComparÍsons of the normalized
pohrer estimates allowed accuraÈe determfnaÈlon of (K2M/K2I{).

For example, on day 77/LsI, comparÍson r./as made using a

73km D-regíon echo whlch was knor¡n to be from a Fresnel-
L1ke, flat refLector. Knowledge of this ratio (Kr"/Kr")

r^rlll be useful later for comparison of signal sErength
recefved on the Èwo aerial arrays.

i.t r¿ill be notfced thaÈ Ehere fs a considerable degree of
l'luctuatLon Ín the K values. Thfs ls partly experímental
error (see text), and may also be function of season. For
example, changes in ground conditions may change the
polar dl-agr:m, and hence gain, of the array, thus alterlng
the K values. In Ehfs thesís, the one K value r^¡ill- be
used throughouË for each system, but perhaps later workers
could obtain K values as a functlon of season. Ideally'
a K value should be obcained each day an experiment is
carrled out.

It wíll be notlced that the earli"t KT3 estlmate were around

l.Trbut later estlmates were around 0.6. This Ís probably
because these were dayt'f me measurenents, so the E, echo

was very weak. As discussed Ín the text, thfs can lead to
a blas of taking periods when E, focussing occurs (see

Figure 3.5b), thus leadÍng to over-esÈÍmates of \S.
This problem r,ras not qulte so severe at Buckland Park,
where increasecl transmltter power, and better receivíng
aerÍals meant the E, was usualJ-y above Èhe noise level.
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(2) 7e/248

(3) h¡

(4) 78/L56 (0400-0600 hrs).
This suggesEed P

(0300 hrs) suggested P

by

DfrecÈ measurement of Ko and K fn both cases' Sugests

o = 2dB l"oss on reflection, (and 5dB at worst) for'g
Buckland Park. Thfs fs not surprising' as discussed
in Sectlon 3.3.1.

Measurements represenE averages over the perlods shown'

Not all- KT3 fndfvidual tneasurements are shown'

DírecÈ lueasurenent of both Ko* and Krr'

These measurements may be unrelfable, as fading was bad.

Holcever, they may also fndlcate possfble changes ín K

due to ãt"ng.r in gror,md effects. Thls possiblllty should
be borne in ufnd (see caPtlon).
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3dB loss on reflectÍon at Townsville.

- 4dB at Townsvll-le.
g

o
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In these final estimates I assume p

o = 4dB for 6MHz.
õ

= 1.0 ! .4; Ko2I,{ - 1.5 + .6; K2M =

*zwlKzrr,= (ror*/Ko2M) = 1.8 t .4; K6U = 2,4 ! 1.0;

0.5 1 .3; K*Zt"l = .8 ! .4i

Ko6t = 3.8 ! L.6; Kt¡ = 0,4 ! .2; KnT3 = 0.6 I .3

g = 0.67 (= 3.5dB) f.ox 2l*lz, and
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To obgain the best K values, night time observatíons, using a strong'

s1ow1-yfadingsporadicEecho(oreventheFlayer)shouldbeusedat

ZMHz. At 6MHz, critical reflectÍon occurs from the F l-ayer, not the E.

However, absorpt.Íon at 6l"1Hz is Considefably weaker than aE ZMHz, and F,

echoes can usually be seen Ín the dayËime. The KU estimaÈes are possible

in the daytine.

At times, it is possible to use both method I (Èo calculate IiO)

and method II (to cal-culate K) if a good early morning E" can be found.

This allor¡s estimates of Pr. This has been done on Lwo occasÍons at

Tor"rnsvÍ.1-1-e, and i-t was found pg corresponded Èo about 3 to 4dB l-oss on

reflecËion (i.e. reflectíon coefficient of about LO-3/20). This is in

line wÍth suggestÍons made in SectÍon 3.3.L. However, Èhe accuracy

Ínvolved in Èhese measurements is uncertain, and may be as J-arge as

t 3dB.

Table 3.1 su¡rmatizes all useful measurements of the various K and

Ko values, with cormnenËs as to their accuracy.

3.3.2d Turbulent Scatter

The previous discussíons have been based on l-Tgsnel type reflectíon,

but the possibility of turbulent scatter afso exists. These calibration

constants can also be used to determine backscatter cross-sections. Imagine

a wavefield incident. on a volune of scatterers. Then define n as the

scattered por¡/er per unit volume of scatEerer whÍch would be radiated

into a full 4nc íf all the scatËered power sras gþs same as the backscaÈtered

pohTer, for unit incident power. Alternatively, define o as the back-

scaËtered po\^/er per unit steradian per unit volume of scatterer, for unit

incident po\,/er. Both these terms are called ilcross-sections of backscatterrr.

(Also see sectíon 2.4, chapter II). It is cLear
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(3. 3. 2.Ls)

Now recall

¡=4no

(3. 3. 2.L4) Rr = KohA

is Ëhe sÈrengËh receíved at the ground divide<i by the field strength which

woul-d have been received had there been total reflection and no

absorption. If we have non-Fresnel refJ-ection, the quantity

(3.3.2.I7) (R')2 = Ko2¡2A2

may be more useful-. It represents the Po\^¡er recej-Ved at the ground

divided by the po\Àrer which would have been received had there been

Fresnel total reflection and no absorpEion.

But now consider a \^lave fieLd emitted from a ÈransmiÈÈer with

Poynting vecËor of magnitude Pa at uniÈ range. At a range h, the Poynting

vector magnitude ís P 

"/ln2. 
Suppose the wave is now scaËtered by a region

Ì4rith backscatter cross secËion q. The backscattered po\^7er per unÍt

steradlan Ís
2u .h

(Y"/n2)."- Ë /ö utu". u.r, ,

V"r, beíng the volume of space producing the scatÈer (this is defined by

the beam of the polar díagram and the puLse length). Each scatÈerer

in the region scatters índependently, so no longer does the energy travel

as a single wave fronË. Rather, the pol¡7er again fal1s off as I/h2.

Thus the pohrer per unít area received at Ëhe ground is

(3.3.2.L7)

Suppose there had been total Fresnel reflectíon at height h and no

absorption. The power per unit area received at the ground would have

been

.-olå f, 
uru"<or.lr,2>þ 

= qpË/h4."-o'å f uru'.veff
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(3. 3. 2.LB) P tl G,h>z = P tl (4h2)

But the ratio of 3.3.2.17

these two eguations J-mPlY

to 3.3.2.78 Ís just, Rr2, as deflned above, SO

(R2)."-o'ä f, 
ura"-¿rl !r ,,-as

Rr2 = ora/ha /nr/ (4hz).e 
'u c ' r .Veff = sâYt

so

v
(3.3.2.rs) R2 ,+, (n/(ni'2)).v"rr = nofileff

Ias
Veff
T- = rofit, where L = Pulse length, oo = 14 power % r^¡idth of the beaml

(This formula may also be seen by equation 13c of Flood (1968), sínce R2

as def ined above = lE" l' / lBo/zl2 tn Flood t s notation, and Flood I s rtorr

is equívalent to our n times the effective -.ûol-ume).

So if Ëhe received power is averaged over some time, and

(3. 3. 2.20) 17 = roznz7z

4T
and thence RZ = Ez. e

found, the crossection of backscatter can be found by means of equation

(3.3.2,L9). Having thus obtaíned o, iL is now possíble to estimate

Ëerms such as Crr2 (see Chapter II, sectíon 2.4).

However, as discussed in Chapter II, Ít should be noted that these

estimates of o and n are average values for the radar volume (that ís,

thaÈ region of the ionosphere covered by the width of the polar díagram

and the depth defined by width of the pulse for a range rO). If the

scatter comes from a few isolaÈed scatterers wl-thín Èhis volume, the

o and r¡ values for these scatÈerers will- ín fact be much larger than

these average values.

hul
0c rrds
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3.4 Some S le Observations

Although mosÈ of the results discussed in this Èhesis were obtained

by recording Èhe data on digital magnetlc Èape and later anal-ysing the

resulÈs.on a conputer, a surprising amounÈ of information can be gaÍned

by just watching the received signal on the CRO.

As discussed, Ffg. 1.L0 illustrates typical clay È1me conditions.

But íË is instructive Eo consider the changes which occur aÈ other times

in the day. I shall descríbe the situatÍon seen on 2lülz during one day.

As the sun sets, D region absorption decreases, as the electron density

decreases. The totally reflected E region echo eventually disappears (and

this disappearance,can be quÍte raptd, as Èhe electron density critical

frequency falls below 2uÍlz). This allows propagation of the radiation

Èo hl-gher heights, and total reflection novl does noÈ occur unËi1 about

250-300km. By this Èime iL is perhaps 2l-00 hours. The partial reflectíons

beLow BOkm have disappeared, but some stil-l exist between B0 and 1|0kn'

These can sho\,ù quite sÈrongly, as the D region absorpÈion is reduced'

Hor,¡ever, the noise is now at its rlorst for the 24 hoursrpresumably because

the decreased D regíon absorptlon al-Lows propagatÍon of noise signals over

larger distances (a plot of the noise as a function of time of day will

be gíven in a later chapter). The sÍtuation may then stay like this all

night - Ëotal reflectíon from about 250-300km, and weak scatter from

8O-11-0km. However, often attsporadic Et'can form ín the regíon 110 to

200km, and this is a very interesting scatteÏer. It rnay refl-ect all

íncidenE radiatÍon (a "blanketÍngrr layer) but at times it can be

only partially reflecting, so the higher F region reflection can still

be seen. Fig. 3.6 presents an example of such a case. Notíce also the

presence of the second hop ESZ. There would al-so be second, thírd and

fourth etc. F hops (82, F3, F4, at multiples of 240km (the F, echo height)'
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This t'Brtt generally moves dov¡n during the nighc. Many sporadic E layers

are general-ly thought to be due to convergence of metallÍc ions produeed

by East-l^Iest verÈ1cal wind shears. (e.g. WhlEehead (1961); I^Ihitehead

(Lg76); Miller and Smíth (f978, Fig. 14), Smíth and M1ller (1980)).

Nort,h-South ¡nrlnd shears can at times also produce an effect. Usually

Er layers are thought to occur around 100-120km, but these weaker, higher

ftErEyper'layers do occur (e.g. see MacDougall (L974); Rowe (I974);

MacDougall (1978)). These are aLso call-ed I'sequenti-al Errt layers.

yacDougalL (L974, 1978) has explained them as being due to the wind shear

mechanlsm acting at the nodes of tfdes fn the ionosphere. Thus thelr

downwardpropagation acÈually indicates the phase Progression of these

tides. This can UL used to determine wbetber the dÍurnal or semidiurnal

component domÍnates, and also aIlows determination of the phase (e.g.

MacDougall- (I974, 1978)). Brfggs and Vfncent (private conmunlcatfon)

have shown that the phase determined by these E, echoes matches well that

deËermined by PRD measurements.

At other Eimes, particularly durfng January at Adelaide, and regularly

at Tor.¡nsville, another E, laYer can for:m at about 90 to 100knn. Thís can

often last all nlght - and at tlmes, can even exist during the day, parÈly

masklng therrusualttE echo, and also hiding some of the higher D reglon

echoes. This Er layer at Townsville can be interesting Èo watch at night.

SometÍmes it totally reflects X mode polarlzed L.94lfli.z radiation, but

allows propagatton of O mode to greater hefghts. (The X mode critical

frequency for a given ele-_cEron densÍty. fs greaËer than that for O node).

This fact w111 be utlllzed later (sectÍon 4.2.4a, Chapte¡ IV)'

Around midntght, Èhe radlo nolse decreases somewhat. Absorption

also continues to decrease. (fnts can be seen by examlnÍng the strength

of X mode F reflections). By early mornlng, absorpÈion is at its lol"Iest'

Then, at sunrise, the reglon beeomes quiÈe active. The electron densíties

begin to build up rapldly, and absor:PÈfon íncreases. The nolse drops
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Early morning development of the E layer. This graph shows the
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Fie. 3.8 (a) & (b)

Absorptlon L vs. time of day (Eastern Standard Tine) for
Townsville, Australia, during January 1980.

Graph (a) shows ttnormalrt conditions, with a smooth daÍly
variatlon of absorption. After about 2100 at night, and
before abouL 0600, absorption is generally less than about
l_0 to 20d8.

The graphs Ín (b) show behavlour after a major flare on Èhe
sun on day 25. The smooÈher curve is typícal of the days
before day 26. It can be seen day 26 Ls a little abnormal
wiËh quíÈe a sharp fall- to high absorption by 0900. Day
28 is particularly |tabnor:naltr. Two periods can be seen
when absorption íncreased dramaticaLly (0930 and 1300)
(these are Eermed Short üIave fadeouÈs); The general
character of these days Ís a rapid increase in absorption
around sunrise, an approximatel-y consËant value to sunset,
and then a rapid rfse.
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considerably. Finally, a total-ly reflected echo appears quíte high up

(around 15okn), and as Ëhe electron density builds up, thís echo moves

down. Flg. 3.7 shows Ëhe typical roovement of sueh an echo. It can be

seen that it fal1s about 20 to 30kn in 20 minutes inlÈíal-ly - a very rapid

fal-l. Also, the lower D region echoes begin to show (alÈhough D region

echoes are fiot always observed), and by perhaps 0900, a picture like

Fig. 1.10 agaín emerges (al-though the actual- heights of the D region

echoes may varY).

The build-up of D region total electron densíty is illustrated

best by Figs. 3.8 (a and b). In these graphs, the E region sÈrength

ls used to estimate the para.meÈer L (see eguaÈion 1.2.3.1) aÈ TownsvilLe'

Larger L values crudeLy mean greater D region total el-ectron densities'

The graphs illustrate how the Èotal absorption changes. They show some of

the diurnal changes discussed in section L.2,3 of Chapter I : graph (a)

shows a typícal "ornç¡¡ variaËion (X = solar zenith angle), and (b)

shows cases where the absorption increases rapidly aÈ sunrise, remains high

all- day, and then decreases at sunset. case (b) also shows some typical

short wave fadeouts. The case (b) occurred after a major sol-ar flare on

Jan. 25, l-980, and magnetic disturbances ürere reporÈed after this event'

Such effecËs are due to fncrease X ray actívity, (e.g. Taubenheím, 1962),

and delayed effects are thoughË to be due to precÍpitating electrons

(e.g. see chapter I, SecËion L.2.3 e.g. MonËbriand and Belrose, 1976 etc.)'
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3.5 The Field Sítes

The prevÍous sectíons of this chapter have basicall-y been devoted

to general discussions of observational technÍque. It wfll now be

fruítful- to discuss some of the more sPecific aspects of the various

systems used in the work for Ëhis thesis.

3.5.1 Buckland Park

Buckland Park was Ëhe largesÈ and mosÈ Powerful insËallatÍon used

for thís thesis. The transmitter arrays (2 and 6Wlz) are similar Ín

form Ëo the general form already discussed - namely, four half wave

folded dipoles arranged in the forrn of a square' about one quarter of a

wavelengËh above the ground (actuaL1y, about 30 metres above the ground

at 21gg1z and lOm at 6MHz). The dipoles are f ed by 600f¿ transr¡ission Lines

(each 47m long). (fnis length hras chosen so that the impedance at the

transmitËer \ras purely rea1. ) fne ímpedance seen at the transmitter end

of these lines is roughly 350-4000 (almost pureJ-y resistíve), and so

when alL four are coupled togeËher ín paral1-e1-, this gíves an impedance

of about 80Q. As discussed, opposiËe dipoi-es transmit ín phase, and may

be given a phase shifÈ lÀ7iËh respect to Èhe other pair to produce O or

X mode polarization. The aerials are matched to the transmitter output

impedánee. The 600Q transmission line does not match to the aerial

perf ectl_y, buÈ the standíng Inlave Ratio is less than 1.7.

The transmitter pov/er could be monitored by measuring the voltage

of the pulse on one side of a transmission líne near Èhe transmitter.

This gives a value of typicall-y j-000 volÈs peak, suggesting the voltage

dífference across the transmíssion line would be 2000V. The peak output

pow.er is Ëhus rypically EO2/R = (2OOù21(SOCI), or about 50kI'ü.

The receÍving array comprises a Square grid of 89 paÍrs of crossed

orthogonal half-wave dipoles (for 1.9BMIIz) with a círcular perimeter'
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Plan of the Buckland Park Array. '-There are 89 pairs of crossed
orthogonal dÍpoles. Each of the 178 dipoles is connected to the
maih laboratory by a separaÈe underground coaxíal cable. The

2lü12 txansmíÈting aeriaL consists of four folded dipoles arranged
to form a square, with the transmiÈter in the centre. The

6l*lz EransmitÈing aería1 is represented by the small square
north of the 2MHz array. The 6MIz ËransmÍÈter is housed ín the
transmitter building, and Íts signal carried to the aerials by
a transmíssion line. The diagram comes from Bríggs et a1'
(1e6e).

Fis. 3.9



Fís. 3.10 '

(a) A long view of the Buckland Park Aerial Array. The
extremely tall- towers in the middle are I.98þfi2 Èransmitter
towers, about 30m high. There are four of Èhese in the
form of a square, with horizontal- folded dipoles between
them. The buÍlding in the foreground is the technicianrs
workshop. The small building to the right of the sígn
in the very background ís Èhe central- receivÍng hut. The
6MHz Èransmîtter array was to the right of this photo.
Both transmÍÈters were locaËed in the transmitter hut,
r¡hich is hídden behind the sign. The faint vertical poles
behind the transmitter towers are the posts used to support
the receÍver aerials. They cover the fu11 width of
this photo and rnore.

(b) The central receiver hut at Buckland Park. The
vertÍcaL pole is one of the supporÈs for the 178 receivÍng
dipoles. On the top, a small box exists (just out of
the photo), and this transforms the impedance of the
dipole to 70f1, so it can be matched to the cable which
carries the signal back to Èhe central huÈ. All cables
are buried underground, and are a multiple of half
wavelengÈhs 1ong, so all sl-gnals arrive back at the hut
fn phase.

The instrumentation in Èhe receiver hut is not shown.
It is similar to Ëhat in the Tormsvil-Ie photos shown
laÈer except that a minÍ-computer is also attached.
Likewise the actuaL transmlEÈers resemble the Townsville
one.
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Fis. 3.10c Photograph of the instrument used to tilt the beam of the

artay,
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the dipoles being separated by 0.6 wavelengths and the array dlameter

being about 900 metres. The dipoles are close to resonant at the

Ëransmitted frequencies of 1.98MHz (when they are half-wave dípo1es) and

5.995túlz (when Èhey are three half-wavelength dipoles). Each dipole is

connected independentl-y Èo a central receiving hut '

A more complete description of the array can be found in Briggs et al '

(1969). Fig. 3.9 shows a plan of the array, and Figs. 3.10a and b some

photographs of the arraY. ''

In the early work for this thesis, only 2lü12 was used. The 6MHz

transmitter r¡/as not finished untÍl Late L979. When used at 2lülz, the

arÏ.ay hTas generally used ín the foll-owing manner. A full set of 89

parallel dipoles (generally those aJ-igned East-tr{est) were coupled togeÈher

to form a large array r¿ith a narrorü polar diagram. This polar dÍagram

had half -po\¡/er poinÈs aE ! 4.5" , and the f írst minimum \¡Ias at 11 ' 60

from the zerrlítht when phased for reception from the vertÍcal. This beam

r¿i1l be referred Ëo as the rrnarrovrrt or main beam. Twelve of the North-

South alígned dipoles of the artay were used to simultaneously measure

winds by the parËial reflection drift technique. These Èr¿elve dipoles

were used to form an approximately equilateral Lriangle, each corner of

the triangle comprising a set of four adjacent dipoles Ín Ëhe form of a

square coupled together. The hal-f power width of the polar díagram of

such a square was approximately 20o. This beam will be called a rtwidet'

bean. For more information concerning measurement of winds see SÈubbs (1973).

One of Ëhe earliesÈ projecÈs for the work of this Ëhesis was the

construction of a phasíng sysÈem to ÈíIt the narro¡nr beam of the axtay

when operating at 2MHz. The dipoles were coupled into eleven ro\¡rs' and

the ímpedances transformed to 500. Phase shÍfts were introduced for each

row by passing the signal-s through 504 cables of appropríate length' These

phase shÍfËed signals were then coupled together, Lransformed up to 50Q



NORMALIZED POLAR OIAGRAM

OF NARROW BEAM ARRAY
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Measurements of E region scattered signal strengths as a

function of t11t angles from the vertÍcal for the full array
at Buckland Park. The measurements have been normalízed
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the Eheoretlcally predicted pol-ar diagram (see text) '
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again, and then fed into the receiver. By means of a series of switches,

the phase shifts between successive rows could be altered, thus altering

the tilt angle of the beam. If the phase shift between successive ro\¡ts

was $ radians, the angle of tilt from the vertical was

3.5.1. r 0 = sin-l 11q/2n). (L/o.6) ),

since adjacent rows of the array were 0.6 wavelengths apart. The phase

coul¿ be adjusted in steps of cable lengths of .01À, À being the wavelength.

This corresponds to steps of Q of Lþ = 2t/LOOc, although there were some

multiples of A{ which could noÈ be attained. Generally, however, it was

possibJ-e to tilt the beam in small steps (^e - 1o in the range 0 = 0o to 20o,

and increasingly coarser steps at. larger 0) from 0 = 0o to 0 = 90o.

A more complete discussion of this beam swÍnging apparatus will noÈ be

given here. one can be found in HockÍng Q976). Fíg. 3.10c shows a

photograph of the beam swinging apparatus.

The phasing system was tesLed ínÍtially by measuring E-regÍon reflected

potrers at a variety of angles, on those occasíons when the E-region

appeared to be behaving as a $utooth horizontal mirror. The received

sÍgnal strength varied as a funcÈÍon of angle Ín the manner expected

from the theoretically predícted polar diagram. Fig. 3.11 shows some

typícal results.

The polar diagram of the full array was calculated numerically on

a compuÈer. The subroutlne used for this calculation is ca1led I'BPRES"

and can be found in program "VOLSCATI', whÍch appears Ín the appendiees.

The effects of the dÍpoles \^rere sunmed, incorporating the dipole polar

diagrams. The ground \^ras considered by Íncl-uding a ground reflection

coefficient. The major weakness of the program r^ras that thÍs reflection

coefficient rtlas assumed to be real, v¡ith a phase change of nc upon



Flgs. 3.L2 Slices through the polar diagrams of the Buckland Park
Aerial array. These diagrams are the combined polar
dlagrams of the transmit.ter and receiver aerials. All
assume a-refLectíon coefficient at the ground of 1.0,
with a nc phase change. Changing the giound reflecÈion
coeffÍcient does not greatly affect Ehe shape of the
polar diagrarat leastrnot near 0o. Tt,e 2lülz array uses
I/2 dipoLes for transmission and reception, and the 6MHz

system uses À/2 dipol-es for transmíssion and 3),/2 dÍpoles
for receptÍon. The receivÍng dípoles are 10m above the
ground. The 2Wz 1* dipoles are 30m above ground, and

the 6MHz T* dipoles l0rn above ground. Graphs (b) and

(c) show Èhe graÈÍng lobes aE 6NÍfIz. Grating lobes only
appear at these $ values; at a1-1 other orientatÍons,
there are no such lobes.
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reflection, and was assumed índependenL of the zenith angle. These are

not major errors, as it was seen in section 3.3.1 that Èhe ground reflection

coefficient is largely real and negatÍve, and Èhe graphs of McPetrie

(1938) show the reflection coefficient Ís reasonably independenÈ of angle

out to about 30o . Most of the power receÍved was rnrell wlËhin + 30o.

Figs. 3.L2a, 3.I2b and 3.12c show cross-sections of the polar diagrams

of the ful1 Buckland Park array, for operatíon at 1.98 MIiz and 6.0MHz.

The Lransmitter polar diagram has also been consÍdered by regardíng it as

Èwo parallel dipoles parallel to the receiving dipoles, and ignoríng the

other Ëwo dipoles of the transmitter. Thfs is not exactly valid, but

qulte a good approximation near the verEical. The half Power widths of

the arrays are + 4.5o al 2WIz, and + 1.5e at 6WIz. NotÍce al so the

presence of t'graEing lobesrr on the 6MIlz polar diagram. ThÍs is because

when used for 6MHz, the receivingdipoles (whieh are 3-ha1f-wavelength

dipoles) are greater than one wAvelength 4Part (1.8 wavelengths in fact)'

There are eight such grating l-ohes - tt^Io at 133.Bo Ín the direction

parallel to Èhe dipoles, tr¡ro aÈ I 33.8o ín the direcËion perpendicular

Èo the dipoles, and four at t 51,80 in the four directions at -

! 45" from the dipole orientaLion. These grating lobes are shown in

Fig. 3.L2c. Notice they are down in strengËh compared to Ëhe 0" 1obe,

partly due to the effect of the transDittíng antenna array.

Using this computer subroutine, it was a1-so possibl-e Èo estimate

the directívity, effectÍve areas and radÍatlon resistances of the arrays.

The dÍrectivitY is given bY

Tr l2
0=0

P(0,o)dCI),(3.5.1.2) D = 4¡.P(0,0)/(I
2r

0=0
r

where p(0,0)d0 ís the power transmitted (or received) lnto soLíd angle dO at

a zeniitln angle 0 and azimuÈh angle Q.'
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Table 3.2 Bstimates of dírecËivity (D), effective area (A.tf) and

radiation resístance (Rr) for Èhe full" Buckland Park array' and

for the specified ground reflection coefficients ' A nc

phase ôhange \^ras assumed upon reflection. The radius of a

äircle of area A"ff is also gÍvett (r"ft) ' and this can be

compared to the true array radius of 450m. (although bear ín
mínd that the true effectÍve radius may be larger than this,
as the effective area of the outer dipoles exÈends beyond
these dipoles). The transmitter has not been íncluded in
these calculations. NoÈice how at 6ù1[lz, the effective radÍus
Ís considerably less (by 3 tímes) than 450m, due Èo the effect
of the grating lobes in (3.5.1.4). The ground reflectíon
coefficient is greater than 0.5, so the directivíÈies may be

taken as about 350 to 400 in each case.
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I{hen the reflectÍon coefficienÈ at the ground r^ras not 1.0, the power

absorbed by the ground must also be included ln the integral term above'

Ihe radlation resisÈance is

(3.s.1.3) R, = .l.f P(o,o)dCI/(0.s(N r)2),

where I is the currenË fn one dipole, and N is the total number of dipoles.

Ihe effecËive area is then

(3.5.1.4) A.ff = tx2 /4r

These parameters vrere tahulated for varÍous ground reflection

coefficíents, and,appear fn Table 3.2. The program was checked by

estimating the radiation resistance of a singJ-e dipole in free space'

and the correct value of around 73Q was obEained'

These parameters have noË been deterrnined for Èhe 4-dipoJ-e array.

However, taking the effective dia"neter a-s- crudely the diagonal distance

hetween 2 corners of the square giVes an effective area of 1'3 x 104 m2,

and a dírectivi:y of 7. The true directivity may be as Large as 10'

These esÈi¡nated directivities, along-wiËh the fo eitimates rnade previously,

can be used to determine the efficiency of the arrays.

Imagine the peak power output of the transmitter ís I^I. The vertícally

transmit,ted Poynting vector Ís Pa(r) = t¡f4nrz,DT tT where D, is the

transmitËer directivity, and e, the effíciency. (Or., = gain). Suppose

the wave Ëravels to a height h, and is totally reflected. Assume no

absorptíon occurs. Then Èhe PoyntÍng Vector magnitude at the ground is

PË(2h) = w/(4r (zn)2).Dr'r

The power received by a receiver ls thus

(w/(ar(2h)2).orer) . (A.rr. e*)
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lÀThere

Aeff

A -- is the effective areatett
= ¡*¡2/4n, so

and e the receiver efficíency.
R

)

(3. s .1. s) power received = w/64rzh-'orhr'(ere*)

But by (3.3.2,L4), the received amplitude (in Prairs) 1n this case ís

(3.5.1.6) A(Pr) = ¡o-16-l (R' = l-)

BuÈ A = (peak volts received going into the 50fl receiver) /Vr*

Vr" being a measure of the transnitter vo1ts, (as defÍned).

So the received peak power is AzVr*2/SOn (sínce the receiver ímpedance

is 50r¿) .

So the

(3.5.1.7) peak power received = (K* ln-\zvrf lSo i{atËs

Equatíng 3.5.1.5 and 3.5.1.7 gives

(3.5.1.s) ,TrR = (6412.ur* /(lro-À2ro2.50.w¡

Typlcally, when vr" = 1-0, the transmíËter volts are 1000 volts peak on

I side of a transmíssíon 1ine, so the total volts are 2000 vo1Ës. However,

only the 2 dipoles parall-el to the receiving dipoles are Ímportant, so

rhe Ëoral useful pohrer output ls (200O)2/gOn x 0.5 = 25kÍtr. So

VTX2/I^I = 4 x 10-3. D, is the dírecËivity for the 2 paralLel dipoles'

say about 4. Also bear in mind that in Tabl-e 3.1, K* ís for h in kn,

so lf h Ís in metres, divide by 103. In Ëhis case, for the narrow beam use

.0008.

Then

*62*,

ere*' O.27" (Narrow beam)
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For a wide beam' K*2W 0.0015, Dr 7, so

ere* - 3% (wi¿e beam).

These numbers may be in error by perhaps a factot of' 2 or 3 lf the

assumed transmítter and receiver directÍviËies are !ürong. But it can be

seen Ëhe efficíencies are not hÍgh, particularly for the narrow beam'

In facÈ it only receives aÈ besÈ about four times the PohTer of the wide

beam (K.ZW/K.ZM " 1.8). llowever, the narrovr bearn does have the advanÈage

of cuttlng out a 1ot more noíse than the wide beam, since most noíse comes

in from the off-vertical directions. In bullding such a large aÏ-ray' the

ímprovement of thp signal to noise ratio is perhaps the main requirement.

The above efficiencies also include the transmitËer efficíency. If we

assume a wide beam and the ÈransmitÈing array have sími1ar efficÍencies

then

e .. , - e-
I¡Il-de DeAm I

L77" (ie. ,ry")

Thus

e . -L%.
nafl'OI¡7 Þeam

InËhe6MIIzcase,VTX=l0whentheÈransmíttervolËsareabout1000V

peak on 1 side of a transmission 1ine. In this case' however, the

transmíÈter feeds lnto a single transmission 1Íne which carríes the sígnal-

out to the cenEre of the transmitting array, and from there four feeder

IÍnes go up to t.he dipoles. In this case, Ëhe transmítter sees an Ímpedance

of about 400-5004. Only half the aerials are important as before, so

I,ùr 3 (2000)z/+OO x 0.5 = 5kW. So (VrrF/W = ,02, Assume Dr - 4, DR - 400,

K*6M : .0038 (for height ín metres). Then

tT.R - .4%

Assuming e, - 17% again glves En(6uttz) 2%.
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3.s.3 Townsville and lJoomera

Most of the ímportant features regardÍng the TownsvÍl]-e site have

already been discussed. Figs. 3.1-3 show photographs and diagrams of the

síte, and there is little more that, needr be said. The system began as an

amplitude-only system, but graduated to recordf.ng Ín-phase and quadrature

components 1n Marcî L979.

The l,rloomera sysÈem rras sÍmpler than Èhe Townsvll-le sysÈemr but its

basic design was quite simÍIar. Four receÍving aerÍals were used instead

of three, however, and it only recorded arnplitude data. None of the data

taken üIas ever calibrated.

This chapter, concludes with Table 3.3, which surmarízes the maín

characterÍstics of the system used fn the work for this thesis.



Fls. 3.13 (a) Photograph of the Tor¿nsville transmítting array. The
caravan r¿hich housed the transmltter and receivers can
also be seen.

(b) This ts an expanded díagram of the photograph 1n (a).
The broken line square Índicates approximately the area
covered in the photograph (a).

Also shown are magnified vÍews of varíous parts of the
main fÍgure. D shows how the folded dipoles were aEEached
to the main towers. The smal1 dark vertical recÈangles
on the dípoles are called spacers, and hold the wires of
the dipoles apart. All r¿ere insulators, excepE Èhose on
each end of the dipole, which were conducting. Some support
cables Ëo support the tov¡er are also shown, although
1n realfty Ëhere r^/ere many more. The dipoles were Ín-
sulated from the main towers. The dipoles v/ere attached
to halyards, so they could be wound up and down wichout
brfnglng the toç¡er dom. These halyards have not been
drawn. The dlpoJ-es v/ere abouE 15cm between opposite wires.

E shows the'point where the transmissíon line meets Ehe
dlpole.

C shows a vlew of a typÍcal receiving aeríal. The 2

orthogonal dipoles did not actually touch; one passed
under the other. Each dipole fed into a small box,
which transformed the impedance to 50Q. The slgnal was
then carried back Èo the cenÈral caravan by 50CI cables,
each cable being a three half wavelengths Ín length.
The slgnaL received by each dipole was carried separately
back to Ehe caravan.
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Fig.3.13 (c) Photograph of the transmltt,er inslde the caravan
aË Townsville. (An aír conditÍoner to control Èhe
temperaÈure can also be seen in the background. This also
doubled as a frldge!), The various levels, startÍng from
the top, are: the Aerial Swftchíng UniË (ASU), Aerial
Tuning Unit (ATU), Power Ampltfier and Driver (thar is the
,one wíth Ëhe meters), the pre-driver sectlon, the Power
Arnplifier ModuLator, the po$¡er supply and the High Tension
Power Supply (with meters) and fÍnally a fan at the bottom.
The transmitEer attached to the transmissÍon 1ínes through
the roof of the caravan.

(d) View of the receivÍng equipment used aÈ TormsvÍlle.
The tape recorder can be seen at. the top. The transmiEter
can be seen in the foreground, and the CRO used to examine
the echoes vfsually fs between t.he transmitter and receivers.
The cables hanging on the sides of the receiving rack
were used as phase shifters. The two cables from a pair
of orEhogonal recefvlng aerÍals were each fed into two
70Q, quarter wavelength cables, whieh transformed thelr
lmpedances,up to 100fì. Then one of these rrras passed through
a 100CI, quarter nravelength cabLe to gíve ít a r/2 radian
phase 1ag. Thfs nras then added to the signal from the
oÈher dipole; in this way, either 0 or X polarization could
be recelved, dependlng on whÍch dipole had fts signal
pass through the 100f1 cabl-e.
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IABLE ].3A BUCKLAND PARK AERIAL ARRAY ( ..

( as of JanuarY l!80 )

and ¡'6HHzt' )

A
GENE RAL

Locat i on

l'lagnet i c Co-ords

Beginnlng of
oPe rat ¡ on

Cent ra I
frequency (fo)

Central
wavelength (À)

l,l¡des of
Polarlzation
Ground reflection
coefficient ?

r'2|'1Hz'l

(34" 18,s, I 38' 29'E)

(lt5's, 2lil" E)

| 968

l.98laHz

l5l.4m

O, X general lY

0.6-0.9 - ProbablY ^{)'8

¡ ról|Hzrl

(34'38's, I 38'29' E)

(45's, 213'E)

Late 1979

5.995MH2

50.0m

O, X generallY

0.5-0.8 - ProbablY -0'7

4 half-wave folded diPoles
ln the form of a square'
approx. l/4 above ground'

2A Hz

I
Transnritter
Tx ArraY

Pulse rePetition
frequency, (PRF)

4 hal f-wave folded diPoles
ln the form of a square'
approx, À/lr above ground'

Usual ly 50 Hz ln 1978

General lY 20 Hz after
January 1978

50 us basewidth, 30 Us

half-power width l lltûcminal Pulse
I ength

Range
resol ut i on

Peak volts on

one slde of Tx
feeder I i nes

fx aerlal imPed-
ance seen at Tx

Peak fx pulse Powcr

lx effective area
Tx radiation )
res I s tance

rx diree{ivily
Half power, half-
wldth of Polar
dlagram

EfficlencY

q.5 km 4.5 km

I 000v - 1000V

8oa q00-500n

50 kl.t l0 k\''

The calculatlons have not yet been done

-4-8? -4-8?

- lO" - 3Oo

-tlz't -t7z?

/continued.......



TABLE 3.3(a) contlnued" "'

c.

Receiver rial s and rece i ve rs

Rx aerial t
des I gna ted

Pe
i)

v
(

(2 main aerial tYPes at B'P
and (ii).

(¡ )

(i¡)

l12 HHzr¡

8! parallel half-wave
<tlpoles 90 m spacing
ln a square 9r¡d w¡th
cl rcular perimeter,
- lt50 m radius
It parallel half-wave
dlpoles l.8l space,
ût the four corners of
6 Square

- 30 kHz half power

$.6-7.21 x105m2

l0'm2 ?

il6 HHZil

(t i¡ As for 2HHz, but dipoles are
l-hal f-wavelength

(only (i) used at present)

- 30 kHz hal f power

(i) (.29 *.81) x losmz

(¡) 96m+163m

(i) (.82 - l. l6)n

(lrt6 - q05)

1.5" There are grat¡ng lobes
also: 4 at J2' frorn vert¡cô1,
\ar52".
-22

t¡
-+

5Hz

4

(¡) s narrow (main) beanr

(l¡) - wide beam

Bandwldth of Rxers

Rx ef fect i ve a rea

Radius of a cl rcle of given effective
a rea

Rx r¿diation resistance

Rx array dircctiv¡tY (Tx polar diagram

not included)

Half power half-wldth of polar diagram

EfflciencY

Recordinq SYstem

No of heights recorded s imul taneously

Steps between successive heights recorded
Coherent integration over n Pts

Frequency of clata col lected per height
(afier coherent I ntegrat i on)

No. of receivers recorded sinrultaneously

(.1 *.24)o (¡¡) ?

(¡)
(i¡)

(¡
(¡ ¡

(¡

0m*475m
nl?

3ll
60

200- ll 20

q. 5'

(¡)

(¡ )

(¡¡)

(¡¡)

(i)

(i)
-7?

- 20"

(¡) -¡r? (¡l) -t1z't

Beforc 1978: I, 5, l0 or 20.
l97B +¡possible to alternative
diff. lets of l0 hts each min

5Hz

4

2

I
kmkm2

I

NOTE S :

(¡)
(¡¡)

(¡¡ í)

The systenr was npdifléd to run oft a mlni computer around January 1978.

Effective areas, radiation resist¡rtce, gains, only calculated properly for narrow

'""Ãij "tfr",. "ri¡*t., 
nor properly cátõulated (yet). Question marks general ly

mean calculaÈ¡ons have not been done fully. No question nnrk generally indicates

the proper int'egrals have been pcrfornled on a conPuter'

Some 6 NHz work had been done bcfore 1979, but w¡th a much less powerful

tranrmi tt"r. The work al I involvcd F-region scatter. No system prev¡ous to

that made in 1979 has been able to see D-region echoes at 6 ltnz at Buckland Park



TABLE 3.3b TOI^'NSV I LLE AER IAL ARRAY ( "2MHz")

(as of January l9B0)

(a) Gene ra I

Locat i on

Magnetic Co-ords

Beginning of OPerations

Central frequency (fo)

Central VJavelength (À)

Modes of polarization
Ground ref lection coeff icient

(b) Transmi tter

Tx array

Pulse repetition frequencY (Pnf)

Nominal pulse length

Range resolut¡on o c(ztf)/2

Peak volts on one side of
Tx feeder I ines

Tx aerial imPedance seen at Tx

Peak Tx Pul se PoÌ^rer
Tx effective area
Tx radiation resistance
rx -dir:ec{ivity

Half power half width of Polar
d i agram

Efficiency

(19"40'sll46',54'E)
(29's , 279'E)

September, 1977

1.95 MHz

154.4 m

0rx
-0.6-0.9?

4 half wave folded diPoles in
the form of a square, apProx.
À/4 above ground (30 t actuallY)

15 Hz up to March 1979; 20 Hz

the reafter
50 Us basewidth; 30 us half Power
width
4.5 km

- 600v

- Bof'¿

- 20 k\,,

300

?
?

?

?



TABLE 3.3b cont¡nued"..."

(c) Receiver Aeriaìs and Rece i vers

Rx aerial types

Bandwi dth of Rx

Rx effective area

Radius of a circle for a given
effecti ve area

Rx radiation resistance

Rx array di rectivity (Tx Polar
dia9. not i ncl uded)

Half power half width of Polar
diagram

Effi ciency

(d) Recordi nq System

(No. of heights recorded
simul taneously, stePs between
successive hts recorded)

Coherent integrattover n

points

3 pairs of orthogonal
erossed inverted V, half wave
dipoles, 165 m spacing, to
form an equi lateral triangle
- 30 kHz half power

7

(10 or 20, 2 km steps)

Before March 1979, no coherent
after, B pts.

Before March 1979, 5 Hz; after,
2.5 Hz

3 ; before March 1979, amplitude
only - after, l/P, Quad on each
rece i ver

and recorded ampl i tude
20 Hz, and system

?

?

?

?

?

Frequency of data collected
per height, per receiver (after
coherent i ntegration)

NOTE:

No. of receivers recorded
simultaneously

(¡) System original ly had PRF 15 Hz,
only. ln March 1979, PRF became

recorded ampl itude and Phase.
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CHAPTER IV

ANGULAR AND TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF D-REGION SCATTERERS USING

4.r

4.2

4.3

4,4

4.5

4.6

AI'ÍPLITUDE-ONLY DATA

IntroducÈion

Investigations usíng time scales of the order of minutes

4.2.L Temporal variatÍons

4,2.2 Angular spectra

4.2,3 O and X mode comParisons

4.2.4 Height fluctuabions

(a) Upper limits of echoes

(b) Temporal heigtrt fluctuations

ShorË tetÍl tPmPoral changes

4.3.L Temporal fading

(a) Introduction

(b) Some Èheory to help interpretation

(c) Experimental

4.3.2 Height fluctuations

Spatial exËent of scatterers

A revÍew of VIIF sÈudies

4.5.L IntroducËíon

4.5.2 The scaÈtered Pulse Profile

4.5.3 Experímental VHF observations

I,trater body refractive índex profí1es
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Chapter W
Usins Arnpli

Angular and Temporal CharacterisÈícs of D-Region Scatterers
tude-0n1v Data

4.L Introduction

In the prevíous chapters, studÍes of radio frequency scaEterers ín

the D-regíon have been revie$red, and some of the techniques used in the

work for thís thesís have been íntroduced. It is now appropriate Ëhat

some early observations be presented.

In some ways, it might have been useful Èo presenË some additíonal

theory first, parÈÍcularly some important Èechníques for the estimation

of noise from Ëhe received signal-. But in pracËice, this woul-d have been

unwise. After three chapters, with very 1ittle ín the way of experímental

results having been presented, the ¡eader is no doubt ready for some

acËual daÈa. Ilence the chapter regarding'estÍmates of noise will be left

until ChapËer VI. This also has the advantage of placíng Èhis thesis

in somethíng of a chronological ardeg, since the theory regarding esËimaËes

of mean noise from the signal dÍd not evolve untiL late L977, sometime

after many of the observations presented Ín thís chapter were taken.

Before that date, noise was- es.timated by sÍruply turning the transmitter

off , and moniÈoring the received signal-. This practice rnras maintaÍned

even after the development of the noise estimation theory, since it gíves

more accurate estímates than the theory. But the noise theory could be

used at tÍmes when the system \¡/as un-manned, and it was for thís purpose

that ít was derived. The actual mean signal pov/er could be found as Ëhe

mean received power minus the noise power.

In the early stages of the work for this thesis, the systems used

could only reeord amplitudes, and this chapter discusses resuLt,s obËained

using amplíËude alone. A considerabl-e amount of ínformation could be

obtaÍned with these techniques, and fmportant insighÈs inÈo the sEructure
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of D-region scatterers will be presented.

A review of studies at VIIF by other authors wll-l also be presented,

and 1t wÍll be seen that the observatfons at HF and VHF conplement each

other Èo some degree. Valuabl-e informatÍon has been gained by pooling

the two sets of results



Fie. 4.1a Contour p1oÈ of l-mfn means of calíbrated power vs. range and tÍne taken using a narrow
beam on day 77/L5L. The means r¡/ere smoothed by interpolation. X mode poLarízation was
used for transmÍssion. The presence of a dist,Ínct mínimum at 80-B2kn is the most
obvfous feature. Strong bursËs of power at 66-70, 74-76 a¡rd 90}m can be seen. (The
pohTer levels can be converted to dBs of (¡rPr")2 by subtractíng 9db).

Much of the signal from above 80lm was probably actually 0 mode leakage.
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FÍg. 4.1b ConËour diagram of smoothed l-min po\¡rer means vs. range and time, Èaken with (a) a
narrow and (b) a wide beam on ð,ay 77/15I. The power 1evels are noL dBs of (uPr)2.
Rather, they have been corrected to al1ow for the differing gains of the tr,ro antennae,
and arbitrarily adjusted so thaË the mínimum leve1 is around OdB. To convert Èo
dBs of (uPr)2, subtract 13dB for Èhe narrow beam and 17dB for the wide beam.

Powers are strongest ln a layer centred on 88-90km for Ëhe narrorü beam, and strongesÈ
at 88-92kn with the wide bean. The larger por^rers on Ëhe v¡ide beam, the increase in
range r¿hen the narrow beam was poinËed at 11 .6" off.-zenith, and thê sÈrong po\^rers at
11.6o all indicaËe significant off-vertical scatter for this layer. 0 mode polarization
was used, since this suffers less absorpËíon than X mode. Maximum por^rers correspond
Ëo reflectfon coefficients of about 1.3 x 1O-3.
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Fig. 4.lc ConËour p1oË of smooÈhed 1-min por^rer means vs. range and time, taken with (a) e narroqr
beam and (b) a r,ride beam on day 77 /IsL. The poÌ^rer levels are noÈ dBs of (uPr)2.
Rather, they have been corrected Èo allor.r for the differing gains of the two antennae,
and arbitrarily adjusted so Èhat the minimr:m 1evel ís around OdB. To convert to dBs
of the respective (uPr)2, subËracË 9dB for the narrohr beam and 13dB for the wide beam.

Strong bursts of scatter will be noÈed in a layer cenÊred on 74km. The lack of signifÍcant
por^rer recorded whilst the narrow beam was aË 11.60, and the very close simllarity between
corrected echo powers on the Èi¡o beems suggest,s that most scatËer ca-e from the vertícal.
X mode polarization was Ëransmitted, since it Ís reflected more effecËively than
O mode, and Ëhere ís little absorptíon up to such heights. ManÍm¡¡m por^rers correspond
to reflectÍon coefffcients of about 2-4 x 1O-4.
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4.2 Investisa tions Using Tíme Scales of the Order of Minutes

UnËil about 1970 the bulk of observations of ionospheric D-regíon

echoes had been made r¿íth photographic recording, usíng similar Èechniques

to Ëhose of Gardner and Pawsey (1953). ThÍs allowed only qualitative

ex¡mination of echo strengÈh fluctuations. To obtain quantÍtatíve values

of echo power, it was necessary to record the data on magnetic tape.

FurÈhermore, few ínvestigatÍons of the angular spectrum of these scatËerers

had been undertaken. LÍndner (1975a, b) and Vincent and Belrose (1978)

had obÈaÍned some índírect resulÈs, but little other hrork had been done.

More deÈailed invesÈigations of temporal varíations and angular disËrib-

uËions nere necessarY.
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4.2.L Temporal VaríaÊions

Figs. 4.Lar 4.lb and 4.lc present some of the earliesÈ quantitative

results of D-region investigations. The diagrams come from a paper

publíshed in I'The Journal of Geophysical Researchrr, March, 1979. Thís

paper is reproduced as APPendíx D.

The diagrams are conËour graphs of the por4rer received at Buckland

Park for the 151st day of L977 (denoted 77 /I5L (May 31, 1977)) ' ploËted

as a funcËion of Ëime and range. The powers qlere recorded at 2km range

Íntervals, at a raËe of 2.5H2 per range, and were Èhen averaged ín one

minute blocks. These mean poÏ/ers r,lere then smoothed by computer ínter-

polation (AkÍma, 1974). trIind measurements \.{ere also made using the

partial reflection drift technique. As díscussed in the captions, the

pohrers were fully ca1-ibrated. The powers are not Ín (UPr)2, b,tË t.t.

adjusted for the purposes of the paper. The povrers may be readily converted

to (uPr)2 as descríbed in the capËions.

Fig. 4.1a ís a contour diagram of power as a funcËlon of range

and tÍme usíng the narrow beam of the Buckland ?ark array pointíng vert-

ica1ly, and using X-mode polarizatíon for transmíssion. Intermíttent

Íncreases of sígnal pourer will be noted at ranges of approximately 66-70km'

74kn and 90kn. Thus the D-region írregularitíes were clearly quite

straËÍfied on that day. Stratífication of the scaÈterers has already been

discussed Ín Chapter I. The X mode ís strongly absorbed above 80km and

so the 90km reflection coefficíents are acËually much larger than they

appear from this diagram. A very defÍníte "valley'r can be seen at BO-B2km.

The strong sígna1 above 96km is due Ëo totaL reflecËion from the E-region'

whích saturates the receivers. Some of this may in fact be O mode leakage

of the totally reflecËed sÍgnal. The time ínterval shov¡n in FÍg. 4.1a

colncides with Ëhe períod of most frequent burst of power at 66km on this
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parÈicular day. On other days, however, the layer can be more signíficant.

Figure 4.lb sho¡¡s contour diagrans of the Power returned from 82

to lggkrn range during the perlod 0915 to 1034 hr. on both a narrow and a

wide bean, and Fig. 4.1c 1s a sÍmílar pafr of dÍ-agrams for the ranges

62 to BOkm from 1445 to 1604 hr.

A layer in the regíon 85 to 95krn fs a cortrnon feature at Buckland

Park, and thls layer often persÍsts throughout nighÈ and day. The 90kn

layer on day 77 /LsL had a mÍnimum O mode refle'cÈion coefflcient of about

6 x lg-a, and rose to 1.3 x 10-3 on some occasíons. If it is assumed thaE

the scatter v/as due to Ëurbulence, then the backscatÈer cross-sectfon Ís

tr = Ii2/itr,12L) (equation 3.3.2.L9, Ch. III). For the narrol^r beam,

ar|= 4.5", and the'pulse half power length on Ehis day was abouÈ 6km.

fhen î " .OZ7R2, so for -n2 - tO-6,

\* 2.7 x 10-8m-1, o 2.L5 x l0-9n-l sr-I. Then

pz rl3
n

(n¡.¡al x (151.5) by equatlon 2.4.L.5, or

or

(4.2,L.Ð T: = 14.0ï ^-2/s 
: .3882 z 1.;-6ã

at 2WLz using the narrow beam at Buckland Park. tr'or F2 : 10-6,

T2=3.Bxt0-7.n

These calculat.lons assume that Ehe turbulence fills the radar volume'

If this ís not "o, ff 
(turbulence) ís even larger, as discussed ín

section 2.3.2, Chapter II. The effects of absorption have noÈ been

removed, and this means that dZ values are understlmates' Typically

the error is only a matter of. 2 or 3dB for helghts below 90kn on O mode at

2MHz. (fnfs absorpËlon estimate \¡/as made using a ttÈypicalt' D-region electron

density profíle, and integrating the effects of absorption over the path

a ray would take. Refractive indices were calculated with the Sen-l'Iyller

equations) .

One feat.ure of both graphs 4.1b and 4.1c is the occurrence of sËrong
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bursts of power, those et 90kr¡ rfsing by around 3dB over the normal level,

and those at 74krn by around 10d8. The bursts at each height have a quasi-

períodlcity of between about 5 and 15 minutes. For the 74km layer' bursts

often 1asÈ less than 2-3 minutes. ThÍs ttburstinessrr is very simllar to

some VIIF results obtained usíng scaÈEer from 70 to 74km altÍtude (e.g',

Rastogi and I^Ioodman (1974); Harper and l^troodman, L977), and suggests that

VIIF and HF experiments are observing the same structures' This point has

already been brlefly discussed 1n Chapter I, and will be discussed 1n

more detail later.

I{ind observations made on thls day showed a strong, princlpally

eastward, wlnd jet aE 74km, which attaíned speeds up to 70ms-I.

Discussions of correlatíons between layers of scatEer and wind

proflles will be left untll a later chapter. However, imagine a

scatterer of smal1 horizontal extenÈ moving at a velocity of 70ms-r, and with

a narro\¡/ polar diagram. Suppose the anguler sPectrum of the scatterers

is glven by exp{-(sin0/sine0)2i, and say OO - 2"-4". (It wfll be seen

shortly that índeed 0o is around 2"-4" at 70km). such a scaÈterer would

také between I and 2 minutes to pass beÈween the half Po\^ter points of lts

angular spectrum. The fact thaË Ehe ttllfetimeil of the scatterers at

74krn is the same on both the narrow and wlde beams must be because the

effectÍve half power beam wÍdth 1s defined by Ehe scatterer, and noE the

array beams. A scatterer of several kllometres dimenslon horlzontalLy

would take correspondingly longer to pass through the hal-f poqrer poínts

of the effectíve polar diagram, and measurements of the ttllfeÈímesrt of the

echoes suggest these 74km scatterers have horizonLal dimenslon of the order

of 3-lOkur (see Appendíx D). The horízontal scale must be of the order of

1 Fresnel zone to produce such anísotropic sca¡ter, which tmplles a síze
t-

of greater than (À.heíght of scaEterer)'' : 3.2km at 70km.

Thus ít appears that the r'llfetimes" of these pohrer bursts are defined

by the tl-me it takes a scatterer to pass overhead, rather than the lifetíme

of the scatterer. If Èlre scatterer did not pass dlrectly overhead, the
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observed lifetime of the burst would be even less than that for one that

díd. However, these observaÈíons do not rule out the possibllity thaÈ

Ëhe scatterer lifetimes could also be of the order of I or 2 minutes.

Rõttger et al. (L979), usíng data collected at VIIF, suggested that some

of the scatterers they observed did have quite short lifetímes, and may

have actually been formed in theLr beam.

Reflection coefficíenËs for the lower echoes typically varied between

about 2 x 10-5 to greater than 2 x 10-a for the 74km echo when observing

on X mode, and about 5 x 10-5 for the 66km layer on X mode. These can be

converted to backscatter cross-sections íf the scatter is due to Ísotropíc

turbulence. A reflection coeffícient of. 2 x 10-4 corresponds to a value

forF of abouË .3gR2 - l-.5 x t0-8.-2/3 ."",-ing F2 - (Ð2. Hotrrever,
n

as wÍll be seen, Ëhe scatÈer at Èhís height ís certainly noÈ ísotropíc,

and so this F estimate is not meaníngfuL.
n

The results quoted in thís sectÍon are quite typical of the echoes

observed both at Buckland Park and TownsvÍlle. Echo strengths below BOkm

do appear to be sEronger at Townsvílle, and these lower echoes appear to

be even more "bursty" in nature than theír Buckland Park (Adelaide)

counterparts. The TownsvÍlle echoes frequently show íncreases Ín power of

greaÈer than 10d8, and can be quite short-lived, often LastÍng less than

one minute. These are quiÈe lÍkely due to scatterers formed andfor

destroyed wíËhin Ëhe beam. (They could perhaps be meteors, but this seems

unlikely at Èhese low heights). Echoes can become very strong at around

70krn aË Townsville - on one occasíon, on 22nd January, 1980' a 70km echo

r¡ith a reflection coefficient of 10-3 qras observed. This echo lasted for

some hours. However, it was not typicaL of Townsville echoes.

The echoes from above 80km show comparable reflection coefficíents

at Buckland Park and Tornmsville. Those aÈ Buckland Park may be margínally



Fig. 4 .2 Typlcal mean por¡/er-range profíles for Tou¡nsville. Power
averages were formed uslng I to 3 mfnutes of data. This
system had quite a wlde receptíon polar díagram, as
discussed fn Chapter III. Powers are dBs of (uTirps)2.

= X mode

= O mode

The actual sËarting tlmes of the varlous observations \¡/ere

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

X node:
X mode:
X mode:
X mode:
X modê:
O mode:
O mode:
0 mode:
O mode:

77 /306 /L475
771306/ßrs
77 /30s/1900
77 l3o4 /2340
77 /304/2200
77 /306/2200
77 /305 /L400
77 /30s/L420
77 /30s/L600

(Nlght tfne)
(NÍghE LÍme)
(llrgnr rime)
(llignt rine)

(s)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(e)

77 /3O4 = 31st OcÈ, L977
77/305 = lst Nov, 1977
77 /306 = 2nd Nov, 1977

Notice all X mode observatfons above BOkm are night tfme
observatÍons.' Durfng the day, X mode observaÈions from
above 75-80kn hrere very weak (even weaker than any 60-70kxû
echoes) due to the large absorption in the day t1me.

Preferred heights of scatter can clearly be seen.

Also showrr are radio noise estimates for the Townsvllle
data, expressed fn (uT)2 f.ot typical Eransmitter powere.

a = day tfme nofse after coherent fntegratlon of 8 points
(see chapter on phase observatlons (Ch. VII).

b = day tíme noise wlth no coherent fntegratíon.
c - nfght time nofse (around nfdnfght) wlth no coherent

fntegratlon.

Night tfme radio noise ls generally far rnore severe then day
Ë1me nolse. Thfs w111 be shown fn more detaíl Ín Chapter VI.

These powers are not directly comparable to those in F1g.
4.3, but Lf converted to effectfve reflection coefficfents,
can be compared.

q = <n'lL = K*H. ñ, p = por/eÍ{(ur)2 or (ppr)r}, tt = hetght
of echo; see Ch. III).

(Çfg = .6 I .3, and K,IZM = .8 t .4)). However, if volume

scatter predomlnates, ñ? 1s proporÈíonal to the radar volume
and the back-scatÈer cross-sect1on, so the beam wldÈhs of
the array beams should be consldered before backscatter
cross-secEíons can be compared.
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SAMPLE POWER / RANGE PROFILES

BUCKLAND PARK, NARROW BEAM
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The actual starting t,Ímes of the varíous observations \^7ere:

Typical mean po\¡¡er-Fange profiles for Buckland Park, usíng
the narrow beam(o").Profiles correspond to means over intervals
of between 1 and 3 mÍnutes. Powers are ín (yPrr)2.

= X mode

(1) X mode:
(2) O mode:
(3) O mode:
(4) 0 mode:

77 /LsL/r42s
77 /20L/L224
77 /20L/0740
77 /2or/o9s0

77 /L5L - 31sË May, 1977
77 /20L = 20Lh July, L977

Preferred heíghts of scatter can clearly be seen.

The smal1 horizonËal line indÍcates typical day tíme noíse at
Buckland Park as observed by the narrohr benm Ín (uPr*)2 for
typíca1- transmÍtter po\4rers .

The powers are not dírectly comparabl-e to Ëhose Ín Fig. 4.2,
but Íf converted Lo effective reflection coeffícíents can be
compared. The procedure is described in Fíg. 4.2. Bear in
mÍnd Èhat Ëhe beam-width can be Ímportant for isoÈropic scaÈter,
as also discussed ín FÍg, 4.2.
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stronger on average. As mentioned briefly in Chapter III, the 90km

echo at Townsville often becomes an E, type echo, wÍÈh near-total

reflecËion. Some radíation usually can penetrate' so the E echo can be

seen wiËh a similar strength to thís 90km echo. AÈ Buckland Park, E"

type layers may fom at 90km during January (summer), but at most times

of the year Lhis does noL happen. Echoes from 90km at Buckland Park

appear. to be from isotropic scatterers' and have effectíve reflection

coefficients of about 10-3.

Night tlme scaÈterers frequenEly exist above 80km, and these often

have larger reflection coefficients Ëhan Èheír day-time counterparts.

Thís is at least partly due to the reducÈíon in ionospheríc absorpÈÍon

at nighË, coupled r¡ith the fact thaË x mode polarization ís usually

used at night, thus giving larger reflectÍon coeffícients (since X mode

radÍation is scaÈtered more efficíently than O node). However, Èhe noise

fs also stronger aË nighÈ, so the sígnal to noise ratio can stil1 be much

less than during Èhe day. Al-though echoes at níght do generally only

occur above about 80km, weak echoes from below can at times be seen' For

exa.urple , a 76km layer was observed at Buckland Park at 0035 hr on day

7B/3O7. The ionÍzation at these heights is probably maintained by Cosmic

Rays (see Ch. I).

Figs. 4.2 a¡1d,4.3 show typical por"tlh"ight"profiles for Townsville

and Buckland park. The powers are not directly comparabl-e until converted

to effective reflecËion coefficients. The graphs have noËbeenpresented

as effective reflecÈion coefficÍents due to Èhe uncertainties of the

calíbratÍon Ko values (see Ch. III). Recall- KoT3 fot Townsville is about

0.6, and Ko2M fot Buckl-and Park Ís about 0'8' (E = KoH'amplitude)'

Also shown on these graphs are typical noise levels. The technÍques used

to derive these noise estimaËes wíl-I be discussed in a later chapËer.
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Echoes from below 80kn are prínclpally a daylighÈ hours phenonenon,

as has been discussed. They may aPPear at any time durfng daylight

hours. However, they generally seem. to be most cornmon, and strongesL,

durlng the afternoon, particularly between about 1300 hr and 1700 hr.

Sometlmes, however, layers can form qulte soon after sunrlse. For

exanple, on day 77 /2OL at Buckland Park, a 70k¡o echo formed around 0700 hr,

and echoes from thaË helght occurred ÍntermlttenEly all day, peaking 1n

strength at about 1500 hr.

It ls also r¿orth comentíng that although many echoes do show a

burst-like character, aE tlmes qufte tfme-stable echoes can be observed

below gokm. Echoes from below 80km do, however' aPpear "bursty'

generally

These temporal investigatlons form an lmportant part of thls work.

Of perhaps greater lmportance, however, were the results contained fn

Figs. 4.la-c regarding Ehe angular sPectra of the scatËerers.



Fig. 4.4 Profiles of 3 minute means of power vs. range for a layer at
about 64km on day 76/259. The vertical scale is a linear
scale of uncalíbrated poü/er. The gaín of the receíver
hras constant for all measuremenÈs, so Ít ís valÍd to
compare por{ers.

The reduced power aÈ 9.60
maÍn point to be noticed.
sensitíve scatter.

and 11.6o from the zenith Ís the
This suggests highly aspect-

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The observations were taken at the followÍng tímes.

I240-L243 X mode, (3.0" from zenítrr-)
L246-I249 X mode, 11.6o
I255-L258 X rnode, 9.6o
1300-1303 Xmode, 0o

Notice also that there is a slight íncrease in range at
9.6" and 11.6", suggestÍng some off vertical scatter, but
certainly not a great deal. The small shift in peak po\./Br
rahge may be due Eo changes in height of the scattering
layer, 6ut this is un1ike1y, as the thro near-vertical
observations (curves 1 and 4) were made before and afËer
Èhe two off-vert,ical observaÈions, yeË have similar peak
ranges.
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4.2.2 Angular Spectra

Duríng the observations made on day 77 /L5L, Ëhe narrow bean of

the Buckland Park Aerial array was tilted to an angle of 11.6" from the

zenith aÈ tímes. This was done Ëo determine the nature of the angular

specÈra of the scaÈterers. A l-arge fall-off in received power compared

to the 0o case would suggest a horízo¡tal mírror-like reflector, and

only a sma11 change would suggest ísotropic scaÈter (some change míght be

expected due to changes in antenna gain, beam width eËc.). Ttre angle

11.6o vras chosen because Ëhis places the first mlnimum of Èhe polar

díagram ín the verËical directíon, Lhus reducíng leakage of scatter

from the vertical.

Fíg. 4.1-c shows ÈhaÈ the 74km layer backscatters very lítt1e Power

at 11.6o rel-atíve to that at 0.0". There is a slight increase in range

of thís layer at 11.6" aE Ëhis time of measuremenE. This would be

expected if there vrere some backscatter from 11.6", since scatter from

that angle rnrould have its range íncreased by a factor sec(11.6'). However,

the wide beam shows a similar change in range on this occasíon, suggestíng

that Ëhis increase is due to an actual increase of the layer heighË wíËh

tlme, rather than being a result of tÍlËing the bean. Hence it seems

reasonable to assume that the majority of the power recorded at l-1.6"

ís really leakíng in from the near verÈical, through the edge of Èhe

maín lobe and. through the fírst side lobe of thepolardiagramrin spite

of the facÈ that a null was pointÍng vertically. Fig. 4.4 shows another

sÍmilar set of observatÍons for a-64km layer on day 76/259. Again,

scatter vlas greatly reduced when the beam was tilted off vertÍcal.

InteresËingly, there li/as a small íncrease in height when Ëhe beam was

tiltedrsuggesting some off-vertical scatter. Possibly a more detaíled

ínvestigatíon of the data for Fig. 4.Lc might shor¿ a simílar íncrease.



Fie. 4.5 These two díagrams sholr temporal variatfons of range-
profiles of power. They were formed from 3 minute mean
power profiles, with 2-dínensíonal ínterpolatíon being
used to smooth Èhe surface. Notfce that the largest
range Ís aË the front. IÈ can be seen that the temporal
variations on the narrorv and r¡ide beams are quite similar
for the 64-66km echo. As díscussed in the text, the
scatterers causlng this echo scaËtered quite anLsotropically.

0f greater inËerest is the 76-78kn echo observed on Èhe
wlde beam, which does not show on the narrow beam. The
reason for this ls discussed in the text.
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But cerÈainly the behavíour of mosË echoes from heights belors about

74km have generally suggested very anisotropíc scatter.

If the por^rer backscattered per unít solíd angle is assr¡med to obey

a function proportional to exp{-(sin0/sin00)2}, 0 being the angle from

the verËical, then it can be concluded that 0O : 2"-4o for Ëhis layer

on day 77 /IsL, and índeed for most scatLering layers below about 74kr.

This supporËs the findings of Lindnet (L975a, b). At times' scatLer can

be seen from the off-vertical, but it is usually weak. For example, the

narror¡r and wide beams give remarkably sinilar resulÈs in Fig. 4.Lc,

suggestÍng very little off-vertÍcal scatter. Likewise the 66km J'ayer in

Fíg. 4.5 (d,ay 76/259) shows very simÍlar behaviour on the narrow and wide

beams. At tímes, the wide beam may show a burst v¿hich Èhe narrow beam

does noË, suggesting it Ís due to off-verËical scatter, but this requires

that no scatËerers are overhead to urask the effect. Fraser and VíncenË

(1970) at Christchurch, New Zealand, have seen 70km scatËerers ouÈ to around

10o, but ampliËudes Tüere quite weak. It ís fair to conclude, then, that

the scatterers below abouË 75km are quiÈe anisotropic. For such Fresnel

scatter, ít is also required that the dimensíons of the scatterer cover

greater Èhan a Fresnel zorLe = (Xr)4, z being the height of scatter and

À rhe wavelengrh. (This impl-Íes a dimension of aE least 3km at ZOtrm height.)

In contrasÈ to the 74km layer, the hÍgher 90km layer clearly

shows strong scaËter at 11.6" from Èhe zeníth (Fíg. 4.1b). Further,

the received power on the wide beam is around 6dB larger than on Ehe

main beam, rdeen allowance Ís made for the different gaíns, and this also

suggests the existence of strong scatter from off-vertical angles' An

increase Ín the rânge of the layer of about Zlcr. at 11.6o compared to 0.0o

can also be seen, further suggesting sígnificant off-vertíca1 scatter.

Similarly, the mean ïange of the layer observed with the w1de beam ís

greater than the range measured using the narrow beam'
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Occasionally it ís possible to determíne Ëhe location of individual

bursts. One míght expect all bursts receÍved on the narrohr be¡m to be

received on Èhe wide beam, buË the wÍde beam might, on occasíon, pick

up a burst aË some angle from Lhe zeníth whÍch the narrow beam might not

receíve. For example, at 1007 in Fíg 4.1b, the rnrÍde beam receíves a strong

burst whilst the narrow beam does not show a similar structure, suggesting

the bulk of reflections cane from the off-vertical on thís occasion. 0n

the other hand at 1010, a sÈrong bursÈ shows on the narrol^7 beam, buÈ

only weakly on the wíde beam. This was probably a smal1 region of scatter

dÍrectly overhead. IEs relative strength on the r¡ide beam would probably

be small compared,to the normal wide beam strengths because Èhat beam

receíves much of íts signal from the off-vertical. The range of this

echo is 88km on both beams, compared with Èhe normal 90km mean height on

the wide beam, agaín suggesting an overhead reflection.

In general, for thís particular BB-9Okm layer, the average Pohler

at 11.6o is reduced by a factor of 3 compared rviËh the vertÍcal beam,

suggesËing 0O - L2'" Ln an exp{-(sín0/sin0g)2} model. This is agaín

consÍstent with Lindner (L975a, b).

In facË, all scaÈterers above about BOkm showed quasi-isotropic

scatter during the ínvestigatíons involved in this thesis.

The actual transiËíon region from scaÈÈerers of small 0o (5 4-S'¡

to scatterers of large 0O (ì 11') is acÈually quite sharp, and líes

between about 76 arrd 80krn (e.g., Lindner, L975a, b; Vincent and Belrose,

L}TB). Scattereïs appear to be eíther quiÈe Fresnel like (small e0),

or fairly isotropic; there do not seem to be many íntermedÍate cases.

Ilowever, the acÈual height of the transition region is a little hard to

define. It appears it may vary from day to day. Lindnerrs results

suggest the transitíon is at about BOkm. However, at times 76km echoes

can appear quite isotropic. AË oÈher tímes 74-76Uú, echoes can appear
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quite anisotropic. An exarnple of an isotropic 76-78kn scatteríng layer

Ís illusËrated by Fig . 4,5. IË can be seen that simultaneous observ-

ations on a narrow beam and a wide beam indicate a layer aË 76-78kn on

the wide bearn, buÈ nothing on the narrow beam. ObservatÍons on the

Cathode Ray Oseiloscope (see Chapfer 3) showed occasional weak bursts of

ScatÈer on the narro\^t bean, buÈ no sustained echo. The wÍde bea¡ did,

however índicate a steady echo. These observations can be explaíned by

a layer at 76 to 78km, consisting of "blob-like" ÍrregularíÈies separated

horizontally. The narrow beam would only see a burst when a blob was

overhead - but the wide beam woul-d always see some scatÈer if the

irregularities \^7ere quasi-Ísotropic, sínce there r¿ould always be some

ÍrregularíÈíes in Ëhe r'¡Íde beam. Inlhen 3 minute means l^Iere taken' an

effect r¿ould only be seen on the wide beam, the weaker effect on Ëhe

narrotr beam being rrswampedt' by Ëhe talls of the echoes from the 66km

reflecEing 1aYer.

As a furLher poínÈ, i! can now be sËaÈed that the backscatter

cross-sections (o and n) estimates made previously are noÈ rel-evanÈ below

about 75km, as Ëhe echoes are Fresnel-like. Above B0km, however, Èhe

scatter has been seen Ëo be quasi-isotropic. Thus turbulence cannot be

ruled out as a possible mechanism of scaÈter, and the o estimates may

be useful for calculaËíons of turbulence parameters. (It will be seen

laËer thaË turbulence can sti1l be invoked to explain the lower echoest

at least ín one model of the mirror-lÍke scaÈÈer, but Ëhe o estímates

will stíll not be useful for deËermination of relevant turbulence Parameters

such as e and K, the energy díssipation rate and eddy diffusion co-

efficienË. )
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anisoËropic. Most of Ehe scatter received was thus from
the vertical. For this reason, curve 2 tras been wriÈËen as a
0o observation, although in reality the beam rnras tilted at
3.00.
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Fig.4.6b Profiles of 1 mlnute mean por,/ers due Ëo a layer at about
B6-88kxo on day 77 /20I, using the narrow beam. All
pornrers are Ín (¡rPrr)2. The times given are the start
time of the minute for which Èhe mean was calculated.
The observations were made Ín the early morning, when
absorptÍon ü/as faírly low, but increasing rapidly w¡th time.
The layer was only beginnÍng to form, as can be witnessed
by comparing O mode powers at 0740 (curve L) and 0843
(curve 5). The layer was also monitored on a wide beam,
and íts me-an range on any one mode díd not fluctuate
more than a kilometre or so. This can be seen by
comparing curves I and 5 - the difference in range is
less than2km. Absorption can be seen to be 1ow up to
B5km, because curve 2, which used X mode, has greater
po!üers than curve 1. The region ûras monÍtored continuously
during thís period, and these curves are Ëypical of the
time periods they represent.

Of major interest are;

(Í)

(íi)

and

the reduced heÍght of X mode echoi:s compared to
O mode echoes when looking vertically (curves 2
and 3 compared to curves 1 and 5);

the increased range on O mode aË 11.6o compared
to the 0" echoes, and the fact thaÈ 11.6" powers
are only 3dB dovm on 0o pohrers (curve 5 compared
to curve 4) j

i) the fact Ëhat Ëhe 11.60 X mode observations
do not show a great Íncrease in range compared
to the 0" observatíons, and are dov¡n in power

' by 6dB compared to 0" (curve 3 eompared to
curve 2).

These poínts are discussed Ín the text.

(i1
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4,2.3 0 and X Mode Comparisons

Fig. 4.6a shows some examples of near-simultaneous observations of

the D regíon echoes on O and X modes. It can be seen the structures

differ consÍderably. It is worth consideríng why this is so.

As radío !,raves enÈer the ionosphere, they are absorbed, as we have

seen, and suffer some parËíal reflectíon. X mode is reflected most

strongly from these partial reflections, but also suffers stTong absorp-

tíon as the electron density íncreases. Thus X mode scatter returned

fron higher regions of the ionosphere is highly absorbed and hence quite

weak compared to O mode. The height region ín which X mode scatter

sËrengths change from strong to weak can be of the order of a few km'

Echoes on O and X mode are often sígnificantly different around thís

transition region.

The case presented ín Fig . 4.6a probably corresPonds Eo an íon-

osphere with two príncipal scatteríng l-ayers - one at about 64km, and

one at 71-72km. The stronger X mode reflection coefficient aÈ 64km, and

íncreased absorpÈion above 70km, results in the 64-66km layer showing

most sËrongly on X mode. on o mode, the absorptÍ-on is not sÍgnífic'ant

up to 74km, so this shows the more strongly reflecËing 7O-72lfr' scatterer.

The effect of the 64-66kr\ echo ís stíll present, buË is hidden by the

larger 7O-72UÍL echo - the result is a "wideníng" of the leading edge

of the 7¡-72km echo. (Bear ín mind that these profiles are 3 min. means).

once gain, the effect of tíltíng the beam of the array to 11.6o can be

seen by means of the L246 echo, and again the scatterers were clearly

hÍgh1y anisoÈroPic.

The case presented in Fíg. 4.6b is even more interestíng. on thÍs

ð,ay (77/20L), a very stable layer at about 86 to SBkm altítude occurred'

Again, ít would be reasonabLe Ëo speculaÈe that the reduced X mode height
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was due to Ëhe effect of a rapid increase ín absorptÍon at this height,

with strong reception from below this Ëransition regÍon, and weak

reception from above. The scatter could eÍther be due Ëo a continuum

of scatterers near thís regíon, several kílomeEres in vertical extenË,

or due Èo perhaps a few close layers, some just below the region of hÍgh

absorption, and some above. l,'Ihichever Ís correct, the scattering region

had to be several kilometres from the bottom to Èhe top. The 0 mode

11.6o observatíons suggest quasí-ísotropic scaËter, since the range ís

íncreased by about 2knn and the power only down by 3dB compared to the

0o observations. Conversel-y, X mode observatÍons on 11.6" suggest

scâÈter to be more anísotropic, with an increase in range of only Ikm,

and a power reductíon of 6dBrcompared to the 0o observations. This

may suggesÈ that the X mode scatËer came from a different Èype of scatterer

to that from which the O node came. Hence Ít could be specuLated that

the regíon consisted of anísotropÍc scaÈterers at the lor¿er heights, and

more isotropic ones hígher up. However, the possibil-ity al-so exísËs thaÈ

by tiltÍng the beam of the array, thus making Ëhe radiation enter the

highly absorbing region obliquely, the X mode radiation míght have been

absorbed even more quÍckly than at 0o. This would also result ín a

reduction ín Èhe range of the peak of returned poI^7er compared to an

assumed sec(11.6o) increase in range. This problem has noË been

quantitatíveJ-y examined .

Whatever the reason, however, the daËa certainly suggests a scatteríng

region several kilometres in verÈícal extenË, and also suggesÈs an

extremely rapid increase in absorptíon at Èhis height. Such a rapid

increase in absorption suggesËs in turn a 1arge increase Ín eLectron

density at this heíght. Such "Ledges[ have often been observed in the

region B0 to 90km altitude (e.g.' sectíon I.2.I, Chapter I). (fnis

could perhaps have been ínvestígated more Èhoroughly with a dífferential
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absorption analysís of the O and X mode profÍles. However, the fact

that the observations rÂrere taken at separated times, and. during a period

when electron density was buílding up rapidly, woul-d make the results

only qualítaËive at best).

Ledges of thís type may be very lnportant,. One will be discussed

fn much greaËer detail Ín a Later chapt.er, using sÍmultaneous rockeÈ

measurements and partial reflectÍon observaËions. It wÍll be seen

Ëhat ledges of thís type, and echoes from heights of about B6km, may well

be related. By doÍng a l-dimensionaL computer símulation (using Sen-

l{y11er formulae) of the passage of an IIF wave of frequency 1.98MHz

through the elecÈron densíty profile deduced by rocket experíments, and

assumlng all Fresnel scatter, ít, was possíble to símulaËe thís difference

of O and X mode heights. The detaÍls of thÍs particular analysís will

noÈ be presented, however, due to lack of space. It will also be seen

laËer that scatter from 86km is noË entÍrely Fresnel-like (indeed thÍs

Ís obvious fron Ëhe quasi-ÍsoÈropic O mode scatter a1-ready noted) so thís

one dímensional simulation is not entÍrely valid. However, it does

at leasÈ Íl]ustrate the absorptÍon on X mode can change sufficíently

rapldly to produce Ëhe desired effect. IË ís also ínÈeresting that ofËen

a small díp in electron density below the large ledge occurs - perhaps

the X mode scaÈÈer observed on day 77 /201- was related more Ëo Ëhís díp

than the ledge iËself, explainíng the dífferent nature of the X node

scatter?

It wíll be noticed that this observation was made duríng the early

morníng. As Èhe day progressed, Èhe electron density buílt up more, and

X mode radiation was signÍficantly absorbed at lower heighÈs before

reaching Ëhís ledge. Thus l-ater during Ehe day, the effect was less

pronounced.
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The layer also showed a heighÈ variation during the day, falling

to an altitude of around 80 to B2km around noon 4nd then once again

rising back to abouE 86km by late afternoon'
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4 .2.4 Heieht Fluctuations

Observations of height flucÈuations and dÍstributions of echoes

can show some ínterestíng effects, and províde some useful data.

Stratification of echoes has already been dealt with in ChapÈer I, and

needs no more corment. There is no doubÈ that the D region is generally

quíte stratifiedrwith echoes comíng from particular heíghts on any one

day.

4.2.4a Upper Límíts of Echoes

Before discussing temporal variaËions of echo heightst one part-

icularly relevant observatíon bears discussion. It has been seen how

echoes are produced at heights above 50 to 60km, and ít has been mentioned

that echoes can be seen up to 95 to 100h1. At greater heíghts, total

reflection from the E region hides any other echoes ín the day time'

The questíon arises, then, as to how high parÈial reflectíons would extend

if there rrere no total reflectÍon? The besË time to examine this is

at night, when there is no total- E region refl-ection. !'le saw in Chapter

III thaË E" echoes can occur above 100kn at night. Partial reflectíon

echoes can occur up to 150km Ín range, buË Èhe strongesÈ echoes fall off

in strength around. 110-120km. In fact, the echoes from above about

llokm range aïe generally obl-iques. This was made quite clear on one night

ín June Ig78, at Townsville (day 7B/IB3 aË 2045 hr). On this occasion

there $/as a sporadic E (Es) echo aÈ about 110km, which totall-y reflected

on X mode (no F layer could be seen), buÈ partíal1y transmitted on O

mode (an F layer was vísibl-e). Thus all scaËter from ranges greater

than 110krn on X mode had to be by oblíques, or Possibly multiple scatÈer

processes below 110km. Yet O and X mode range profiles above 110km were

quÍt,e simiLar, suggesÈíng that all- O mode scatLer occurred by the same

processes as X mode scatter. Thís, then, suggested Lhat there \^7as Very
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lttt1e scatter from altitudes of greater Ëhan 110kn. The reason for

thfs fall off is not inrmediately obvíous. However, if we !üere to speculate

(as others have done - see Chapter I) thaË these partial reflections

were due to turbulence, then Lhe fact that the echoes díe out above 110-

120kur could be explained by the facË thaË thÍs is of the order of the

turbopause height, so no significant turbulence exists aÈ greater heíghts.

(See section 1.3.3, Chapter I;- the night time turbopause heíght before

about 2200 hr is aË 105-1L0kn according to TeíLelbaum and Blamont (L977).

OÈher esËimates vary, but are around this value) Recall, however, that

Rees eË al. (L972) have found evidence of weak turbulence up to heíghts

of 13Okm, so some, vreak, unseen Eurbulence could exist up to 130km. Such

turbulence ¡^rould produce weak scat.ter, as radio wavelengths of 150m

would generally be in the viscous region of turbulence above 95-100km'

according to model 2 Ín FÍg. 1.9a. Particularly strong patches of

turbulence (with large energy deposiÈion rates) could perhaps be seen

in Èhe Ínertial range on occasions.

It ís faír Ëo say, however, that this fall off in echo strengths

above 1l-0km is quite compatible with a turbulence mechanísm. (This does

not mean, however, that no echoes ever occur above 110-120km. Sequentíal

sporadic E layers have been discussed in Chapter III, and meËeors can

aLso occur. )

4.2. 4b Temporal Heieht Fluctuations

In keeping with the rest of this secÈion, only height fluctuations

on time scales of the order of minutes will be discussed here. Fluct-

uatÍons on the scale of seconds wil-l be considered 1ater.

Although the vertícal resolution of the pulses used in the work

for thís thesis was about 4km, some ínformaËíon can be gained aE betÈer

resol-ution. The peak of an echo can be located quite accurately by
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spllne ínterpolation. If these peaks are located for 1 minute mean

po\.fer profÍles, arid plotted as a functÍon of heíght and time, graphs

1_ike Fig. 4.7a result. These can gÍve potential-ly inportanÊ information,

although the data cannot always be Ínterpreted unambíguous1y. Ilowever,

q¡ith reasonable assumpËíons, they can be quite useful. For example, the

scatter of points ín Fíg. 4.7a(í) índicates eíther thaÈ a thin region

of scatterers are movÍng Ín heíght sÍgnífícantly, or that the layer

producing the scaËter is several- kilomeËres thick, and Èhe varíations

of the heÍghts of the peaks results fronr differíng interference of

scattered pulses during each minute. The second suggestion seems more

likely. The curve from 0840 hr to 0900 hr in Fig. 4,7a(i) either

suggests Ëhat Èhís layer ís oscillaÊÍng vertically, or that h7e are seeíng

the effecÈs of a 1-arge cloud whích drifts across the beam, thus decreasíng

in range until overhead, and then increasÍng as Ít moves alÀray. The

second case seems more lÍkeJ-y, so this data suggests a spaÈial variation

in scattering strengËhs, and Èhe existence of |tcloudstt of scatterers.

The period between 0940 hr and 1000 hr shows two cycles of a raÈher

.regular oscíllaÈion. The beam was tí1ted at 11.6o from the zenith to the

l{esË. IÈ would seem reasonable to assume that this was due to a graviÈy

wave perturbing a cloud of scatterers - possibly oscillating ít. The

general downr¿ard slope suggesLs the cloud was moving Ëowards Ëhe regíon

immediately above Èhe array. At 1004, the beam was pointed vertically,

and it seems vre may (forÈuitously) be seeing the same scatterer as that

at 1l_.6o. (It ís also possible that the effecÈ is due to a layer moving

down verÈícally, and also oscillating vertÍcally, but Èhe fact that Ëhe

oscíli-ations are greatest at 11.6o suggests much of the oscillatory

movement is in the horizontal plane. Thus this alternative seems unlikely.)

Thus Ít appears that we have tracked a cloud. The period of oscillation
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r^ras about 10 to 14 minuÈes. This is not the períod of the gravity rrrave,

but rather a Doppler shífted period, as the cloud was (probably) passing

through the gravíËy ltlave at the speed of the background wind. The

cloudr'when observed at 0940, \¡/as at a range of about 93km' whilst at

1010, when overhead, Ít was at B8kur. Thís suggests that at 0940, the

cloud \^ras at an angle of about 15o to 18" from the zeníÈh. This

ínformation should be useful Èo determine the velociËy of this cloud.

orfh.

'Cloud

However, thís is not as símple as it at first apPears, as indícated

by the above diagram. Circle A represents the area of the ionosphere

aË BSkm covered by Èhe ATray benm at 11.6", and B that fot a vertícal

beam. I^f is the wínd vector. Let ltl = lgl . The distance D is glven by

88km x sin(l5o -+ 1Bo), i.e. about 25km. The time to travel thís

distance is about 1010-0940 = 30 mínutes. This suggests

Irr/cos a = 25/3}km m-I = 13m s-l. There is ínsuffícient ínformation to

E
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determine trl and cr, although clearly I^I 5 13n s-r'

Hor,rever, this calculaËion also assumes the scatter at 0940 comes

from a point at Èhe same distance from the axis of fhe cloud as that

at l-010, and also that the cloud ís alígned perpendicular to Èhe direcÈion

of dríft. Neither of Ëhese need be valíd. (¡'1so see the díscussion

of ful1 correlatíon analysis ín Chapter III.) ParÈial reflection

drift measurements suggested Èhat Èhe wind vector was about 28m s-l

toward.s the south-east at this time. These calculations Ëhus show the

difficulties ín makíng crude estimates of velocíÈíes. It nay be more

meaningful to compare this trI esLimate to apparent velocities determined

by PRD

FÍg. 4.7a(ií) shows more interesting cases. It can be seen' for

example, that the BOkm echo is very stable ín heíght. (Thís layer has

already been discussed to some degree ín relaÈíon to Flg. 4.6b, when ít

rras at 86kn height.) This suggests either that 1t was very Ëhín and

stable ín height, or Èhat íts basíc profíle remaíned quíÈe constant

throughouÈ Ëhe day. The second case seems more likely, as it was shown

Ín connectlon with Fíg. 4.6b that the scatÈer regíon l¡tas a fer¿ km thick'

A very stable layer aË about 65-68km can also be seen. Another J-ayer

(or seL of layers) lay beÈween 70 and 75krn. The long broken l-ine drawn

between 1510 and 1550 shows an ascending layer, wíth possible gravíËy

wave oscillations present with períods of the order of 10 mín. These

dips in range could also be due to scatterers movíng overhead, but the

dips are around 2km deep, suggesÈing the scatterers would be up to

L2" off.-zenith. If this r¿ere so they should be weak ln strength at

that stage, being quite anisotropic. This was not so' and the gravíÈy

wave hypothesis is preferred. EiÈher the scatterers were oscíl[ating

in heíght, or the region of scatter v/as changíng, induced by the graVity

wave. (It will be seen again and again in this thesis that these
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F1e. 4 .7b Half minute mean pohrer profiles f.or day 76/245, showing the
varíatíons i-n form of the profíles due to the interference
of several scaÈterers between 70 and 74krn. The profiles
correspond to the fo1lowing time periods:

f=
l=
J=
4=
J-

6-
J=

1418-1418 .5
1418. s-L4L9
L4r9-L4L9.5
L4r9.5-1420
L420-r420.5
L420.5-1.42r
L42r-r42r.5
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FÍe. 4.8 Graphs of 2 min. mean Polrers, the range of the peak of the

p.oiil., and mean one mínute fading times, for day 79/229
'toi att"'"B6kmt' layer. Ihe verÈícal lines corresporid to maxíma

of power. Double dashes on these lines indlcate anLicorrelation
of poter and range. Singl-e dashes (bottom graphs) indicate
an ãnticorrelatÍãn of power and fadíng tímes. Por¿ers and

range seem to be anÈicorrelated. Powers and fading Èimes

rppã"t to be weakly anticorrelated, and range and fading tírnes

weakly correlated.

The jnurp ín range aE L229 appears to be real, although the

reason for it is uncertain.
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scattering layers often appear related to quasi-regular oscÍllatíons of

periods of 5 to 15 minuÈes.) The curves linked by the broken line as

shorn¡n on Fig. 4.7a(íi) were chosen because the wide beam, whfch r¡as

being used símultaneously, suggested this was all the one scattering

l-ayer. ThÍs does not rule out the possíbility that the oscillations

at 75km beÈween 1530 and 1-550 could, raÈher, be related to the 75kn

echoes aÈ 1510-1520 hr. Often Ít is hard to decíde which echoes belong

to which Layers, particularly for these lower echoes. This is illustraÈed

ín Fig. 4.7b, where it can be seen the peaks of the echoes move around

quite a 1oÊ. This is probably due to inÈerference between layers

locaËed between 70km and 74I<m or even a contínuum of scatterers in this

region (or perhaps even just two layers of scatterers near 70 and 74km) '

This type of fluctuatíon in height is quíte comnon. At tímes, quite

heíght-stable echoes can be seen (for exanple the 65-68km echo in

Fig. 4.7a(ií)), but often too, this type of large height fluctuation

occurs, even on sc4les of the order of seconds, as will be seen later'

Fig. 4.8 ís a partÍcularly stríking exampl-e. It shows temporal

variations of Ëhe range of 2 minute mean polÀ7er prof ile peaks, and of

the acÈual power. (Fading tímes are also shown - these will be dis-

cussed, shortly.) There would appear to be a sígnificant degree of anti-

correlation, with sÈrong po\¡er bursts during minima Ín range. Both

seËs of fluctuatíons appear Èo be associated with an oscillation of

period around B min. The reasons for thís correlation are uncl-ear' but

could be along símÍlar lines to the suggestion of Hodges (1967), whereby

unstable temperature gradients are created at one particular poínt in

a gravity wave cyc1e, thus possibly generatíng turbulence. IÈ ís

signíficant that po\¡Ier bursts occur only onee per gravity hTave cyc1e, as

distÍnct from observations at VIIF by Harper and l{oodman (L977 - also see

ChapÈer I, sectíon I.4.2) whicl-r suggested pohrer bursts twice per gravity
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wave cycle. Van Zandt et al-. (L979) have also observed graviEy llave-

pohrer correlaËions, with one poT¡Ier burst per gravity l^7ave cycle, ín Èhe

troposphere.

One other interesting occurrence which nay suggest a gravity wave

induced effecË is il-lustrated ín Fig . 4.9, whích shows some nÍght-tíme

observations. Bursts of scatter appear at Ëhe upper heights, (around

gSkn) and then appear to move down Ëo heights of about 90km in about

t hour. The bursts then dísappear, and a neI¡/ seÈ appear at the upPer

heíghts. Notice also that these echoes correspond to effecËive reflectÍon

coeffícíents of about LO-z. Thís is qulËe strong when compared to day-

,time 90km echoesr,which usually have reflection coefficients of abouÈ

10-3. No doubt the reduced absorpÈion at this time of night is part

of the cause for the stronger echoes.

This behaviour suggests that the regíon B6-9Bk¡n may be close to

belng unstable; a gravity hTave proPagaÈing Èhrough may then render the

region unstable, producing scatterers. At lor¡er heights, the atmosphere

may be sufficiently stabl-e that the gravity wave cannot induce insÈabÍlity'

Alternatívely, Èhe wave may have been generated at B6km, propagatíng

energy upwards, and so gíving the usual downward phase Propagation.

Another possibility ís that the gravíty r¿ave could generate turbuLence

in all regíons, but only in regíons of large electron densíËy gradíent

would sígnificant scaEter occur (ao' * l".l': ChapÈer II, equation

2.3.2.11). Electron density gradíents are often quite large at 90-

100kn ar nighr (e.g., Mechtly and smith, 1968). ThÍs laLter possibllity

wlll be di-scussed more in Chapter IX.
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4.3 Short Term TemPoral Changes,

In exaníning changes of echo structure on tÍme scales of the order

of seconds, it is 4ost desÍrable to record both anplitude and phase

LnformatÍon. InterpreËatlon of anplitude - only data can be dlfficult

and ambiguous. However, some useful ínformation caR be gained from

a.mplltude only, and some prelfmÍnary effecLs wlll be dlscussed in thls

section.



Fls. 4.10a Rar¡ fadlng at Buckland Park. Anplftudes of the recelved
slgnal have been plotted as a functlon of tlme at varlous
ranges. Successlve ranges have 2km steps between them.
O node poTarLzation was used.

A signlfÍcanË power burst can be seen at 68km, wlth
applttudes maximizing at 1144-1145. Fading became
very slow and shallow (specular?) durlng thJ-s perfod.

Data !üas only recorded every second mÍnute up to 70km,
but continuously above. The data was recorded usíng a
wLde bearn for receptlon.

Thls graph also shows the vertlcal resolutíon of the
pulses used. For example, 70k¡r and 76kn echo osclllatlons
show a reasonable degree of fndependence. Even 70km
and 74km show significant differences. But 70 and 72k¡n
fluctuatlons are qulte simllar. The resolutÍon 1s thus
4-6kn.
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Flg. 4.10b Another example of detailed fading. Thls data was recorded
uslng a wide beam at Buckland Park, near midnight on
ð,ay 771307. X mode polarization was transmftted. Notlce
how the height of maximun Power decreases from 92(tl)knn
Èo 90(t1)krn and then rises agaln to 92(t1)kn. t94kn
amplttudes have not been shown, but were always less
than those at 92kn. J This sequence ís not uncormon' and

suggests a cloud of scatterers drifting overhead-

If it h¡ere assumed that the cloud had small horizontal
dfmenslons (less than lkm saY), then the veloelty of the
cloud was about ((2 x 90km x "os-l 

(go/F2!r)))/5 nin)kn min-l
- f.e. about 90-150 m s-1. If the cloud was extended
horizontally, so the effectlve 6catter point moved back
along the cloud as the cloud drÍfted through, then the
velocity would be somewhat more. Partl-al reflectlon
drtft measuremenEs showed apparent velocltles reached
greater than 100 m s-l at B6-90kn 1n the period 2329-
2347 hr at tlmes. The apparent veloclty may be better
to compare the above estixnates wÍth, as Ëhe above
calculations do estfinate a form of apparent velocity
rather than a true veloclty. True velocitLes were abouÈ

50 m s-I'1n thls period, as estl¡nated by full correlatfon
analysls

Thus, although agreement, 1s not perfect, the estimaÈed
velocity of the scaÈter fs of a simflar order to the
PRD velocitÍes. ConsLdering the crude velocity estl-natlon
technLque used, Ëhls result may suPport the concept of
thls belng a cloud movlng overhead. Notlce also how

the fading becomes slower as the cloud moves overhead.
Before and after betng overhead, the Doppler shlfted
scattered radiatfon from the cLoud beats with the radiation
from weaker scatÈerers overhead, produclng fast fading.
But whllst overhead the Doppler-shffted frequency of the
scatterfng cloud fs quLte smal-L (1tttle vertlcal
motion) so beating effects are slower.
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4.3.L Temporal Fadíns

4.3. 1a InËroduction

Figs. 4.10a and b show typical exaroples of the type of amplítude

fluctuátíons whÍch are generally seen at a frequency of 1.98MHz at

Buckland Park. Consider fírstly Fig. 4.10a. Below 701m, daËa was only

recorded every second minute. clearly fading i" q,-tit" slow (that ís,

the arnplitude changes slowly) below 76km, partícularly ín the period

IL44-L145. The 1 mínute mean poI¡/ers l{ere calculated below 70km, and

2 minut.e mean povlers above. These were then smoothed and plotted on

a tíme-height contour diagram, and the result can be seen in Fig. 4.11'

There was cfearfy a strong Pov7er burst at 1145 hr aË 68km. Above 76km,

fadÍng ís much more rapíd, and thís is quíte cormon'

Fig. 4.10b shows some typical night tíme fading. As discussed

ín the caption, this scatter may well be a cloud drifting overhead'

RaÈher than saying fading isttslowt', oE |tfastr', however, ít would

be better to be more quantÍtative. This can be ,achíeved by calculating

the autocorrelation function of the amplitude tíme series a(tr) ' This

ís given by

a(tr).a(Èi + tr)
(4.3. 1.1a) o (t, )

n
x

í=1

(a (t
l_
Dz

where a(tr) has had the mean subtracted.

Such a calculation generally gives a function of the form shown in Fig' 4'I2a'

Notice p (0) = 1. The narrow splke on Fig . 4.I2a at r = 0 arises due to

noise, r¿hich becomes uncorrelat.ed afÈer one shift. This spike Ís usually

interpolated across, and the autocorrelation ttrenormaLízedtt so thaE

the value g, is assigned a value 1.0; all other p(t) values are also

ri,



Fig. 4 .72

Att
(amptttv/e).

(a) TypÍcal autocorrelation of a data sample (typically
one to three minutes of data was used) up to about a
15s lag. The narrorÂr spíke at r = 0 arÍses due to the
effects of random noise.

(b) Autocorrelatíon of 3 minuËes of data from Townsville,
wiËh a 1ag out to 120s. Although the regular oscíllations
look meaníngful, Ëhey must be treaÈed with great care.
If a strong specular signal, and a weaker one of different
Doppler shifted frequency added to cause the signal, a
faÍrly regular oscillation results. i.e;

I {,- -t

)

ime.

ThÍs would produce a smoothly oscillaÈing autocorrelation
lÍke that shor,¡n. (fnis oscillatíon is similar to that of
the in phase component of the weaker signal, at a frequency
modified by the frequency of the stronger signal - see later
ln text.) (If the 2 specular signals had equal amplítudes,
Ëhe míníma would be deeper and more sharply dipped, and
the autocorrelation could not be so regular.) The raw
data for this auEocorrelatíon dÍd ín fact look 1Íke the
above diagram.

Before compuÈíng this autocorrelatÍon, the daÈa v¡as
multiplied by a HannÍng window, which has Èhe effecÈ of
placing greaEer emphasis on the rníddle data of Èhe sampl-e.
This r^¡as not the usual practice, however.

Even though these oscill-atíons look very regular, extreme
care ís necessary. Quasi-regular oscÍ11ations in the
auÈocorrelation function can also be produced by semí-
random daÈa, as will be seen ín Chapter VII. It ís
unlikely that the oscill-atíons in thís figure were due
to random daËa, as Èhe raw data showed 4 oscillations over
at least 4 periods. The possibíIiÈy of ít being random
exÍsts, however, and great care is necessary in inter-
pretation. Complex data ís easier to interpreË.
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A more typical autocorrelatíon than (b). Some oscillation
exÍsts, but not as obviously as in (b) . The sample \^7as

qulte noisy, as can be seen by the large spÍke at 0 lag.

AJ.l the autocorrelations presented here have been taken
from noísy data, but this is noÈ always the case. It
is often possible to obtaín signals which are so strong
thaË the noise spíke does not show - particularly for
the echoes fron 90kn.

Fig. 4.12c
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mulËiplied by (pI) t. The rapidity wÍth which thís function falls Èo

zero is then a measure of the speed of fading. The value of t aË whl-ch

p(r) = 0.5 Ís denoted r¿r ot tO.5, and is called the fadíng time.

Usual1y, Ín the work for thÍs thesí.s, lr2was calculated for blocks

of data one or two minutes ín length.

4.3.lb Some Theorv to Help Interpretation

Before discussíng the results of these fading time estimates'

however, some couments are necessary. FirsÈly, the spíke at'r = 0

Ín Fig . 4.I2a is not completely useless. It can be used to estimaÈe

the mean noise. This wil-l be seen in chapter vI. secondly, the

exÍstence of noíse distorÈs Èhe autocorrelation. The autocorrelation

with Èhe spíke removed is noÈ the same as that r.rhich would have been

obÈaíned had there been no noise. (Thís means tt.e ty, estimate, even

afÈer removal of the noise spíke, DaY be in error.) If, on the other

hand, both ampl-itude and phase (i.e., the complex daÈa) had been

recorded, and its complex auËocorrelation calculated, removal of the

spike at 0 does produce the autocorrelation which would have been

achieved had there been no noise. If , al so, pÓr¡iers (or inËensity)

were used to obtaín the autocorrelaÈíon, Ëhen removal of the spike

does produce Èhe same autocorrelation as that whích would have been

achleved if there I¡/ere no noise. For this reason, all fading times

presented ín Èhis chapter will be for autocorrelaÈÍons of Èhe powers.

The proofs of the above staLements r^¡ill be given in chapter vI.

It is also r¿orth considering the effects of recording anpliÈude-

only in some sÍmple siÈuatíons. Consider two radio scatterers at similar

heights, movíng with slightly different radÍal velocity components

(the radlal velocíty ís the velocity component along the l-ine from the

transmitter-receiveï system Eo the scatterer). These will each produce
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a Doppler shift, and the frequencies received from each wÍll be different;

f, and f, say. Assume that the recefved frequencíes ft and f, have

equal ampllÈudes. Then, the received slgnal will be a radio frequency

of (f r + f ù/2 with a beating envelope' as Íllustrated belor¿'

Erctl
(frld-

@

ülmc.

¡lel{rÁl 
-If this information hrere recorded as fnphase and quadrature data,

as dfscussed in chapter III, then the result would be as illustraÈed

below. (-)
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In this case, the beat períod is stiLl (fr - fr)-', buÈ the oscillatlon
fr+f.2

insidehasfrequency(j:-f.),fabelngthetransmiEÈedfrequency.

IfplottedasamplftudeandphaserthíssfgnalwouldaPpearas

follows. It ls assumed that there are Just ovet 2 cycles of the internal

osctllatíon per beat 1n the above dlagram'
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A-plitudc.
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If Èhe amplitudes of the È o signaLs differ, Ëhe pha e variation becomes

more complicated, and thís will be discusse more in chapËer vII. The

amplitudr fluctua íons sti1l look like thos: Present:d above, but the

amplítude mínima r o not reach zeto.

If the in ph se (ar) and quadrature (an) comPonents are recorded

(see Ch. III ; i.e., the complex sÍgnal a(t) = ar(t) + ja'(t) =

l(a).iO(t))rthen a comple autocorïelation an be de ined as

/i- gt(Ë).á(t+r)dt
(Champeney, !973, equatÍon 5.6)
(* denotes complex conjugate)

(4.3.l-.1b) p (r) =

{/g*(t¡ . a(t)dt}2

which is just a generalLzaLí.on of 4,3.1'la'

Then íf the complex sÍgnal were Fourier analysed, and the PoIiüer sPectrum

computed, it would show two quite pronounced spikes at frequencies
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(fI - fÈ) and (f2 - ft), i.e., the Doppler shÍfts. The complex auËo-

correlatíon (which is the Fouríer Èransform of the pollTer spectrum)

would appear as follows. (-)

rr¡ù.
\
t

R"
T to,s -fl

-tfrßHt
'l
Phose

l+t¡<

Íxo

r.o

I
'l
I
I

I
i.

\

(Éi-.c log), c
frclucacl

= IV -fr[

(If the Doppler shifted frequencies \^7ere del-ta functions, the dotÈed (.-......)

envelopes would fn fact have a constant value of 1.0. I have assumed

the frequencíes have finíte bandwídth so this envelope decays wíth

time lag. The wider the spectral peaks, the faster thís overal-l envelope

falls away. )

Thus interpretation is easy in thÍs case if the complex daÈa is

recorded. If, however, only amplÍtude ís recordedrinterpretation is

harder. The Fourier transform will be ÈhaÈ of the function íl1ustraÈed

here.

Arnpli+ude.
(@)

.- trç-îJ-t t'
tlme.
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ThÍs 1s the Fourier transform of

(6) Êmplilude.

+I

but multiplied by F(f), where F(f) ís a delta function at frequency 0,

t(f r f 2), !Z(f r - fr) etc.r sínce the initial function (Ðìssirnply this

secondone(b) repeated over and over. This Fouríer transform should then be

convolved with Èhe Fourier transform of a box function of length equal

to the data length, to obÈain the fuIl Fourier transform.

The FourÍer transform of the function (b) is the Fouríer Èransform

of the product of the functions (c) and (d) below,

(c)

rdl

*l'rne.

¡'*r¡ds

t.o

which is of course the convolutíon of the indÍvídual Fourier transforms

of c and d.

Then combining all Èhese procedures gives Èhe power spectrum of

the amplitude seríes. It looks a bit 1Íke a (sÍn f/f)2 function, but

the analytic function is more compl-icated. It is very hard to Ínterpret'

although this can be done; Èhe positions of the mÍnima, and secondary

peaks, are related to (fr - fz).

*ßy' -
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The auÈocorrelaÈíon Ís a little easier to deal with. It basically

oscillates wiÈh a period (ff - f)-I, and the negative minima do not

reach vaLues as large ín magnitude as the posítive maxima. An example

is shor^¡n below. Also shown (-.-) is the magníÈude of the complex

auËocorrelation which would have been obËaíned wiËh the same data'

tPt , /ç-

t
r \

o.6
l'

út'. fü
To.s z

( +f",e- leg). Ph

l rf'f¿l:I >
o

Notice .0.5 rí11 be less ín this case than the value which would be

obtained for the fading tÍme from the complex autocorrelation' C0.5'

(co. s " 2to. ,) '

It is ÍnËerestíng to note that íf a strong, constant specular RF

signal, frequency ff, is received, as welL as weaker ones' Ëhen the

amplitude of the resultant is closely equívalent Èo that of the ín-

phase componenL of the weaker signals (beaten down in frequency by ft)

plus the specular amplitude. For example, consider a weak signal of

frequency f1 and a strong one of frequency fr'

q
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roìation rc¡te = \fi,-fal.

Then A - : h-- - * A-., and the amplítude A oscillaËes wíth
fes ^SpeC .^i, ---E----- fes

a frequency (fr - fr).

t f,- f¿l't

A plilude

The auËocorrelaÈion j-s thus the Ín-phase component of Èhe r¿eaker

componenËsr complex autocoïrelatíon, beaËen down by a frequency ftl

Ín this case, simply the in-phase comPonent of a sinusoídal oscillation

of period (f tr)-l
t

tfrf
C( th"-- 4)
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Likewise íf two equal, weak signals, frequency f'1- and fa' occur

with a st.rong specular signal frr Èhe resultanË autocorrelation is

v-hit ,
¿'-a frcluencj" Í{ËÍE - ÃJ

f .o

\

\
z(d,a- q).

\
\

Thus if only, a feut frequencies dominate in Èhe power spectrultr'

oscÍllations may be expected in both the complex, and amplitude (or

power) - only correlations. NoÈice, hor¿ever, that in Ëhese cases

to., ís a function of this beaÈ frequency, and it h'í11 be seen shortly

that thís can be Ímportant for ínterpretation. Fukao eË al' (19B0)

have also mentioned that fading times can be determined by trbeat

frequenciestt i-f Èhe spectrum has more than one peak'

Now consíder another extreme case. Suppose we have entírely

ísotropic Èurbulent scatter. Assume a Gaussian distribution of radial

vel-ocity componenÈs., i.e., the probability^of a radial velocity in Ëhe

-v2l2vfu,
range v to v * dv is proportionaL to e '*^" dv. Then the pohrer

spectrum assocíated with this can easil-y be found. This can then be

Fourier transformed to gíve the auÈocorrelaÈíon, and hence Èhe fading

tíme in terms of tRMS. Measurement of rO., thus gives truts if there ís

no mean horizontal wind. The results of such an analysis were given in

chapter II (equatíons 2.2.3.11 and 2.2.3.L2). (In reality, a mean wind

generally aLso exísts, which produces beam broadening, and "o .0.5

and v*, are no longer sirnpl-y related. The effect of beam broadening

can be removed by using Full CorrelaËíon analysis, as díscussed in

,
\
\
t

I,/
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chapter II, and in Briggs (L980/81). Howevet, tRMS estÍmaËes calculated

1n thls way for a wide beam cannot be directly inÈerpreted as the RMS

velocity associaEed with the Bragg scales of the radíation used' The

reasons for this wí1l be seen in Chapter VII) '

In principle, the autocorrelations associated wÍth such Èurbulence-

produced scatter should fall smoothly to zeto' and stay close to zeto

for larger .r. Thus one may naively expecÈ that if oscillatíons appear

ín an autocorrelation such as in Fig. 4.L2b and c, they indicate a few

specular scatterers are causíng the signal fadírig. In facÈ, this ís not

necessariLy so. It wÍl-l be shown in chapter VII that a signal r¿íth a

sfmple Gaussían pghreï spectrun, and random phase (as may be expected from

turbulenÈ scaÈter, and beam broadened scatter) can in fact have oscill-

ations in the autocorïelation. It will be seen thaË if only one or t\'/o

mínutes of daÈa is taken usíng the full Buckland Park aerial array,

the (cornplex) Po\^leï spectrum of turbulence and beam-broadening induced

fadíng can often consist of just one or two surprisingLy naTro\4l specÈral

peaks. Thus the autocorrelation will have oscill-aÈions. Awe (L964)

has also shown thÍs effect usíng compuÈer simulations. To obtain

meaningful autocorrelations' aL leasE 4 or 5 minutes of data should be

used when recordíng with the narrow beam at Buckland Park - but in this

time, the dominant scatterers may have changed, or dísappeared (e'g',

we have already seen that bursts of power of less Èhan 2 or 3 minutes

duratíon often occur). In this chapter, one or two mínutes of data

are generally used for autocorrelations, since the power can change so

rapidly. But ít should be borne in mind that data obtained from these

correlatÍons musÈ be ínterpreÈed wi.th extreme caution.

If, however, Èhe raw data Ís examined, and the beating can be seen,

and Ëhere are at least 4 or 5 cycles, this probabLy does imply genuine
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beating between thTo scatÈerers. For example, Fig. 4.10a, at 70km, shows

a beatíng type of fading. The period 1145 to 1148 shows quite regular

beatÍng, and thís could possibly indicate one or t\À7o specular scatterers.

Also, as díscussed in FÍg. 4.LZb, Ëhe oscÍ11ations in thaË figure also

probably inply several díscrete scatterÍng regions. Criteria for the

accepËance or rejectÍon of t'specular scatterers" will be díscussed more

in ChapÈer VII.

It is interestÍng to note that Gardner and Par,rsey (1953) also

observed such beating effects by recording on photogräphÍc fÍhn. They

were able to see Èhe signal strongly for a few seconds, then it díed,

then rose agaÍn, and so forth (e.g., see theÍr Flg.4c and their section

4.2). However, aÈ the tíme those authors were noÈ able to interpret

thelr results.

The maln poinÈs to come out of Èhis sectÍon are $ven b"low.

(i) Oscillattons in the autocorreLation produced from one or thro

minutes of data with the narroü/ beam aÈ Buckland Park do not necessaríly

impiy a few discrete scaÈterers, but may do.

(ii) The fading tímes deduced from such autocorrelations are similarly

unreliable. If the fading were due to say tr,r7o sPecular scatterers, Ëhe

fadtng tÍme would be related to Èhe beat perÍod of these scaÈLerers.

This ís an important point. Tf the fadíng Ì^tere related to turbulence'

however, the calculated fading time may sÈill not be that expected

from the root mean square radial velocity of the scatEerers, particularly

íf the observation tíme ís too short and Èhe beam widËh too narro\ÂI.

peaks wíth no physÍcal significance can occur Ín the Porler spectrumt

and the fading tíme may be related to the beaË periods assocíated with

these peaks (also see chapter vII). (Thís is not saying the power

spectrum ís not that of the data sample. It is. But what it does say
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is that the peaks cannot, for example, be interpreted as spectral peaks

due to a few separaÈe eddies wiÈhin the Èurbulence. The peaks have no

meaning in this regard.)

(iÍÍ) Arnplitude and phase daÈa is much easíer to anal-yse than amplitude-

only data.

4 .3.lc rimenÈal

I,Iíth the poínEs from the prevÍous section in mind, consider now

some experimental observaLions of fading tímes' Fig ' 4'L3 shows a

smoot'hed conÈour díagram of fading tímes, and also a pohTer contour

ploÈ, for Buckland Park. Fig. 4.I4 shows a similar pair of graphs for

the region 80-98km at Townsville, and Fig. 4.L5 a sÍmílar paír for the

lower heights aÈ Tornmsville. Fíg. 4.16 shows 1 minute fading times

recorded for over an hour, averaged together, and presented as a height

profile. The associaÈed po\^Ier profile is al so shor¿n' several poÍnts

are imnediately clear. Firstly, fadíng is generally s1-ower (larger 'tyr)

at the lOr¡er heights. SecOndly, maxirña'óf powers and Tn oecl'r a[ sirnilar

heights. Thirdly, it will be seen that at times SÈrong bursts of power

are assocíaÈed v¡ith slow fading, but this is not always so' Fourthly'

fadíng ís slower on Ëhe narïo\r beam than on the wide beam (Fig' 4'16)'

At heights abQve Bokm, the narrow beam fading times are at least 50%

greater than Èhose for the wide beam. Below 70km, the narrow beam

fading times are only 30% gxeater than those for the r¿íde beam' Ihe

region of 70-80krn will be discussed later'

Let us consider these poinÈs. The first (slower fadÍng at lower

heÍghts) Ís consistent with previous observaÈi-ons. The beam broadening

of the spectrum increases as Ox'thori, increases' Here' 0o is the

angular half-width of the angular spectrum of the observing beam con-

volved with thaË of the scatterer, and v,,or'z is the horízontal drifE



Fíe. 4.L3 ConEour p1oÈs of (a) Power and (b) fading time as a function
of range and time for observations made at Buckland
Park on day 79/229 using the narrovl be¡m. Powers are in
ç¡rPr")2. The pol\rers \^rere compuËed as 2-mín means! fading

times were calculated Ín one-mi-nute data blocks, and then
averaged in 2 min sets. Also plottedare the posiËions
of the peaks in the por^Ier prof i1e (black lÍne near 86ktn).
Ihe height of thís peak clearly shows a regular oscillation.
Ttris data has already been presenÈed ín Fig. 4.8. However,
the fact ËhaÈ such a smooth oscillation occurs does not
necessarily imply that the height of the scatterer is
changing - perhaps the layer 1s a km or so thick, and the
domínant reflecting region may be changíng. It can also
be seen that the heights of the lower echoes vary
consíderab1y.

Three lower echoes appear to exisË - at 70, 75 ar,d BOkm -
buË clearly they are not stable Ín height. This poínt
has also been mentioned in the text. At Èímes it can
also be seen that strong polrer bursts accompany slow
fading; but this ís not always so. This point is illus-
trated more ín Fíg. 4.18, and discussed 1n the texË.

ApologÍes are also offered for the bad smudging which
has occurred - Ëhis seems to have been produced by the
photocopying procedure. Líkewíse for Fig. 4.I4.
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FÍg. 4.14 Contour diagrams of (a) po'hrer and (b) fading times as a function of tíme and range, recorded
at Townsville on day 77/305. Ihe powers are 3 minuËe means, recorded every 5 mins Ín the
periods 1200-1305 and 1850-1915, and recorded every 10 nins in the period 1310-1850. The
fading times are I minute fadíng Ëimes using the first minute of each 3 nin data block.
A strong echo aË around 90km occurred, although at times it does not show as an actual
peak, but rather a point of inflexÍon imposed upon the stronger E region Ëota11y reflected
echo. Bursts of power can be seen rising at Èímes by as much as 5-10d8 over the ttnorm¿ltt

level. Fadíng times are generally greater Ëhan 2 seconds, and aË Èímes reach greater
than 4 seconds. Occasionally slow fading (Large 14) can be seen Èo be assocíated r'rith

sËrong poh¡er bursts (e.g., L700-L730), but in general this is noË necessarily so. At oËher
tÍmes strong povrer occurs wiËh rapÍd fading (sroaIl t2) (e.g., 1400-1430).
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Fie. 4.L6 plots of power 1(pPr")2] .rr" range for the narror^7 beam aË

Buckland Park on day 79/229, and of one-minuËe fading Ëimes

for both the narrow and wide beams. These graphs are
averages over the period 1200-1304 hr'

narror^I beam

wide beam

Error bars are standard deviations for the mean, and each

mean comes from approximately 33 poínts '

I,línd speeds were about 9Om s-Ì on this day at B6-90k4
(principally eastward), so fading times were quíte small
due to beam broadening aÈ B6km.
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velociÈy of the scatËerer. As usual, vertlcal motlons are assumed to

be neglígible. The lorn¡er scatterers (below 75-B0km) have nar'row

angular spectra, and hence small 0o values, so that the fadlng

produced by Èhen ís quite slow. FadÍng tímes of up to 20s have been

observed for these lower echoes.

The facË Èhat fading times and power profiles peak aÈ the sane

height is also noÈ surprísing. Much of the signal receíved aÈ the

ninima is due to the tails of pulses reflected from the more sËrongly

scattering layers, and the tails from pulses above andbelor¡ beat Ëq

produce raPid fadíng.

Trhe third poÍnt is quite sÍgnif ícant. should \^Ie exPecË a

correlation between PoI¡/eï bursts and fading times? Tf the scatter htere

due to turbulence, an ínverse correlation may be expected. The

fadíng time is proportíonal to (v*r)-I, and v*, - tL/3 (chapter rr'

-Ll3equations 2.2,3.3c"), to t0.5 The scattered Power is

the radar volume, and

ag

proportíonal to Crr2, if turbulence fÍIls

"n' 
= 

"2Pr-1R.tu "-'ru2/3lt"l'
(Chapter II, equatíons 2.3.2.LL)

Thus power and fadíng tíme would be reciprocal-ly related -

arr, o .Ur/t n ,O.5r, all else beÍng constant. A rise i' ed would

increase the scaÈtered power and decrease tO., (also see Líu and Yeh'

1980). The fÍrsË 20 minutes of Fig. 4.8 do show an Ínverse correlation

of fadÍng time and pohTer. But Èhís assumes that Ehe turbulence fills

the radar volume . If Ëhis were not so, a change in the voltune of

turbulence would also affecÈ Co2(radar), and the relation between received

pohrer and tO.5 rDay not be so simple (see secÈíon 2'3'22 Crr2(radar) =

crr2(turb).F, F = fracÈion of radar volume filLed by turbuLence).

llhat if, on the other hand, some type of specular mechanism produced

the scatter? Let. us assume that. somehow the scatteríng layer consists
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of small horÍzontal stratifícations, several kilometres 1n extent,

forming and decayi-ng - or ,even just drifting across the observing

beam. If a partícularly strong scaËterer comes into víew, it may be

expected to dominate the scatter. The power would increase, and fading

would become quite slow. In this case' ¡nle may expect the fading

time to íncrease as the po\^rer increases. The fadíng would be due more

to processes such as those illustrated for the E region in Chapter III

(Fig. 3.5). But now carry this further. Suppose 2 such scatterers formed.

The power would no doubÈ increase - buÈ the fading time would now be

related to the beaË frequency of the Doppl-er shifted frequencies produced

by these scatterers. Thís would depend on the scatÈerersr radíal

velocitíes. In this case, no obvious relaÈion between fadíng tímes and

por¡rer need occur. Ilor¿ever, Íf both scatterers I{ere overhead, theír

radial velocity would be least (assu-ing primarily horizontal movement),

so lrre may stlll expect fadíng to be fairly slow. If one were at the

edge of the beam, and one overhead, fading would be faster. tr'Ie may

expect :t4to generally j-ncrease as posler does, buÈ the relaÈion need not

be one Èo one. Iig. 4.L7 and 4.18 show quite typical plots of power

agalnst fading time for the heights below 76km. There may be a weak

relatÍon between the parameters, but it ís far from well-defÍned' The

heights 68-70kn on day 78/024 (Tig.a.17) do show quíte a well defíned

Èrend. This can also be seen by examining Fig. 4.10a, also for that day'

DurÍng the strong burst at LI43-LL45, fading was clearly quite slow'

Fig. 4.18 also shows a plot of power against fading tíme. AgaÍn, Èhere

may be a weak posiÈive Èrend, but it isagafnnot defj-nite. These results

are quíËe Èypical

FÍnal1y, a.brief discussion of the comparison of fading times on the

wide and naïro\¡r beams is rnrarranted. As seen in Fíg. 4,L6, the wide

beam produces much faster fading than the narro\¡I beam. Thís is probably
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due to the Íncreased beam broadenÍng suffered by Èhe wíde beam. At

very low heíghts (S 70km), the wide and narrohl beam fading times are

quiËe sÍmilar, suggestíng that in this case thettbe'm r^¡ídËhttís not

defined so much by the a1lray beams as by the scatterers themselves.

This agaÍn supporÈs the previous statemenÈs that the angular spectrum

of the scatterers is quite narro\4l at these heÍghÈs. The region from

70 to 78km ís quíte interesting. The reduced wÍde beam fading times

suggest some degree of isotropy of scatter. However, ít should be

borne in mind that bursts of pov/er occur íntermÍÈÈently aE Ehese

heights (see Fig. 4.13). Duríng periods when no scatterers !ì7ere

overhead, a scatterer formed aË a posítíon several degrees off zenith

may show, even Íf its angul-ar spectrum is quite narro\f' simply because

nothÍng else exisËs to produce sÈïong scaÈÈer. If perhaps 2 ot 3 of these

scatteïers formed at obllque positíons, and their weak signals were

recelved, quite rapid fading may resulÈ. llíÈh the narrov/ beam, the

effects of these oblique scatÈerers would be cut out. Thus the dífference

between the narrow and wide beams in this case is probabl-y not so much

due to isoÈropÍc scatÈeï as due Èo the temporal and spatíal intermittency

of strong bursÈs.

Above Bgkm, fading times are 507" gïeater on the narro\¡r beam Èhan

on the wide beam, showing the beam broadening effect'
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4.3.2 Heieh t Fluctuations

Even on tine scal-es of the order of seconds, the heights of peaks

of echoes tend to vary. In fact, Fig. 4.7b r.¡ould often be símilar

even if say 5 or l-o second mean profiles had been taken. This is

particularly Ërue of the 88-94km echoes. At tlmes, an echo at around

86km can be quÍte stable in height, (e'g', Figs ' 4'7b, 4'8, 4'13) but

generally Èhese show significant height varÍation, at LeasË of 1 or 2kn'

On some occasions, too, the lower echoes (70-74kn) can extribit líttle

varíatíon of height, but, again, thís is the exception raÈher than Èhe

rule. Fig. 4.Lg shor¿s the short-Ëerm variaÈion of the heíght of Ëhe

peaks of power profí1-es. The results Trere actually recorded at I'rloomera,

using a r¿Íde beam, but are f aírly typical . Use of a narro¡n¡ beam does cut

down the variaËion in range observed somewhat, but does not elíminaÈe ít

entirely.

The fact that these height oscillaÈions occur on such short Èime

scales shor¿s quite definitely thaË scattel generaLly comes from a range

of heíghÈs wíthin any heíghÈ regime, whether it be a continuum of

scatterers or just a few discreËe scatterers. The variations in heights

of the echoes withín any one layer is an interference effect' It Ís

difficult to conceive a single scatterer moving about this much on such

a shorË Èime scaLe.

Thus monitoring of the fluctuations of these peaks Ís a useful means

of determining estimates (under-estimates) of layer thicknesses (within

the resoluËÍon of the tadat pulse).
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4,4 Spatial Exten Ë of ScaËterers

The investigaËion of the spatial extent of individual scaÈterers 
'

and also the horizontal dimensions over which símilar íonospheric

condiËíons exist, are both important problems. Neíther is dealt with

particularly extensively in this thesis '

Some elementary work was done to dete:mine the horizontal scale

of scaÈterers, and values of the order of kilometres \.7ere obtained' For

example, Append.íx D shows calcul-ations giving typical sízes of 3 to 10km

at 74km. Such calculations are, however, quiÈe crude. The calculatíon

in Appendix D re1íed heavily on the assumpÈion that the 1/e' power half

width of the angular spectrum of the scatterer was 0O - 2-3".

!üith regards to the horizontal exEent of D region radio wave

scatteríng structures, it can be said that the íonospheres at Adelaide

and Townsville certainly díd not appear to be the same. The presence

of a scattering Layer aË say 86krn at Townsvílle cerËainly did not imply

one would also exÍst at Adelaide at the same time'

on day 7g/22g, a very simple receiver was Èaken to trlíllunga, 70km

south of Buckland Park, and the ionospheric scatter from the transmitter

at Buckland ?ark was monitored using a simple half wave dipole attached

to thís receiver. Scatterers hTere present at 86km, 76krn (at tímes)

and 70kn altitude, according to obserwaËíons m'de aÈ Buckland Park

(1200-1300). Indicarions \^rere Èhat during the perÍod 1230 hr - 1300 hr,echoes

due to scatterers at around 85-90kn, and possÍbly some at a lower heíght

(70-75km altitude) hrere received at Ìtrillunga. This may suggest that

símílar ionospheric conditÍons extend aÈ least over about 35-40km' The

equipment used was perhaps a little too inaccurate to state this un-

ambÍguously, however.

But certainLy, the questíon of the spatÍal exÈent of these scatterers,

and theír physical dimension, is an important problem. It should be
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slmple Èo ínvestigate, using simple half-wave antennas placed at varying

distances from Èhe main Buckland Park Array, and recording Èhe transmitter

pulses scattered by the ionosphere to those dipoles '
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4.5 A RevÍew of VIIF Studies

4.s.L Introductíon

Some dÍscussion of early VIIF studíes has already been gíven ín

Chaptei I. The perÍod up to 1976-7 was covered. Havíng now seen many

of the features of HF echoes produced by mesospheríc scatterers, ít

is fitting that observations aÈ other frequencies be compared here.

The review wíl1 concenËrate on VÍIF studies. Thís is prírr,arily because

only at frequencies below abouË IOOMHz have signíficant echoes (apart

from Thomson (incoherent) scaÈter) been observed from the mesosphere

(e.g., see Gage and Balsley, 1980, Fig. 6)" observaÈíons at wF and LF

will- not be considered any more than the díscussions already presented

1n Chapter I.

Before discussing experimental observations ho\^rever' it is worthwhile

considering the form of a pulse after scaÈter from a horizontally

stratÍfíed atmosphere. The results of this analysis wil-l be useful for

interpretaEion of experímenËs at all- frequencies. A more generaLized,

three-dímensíonal- treatmenÈ wí11- he gíven ín a later chapter.
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4.5.2 Ïhe Scat tered Pulse Profile

Tlhe following sectíon attempts to illustrate some important points

regarding a pulse scattered from Fresnel scattereÏs' The discussÍon will

be largely píctoríalrrather Ëhan Ínvolvíng a great degree of mathematics'

Assume a horizontally sÈratified aÈmosphere, and ímagine a pulse

of radio hraves which propagates verÈicaLIy (z directíon) through this

atmosphere. Let the refracÈive index profíle be n(z). (n Ís complex).

Then tire Fresnel reflection coeffici-ent aË any height is given by

¡{l¡¿r ar rhar heíght. Let'dz'

(4.s.2.1) ,(ù = E

Thís wíl-l be at times referred to as a reflection coefficienÈ, although

of course the real reflectÍon coeffícienË between z arrd z * dz is

x(z)dz.

Let the ÈransmÍtted pulse aÈ position z and tíme t be

(4.5 .2.2) I"r'-Iþ
ju,(r - /þ

(Àppendíx B, equation 8.17)e

In thís approximate analysis, let us assume Ëhat the speed of the

radiatÍon, v, ls equal to the speed of light in a vacuum, c. A1so, we

shall ignore t1,e z-L dependence. Let the pulse at z = 0 be gíven by

j 2'¡E

(È)e c gp(è), sâYr(4.5.2.3) sr(r) e-j't c z

where S = + is a length coordinate.

Then the pulse.receiúed aÈ tÍme tor corresponding to a virtual

range zo = cro/2r is glven bY
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G.5.2.4) e*(zo) = r(z) I er(z)

I\ r(z)s(2, - z)dz

(e.g., see AusÈin Éal,, 1969, and Appendix B, equatíon B'2b)

Nor¿ examine Fíg. 4.2O. Let n(z) in (a) be the refracÈive index

profile (a smooth step), and Iet r(z) be also as shor¿n. For sÍ'mpliciËy'

assume

(4 . 5. 2.5 a)

-¿-(+)
r(z) c e o-

Let the transmitt
z

(4.s.2.sb) erk)

ed pulse be^
2 j?".(e))

az e

=e

Let us now examine the peak amplitude of thís convolution. It

is easier to do the convoluÈion in recíprocal space, so obtaÍn the

FourÍer Èransforms; i.e

R(S)for r(z) and G(S) for gr(z), where \ = z-I. Ihese are drawn

schemarically as (c) and (d) in Fig . 4.20. (R and G are generally

complex, but ín this case r and g are syurnetric so R and G are real)

The peak amplÍtude of the convolution mentioned above ís proportional

to the area under the producÈ of R and G. It ís assumed Às in Fig' 4 'zod

Ís small. Then the area under the product of R and G is approximately

proportional to R(2/À) (assuming the pulse width H, and therefore Às '

are constant). A narrow step in n(z) means d is quite sma11, so R(3)

becomes a wide funcËion, thus Íncreasing thís area, and so resulting in

greater scatËered peak ampliÈude. A thick step means n(2/f) ís quÍte

smaLl, thus suggestíng reduced scaÈtered amplÍtude'
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In conclusion, Ëhe scatËered amplitude in this Gaussí¿n-stepped case is

approxímately proportional to

(4.5.2.ü R(2/À) n e-rzQ/x)2az t

assuming the step size An is constanÈ, Ëhe pulse length H is constant,

and ignoríng effects of the fall off in peak power for íncreasíng range.

Thus it can be seen if d = )+/4, the scattered po!üer has fa1len off

by 0.08 tímes compared to d - 0. For larger d, the scattered amplitude

falls off very rapidly. Thís is why, when Fresnel scaÈter ls observed

from the aÊmosphere, it is usual1-y assumed (e.g., see Ch. I' sectÍon L.4.2)

that the scatter had to come from steps in refractive index less than

about ),/4 ín extenÈ - unless the step in refractive index An is quite

1arge.

Many other cases f.or r(z) can be examÍned quite símply with the

above píctorlal approach. Some discussion of double-Sided scatterers

has already been undertaken ín Chapter II, section 2.2.3rwLth regards

to scatÈeríng eddies. However, íL should be borne Ín mj-nd that Ín that

case horizonEaL stratification \^/as not assumed, and a fuller 3-dímensÍonal

treatment was undertaken. BuÈ examínatíons of several- horizonËally

stratifíed "6-function" reflecÈion coefficients (sharp steps in n(z))

is also a useful case to consider. The possibilities of perhaps 2 or

3 of these producing scatter whích beats together has already been

considered.

One exËremely important case which will be considered ís Ëhe case

u¡here r(z) i-s a random functíon and covers a height range greaÈer than

the pulse length. Such a case has been considered by Gage and Balsley

(1980), and Green and Gage (1980). IntuiÈíve1y, it may be expected thaÈ
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the peak pohrer received would be proportÍonal to Ëhe pulse wídth. These

authors, however, achieved the result that the peak power is proportional

to the pulse wÍdth squared. This is an erroneous result. Theír

argument goes briefly as follows. Scatter Ís produced from Bragg scales

ín the vertíca1 of. scaLe À./2. By doublíng the pulse length, the nurnber

of oscÍ1latíons of this scale ín one pulse length doubles. Thus the

scatÈered amplitude doubles, and the power becomes (2)2 times as much

as thaÈ for the original pulse length. The argument ís presented most

ful1-y in Gage and Balsley (1980).

The error is, of course, ín consideríng only one Bragg scale. The

transmitÈed pulse,has a fínite length, and so íts Fourier spectrum has

a finíte width. If reciprocal space Ís considered, as ín Fig. 4.2O,

the resulring R(s) and G(s) are as ill-ustrated in Fig. 4.2L,

The peak por¡üer of the scaËËered pulse in thís case is equal to

(+.s.2.ù lrn<s)c(s)ds12

If the pulse r¡idth is Íncreased by x times, the area under Ëhe pulse

envelope of gr(z) increases x tímes, and so Èhe peak value of G(3)

increases x times. The width of G(9) becomes x-l of its former wídth'

So v¡hat happens to 4.5.2.7? Thís inËegral ís equival-ent to adding m

randonly phased phasors. The Power ís proportionalËo m (e'g', see

Chapter V). By decreasing the width of G(S) by x t,ínes, thís effectíveIy

reduces the nr¡mber of phasorsm, by x times, so the PoI¡Ier reduces by

x Èimes. However, G(3) is x times larger at íÈs peak, so thís increases

the power by *2 tÍmes, resulting in an overall íncrease in power by x

times. The resulË can be proved more precisely, but thís is not warranted

here.
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Under this analysis, however, the argument Presented by Gage, Green

and Balsley is quite clearly hlrong. By assuming. a single Bragg scale,

it effectívely assumed R(s) was a delta functíoning at 3 = 2/),. If

indeed'the scatter qlas due to a slngle Btagg scale, then the result of

4.5.2.7 rnrould be proportional Èo the amplitude of G(Z/x) squared - the

changes in wídth of G(S) is noÈ lmportant. I'Ie saw G(2/À) increased by

x2 Ëimes, so the result ís that Èhe returned peak por^7er ís proportional

to the pulse wídth squared. But such a case certaínly carrnoÈ be used to

approximate a random r(z), which ls what was assumed'

One more point does aríse. R(5) wíl1 not be completely uncorrelated

between successíve poinËs. Thus R(S) rnay vary moÏe s1owLy with É than

that shohm in Fig +.2I - it is possíb1-e that R(S) may not show a greaÈ

deal of fluctuaÈion across 43. In such cases, Èhe scaÈtered peak power

would be proporÈÍonaL to the area under G(S), which is simply proportional

to Ëhe Èransmitter peak po\,ler. Thus Ín this case Èhe scaÈÈered povrer

would be independent of the pulse width. But the "degree of fluctuationrr

is inversely proportÍonal to the total layer \^Iidth - if ín fact R(5)

does not show much fluctuaÈion across 43, then this will mean that the

scaÈËeríng l-ayer ís ín fact much narrol¡7er Èhan one pul se r¿idth'

Thus, for a scattering layer much narrower than the pulse widÈh,

the scattered peak pol¡7er is independent of the pulse length' For a layer

much thícker Èhan the pulse length, wíth random fluctuations ín r(z),

the scattered peak po\.Ier is proporLional- to the pulse length. (Gage and

Balsley (1930), have called thís Fresnel scaÈÈer, as dístincÈ from

Fresnel reflection: they use this latter Eerm to refer to reflection off

slngle steps of n(z)).

It should also be noted thaË Èhese results apply at both VHF and Hf'.

trIíÈh these poÍ-nts ín mind, ít is no\,/ possible to proceed to a review of

VIIF studies.
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4.5. 3 ExperímenÈal VHF ObservaÈions

A considerable number of revie¡us of VIIF observations of the atmos-

phere exisÈ - for example, Gage and Balsley (1978)l James (1980); Crane

(1930); Harper and Gordon (1980); Gage and Balsley (1980). The Journal

"Radio Scíencer', volume 15, number 2 (I4arch-Apríl, 1980) contaíns some

extensive revÍerrs. The short strtûnary presented here will have mesospheric

echoes as the maín point of emphasÍs.

Early resulËs of VIIF aËmospheric studíes in the mesosphere have

been presented in Chapter I. As discussed, turbulence \nras generalJ-y

regarded to be the cause of the scatter observed. Tropospheric invest-

igations of VHF have been going on since about L940, general-ly using

oblique ray paths, with Ëhe transmitter and receíving being well

separaÈed (forward scatter). The review by Gage and Balsl-ey (l-978)

díscusses these earlY Years.

The advent of sysËems whích could record phase allowed uuch better

signal to noise raËios to be obtained and also led to measuremenËs of

winds by Doppler techniques. This procedure also allor,red measurement uP

to much greater heights than had been previousl-y possible, through the

facility of coherent inÈegration. (Mean scattered Po1{ers fal| off

exponentially with íncreasing height, at least uP to about 20km, e.9., see

Balsley et, aI., 1980, Fig. 10). I^Iith these improvements, several VHF

statíons for lower atmosphere (troposphere and sÈratosphere) studies vrere

made. The establishments near Boulder (Colorado, USA (the Sunset radar))

and Northern Germany (SOUSY Radar) were two of Èhese. An extremely powerful

VHF radar near Jicamatca, Peru, has already been in service for some time'

This was used inítialIy for VIIF Thomson (Íncoherent) studies of the

E and F regions of the ionsophere. Several. other radars are also beíng

buílË. On1-y the most powerful radaïs can observe in the stratosphere

and mesosphere. These are caLled llST (mesosphere, stratosphere and
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troposphere) radars.

In 1978, tvro papers were published which presented evidence for

specular reflections ín the fÍrst 20km of Èhe atmosphere. These were

due ro Rörrger and Liu (1978), and Gage and Green (1978). As both

papers pointed out, the existence of specular scatteT had been proposed

as early as L949 (e.g., Friend, L949; Saxton eË 41. L964). These later

(1978) papers presented veïy strong evidence of specular scatter using

backscattered radiatíon. strong scatter occurred from the vertícal,

and much weaker scatter from off-zenÍth angles. The auÈhors ¡nl-ere also

able to make rough measurements of the ratío of specular to isotropic

scatteï. Röttger and Vincent (1978) also showed that sÍgnÍficant Fresnel

scatËer occurs ín Èhe troposphere and sÈratosphere, as has Röttger (1980) '

The existence of this form of scatËer suggested that quite sharp

verËlcal steps ín refracÈive index occur in the lower aËmsophere, which

extend some distance horizor]-al.iry, to produce this highly aspect-sensiËíve

scaÈter. These steps musË be less Ëhan one or tvro metres in verÈical

extent, for significanË scatter only occurs for steps of width less than

about % of the probíng wavel-ength, as vüe have seen. FurthermoTe' they

must be highly stable, since Èhese echoes can exist for tens of minutes

(e.g., Röttger and Liu, 1978). QuÍte sharp refracËÍve índex gradíenÈs

of thi.ckness 10 metres and less have also been observed by in-sítu

measuremenÈs (e.g., Craín, 1955).

I:IíÈh the reaLízation thaË some of these lower atmospheric echoes

rrere caused by horizontally stratifíed scatÈerers ' it became clear that

some mesospheric VIIF echoes rnight also be due to símilar scattererst no

matter how intuitively unlikely it seemed. The assumptíon that all

mesospheric scatter of VÍIF was due to turbulence would have Èo be re-

examined. However, results of investigatíons of specularity at vIlF ín

the mesosphere had to rnrait untiL l-979-80 before they were published'
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OËher interestíng VIIF observatÍons \^rere made ín the meantime. T\^ro

of the most important papers concerning mesospheric echoes \¡Iere those of

Czechowsky eÈ al. (L979) and Rúttger et al. (1'979). Both seËs of

observations were made at 53.5MH2, and both achieved height resolutlons

whfch had never previously been achieved for mesospheric observatlons.

These papers conËríbuËed greatly to the understandíng of these scaÈterers.

Ihe improved resolutÍon was achÍeved by using pulse-coding techníques. The tech-

nilues will not be díscussed here (see, for example, Schrnídt et al.

(L979), and hloodman (1980a)). Czechowsky et al. achíeved a resolution

of 300m, and Rastogi et al. 15Om.

The díagrams,of Figs. 4.22 strow typical results from Czechowsky

et al. (L979). It should be borne in mind that none of thís scatter

is due to incoherent (Thomson) scatter, sínce the SOUSY radar is not

sensitive enough to detecÈ such scaÈter (Harper and Gordon, 1980). The

data were prepared from 40s means of power for Fig . 4.22a, and 95s means

of power for the other figures. QuiËe clearly stratification of echo

structure occurs, just as ít does aË HF (e.g. compare with Figs. 4.1a-c).

Ttre rapíd increases ín power by around 10-20d8 whÍch last a few minutes,

referred Ëo by earlier VHF workers (e.g.rRastogí and tr{oodman, L974;

Harper and l^Ioodman , 1977) also appear in these diagrams. Míller et aI.

(1978) also reported temporal íntermittency of VIIF sígnals observed with

the Urbana, USA, fací1ity.

Various types of structure can be seen in Figs 4.22, which would

not be resolved at the 4km resoluÈion of HF studies. Czechowsky eË al.

(L979) classÍfied the echoes into four caÈegories - blobs, sheets, and

thin and thick layers. The shorÈ duration (l--2mÍn) bursts Ín Fíg . 4.22a

were denoted blobs. Longer duratíon (tens of minutes and more) thÍn

structures (less than about lkrn thíck) were called sheets. Ihe scaËÈer

at 68km ín Fig. 4.22a was such a sheet. The notati-on ttlayerstt referred
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to long duraËíon bursts (tens of minuÈes and greater - some persisted

for hours) of thickness greater than 1km. t'Tttin layerst' referred to

structures up to 5km thíck, and thicker layers were denoted as t'thicktr.

Thicker layers generally had 1-onger lifetimes (fig. 5 of Czeehowsky et al.,

LgTg), which rnay mean they were larger horizontally, since the lifetime

fs deflned ín part by the time Èaken for the scatÈerÍng regíon to pass

through the array beam. Alternatively, the lÍfetime nay actually be the

1Ífetine of the scatÈering region. Very thíck layers generally occurred

at greaEer heÍghts. Below abouË 70km, Layer thícknesses \¡rere generally

less than 2km, and in surmer were always less than 0.5kn. These findÍngs

are quite simÍlar,to HF results (e.g., Chapter I, section 1.4.1c), where

ít was found that echoes from below 75-B0krn appeared to be quite thín,

but scatter from above could come from regíons upt to 10km in verËical

extenÈ. The dífference in transition height (70kro aÈ ÌüIIF in Germany

compared T,rith 75-8Okm at HF Ín Ner¡ Zeal-and, Australia, and Canada) may

reflect 1atítudinal differences, or may j-ndicate something about the

scaËtering mechanísms. tr'or example, suppose at all heíghts scatter üras

produced by turbulence and also by Fresnel scatter from steps in refractíve

index of depth equal toaKolmogoroff mícroscale. At heÍghts where this

microscale \¡ras less Èhan one guarÈer of the incidenL wavelength, the

thín steps may dominaÈe - at greater heÍghts where the microscale was

Latger, Ëhe Ëurbulent scaÈter may domínaÈe. The turbulent scatter would

be less affected by the change in Kolmogoroff mícroscale, as reflection

from a step fal1s of very rapidly once thicknesses greater thar--\+ are reached

(S+s..2). Such effects v¡Íl1 be discussed more ín Chapter IX. The transftion

region would be lor¡er at VtfF (see Fíg. 1.9a). Röttger eË al. (7979)

also supported this statement that thÍn sheeÈs occur mainly below 70kn.

Echoes aÈ VIIF in Germany \,üere strongest in summer, and v¡ere strongest

from the region above BOkn. However, they díd occur over the full range
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60-90kn. The echoes from above 80km persisted throughout day and night.

This ís consisÈent \.rith HF observaÈ1ons, which show echoes Èhroughout day

and night above BOkm. Ilowever, HF echoes are weakest 1n sunmer, particularly

those from below BOkm. VHF echoes occurred only between 70 and 80krn

in auturnn. This is got the case aÈ HF, for aË Ëhose frequencies echoes

occur over the full height range 60 to 100km ín autumn, winter and spring.

Just as at IIF, however, Èhe lower echoes \4lere a day-time phenomenon

on1y. In winter, WF scatterers occurred predominantly ín the regime

60 to BOkn. The surmer B0 to 90km echoes rlere 6-10d8 stronger than

the autumn and winter echoes (which were from below 80krn). ThÍs is also

true aE HF, where, the lower echoes have effective reflectíon coefficients

of the order of 10-5 to 10-4, and the higheï ones have effective reflection

coeffÍcients around 10-3.

Thus the mosÈ sËriking dÍfference beÈween VHF and HF observations

concerns the 80 to 90km echoes. trrle have seen that IIF scatÈerers in this

region are quasí-isoÈropic, and may be turbulence generated. Examination

of Fig. 1.9a, model 2, suggests that the upper limit of turbulence scales

whích can be observed in Ëhe inertial range of turbulence wíth the

frequency used by Czechowsky et al. (L979) ís about 75-B0kIn. Scatter

from greater heighEs should be from scales in Ehe víscous subrange, and

thus signífieantly reduced ín intensity. Fukao eË a1. (1980b), however,

have suggested thaÈ they observed scaÈter aÈ 75-85km wÍth the Jicam¡¡q¿

VHF radar, and that Èhe scatËer r¿as from turbulence scales in the viscous

subrange. It should be borne in mínd that the Íntensity of radio wave

scatter from turbulence depends on the gradíenÈ in electron denslÈy, and

scattered po\¡rer is proportional to the poÈentía1 refractíve index gradient

squared, (e.g., chapÈer II, equation 2.3.2.11). Thís is true ín both the

Ínertial and viscous ranges (e.g., Ilarper and Gordon, 1980). The exístence

of a steep electron densiEy ledge may thus help to produce significant

scaËter from Èurbulence, even íf the scaEter is from scales in the viscous
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range. A very steep ledge often exl-sEs at 80-90 km (e.9. see Chapter I;

also Trost, (1979) ). In fact thls ledge is also capable of producing

scatter at HF, even though iË ls nn-rch thl-cker than one quarter of a

waveleng¡h, due to the large electron densl-ty change across the ledge

(thls r,¡111 be seen ln Chapter VIII) . Perhaps lt can also produce slg-

nificant specular scatËer at VHF, although the results of Fukao et al-.

(1980b) do suggest Ëhat VHF scatter is isotropic at these heights. The

surmer appearance of VIIF echoes at 80-90km may be a cornnentary on the

appearance of this electron denslty ledge (wtth either assoclated specular

or (more llkely) turbulent scatter) or some oÈher feature which produces

a large potentlal refractlve index gradlent (e.g., see Ch. II, equations

2.3.2.10 - the potentlal refractive fndex gradlent also depends on the

temperatur" gt"dt"nt, and the toÈal electron densíty). Durlng surmer'

ft is possible for sporadlc-E type echoes to appear at hefghts as low

as 90km at HF (e.g., such a structure occurred durlng January, 197Brat

Buckland Park) and these surmrer VHF echoes could perhaps (alternatívely)

be related to these structures.

^ Röttger sg al. (L979), also usÍng the SOUSY radar, found very

sfmilar results to Czechowlcsy et al-.. Scatterlng regions were quite

narrow ln helght (S lkm) belor¿ 70km, but could be thicker at greater

heights. lhese authors also found, by spectraL analysls, Èhat spectral

vridths generally seemed wider for thícker layers. Thts would be expecËed

for turbulence, since larger energy dtssipatlon rates tmply larger outer

scales and larger rms velociÈÍes. FadLng tfmes at lorr heights (70km

and belotr) were quite large - of the order of 4s - and these values are

larger than those observed at Jlcamarca (1-2s, e.8., Harper and Gordon,

1980). This uright suggest non-Ëurbulent scatter (Harper and Gordon, 1980).

Röttger et a1. also discussed the possibllity of Fresnel scatter.

They felt that there could perhaps be some such scatter from steps in

refractive índex caused by lntense turbulence, presumably along simllar

llnes Ëo a model proposed by Bo1-glano (1968). Thfs rrcdel w111 be
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dlscussed more in Chapter IX, but basically ít proposes that lntense

turbulence can mix up an electron density gradíent so much that sharp

steps, of large horizontal exÈent, can occur between turbulenË and

non-tuibulenË regÍons. Rottger et 41. (L979) felt that actual Fresnel

reflectíon hras unl-ikely'. any such turbulence - produced steps should have

fluctuaËions in depth of the order of the Kolmogoroff mi-croscale. The

Kolmogoroff microscale at such heightsissimllar in value to Èhe probing

wavelength used with the SOUSY radar, so this would mean genuine Fresnel

reflect.ion (i.e., reflectíon from a flat t'mirror-likerrstep) coul-d not

occur. But the scatËer from such rrrough mirrorstt might still produce

scatter which is somewhat aspect sensítive (the authors called this

"díffuse reflection" (also see RötÈger, 1980)). The authors also claimed

to have done, and Ëo know of some experiments due to Countryman aË

Jícamarca, whích suggesÈed that there vlas some aspect sensitíviÈy of

VIIF scatter at mesospheric heights, but no actual daÈa were presented.

The authors felt that the blob-líke irregularities arose from

scatÈerers whích were formed, and/or died ouÈ, wíthin Èhe beam. The

observed l-lfetime of sheets and layers could sometÍues be determined by

the time íÈ takes a scatterer to dríft through the beam, however, so in

such cases Èhe lifeÈÍme would ncit be the acËual scattererrs lífetime.

The possibiliÈy of a new scatterer entering the beam as another leaves

could also produce artificially long r'lifetimesrr.

Röttger et a1.. (I979) Ëhen attempted to make esÈimates of turbulence

parameÈers in a símíl-ar manner to Cunnold (1975).

But Ít ís fclÈ that one point musÈ be mentioned here. The above

arguments against Fresnel scatter assume that turbulence is in fact active.

If the region were dynamícal1y sÈable, turbulence may not act, and perhaps

quite sharp sËeps in refractive índex could form by some non-turbulenË

mechanism. The molecuLar diffusion coeffícíent at 75km is around .3m2s-1
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(see ch. I, secÈion 1.4.1e) so a step of thíckness 2m would last around

(Z)2/O.3 . 13s. Larger sËeps would last correspondÍngly longer. Although

Ít has been assumed that sÈep sizes are less than about À/4, Ít Ís noË

possible Ëo deÈermine the step size untí1 estímates of effective reflection

coefficíents are made. A step of. síze around I would produce only weak

reflection (e.g., see section 4.5.2), but ÍÈ r¿ould produce some reflectíon'

Thus ít can be seen that these VIIF papers have improved our

understanding of mesospheric scatterers - although many of the results

such as scatt.erer sízes had been estimated earl-ier from HF studies

(e.g., see Ch. I; also, for example, Víncentr 1973)' RötÈger êt al'

(Lg7g) discussed briefl-y the possibiLity of specular reflection, but showed

llttle evídence, however. This r,Ias stíll a major experíment Èo be per-

formed and reported.

One particularly important point is to deÈermine the nature of

the atmosphere in the region of the scaÈËerers - is ít turbul-ent' or

stable? Are Ëhe scatÈerers associated wlEh wÍnd shears? Some results

of such investigations v¡íll be presented in a later chapter (Ch' IX)

but it ís worth consideríng Èhe state of the tropospherÍc and sÈrat-

ospheric atmosphere at scatËering heíghts, where much more data is

avaílable for comParison.

Gage and Green (1978) found, by using near simultaneous measurements

of qrínds and temperature wíth Ëheír observations of VIiF scatter, that

highly aspect-sensitive scatter (i.e., signíficant vertical- backscatter,

but 1Ítt1 e off-zenith backscatÈer) hras associated wíth regions of great

hydrostatí c stabilitv. vincent and Röttger (1980), found their Fresnel-

líke scatter cême from regions of high Richardson number (i.e.' great

hydrostatíc and dynamic stabílíty). Thus specular reflectíon does

appear to be related to sÈable regions. Since the straËosphere ís
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generaL1y hydrostatÍcally stable, ít is generally true that this regíon

contains aspect-sensitive stable layers. The Èroposphere generally

shows more Ísotropic scatÈer, and scatter is generally due to turbulence

(although speeular scatter can, and often does, occur (e.g., Víncent

and Röttger, 1980)). These differences can be used to determine the

height of the tropopause (Green and Gage, 1980). An íncrease in power

when lookíng vertically, as well as a decrease ín Èhe ratio of power

when looking at an off-zenith angle to that when looking vertical,

signífy the tropoPause. Green and Gage (1980) have had good success

ín estimating tropopause heights by thís techníque.

Van Zandt et,al. (1978) assuned that tropospheric VIIF scatter is

generally due to turbulence r¿hich occurs in thin sÈrata (also see

Crane, 1980), and developed a model by means of which measurements of

wínds and temperature wiÈh relatively poor resolution (1-2km) can be

used to estimate scattered strengths. This has been discussed briefly

in Chapter II. The ldea assumes that any'mean wind shear has fine scale

flucÈuations, and Van Zandt et al. (1978) used probabalistic arguments

Ëo deÈermine the percentage of radar volume which would have r¿índ shears

of sufficient intensíty to produce turbulence. Such fine scale flucË-

uations do exlst, as can be seen, for example, in Crane (1980), Fi'g. 2.

Some observations aÈ UHF, and even higher frequencies' are also

r¿orth noËing. Aso et al. (L977) have presented early investigations in

the stratosphere using the Arecíbo dish at UIIF (430MHz), and found no

non-Thomson scatËer exísts from above Lhe straEosphere. This is

consistent \,üíth a turbulence mechanism, since above those heights the

probing wavelength wíll coïrespond to scales ín the vÍscous range of

turbulence, so l-íttle scaÈter should be expected (although some may if

the background poÈentíal refractíve index gradíent is large ). Fig.

4.23 shows Èhe Kolmogoroff mr'croscale as a function of height ín the
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atmosphere, and also the upper limÍt of echoes obtaíned at varlous

frequencies. The two sets of data are generally in agreemenÈ, suggestlng

that the smallest scales causing backscatÈer are indeed related to the

Kolmogorof f rnlcroscale .

Relevant observations regarding the exÍstence of narrow turbulent,

layers can be found in l^Ioodman (198Qa, b). In these papers, results

of experlmenËs are presented whlch v/ere carried out at frequencíes of

43Olú12 (UHF) and 23B0MHz (S band). A resolution of 150rn was obtained

at. 4301úlz, and of 30n at 2380MH2. Results for the stratosphere showed

that extremely narrow turbulent layers exfst - often less than 30rn thick.

Crane (1980) has also shown the existence of thln turbulent layers, and

Flg. I of that t"rut.rr"" shows a histogram of layer Ëhlcknesses. These

vary from 10 to 1000ur. The mode for llght and moderate turbulence is

at about 20 to 50m. The mode for all turbulence measured was 100-

200m. These.thicknesses would be greater than the outer scale of

turbulence relevant for each observatlon. trIoodman described his echoes

as belng due to turbulence, which is interestlng. VHF observations from

the sÈraÈosphere are often specular (e.g., Green and Gage,1980), so

perhaps thfs indlcates that VHF echoes may be from differenÈ structures

to those of lüooduan. Slmultaneous VHF, UHF and S band measurements

should be made to ascertain if indeed Ehls 1s the case, or whether the

different radars are observlng different characterlsEics of the same

layer (e.g., Vffi may be observlng a sharply stepped edge oF Ëhe

turbulence (e.g., Bolgiano, 1968)). The fact that Gage and Green (1978)

suggest that specular scatter is associated wlth stable reglons, whilst

turbulence requÍres insEability, might suggesL that Ëhe radars are looking

at different layers.

The question aríses as to whether such thin layers exist in the

mesosphere. The outer scale of turbulence is around (K3/ed)k t ttd-t
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(e.g., Chapter II, equatLon 2.2.3.9). At 80-90 km, K ¡ l00m2s-1,

ed - .lv¡/kg (Fígs. 1.9, ch. r), so Lo I 400 metres. rr would seem

reasonable that the rean wind gradient does not change sígniflcantly

withln a dlstanc. Lo, so any turbulent layers at 80-90 km should be

greater than about 0.5 km thick. AË heights of 60 - 80 km,

r¿ 5 .01 I^t kg-l, K - 30 - 100 m2 "-l 
(flg. l.gc), so Lo ) 100m

(on average). Thus, even at mesospherÍc heights, the possibílity of

wlnd shear fluctuations of less than the pulse resolution exists.

Other radar Ínvestlgations of the loner atmosphere have been under-

taken at other frequences. Richter (L969), used a frequency range

centred on 3GHz (l - lOcms) wlth up Eo 200MHz fluctuatíon elther side,

and resolutlons oJ the order of a metre have been obtained. A sÈriking

amount of detaíl can be seen ín results obtaíned wíth such equipment,

although only measurements withÍn the lower troposphere can be made. The

system can also be used to measure wlnds (Gossard et al. , 1978). No

doubt some of the'observaËfons made wlth thís equlpment may also be

r.l..r"rrt to the mesosphere. For example Merrl-lI (Ig77) has shown how

sharp gradients ín temperaLure and pressure (and thus refracËlve index)

only a few metres in vertical extent can form due to propagatíon of shear -

generated gravity v¡aves ínto a critlcal layer. Perhaps a slmilar mechanísm

may be relevant for the mesosphere. However, the effect of the ground

l-s lmportant ín the boundary layer, and the results obtalned by Merr111 -.y
result from the ground and the critical level acting as a $raveguide.

Care must thus be taken before applylng tropospheric results to the

mesosphere.

Results have recently been publlshed whÍch suggest scatter from the

mesosphere can be quite aspect-sensítive at VHF. It appears that. scatÈer

is predomÍnantly from the vertical below 70km, and falrly lsotropic above,

at VHF. I,Iakasugi et al. (1980) reached thís conclusion by examínÍng the

depolarlzatÍon of radío r^/aves, although the interpretation of such an

experiment can take other forms. Fukao et a1. (1979) and Fukao et al.
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(1980) appear Ëo have presented the fírst publÍshed papers in which the

aspect sensitivity of VIIF sígnals from Ehe mesosphere has been invest-

lgated by beam-swínging. They used the powerful Jicamarca radar.

(nöttger et al. (Ig7g) díd mentíon some similar results breifly, but no

data was presented'. ) Fukao et al. found that below 70-75km' scaÈter \das

quite anisotropÍe, with strong vertical scatter, and liËtIe at off-

zeniÈh angles. Fading times appeared to increase with increased poÌ^7er.

Above 75km, however, scatter appeared Èo be fairly isotropic, and fading

times decreased with íncreased polÁ/er. This suggests turbulenE scaÈter.

Thus the regíon at 70-75km appeârs to mark a ËransiÈíon regíon, r'rÍth

Fresnel-l-ike reflection below, and ÈurbuLence-produced scatter above.

Fígs. 4.24 shouts typícal results from Fukao eÈ al. (1980). Fig. 4.24a

also shows thaË the echo por^rer fal-ls off at around 80km, and the large

bursÈs observed by Czechowsky et al. (L979) at 80-90km do not occur in

thís data. In fact, much of the scatter receíved from above BOkm may

wel1 be incoherent (Thomson) scaËËer - Harper and Gordon (1980) have

stated that non-Thomson scatter sËrengths approach Èhe Thomson scatter

Levels at 85-90km for Jicamarca. Thus ít is not possÍble with this data

to conrienË on whether the 8o-90km echoes observed by Czechowsky et al.

(L979) show any aspect sensitÍvity.

A corunent here may be worthwhile. In these notes, anísotropÍc

(aspect-sensitÍve) scatter has been taken Ëo ímp1-y Fresnel-like scatter.

However, highly anísotropic turbulence could also cause thís, as mentioned

by Gage and Balsley (1980). The possíbi1íty seems íntuitively un1ikely,

since turbulence seems hardly likely to be severeLy anÍsotropÍc aË scales

of a few metres, (and'the aspect sensiÈíve scatter is highly âspect-

sensítive), But this is no concrete reason to dísmiss the idea. Shear

generated turbulence can be quite anísotropíc (e.g., Bolgiano, 1968)'

although not usually Eo the extent of renderíng 2-3m vertical- scale eddíes
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severely anísotroPic.

Another interesting point regarding VIIF echoes is that the Poker

Flat radar in Alaska has recently given results suggesting that the

strengths of 60-70kn echoes íncreases wiÈh increased íonospheric absorp-

tíon (e.g., Ba1s1-ey et al., 1980). This ís consistent with HF observ-

atlons by Gregory (1961) and also by Haug et al. (1977) (also see

Chapter I, sectíon 1.4.la).

Thus investigations at VIIF have clearly helped to resolve the nature

of D-region íonospheric scatËerers. But many questions ïemain. lmpo"fa¡ú

( experíments' rernaining include investigaLíons of the mesospheric

atmospheri-c stability associated with these scatÈerers. Are the echoes

associaËed wiËh st.able regions, as sËratospheric and tropospherie echoes

are? The role of gravíËy \^/aves is also imporÈant to ascertain. Some

evídence has been presented Êhat gravíty waves may be ímportanÈ, ê.8.,

Fígs. 4.8, 4.9; also Harper and trnloodman, 1976; Van Zandt et al. (1979);

and more will- be given ín Chapter IX. Improved height resolution to

determine the exact dímensíons of these echoes would be a great help.

Simultaneous observations on a variety of frequencies from IIF to VHf'

would also be useful.

InvesÈigations into azimuthal asyrrneËries of the echoes may also prove

fruitful. For example, Harper and Gordon (1980, Fig. 5) have díscussed

tropospheric evidence due to Balsley and Gage, obtained wíth the Chatanika

radar, which shor¿s an azimuthal dependence of aspect sensiÈívíty. The

possibÍlíty that scatter was due to parallel rolls was discussed (i.e., an

asymnetry in the horizontal plane). This is somethíng r,¡hÍch should be

ínvestigated for mesospherÍc scattering, both at VIIF and HF. Both ísotropic

turbulence, and Fresnel scatter, would produce no asynmeEry.
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4.6 lJater Body Refractive Index Profiles
'Investígations of temperature and salinity heíght profiles Ín

oceans and lakes over recent years have shown some highly inÈeresting

microstructure. Fig. 4.25 shows some profiles Èaken from a paper by

Cooper and Stormnel (1968). Stable steps ín temperaÈure and salinity

can be seen. LaÈer, measurements ín fresh \tater were also made by

Si-mpson and trloods (1970) , and simílar steps in temperature r¿ere found -

wÍth even fíner structure than ÈhaÈ observed by Cooper and Stonrnel.

The reason for these steps was unknown. Slmpson and Inloods gave

a smal1 review of ideas which \^rere postulaÈed at the tíme. Some authors

believed the steps to be due to layers originating at separate locaÈions

meeting and ínterweavíng. OÈhers believed the layers would ínevitably

develop due to differenÈ verÈical diffusíon rates of heat, salt and

momenÈurn. For example, a Itsalt-fingerrt mechanísm developed by Turner,

Stornmel and Stern relied on the dífference betr^¡een moLecular diffusivities

of salt and heat. The mechanism required a stable temperature gradient

and an unstable sa1íníty gradient, or the reverse situaÈion. The

detection of steps in temperature ín a fresh water lake by Simpson and

trloods (1970) ímplied that a mechanj-sm other than the salt finger mechanism

acted. The possibility of steps arising due to dífferences in turbulent

díffusivities of þraoyancy (densíty) and momentum I^ras mentíoned.

I,rlhatever the reason for the sÈeps, however, they do have remarkabl-e

símilariÈies to the proposed Fresnel scatterers ín Ëhe atmosphere. For

example, they are narror^r ín vertical extent, yet exËend over kilomeÈres

horízonÈally and can remain stable for hours (e.g., SÍmpson and l^loods,

l-970). Other observaÈíons of this microstructure have also been noted

by trüunsch (L972). Of parÈicular interest ís the fact that some of this

mícrostructure appeared assocíated with highly stable regions (Ríchardson

number around 23 ín one case). This, Èoo, Ís consist.ent with observations
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of ttFresnel scattererstt in the atmosphere.

If the aÈmospheric and oceanic structures are the same, clearer

understanding of the atmospheric strucËures ¡¿ould be possÍb1e. This ís

because the hrater body structures can be símulaÈed in laboratories, and

thus are amenable to controlled experiments. For exanple Baker (l-971)

and Cal-man (L977) have símuLated such stepped structures in laboratory

experiments. Calman also discussed models for productÍon of the stePs'

and feä1s the sÈeps are due to a I'viscous díffusíve ínstabilíty of geo-

strophic shearr'. ThÍs ís not to say other mechanisms cannot produce

steps - for example Calman mentíoned (p. 278) that internal waves, breakíng

when Èhey encounËer a slope, give rÍse to stePs in the density field'

However, such turbulence related steps require sma1l Richardson numbers,

not large ones. Baker proposed a theory developed by Mclntyre (1970a' b;

also see Mclntyre, 1968, for some exPerimentaL detaíls) to explaín the

sËeps observed in his experimenÈs. Mclntyrets proposal involved a

rrviscous overturnÍng instabilitytt.

Although I have noÈ been able to fu1J-y follor¿ a1l- these theories,

1t does appear that many of the analyses involvÍng Ínstability analysis '

(In thís proeedure, it ís assumed a whole specËrum of wavenumbers nay

devel-op. These all grow in tíme, and the fastest growing scale ís asstrmed

to describe the final situatíon (e.g.' see Verla:rdeand Normand (1980);

also Merríll (1977) adopts a simil-ar technique for investígations of shear-

generated gravity waves.)). Almost all the theoríes for these steps

appear to rely on differences in varÍous diffusÍvitíes. Certaínly densÍty'

heat and momentum turbulenÈ diffusiviÈies in the mesosphere are differefit'

so perhaps these mechanisms could operate in Èhe atmosphere.
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Chapter V Amp 1ítude Dístributions

5.1 Introduction

The study of amplitude distributions can make an important con-

trÍbutíon to the understanding of scattering processes Ín the D-regfon.

Unfortunately, theír interpretatÍon can be ambiguous, and Èhere are many

pltfalls to be avoided. Some brief mentÍon of these distributíons, and

discussíons of various papers using them, have already been presented

in Chapter I, SecËÍon 1.4.1g. The topic will be díscussed in three

sections in this chapter - fírstly, the theory, then the interpretation,

and finally the results of experimental work. The first section presents

no difficulty. The other two, however, are mole problematical, and at

tÍmes Ínterpretations may be presented which confLíct with the few

papers already published on the topÍc (see SecËíon 1.4.I8, Ch. I).

The fol-lowing notatíon will also be adopÈed in Èhis chapter; x

w111 indicate a complex vector, and x will be used to represent its

magnitude (x = l"ll.
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5.2 Theory

5.2.I Ríce Dístríbutions

In the previous chapters, two primary mechanisms of scatter have

been discussed - Fresnel scatter, and turbul-ent scatÈer, It might be

expecLed that Fresnel scatEer would give a strong' steady (specular)

signal, and turbulenÈ scaÈËer v¡ould produce many scattered signals which

would add up to a final fluctuaÈíng received signal. Fig. 5.1 represents

a combinat.ion of the two processes, and shows the resultant complex

vector.

ThÍs dÍagram represents the easÍest situation to discuss and analyse,

and the amplitude,distributíon resulting from such a combination is known

as a Rice dÍstributÍon (eg., Rice, 1944, L954; Van der ZíeL, L954;

Norton eÈ al., 1955) . The case in which the specular componenÈ is zero

is termed a Rayleigh distribution, afler Lord Rayleigh (1894). (this is

the so called two dimensional random walk problem.) In the símplest

case, the specular component is taken as a constanÈ nagnÍtude vector S

(which may change phase freely), and all- the random vectors (of r¡hich

there must be a large nunber) are taken to have a constant length n

sây, and compl-etely random phases distributed uniformly over the range

0c to 2nc. In fact, a símilar distribution results íf Èhis condition Ís

relaxed somewhat, and the random vecÈors are allowed to have a random

anplitude dÍsÈríbutíon (NorÈon et al., 1955), provided theír RMS sum is

constant.

The dístributions mentioned have been derived by Rayleígh (1894)

and Rice (1944, Ig54), buÈ it is instrucËive to re-derive Ëhem in thís

chapter. However, the disËrÍbutions will not be deríved by the approaches

of the above authors, buE by a different, and hopeful-ly more unifying

and instructive, approach.
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I,Ie begin by considering Ï,ig. 5.2. Two vecÈors S and n, of randomly

varyÍng phase, add Èo produce a vector Z, with length l4l . llhat is the

probabíliËy distribution of lglZ The assumptíon of random phase 0 can

be replaced by the assumptíon that all values of 0 are equally líkely.

Thus a smoothly varying relaÈion for the phase of ,L ar^d n wÍ1l give the

sarne distríbution.

The clearly, if .L = l¿1, $ = lgl and n = l"l,

(5 .2.1 .1) L2 = 52 + n2 - 2Sncoso ,

and thus

l5.z.r.z) 0 = cos-l{(s2 + n2 - .(-2)/2sn}.

also note Èhat

(5.2.1.3) E = sz + n2' as cos 0 averaged over all- 0 ís zeto'

Examination of Fíg. 5.3 shows that each increment d0 is associated

with an íncrement of resultant length , dL. The probability of the

phase lying ín the region 0 to 0 * d0 ís d0/2r, so the probabílity

pz@)dL of. Ëhe vector length lying ín the correspondíng region L lo

L + aL ís 2d0/2¡t (the extra 2 axises due to syrmtetry implicit in Fíg.

5.3 - each dI- Ís associated with 2 phase ranges).

Thus

P z(L)dL = r(+rl = + åF r#Lr*

or

(s.2.t.4) pze)d¿ = (#,,) ¡ - çftrtÛ¡'j-v aL

(Note that the probability of an Z value greater than ZO is equal to
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r d" .o"-r {çSz+tz-L\ lZSn}AL

= n r cos rt
202-çs2+rr2)

)
2Sn

For S = n this gives the same result as Norton et al' (1955, equation 5)'

ThenextstepistoconsídertheresultantforEhesumofthree

randomly phased vectors. For simpliclty, assume each has an equal length'

n. The diagram below lllustrates the sltuation'

fî 1T

!2.

The probabillty dísÈrlbution for 'La can be determi.ned by means of

equatlon 5,2,L.4. InIe know the distributÍon of. '(-, by 5.2'I'4'

Then the probabilíÈy of a lengEh for the resultant between Z, and

.3,

L2 +dL 1s
3

(5.2.1.5): pa (L)aL. = probability of a length .L, to L, + aI-, when 2 vectors

of length n are added, mulLiplÍed by the probabllity of a length Z, to

L, * dZ, when a vector n is added to a veclor þr this beíng surnmed over

all possibLe.L2, (ie., from L, = lZ, - nl to lZ, + nl,

/--\
lz

)

\
\
I

Ilt
\/ \-¿/

\
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for any given length Za.

Thus

(s .2.L.6) =Lr+t

r, (zr)dz, =
þ

Lz

n
1

nfl dx-
1

T,I ,l -t 2

(

2
dx-

322
2 3

2t(-rn
.Lr= lLr-.-l

by 5.2.L,5 utilizíng 5.2.L.4 (tirstly for the case S = n, and then t = ¿)'

If Ëhe square root is imaginary, set it to 0. This means an Ímpossible

configuratÍon has been assumed, eg. , íf' L3 = 3n (3 vecEors added with no

phase diff. ),' L ,.2n is impossible. Ïhis comes out 'in' Èhe equation as

an lmaginary sguare root, and thus any imaginary square root should be

set to O, Ëhere being no probabílity of it occurríng'

It fs thus quite simple Ëo calculate the distribuÈion for the sum

of three equal length vecLors, by either analytícally or numerically

integratíng 5. 2.I.6 .

In fact, the procedure may be generalized' If PN(¿N)dZ, 1s the

probability distribution for Èhe amplítude Z, of the sum of N vectors of

length n, and 5.2.L.4 is written as Po(S,n,Z)dZ, then

þ.2.r.7)

åo-r=z**
PN(¿N) d¿N rr_r (Zr_r) Po(zl¡_t,n,z*) d&o_r d¿N

ZN_l= l¿r-" I

where

(s. 2.1 . B) po (s,n,z) = ,,,fu r, - e2_?-L2 )2 \u

and P* is taken = O if the square root ís ímagínary'

Thus 1Ë ís a símple matter (in princíple) , by successive inÈegrations,
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to build up Pg, P4, etc.' given Po (= Pz).

5.2.L.7 can be further simplífied. It can be shown Ëhat

¡ - <4*t'>,t = þrt- <É-f,ln')¡'¡

usíng thís Ín 5.2.1.8, and ínserting in 5.2.I.7, and then using the

change of variables

(s.2.L.e)

where

Try
PN-l (lN-l)

2zr-r

-L*,

PN(¿N) = 2Zrr"F

PN(¿N)drN =+ 
I

changes 5.2.I. 7 to

.d0
o Pn_r(zn_r)

ö=-n 2å,i-r

L*-r' = 2nZrcos 0 - (Z¡12 +n2)

This is a useful- formula. For example, consider Ëhe case N + -.

The P, and P*-, may be expected to have símÍlar forms'

=Ke

l-. e.

The N has been placed in the exponent, as it may be expected Èhat the

width of the distribution widens as more vectors come into play. Also,

N

0
PN(¿N)dZN = 1.0 as N -+ -

-2,,

zçrev aZ, (= 2KNcr2(lwightrequation 860-irz, 1961)) = 1Iso
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and thus K + (Ncr2)-l as N + - .

gives

-L2+nz_NF 
2T.e = (N:I)u-z .

-L*,

Substitution of PN(lN) = (N¡¡2¡-1råo"V Ínto 3.2.I.9 (and líkewise Pn-f)

2L
ñz * LJ:. '{

As N + -r this equation is consísËent, showíng Ëhis ?* ís a solution

of 5.2,L,g. In fact, cr = ûr a1-though Èhís procedure does not show this

(see Rayleigh, 1894, pp. 34-42 for the origínal derivaÈion of the Rayleigh

dlstribution, which involved differential calculus) '

Thus the amplitude distribution for the resultant vector Z due to

the sum of N vectors of length n (N beÍng a Large number) wíth random

phases is

2L

_L2
¡;z

(s .2.1 . 10) PR(¿) d¿ =¡7' (the H.þ!gþ distribution).

In a simílar way to 5.2.L.3, it can be shown that the mean square value

for .L ís E = Nn2, so 5.2.L,L0 can also be wrítÈen

(s.2 .1. 11)

Eguatíon 5.2.L.7 can aLso be used quíËe simply to derÍve the Rice dis-

tribution for a specular vect.or of length S plus a set of N random

vectorsr4, N being 1arge. 5.2.L.7 becomes

L+n

PR(¿)d¿ = # "V- where Y2 = lz
-L

,

(s .2.L.L2) Ps (¿) d¿
t *= lz:nl

PR.(¿N) , P* (lN, S,¿) dL
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r,rhere Z ís the Ëotal resultant vector, and 8* ts Ëhe resultant for the

random vect.ors. By ídentÍcal manipulatíons to those used in producing

5.2.L.9, the result

(s.2.1.13) Ps(¿)d¿ = + [t 
t*(")

t'tt--i 
Jr=_n 

2L* d0 1*' = 2sl^cos{-{zr2+sz¡,

can readily be achieved, so that, usÍng 5.2.I.7I,

(5,2.1.14)

Hence

(s.2.1 .1s)

+J;
2ST-

k2- cosQ
d0e

Ps(¿)d¿ = { " 1<ff>at is the amplitude

disrriburion (called the B1CC distribution) for Rayleigh dístributed

noíse of mean square resulÈant k2 added to a specul-ar signal S' Here,

r0(t) = + Ja 
.€to"Ödo is the zeroEhorder rnodified Bessel- funcÈion

(Abramowitz and SÈegun, L97O, equation 9.6.1'6).

Equations 5.2.L. 11 and 5.2.L. 15 represent the tr^ro most 
"6nmoÍt

dísLributíons dealt with in thís thesis. Clearly others are possible,

and many alternatíve assumptions can be made. For exampl-e see Beckmann

(Lg62), for a far more generalízed set of dístríbuÈíons. If Ëhe dis-

tribution of the in-phase and quadrature components of Èhe contríbuting

random vectors are Gaussian, but with different variances' a so called

I'HoyË distributionrt results. The case of Ewo or more specular comPonents

of random phase added Èo a set of smaller random vectors wj-th a Rayleigh
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distrÍbuÈed resultant could also be considered. It ls worth notíng,

however, that the addition of more than abouÈ 5 equal length vectors

produces very nearly a RayIeÍgh dÍstribution (e9., VincenË and Belrose,

1978) .

Another ímportanÈ di-stributÍon Ís the log-normal distribution.

Thís wí11 be discussed 1ater.

Hor¿ever, this thesis deals mainly r^rith Rice distributions, since

only Ëwo paramerers, S (= l!.ll and k (= lgll are then necessary, and

the assurnptíons behind their derívation are probably faír1y r^¡e1l saÈ-

isfied by D-region scatter. As wil-1 be discussed in secËion 5.3, a

really detailed descripËíon of D-region fadíng may well be more complex

than any of these theorÍes can províde. IÈ thus seemed reasonable to

adopt the símple Rice distribution as a working ÈooJ-, since it ís simple

to use, rather than opt for extra complexiËy without gaíning very much

fnformation.

some other sÈatements are useful-. Firstly, if Ëwo Rayleígh

distrlbuted seËs of vectors are added, wíth mean square resultants

kr2 and k22, then the f inal distribution is also Rayleigh, wíth mean

square resultant kr2 + kr2 (Rayleigh, 1894). Secondly, the mean square

resultanL of the sum of a specular componenË S and a set of random

vectors of mean square resultant k2 is

(5.2.1.16) P = s2 1Y2

This nay readily be derived in a simílar ilìanner to 5.2.I.3.

It also follows thaË the sum of a Rice distributed series of

specular component S and RMS noíse kr, and a Rayleigh seríes (RMS noíse =

kr) (surured before detectíon) is also Rice dístríbuted with specular

component S and RMS noise (kr.' * Ur'ft -
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5.2.2 The Rlce Parameter

If the same condÍtions as those dÍscussed for the Rice distribution

are considered, then the distríbution of the ín phase and quadrature

components of the resultant .L can be derived.

Let the probabiliËy of a resulÈanL ,L lyíng ín the area AA in

Fig. 5.4 be P(x,y)ÀA.

(x = in phase component

y = quadrature component)
a

AA,
t
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(s.2.2.r\ P(x,y)aA = P*(Z).dL-.+h = ñ-LV " 0=¿ze dLdþdLd

Then the probability of the in-phase component lyÍng between x and x f dx ís

I

æ

y=--

_x2
T

e1

_e2

T
e

(s .z.z.z) P (x) dx =
I
;T. dx= ffi dx (using L2 = x2 + y2).

Likewise for the y componenË. Thus the in-phase and quadrature dis-

trÍbutions are both Gaussian distributíons wiÈh variance

2(s.z.z.z) o ,+,
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distributed signal. lhe vector S = (Sx, tr) represenËs

the specular componenË.

v
Fie.5.5:
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Such a disÈribution added to a specular component gives a probability

distributíon P(x, y) as illustrated in Fig. 5.5. Also shown in Fig.

5.5 are the distribution f*(x)¿* = probablity thaÈ Èhe x comPonent lies

between x and x * dx, regardless of y va1ue, and also Pr(V)'

The Ríce Parameter Ís generally defined as

(s .2.2.4) (= @n ) (or sometir". ", $; in Ehis thesis,S0=-
o

Ëhe

defÍnition given here is used). Here, S = lgl'

It is the deterurination of this parameter which is the basíc reåson

for usÍng Rice dÍstributions in Ëhís thesis. Large values of this

parameter (greater than 1.0) ímply a Large specular contríbution Èo the

scatter; smal1 .r"i-,r"" ímply random (possíb1y Ëurbul-ent) scatter' If

f¡-phase anilquadrature components are avaÍlab1erËhe determínation of a

is simple, províded phase fluctuations of the specular component can be

removed (see shortlY).

If the signal is z(t), (complex), and Ëhe specular component has

constanÈ phase,

15.2,2.5) then S = <z(t)>, and o is the sÈandard deviation of each of

the in-phase and quadrature components' ('> indicates meari value) '

For much of the work for thÍs thesis, only amplítude data was

avaílable, and determinatíon of cr r/as more difficult in that case. Towards

the end of the work for the thesis, some work using complex data was done,

but none wíll be presented. The assumption that the Ín phase and quad-

rature components have equal variances (an important result of Rayleigh

theory) is not necessary when dealing wÍth in-phase and q'uadrature'data.

(Relaxation of Ëhis assumpÈion produces the Hoyt dístributÍon (eg.,

Beckmann, 19623 Röttger, 1980a)). However, if the specular component

changes phase as time progresses, the resultant mean in phase and
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quadrature cotponents will IOT give the true specul-ar component. If'

however, amplitude only daËa is used. phase chang es of Ëhe specular

component r¿ill not be important provided all phases of the random

comDonents are eq ual1v likelv. and estímates of the specular Èo random

ratio wÍll be accurate. This is perhaps the main reason why the emphasis

1n this Ëhesis is on amplitude distributions.

The estímatíonol cr by amplitude - only data can be done by fitting

the daÈa to curves like those illustraËed ín Fig. 5.6a, whích are curves

of the form

(s .2.2.6a) P (r)dr = 2ra2e
_t-402 (r+r2) I (x&) ar,

o

-zfzswhere , = i, and a = I ís the Ríce Parameter. Here S is the specular

component, and z tlne resultanÈ vector. (In future, z(t) r¿Í11 be used

to represent the received sÍgnal as a functíon of time; previously, f

has been used as the resultant vector, but no\.ü ï7e are lookíng at time

sequences of data 1(t) will be used.)

Adjusting c adjusts the shape of the curve. (For a more complete

description of fÍtting Èhe curves, see sectíon 5.2.4.)

However, other methods exist to determíne o, generally be util-

í2.íng Èhe expression

(s.z .z.t) n ("') (zo2) rL/2 r(ä + 1) -n
2'

-o2.
2)

where z represents Èhe received (Ricían) ampliËude signaL, o2 is Ehe

varíance as defÍned ín 5.2.2.4, I is the gamna function and ,F, is the

confluent hypergeometric functíon (AbramowÍËz and Stegun, 1970, p. 556).

E represents the expectation. Thi-s forrnula can be found in Marcum,

L960; tlhalen, L97L). Then, as pointed out by P.K. Rastogi (private

couuounicatíon), if one calculates

1rFr (
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cr., for a Rice disËributed series, z(t). The line E(w) = a

1s also shown. Note E(w) is a monotonic function of cl ,
so íf nothing more, cr does serve as a measure of the depËh

of fading (or) to the nean (z).
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(s.2.2.8) ,=4, Á, A"tng the standard devÍatíon, thenz

ls.z.z.s)

Æ ,Fr(->zì 1; +,
E(w)

(1 - r<tr t F Ç1; 1
2 1 1 t l2

since o =

s2+t2).

Then 5.2.2.9 can be readily solved by numerical means for c, if

E(w) has been esËimated from Ëhe raw daËa. Flg. 5.7 shor¡s a plot of

E(w) as a function of o. Notice Èhat for c, : 1, very small fluctuatÍons

fn Èhe esËimate for E(w) can drasËical1-y affect the estimated a. Ihus

cr values S 1.0 are generally Èaken to imply random tyPe scatter. I

shall denote c values calculated 1n this hTay as ol2t "" they are cal-

culaÉed uslng the firsÈ and second mornents of z. (As a point of interest,

E(w) in the case of 2 equal vectors (see equaÈion 5.3.1'4) = 2.068.)

However, alËernative methods of estimaËing a exisÈ, again using

5 .2.2.7. ì^Ie know

z ffi, and n(r2) = 2o2e + È2) (or = *+zo2

(Êr)'
^.2

,rr(-%; 1; -ï) (+1)

@

L

n=0

G'4) n
n!n

where (")r, = a(a * 1)

Thenif o=+,

(5 .2.2.10) E(22) = s2 + k2, (also see 5 .2.7.L6)

(5.2.2.11) and n(24) = s4 + 4s2k2 + 2k4 ,

Solving gives

(s.z.z.L2a) k2 = E(22) (E(z ) -E z
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so

(s .z.z.na) where k ís calculated by 5.2.2.L2a.

Rice parameÈers calculated in this way (íe., usiqg the second and

fourth moments) will be denoted arO.

There are an ínfinÍte number of ways to estímaÈe o - all Èhat are

necessary are 2 moments S("n) and E(rt), and equatÍons can be solved to

geË 0 from these moments. If the distrÍbutíon is genuinely Rician'

all esËimates of o should be ídentÍcal.

Generally in the work for thís Ëhesis, ct \¡7as calculated by both

of the above meËhods , (o12 arrd, ar4) although cL12 \^tas used more cormtonly.

However, a y2 goodness-of-fiË test was also used to ensure that the

dístrÍbuËion was reasonably Rician (see later). If the fÍt was good,

o' and d,Z4 agreed moderaLelY well.

ñsd = E=
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5.2.3 Removal of Noíse from Ëhe Rice ParameËer

In any íonospheric experÍment, there are usually two Ëypes of

random sÍgna1 aPart from any specular signal S - a scattered random

componènt, and an exlernal noíse component. If the mean square scatËered

sÍgna1 i" k3"ra, and the external noÍse n!*a, then the total received

scattered component Ís Rice dístrÍbuted but the random contríbutíon

to the mean por¡rer is k2 = k'"..t + k'"*a (see previously) (assunr:ing the

exÈernal noíse is Rayleigh distributed). The parameÈer we seek is

fzs
0 we in fact calculate cr tot k

fzs
k

ñ.s
Èrue

d true

true

tsca tFAr-
sca¿ exE

Assume k2 can be measured (eg., by swÍtching the transmitter
exE

off). Then

(s. 2.3.1) k ¡Y = /ÇY.-1T¡Y.scat' exEo¿ latot true

BuË k = Ðs/aro- = Ðçffi¡/o.o., since n(rz) = s2 + v2 by

5.2.2.LO .

Solving thÍs gives

k2 = 2E(22) /("?or + z) , SO

= otor k/n""". (by 5.2.2.L3) = oro

ot

-k ext.

(since u3"". = k2 . ut"*.)

Thus a can be estimated ttot oaoa, given k.*t " d E(,2), AS

(s.z.s .z)
k2

exETcl IËrue ot

(s. 2.3.3) where k2 = 2v(zz) l{"2ro, + z)
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Thfs for¡rula all-ows the Rice parameter to be estimated from a

nofsy s1gna1-. In thís thesis, thÍs quantity was at times estÍmated, but

generally only signals with a good sígnal to noise ratio were used'

thus ellminaÈíng the need for this expressfon.

It is believed that Ëhe work 1n thls section 5.2.3 is orígÍnal.
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5.2.4 Fitt the Data to the Distributions

It was mentioned prevíously that given an amplitude distrÍbution,

varíous s values can be tríed to achíeve a good fit. Ilowever, before

this can be done, either S (Lhe specular componenÈ) or k2 (random component

mean square value) musË also be knovrn. (This is to effectively ltnormalíze"

Ëhe amplítude axís. If the standard devíatÍon of the random component

alone could be obtaÍned, this woul-d be sufficient, sínce graphs líke

5.6b could be fitted. This is not usually possible however') In this

thesis, the formula

(s,2.+.t) s2 = E("2)/(r + zo-z¡

was used. (E (22) artd o are for either the signal plus external noise,

or for just the signal - provided the same data is used for each'

Generally the Èotal- signal plus external noise must be used.)

This forrnula follows because

(5.2.4.2) n(r2) = s,2 + :g 
2, so thaË s2 = g(22) - k2'

But u=Æs/k,sok=/îs/a.

SubstituËíon in 5.2.4.2 shows

s2=t,(22)-2s21d2,

so rhaÈ s2 = E (r2) / (L - 2/a2)

Then, given a and S, k could be calculaLed as k = õ S/u'

Thus, given a set of data, y(22) could be found, o could be estimated

(c* or or_u), and the number of data points could be noted' Then S

and k could be obtained, as described above, and thus the expected

distributíon derived by substitution Ín equation 5.2.I.É. A X2

test could Ehen be applied. If betËer accuracy \¡rere required for a,

then this parameter could be varied, S and k re-cal-cu1ated, the dis-

tribution of equation 5.2.I .ß reformed, and a ne\¡l X2 test performed'
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Then o could be adJusted to minimize X2. Thfs was not usuall-y done

ln practice, sÍnce o' and crrU usually provided sufficient accuracy.

Fíg. 5.8 shows the computer program used to calculate Ëhe theoretícal

distríbution expected for the calculated g(22) and o values. This

theoretical disEribution could then be compared v¡ith the experimental

one, and a X2 goodness of ff.t applfed. Examples will be seen shortl-y'
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Fíe.5.8: Fortram computer function used to estimate nr:mber of poÍnts

expected for a Rice distribuÈion ín the ínterval of wídth
XINT centred on )MID, given the total number of points
KOUNT, the Rice parameter RICET, the specular componenË SPEC

(calculated by equatíon 5.2.4.L), and Ëhe mean square value
of the daËa, Y(rz) = SllMSQ.

In thís function, the random component of the signal is
referred to as I'noisert, although bear in mind that iÈ ís noË
rea11y unwanted noise in the lrue sense. The program
calcul-ates the formula 5.2.I.15 wiËh k = õ S/u. A very
sÍmple rectangular form of inLegraËion is used - the shaded
area ís assigned to the point Xmid. A more accuraÈe

integratíon v/as felt not to be warranted for the simple purposes
for r¿hích the function was written.
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5.3 Int retatíon of erimental 1ítude Distributions

5 .3.1 Non Rician Characteristics

A review of experimental resulËs from Rice-fittÍng was given in

Chapter I, Section L.4.Ig.

One of the major problems Ín studyíng amplitude dístributions is

to determine how often the daLa shoul-d be sampled, and what data lengths

are necessary. Von Biel (1971) used 10 poÍnts per minute to ensure

thaË each poinË was statistically independent, and data lengths of the

order of 10 minutes, to ensure a reasonable number of points. ThÍs

iuwrediately presenËs a problem. It has already been seen Ëhat strong

bursts of power can grornT and die wíthín 2 or 3mfiÍlt'es) partÍcularly at

heights below Bokm. clearly, as mentíoned in section I.4.Lg, a 10

minute sample of data wí1l not have the temporal statisÈical stationarity

necessary for Rice theory to be applíed in such a case. A 10 minute

sample could even contain two or three independent bursts, Ínterspersed

with 1o¡g periods of weak sígnal-. In such a case' a non-RÍcian form of

distributíon could conceívably occur, with a sharp rise Èo a maxÍmum

(due to the presence of a lot of weak signal between bursts), and then

a long Lail. In such a case, the dístrÍbution may be expecËed to be

perhaps more like a log-normal distributíon (the log-normal distribution

is defined shortly). (If a distributíon is formed from observati-ons of

a process which is a functíon of many índependent variables, iÈ seems

ËhaÈ a log-normal distribution can be expecÈed (.g., Foldes' 1960). A

dístribution of amplitudes formed from several short (independent)

bursts imposed on a weaker signal could perhaps be regarded as such a

process. Certaínly a distributíon wíth a Large probabiliËy of smal1

amplÍtudes could be expected, and this would look more log-normal than

Rayleígh. )
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However, the basic form may look crudely Rician, and may be accepted

ínto a Rice analysis. If each burst was suffÍcienÈly different ín

scaËtered pohrer, a multiple peak distributíon may result, but such

dÍstríbutions should be rejected before any analysis is applied. Even

at heights greateï than 80km, staËistÍcal statíonarity in time ís

doubtful.

Another problem exísts, Ëoo. The defínítÍon of ttspecularrt sÍgnal

depends somewhat on the l-engEh of data used. It could be imagined that

if scaËter were caused ín part by Fresnel scatter from a gently undulatíng

surface, scatÈer as shown in Fígs. 3.5, Chapter III, may occur (focussing

etc.). Clearly tl"Itspecular componentttof the signal may also Vary in

tíme, complicaËing the matter further. The amplitude fluctuatíons may

appear like those ín Fig. 5.9. Clearly íf the interval ãr¿ere used

for analysis, a hígh specular to random raËío vrould resul-t, Yet in the

períod ã, a 1ow raËío would occur.' If the full períod a to g \,üe1e

used, a quite low ratío may result. lhe definítíon of what ís meanÈ

by ttspecularrt scatter depends to some extenÈ on the lengÈh of data

used !

The dísËrj-bution in thÍs case would be non-Rician but would generally

be suffÍciently simí1ar j-n form to be accepted by mosÈ Rice tests

(.g., yl test at Ehe 5% level).

It is thus clear that many non-Rícian processes will contrÍbute

to the amplítude distríbutions. In Èhe case descríbed in Fíg. 5.9' it

is possíble to derive the true distribution. LeÈ the ttspecular componentt'

as a function of tÍme be S(t), and assume its amplitude dístribution is

G,(S). Let the random component have RMS value k, a constant. Let the
t

Ín phase and quadrature standard deviation of this random component

be o = k/,/2. Then at any tíme the Rice parameter is
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(s.:.r.r) u(t) = s(to )

Let the dÍstríbution of o,vêluesbe Gr(a).

Then G, (cr) do = G, ( S) ¿S

(s.3.1.2) c,(o) = c1(s)*; = oG,(s) = oGt(qo).

Then if we class the receíved ampl-itude z(t) inÈo groups of constant S,

(and therefore constant cr), we geÈ a Rice distribution for each one,

somethíng like the íllustratíon below.
ass I

lass2
class 3

7.

The final distributÍon is the sum of al-l Èhese curves, Íe. , F(")

say.

Thus

(s.r.r.:) rQ)ð.2 = 
{,[;

e, (o) Ro (z) dcrI
)
dz= G, (co) Ro (z) dcr

=Q {",["=Q

dz

where

n (z) is the Rice distributÍon for parameËer d.
(l

Other ÍnteresËing non-Rician cases should be considered, too. For

example, imagine the case of two equal strength specular scatterers,

ancl no random scatter. Imagíne the specular scatterers vary Ín phase,

eÍther regularly (to produce a beating envelope) or randomly. In either

case, Èhe amplítude dístribution P(Z) will be given by equation 5.2.L.4,
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Fís. 5.10: (a) Cumulative probabilíty distributions for a Rayleigh
distri-bution, a typíca1 Rice dístribution, and the
distríbutíons for Ehe sum of n equal length (unit length)
vectors, for rt = 2, 31 4, plotted on Rayleigh paper.
(from Norton-et a1., 1955). In the Rayleigh and Rice
cases , fr = 02, the variance of the in phase and quadrature
components of the random contrj-bution to the signal.

(b) Illustrative d iagram of the probability dístributíon
functions of some of Ëhe situations in (a). For n + ær

Ã = o for the Rayleigh case. Note that the function
P ín (b) is not the same as that ín (a), sínce P in (a)
is a cunulatíve distribution.
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(a) AmpliÉude histograms of daËa taken at 1055-l-125 EST,
January 26, L974, aË State College, Pennsyl\aniarf.or a

height of B5km at 4.5WIz. (From Newman and Ferraro, (1976)).
The sol-id lines are Rayleigh distributions.

(b) NormaLízed, amplítude distributions (A' = L/<A2>') for
'VHF scattered radíation from the troposphere. The dark
solÍd lines are Rayleigh distributions, and the broken
lines are Hoyt distríbutions for a ratío of standard
devÍaÈions of ín-phase and quadrature components of abouÈ
5-10 (From Rottger, 1980a). The faint solid line@Ín the
bottom left hand corner Ís a 1og-normal distributíon fitted
to the data.
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r^/ith S = n; ie

(s. g. r. +) P (L) ð,r. = # ç, - \ff>\-4ar.

where Z is the resultant J.ength, and n the scatÈered amplitude due to one

scatLerer. This distributíon has a mean value "f 5 = I.27n, a mean
'fi

squaïe of 2,'2, and a varianc " o2 = çzJÍ,¡n' = .3789n2. (lf ttre

scatterers had different amplítudes, the distribution is even more

complex (see 5.2.L.4).> Ilhat does the dístributíon look líke in this

case? Figs. 5.10a and b give an indication of Ëhis. The value on Èhe

lower axís for a glven ordínate value ín Fíg. 5.10a is equal to the

area to the ríghË,of this value ín 5.10b. It can be seen the n = 2 case

gives a clearly non-Rician disËribution. This should be rejected in any

Rice tests. Vincen¡ and Belrose (1978) examine amplitude distribuÈions

and compared them to the expected distributions for 2 and 3 equal

strength scatterers. They found Èhat a sÍgníficant number of disÈribuEíons

had these forms (about L5'2O%).

I-íg. 5.11a shows a distríbution from Ner+man and Ferraro (L976).

It seems fair to say Ëhat the second díagram in this figure - and possibly

both - are riot really Rayleigh, but rise somewhat more steeply. Newman

and Ferraro accepted these as Rayleigh.

Another inÈeresting distributÍon ís the Hoyt distributíon. If the

scatËeríng poÍnËs in Èhe ionosphere are distributed ín such a way thaÈ

the rms devíation of the path lengths to these poinÈs ís less than one

wavel-ength, the Hoyt distríbution results. Such a case exists t¡hen

scatËer from a rough Fresnel reflector occurs, with undulations less than

a wavelength in height (RötÈger, 19804). Ihe variances of the in-phase

and quadrature components need no longer be equal (Beckmann, 1962;

R'ótrger, 19BOa). (In thís case, not all phase distributíons of all- Lhe

vectors occur. Ihe assumption ËhaÈ all phase distributions do occur
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Íras an important criterion assumed in deriving the Rice dístributions.)

Fig. 5.llb shows an interesÈing example of an ampl-ítude dístríbution

formed f1om 26 minutes of daÈa (from R8ttger, 19804). The daËa was

actualiy taken using a VIIF radar, and is for clear air scaÈter ín Ëhe

troposphere. However, it is quíte relevant for illustrative Purposes.

A Hoyt distribution has been plotted, and it is clear iË peaks before

the Rayleígh case. (Also see Beckmann, (L962, Fig. 5)). Also shown

on the same figure is a I og-normal fit (ttris curve does not appear in

the fÍ-gure presented Ín RoÈtgerrs orígina1 paper (19804.)). ThÍs, too,

ís a much beËter fit than a Rayleigh distribution. hlhether Èhe log-

normal or the Hoy! distribuÈion is tl-re better fit is debatable. The

log-normal dÍstribution has not been optimizeð to produce the least

X2 value, either. Rather,

U = <ln(A')r, o2 = <ln(Ar)2, - <l-n(A')>2 has been used.

lThe log-normal probabílity disËribution function is given by

e(x) = @{fu)-t*-1 exp{-(lnx-u)z ¡Zo2}

(eg., see Hogg and Tanis, L977, p. 345)l

Ho¡¿ever, the important poínt is that the data is clearly non-Rícian -

yet the best fit Rice curve would have a Ríce parameËer of zero, and

hence woul-d suggest a random Ëype of scatteï. Yet the process described

by Röttger (1930) (diffuse scaËÈer) to explain hís proposed HoyÈ disËribution

ís certaÍnly not random scatter. Nor does the assumpÈion of a 1og-

normal disËribution necessarily imply random scatter. Yet both of these

distríbutions would provide better fits Ëo the data of Fig. 5.1la than

a Rayleigh distríbution.
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(s.s.r.s)

Clearly, then, íf Ríce Parameters are the olrly values

calculated, highly specular reflectíon mechanisms exist which

Ín fact would result in a Rice parameter of zeto, thus leading

to erroneous conclusÍons.
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5.3.2 S tatisÈical Fluctuatíon of the Rice Párameters

Even with a purely Rayleigh data sample, estímaÈíons of the Ríce

parameter will not always give a zero va1ue. Statístical fluctuations

wíll occur and it Ís important to knour what effect these wí1l have.

To examine this the following numeri.ca1- símul-atíonof tRayleigh

distributed sígnaI of the sorÈ which might be received in a D-region

scatter experiment ü/as undertaken. A Gaussían pov/er spectrum centered

on 0Hz, of half povler half widÈh n¿ was generaËed. Random phases were

associated with each frequency, and the square root of Ëhe power ab

each frequency was found. Then Èhis function was Fourier transformed

to produce a cornqlex time series. This thus simulated the in phase

and quadrature components received in a scatÈer experiment. Frequencíes

of the power spectrum were chosen so Èhat the data series had poínÈs

every 0.8 seconds, and the total data length varied between 50 and 100

mÍnutes. These time series l/ere then broken up ÍnÈo blocks of length

T, and Ríce parameters esEímated for each block, by formulae 5.2.2.9

(orr) and 5.2.2.L2 (oZ,*). ResulËs \,/ere quite similar ín each case, so

only o' will be discussed.

Although iË is usual to use statistícally Índependent points in

forming these parameters (ie., poínts separated by greater Èhan about

4t1-, where t1- is the time lag for the autocorrelatÍon to fall to 0.5

(rU #."r;' = #;, thís \nlas not done in thís case. Ihis Ís because

using all the points does not appear to drastícally alEer the amplitude

distribution (see later). Knor¿ledge of the number of sËatistícally

independent points is necessary to determíne the error of the Ríce

parameter, however. The approach adopted in this sectíon will use the

ratio T/r, to determine Lhe rangeof a values expected (and hence the

error ímplicit ín any síng1e measurement), so direct knowl-edge of the



Probabilíty distributions of Ríce païameters q
(calculated by equatíon 5.2.2.9 ie arr) for various
daËa lengths (T) expressed as a multiple of t¿ (see

Èhe top right hand corner) for a Rayleigh distributed
data series. Each data block containéd;È least 20
poÍnts, and up to 750 points in some câse-s. Data was
effectívely collected aÈ 2.5H2. N refers to Èhe nr:mber
of data blocks used Ín each distribution. The error
bars were calculateð. as ñ., n being the nr:mber of points
1n each column. Notice that the columns to the right
of cr, = 3 refer to all cr values > 3.0.

The mean cr val-ues have been estimated assuming each
column has the mídpoint value, except for the (0-0.5)
column, where a value 0.0 has been assumed. This is
because most values ín this column are generally 0.0.
If a value 0.25 i-s assumed, about 0.1 must be added
to a.

The minima aÈ o¿ = 0.5-1.0 arise because a is clearly
very sensiËíve rc Z/o, (= E(w)) ín thÍs range (see

Fig. 5.7), and sma1l statÍsËícal fluctuatíons result
ín an o, outsÍde thÍs range. All values of E(w) less
Ëhan 1.913 are assigned a value cr = 0.0, so there are
many o = 0 values. NoËice as the daÈa length increases,
the distribuÈÍon has more low a values. However,
even for quÍ,te large data lengths (eg., if 14 = 3s,
the data length is 10 míns. for T = 200'14), a signífícant
number of a values up to 1.5 occur, even though the
dístribution ís Rayleigh-distributed. Even for
T - 60011, cr values as..large as 1.5 can occur
(see 5 .L2b) .
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Fís.5.12b: The small upper graph is a continuaËion of the seríes in
Fie. 5.I2a, for a data lengEh of 600rr". There were

only 20 data blocks used, so there ís a large uncert.ainty
in the distribuËion - but certainly cases with o up to
1.5 exíst.

The largest graph is a collectlon of smoother versions
of the graphs in Fig , 5.I2a. The nurnbers on each
graph are T/tr. Bear in mind, however, thaÈ these

graphs are only relevant íf daÈa is grouped ín classes
of 0.5 - íe., the resoluÈion ís quite poor. The height
in each cr inËer-val has been assigned to the midpoínt
of each interval. Notíce that as the data length
increases, the heighË of the cl = 0.25 coluurr rises, and
the tail shrínks to the 1eft. Also bear in mi-nd that
there are errors associated with the height of each
point (see lrigs. 5.I2a). The 20Orr, case has only been
dotted on due to Èhe raÈher large Etrors associated
with it.

C1eaily, a data length of T s Bt¿ ís not advisable, sínce

a large nunber of large a values occur. However,
províded T ¡ (L6-2O)r, any data length can be used

and fnterpret.ed.

The sma11 inset graph shows a plot of õ vs T/'rro. NotÍce

T/r1, is on a 1og scale.
'2
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number of sËaÈÍstically ÍndependenË poinbsisnoÞ necessary.

Having obtained Èhese a estim¿tes, histograms of the probabilíty

distribuÈions of cl,, for varíous values of. tl/r>r, were evaluaÈed. These

are shciwn in Figs, 5.I2. As dÍscussed Ín the capLíon, even for very

long data samples, quíte large Ríce values can result. Error bars were

obtained by assuming the height of each coluun had a Poísson distribution,

so that the variance equals the number of poÍnÈs ín the column. This

speculatíon r^ras checked by breaking the data bl-ocks inËo smaller sub-

sets and replot.tíng the dístríbutíons, wíth associated error bars. All

col-umn heights agreed to withÍn these error bars, supporting the assumed

errors. In fact aboux 607" of the colunn heights agreed to r¿ithin an

accuracy less than half the assigned errors. Also shown are mean 0t

values for each dístribution (or).

It is worth mentíoning here that these dÍstributions are indeed

dependent only on "l/ryr, and not on the value of T, ox rr4. Imagíne a

daÈa seríes whích is compressed down to half iLs original J-ength. ,r¿

musÈ become r¿ of. its orÍgínal value, so T/'c4 is unchanged, and of course

the points are still the same ones, so the RÍce parameter r¿í11- be unchanged.

This hypothesís was checked by varying T and rt"t and Ít was índeed found

that Èhe dístríbutíons of cl vrere dependent only on T/tr",

IË is Ëhus quite clear that even for quíte long data series (if

11- = 3s, T = 18 minutes for r/rL = 600), Ríce parameËers as large as'4'72

1.5 can still result, and for shorter tíme series Ríce parameters up to

2.5 and 3 can occur, due símp1y to staËÍstical fluctuations. Yet the

original data series r^râs Rayleigh disËributed! Thus even wíth data

blocks as long as 30 mínutes, a Rice parameter of 1.0 to 1.5 does not

necessarí1y imply a non-Rayleigh distribution, unless there are more of

such val-ues than Fígs. 5.12 would suggest.
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The statistical- non-statíonaríÈy of scattered power has already

been dlscussed, and some of the results presented in previous Papers

have been seen to be possibly erroneous. Given these curves in

Ftgs. 5.I2, however, \^re are now in a position to discuss a better

procedure for determinaLion of whether a sÍgnal is specular or random.

The followÍng procedure has been used 1n Ëhis thesls'
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s.3.3 Procedure for DeËerminatíon of Specularity

. (1) Decide on a daËa length T over whích Èhe received sÍgnal will

be statistíca1ly staËíonary (typically 1-5 mins. - preferably less than

3 minutes-see Chapter IV). T should be greater Èhan about L6t4, since

Figs. 5I.2a and 5.12b show thaË some very large but spurious Rice values

can occur with shorter tíme serÍes. Non sËationarÍty on time scale

> T will consequently not disËorL the resulEs in this approach't unless

of course the form of scatter also changes.

(2) Obtaín the Ríce parameËers for each daÈa ínterval. (This

procedure should also involve a X2 test to ensure rejection of double-

peaked dístributions, saturatíng data, eÈc.)

(3) Plor Ëhe distribution of Ehese paraDeters in groups of 0.5,

wíth errors equal to 6., n being the number of poinËs ín each ínterval.

(4) compare these curves wÍth the corresPonding "theoretical"

distribution (Figs. 5.L2) and see if the curves are sígnifícantly

different.

(i) An abnormaLly Targe nurnber of large Ríce values Inay suggesÈ a

specular contribution to the sÍgnal (although I have not done Ít, it

woul-d be a worthr+hi1e projecÈ to plot símilar cr dÍstributions for a

genúÍnely Ricían sígnalrto make esÈimatíon of the true specular to

random ratío possible. Ilowever, temporal variabilj-ty of the rrspecular

componentrt woul-d also complicate the matterras dlscussed).

(Íi) An abnormall-y large number of Rice values ín the region 0

to 0.5 may suggest a non-Rayleigh type of scatter - perhaps log-normal,

or Hoyt.

(iii) Agreement of the curves suggests Rayleígh scatter could

be actíng - lt does not say it ís (íe., the test is a rejectíon Ëest,

rather than an accePtance test).
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(5) It ís also useful to compare the mean Ríce parameter q,

(and varirn". oo2) of the sampl-e with the expected means oE presented

Ín Figs. 5.L2.

(í) ff õ ¡ oE * oo, this may suggest some specular scatter.

(ii) If cr < oE - oo, this suggests non-Rayleigh scaÈter

(1og normal, or Hoyt, etc.).

(íii) If crE - oo Í ã : "U 
* oo, the data series rnay be Rayleigh

dis tributed.

(6) The inËerpretaÈion of a specular componenË is also ímportanE'

as díscussed earlier. I,Iith the procedure described here, the detectíon

of "specular scatter"t""rr" Ëhere exists a greater contributÍon from

frequencíes with períods greater than 2T than r¿ould be expecÈed from

purely Rayleígh scatter.

This ís really the only way to do amplitude distribution analysis.

Thus Ëhe results ín previous papers must be ÍnterpreËed wÍth caution.

Von Biel (Lg7L), Mathews et al. (L973> and Newman and Ferraro (L976)

all used data lengths greater than 10 míns, so that Èheir sËatements

regarding Rayleigh scatter aL 60-B0km may be in error. Rather, their

distributions would probably have been log-normal or Hoyt' or at least

some sharply risíng function at sma1l amplitudes, so the best Ríce fit

would have been cr = 0.0. This distribution is a result of the non-

stationaritl' e¡ the sígnal, although exactly why thís form should arise

ís unclear.

As for the hígher heights (¡ Bokn), it is not possíble to say

correcÈly whether their data was Rician wíthout more analysis. trüe have

seen that a purely Rayleigh distrÍbuÈed series can produce o values up

Ëo 1.5 - Èhe ÍmportanË issue is the percentage of records wíth these

large values. Chandra and Vincent (7977, 1979) used 3-5 mínute data

blocks, and Ëhus overcame the problem of non-stationarity. However, Èhey
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díd not correctly analyse Èheir results, which would have involved

comparing their means to cÌE values as calculated. in Fígs. 5.I2.

Rather, they assumed Èhat RÍce values greaËeT than 1.0 meant sig-

nificairt specular scatter, and values less meant random scattel.

However, their results are certaín1-y closer to the truth than those of

most oËher authors.

AnoËher problem whích should be mentioned concerns grouping of data.

Von Bj-el, Mathews et a1., and Newman and Ferraro, all group theír daÈa

ínto height inÈervals without payÍng any legard Èo the heights of peaks

of power. This ís a dangeïous practice. It wíl-l be seen shortly that

Rice parameters tend to maxímize at the heíghts of maximum poT¡ler. At

intermediate heíghts, and Ín the miníma of scattered poIÁIer, Ríce parameters

are often zero, sÍmply because the signal- being observed is due to a

mixture of the tails of the pulses of scaLterers above and below the

region. The signal- is noË zexo in strength, so sígnal to noise rejection

tesËs ¡,¡í11 not always reject this data.

The problem of non-Rician scatter has also been discussed Ëo some

exÈenË by Von Bíel (L979), who proposed fÍtting anoÈher form of dis-

trÍbutíon to the arnpliËude histograms. However, because the parameters

of the distribution do not have a readÍly recognízable physical síg-

nificance, this approach has not been pursued.

As a sur¡rnary Èhen, ít can be staËed that the statistical non-

statíonaríty of ionosP heric echoes, arid the statisËical flucËuations

inherent in estimates of the Ríce parameter- have not been adecuatelv

dealt wíth in most Previous studies of sp eeularity of íonospheric scatÈer



Figs. 5.13a, b, c (folLowing) :

Typical ampliÈude-time seríes, and the associated
distributions. All recorded points \¡/ere used to plot
Èhe histograms. Data r¡ras generally collected aË
either 5Hz or 2.5H2 per height. Fig. 5.13(a) shows
a signal with a signifícanË specular component.
Fig. 5.13(b) shows an essentíal1y Rayleigh-dÍstribured
signal. Fíg. 5.13(c) shows a case where clearly the
fading is too slow Èo record a useful histogram.
Such cases musË be rejected j-n any RÍce-analysis,
and the procedure for doing this ís discussed in the
text. In Fíg.5.13(c), the leÈters A, B and C on the
ffrst graph show the points where the peaks ín Ëhe
hístogram come from. The RÍce parameter a' has been

calculated, although clearly it Ís not relevant in
case c.
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s.4 Experimental Estimates of specular to Random Scatter Ratios

5.4.1 The Dístributions

Data for the amplitude distributions presented ín this thesis

r¡/ere recorded ín the same rray as all other data - namely, on digítal

tape, with 64 levels of digiLization. Great care \^Ias taken to remove any

DC offset presenÈ in the receÍvers, since this could bias the resulÈs.

Data was then generally grouped inÈo classes of 4 levels (0-3 ínclusive,

4-7 ínclusíve, B-11 ínclusive, etc.), or classes of 3 levels (0-2 inclusive,

3-5 inclusive, etc.).

Fígs. 5.1_3a, b and c show some L minute sets of amplitude-time

seríes, with the correspondÍng amplitude distributions and the Rice

parameter arr. The case 5.13c is not typical, but care must be taken

to eliminaÈe such distributions from any analysis.

To elíminate cases 1íke 5.13c, a X2 Ëest !üas used (eg.r see CroxLon,

1959; BevíngLon, 7969). Classes with Less than 5 poínts were grouped

wíth adjacent classes, as is usual in such tests. Then the value

(Ei ¡zo
l_(s.4.1.1) x2 t

all classes L

!üas calculated, O, being Ëhe observed nunber of poínts ín class i, and

E, Ëhe expected number (for some assumed distribution - ín thís case' the

Ríce distributíon). This val.ue is then c.ompared to a standard set of

tables (the chi-square distribution tables). A particular acceptance

level is chosen, and íf the calculated X2 is less than the X2 associated

r,lith the acceptance level, the data ís accepted. The acceptance l-eve1

represenËs the probabilíty that a data sample derived from a sample wíth

ttre assumed (expectea) dístribution would produce a X2 value greater Ëhan

the X2 value associated wiLh this 1evel. Generally acceptance at about

E
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a 5% level means the daÈa ís reasonably accepÈab1-e.

FÍgs. 5.I4a, b show typical distríbutions, with Èhe Rice dístributions

for the given Rice parameters shown. However, the X2 values shown are

noE X2 values in the true sense, as dÍscussed below.
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Histogram of 10 minutes of data from Bokm using a wide beam

aÊ Buckland Park. Both clt, and oru are shown, and their

correspondíng probabílity distributions. The nuurber of
degrees of tieãdom is v = l-8. A X2 value r¡ras calculated
assumíng o, ttras Ëhe expected Rice parameter. It was

found that"*2 = 81.6, buË thís was using all poínËs, with
a sampling rate of 5Hz. Only points at least 2s apart
would be statística1ly independent (ie. , , ,ra) ' so a more

realísËic x2 value would be around 81.6/10 - 8.16 (see

text) . This corresponds to a hígh level of acceptance.

Notice this hístogram was formed using 10 minutes of data.
This was possible on this day aÈ thís height because Èhe

scaËtered po\¡rers r^/ere reasonably constant ín time. This ís
noÊ always so, and certainly 10 minutes of data would
produce a less than useful histogram aÈ heights bel-ow B0km,

as has been discussed in the text.
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Another hístogram of amplitudes, for a height of. 74km'
In Ëhis case, only 5 minutes of data were used (and data
hrere ïecorded on the 1st, 3rd and 5Èh minutes only, for
ínstrumental reasons). Notíce the maxímum ampliÈude is
about 1l_. Normally, gains were sufficiently high that most
of Èhe 64 levels of digitizatíon IÁIere covered, but not so

high that sígnificant saturation occurred. Ilowever, thís
waõ not always possible. Even for amplitudes of the low
leve1s given here, quite reasonable Rice parameter estímates
could be achieved (v = nuulber of degrees of freedom) '

1I

%2=1.3

Dc2+=1,7
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5.4.2 ReiecÈíon Críteria

As a firsÈ criteríon, distribuÈÍons were rejected if they had means

less than 3 or wíthin 3 of saturation (60). Ihen a y2 cxíEeríon was

used. The fits Ín Figs. 5.I4a, b are reasonably typical. f.r. a y2

value is calculated, quite large vaLues result (eg., Fig. 5.L4a give-s

X2 - B0). Hovrever, bear ín mind that all data poÍnts have been used to

form thís distribution, and hence each point is noË statistically in-

dependent. Now

o ¡z
(5.4.2.L) x2

l-
(NP.-a

x
all classes NP

t_

N beíng the total number of points, O, the observed number in class 1

and P. the expected probabílity of a point in class í. N should be

the nuurber of statístícall-y independenÈ poi-nts. However, suppose it

1s not, but ís rather the total number of recorded points. Suppose it

can be assumed the distribution of statistÍcal1y independenÈ points is

the same as for aLl the poínËs, and l-et the total nurnber of staËistícally

independent points b" Nst"È. Thus the observed number of staLístically

independent points in class i is I {wra"a/n). O,

Then usíng alJ- pointsr vle calculate

stat(NP.'a 0 ¡z
l_

or)'(N

x2
s taE N N

x2all points NP N"tatPi N frue
I stat

or
N

(5.4.2.2) X'rr.r. =
2"rr 

poirrtJ
stat

N

Thus, Lf, for example, data is recorded at 5Hz, but only poínts 2s

apart are statístically independent, t -L q
X-t.rru - 10 X-all points'

However, Èhe problems involved with obtaining sufficient stâtistícally

independent poínËs have already been dlscussed, given the non-stationarity
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of ionosPheric scatfer. Ttie approach ín this Ëhesis has been Èo simplY

calculate y2 using all poinÈs. vísual inspection of many graphs suggested

X2 values of several hundred hTere 8enerally unacceptable, but values of

X2 of less than about 200 were generall-y reasonable- Thus X2 values

were rejected or accepted around such values. Data was often accepted

at a "10:10%" ^"""Ptance 
level, usíng X2^LL points' Bear in mind' then'

that thís is not a Èrue X2 test, but for Èhe purposes of these experiments,

the procedure proved more than adequate. IÈ ts not surplising that the

acceptedo X2"t"l,r", are less than 100+200' If N/NsËa, - 10*20, then rve

may expect Èhe límitíng X2 

^lL 
points to be around 10'20 times tn" *trr,r"

acceptance val-ue., But X2true/v is around 3.1 .5 for around ta+20 degrees of

freedom (v) at the 5"/. LeveL, and in the histograms presenLe-d here,

v is aroun d 4-20. Then the limiËing X2a11 poírrt. í" > (10*20) x v x (1'5*3) '

As a poinÈ of interesË, it was noted that data obtained using a v¡ide

beam often produced small-er t'X2tt values than Ëhose ecorded with the

r¡arrav beam, particularly above 80km. This may be partly because the

fading times r^¡ere less, so that (N"a"a/N) tüas greater, reducÍtg t'X2all 
poínts"

for a gíven X'arrr". It may also be because of the resence of more

oblique scatter, thus increasing the |trandom scaEter" component, and so

hiding flucÈuaÈions in the "specular component'i to ome extent'

There was also some doubt as to Ëhe number of degrees of freedom

v relevant for a histogram. since the number of points, the mean, and

the standard deviation are knor,rn, Croxton (l-959) Eakes v = number of

Íntervals, Nrmin63 .Bevington (1969) takes v = N-2, s he feel-s the

number of poínts, N, is not really a statistic. The former approach r^ras

adopÈed in thís thesis.



Fie.5.15: (a) ConÈour diagram of 1 mÍnuÈe mean po\^Ier and (b) a
$tablet'of 1 minute Rice parameters, as a funcÈion of range
and time. Measurements were only taken every second
mÍnuÈe. The po\À/ers have been smoothed by computer
interpolation.

In (b), the numbers refer Èo o, parameters. O means
0 to 0.5, l means 0.5 to 1.5, 2 means 1.5 to 2.5 etc.
Values of 1.5 to 2.5 have also been shaded. A black
square is used for values > 2.5. Blanks mean the,
data was rejected by ^ Xz test. Not.íce more are
rejecÈed at the lower levels. In particular, notice
during the power burst at 76km, L2O6-L2IO trr., fer¿
amplÍtude histograms are accepted as Ricían. Likewise
at Ëhe 70km, 1300 hr pov/er burst

The large Ríce values at 60km are due to Èhe presence
of a ground echo aÈ 58krn. The arrows on the right of
(b) show approximately the heighÈs of imporÈant echoes
on thÍs day.
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Fie. 5. 16: Contour diagrams of (a) 3 minute mean power in (UT.rps)2 and (b) 3 minute Rice values,

for Townsville (80-98kur) during November, L977. A conËour diagram of (a) can also
be found in Fig. 4.I4, Chapter IV. Data was recorded in 3 rninute blocks, eÍther
every 5 or every 10 minutes (see Fíg.4.I4). At times, correlations between pohrer
bursËs and Ríce parameters can be see at around 90krn. The echo above abouÈ 95kn
is due to Èhe E region total reflection - hence Èhe large Rice parameters.

For this data, no X2 test r^ras applied. However, even if the distrÍbutiorsarenot
Ricían (andr'ost ¡robably ère Rician¡, Èhe Rice parameters do serve as a measure of
depth of fading to the mean fading (see Fíg. þ.7). Note Èhat some degree of correlatÍon
between mean povüer and Rice parameËer is not surprising - if fading is deeper, the
mean po\¡/er would be 1ess, even if the range of amplitudes covered were unchanged.

In (b) dark patches below 95km generally correspond Ëo a values between 1.5 and 2.0.
Above this heÍght (E region reflections), o values are generally > 4.
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5.4.3 Results

Fig. 5.15 shows a typical contour diagram of Èhe Rice parameter as

a functíon of time; one and two mínutes of data were used, as descríbed

ín the captíon. Also shown ís a contour plot of the mean poI^ler as a

functíon of tíme and range. A better diagram of the same data was

presented Ín Fig.4,73, ChapÈer IV. Fig. 5.16 shows a similar paír

of diagrams for Tornmsville, B0-9Bkm.

These graphs make some points ímmediately c1ear. RÍce parameÈers

appeaï to be minimum at the heights of minimum po\^Ier. This ís mosË

1ikely because the echoes receíved aÈ these (virtual) heights are due to

the superposítíon,of the tails of echoes from above and below. At times,

toorthere appears to be a posítíve correlatÍon between po\¡Ier bursts and

large Rice parameters. For example, Fíg. 5.1-6 shornrs a few such correlations.

However, not all large po\^/er bursts are necessarily assocÍated with large

Ríce parameters, nor vÍce versa. Iíg. 5.16 also is also typícal of some

nÍght-tiure echoes at BO-98k¡ni f,ot example, during November 1977 on the

night 307-8 at Buckland Park, similar correlatíons hrere noted. However,

before readíng too much ínto these correlations, it must be borne ín

mind that there ís considerable statistícal- fluctuaËion ín any Rice

parameter estimate, as seen in secÈion 5.3. To properly ínvesÈigate
\

Ríce parameËers, the data sets must be treated as groups. It is ínteresÈ-

íng to noÈíce, however, ÈhaÈ at the lower heíghts (S ZOtcm¡, amplÍtude

hístograms are often rejecEed as non-RicÍan during large po\^7er bursts.

This will have important consequences ín estimates of specularÍty of

scatter at Lhese lower heights, as these large power bursts (pf¡en

extremely specular and slow fading) are noL included in such analyses.

However, it is not surprisíng that at low heights, strong po\¡rer bursts

associaËed r¿ith slow fadíng would produce large Ríce parameters (e9., see

FÍg. 4.IOa; a Ríce parameter esÈímation at 70km, LL42-II45, would clearly
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RICE PARAMETER(x)
(i) Correlatíon of 1 mínuÈe mean po\.üers and 1 minute Rice
parameteïs (orr) at B4km for day 77 /20l- at Buckland Park
using the verÉical narrow beam. There aPpears to be a

pos iÈive correl-at íon .
(íi) DistribuÈíon of the l- mín. Rice parameters, wíÈh
eïror bars equal to ñ. The so1 id line rePresenËs the
expected distribution of Rice parameters for a Rayleigh
distributed signal wíth T/ry = 20 (see section 5.3)'
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RICE PARAMETER(oc)

(i) CorrelatÍon of 1 mín. mean po!/ers and 1 nin' Rice
parameter (olz) for day 77 /201- at Buckland Park using a
wide beam, fõV a heíght of B4km.
(íí) DÍstribution of the 1 minuËe Rice parameters, wíth
error bars equal to Ã. The solid line represents the
expected distributíon of Rice parameters for a Rayleigh
disËributed signal wLth r/r, - 20 to 30 (see section 5'3) '
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RICE PARAMETER(x )

(í) Correlatíon of 1 min. mean poü/ers and I mín' Rice
parameters at B6km (.) and gOkur (x) for day 77/2OL aE

Buckland Park usíng the narroü/ beam Éilted to 11.6'
off-zenÍth.
(ií) Distribution of the 1 min. Rice parameters, wíËh
error bars equal to ñ. The solid line represents the
expected dÍstrj_bution of Rice parameters fox a Rayleígh
distributed signalrf.ox T/t, *.20 (see section 5'3)'
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give a large Ríce parameter, ancl indeed did). Many of the rejected

cases are also ínÈeresting. These have multiple humps, or distrÍbutions

more appropriate Eo the cases of 2 ot 3 specular scatterers. However,

they wt11 not be discussed here.

FÍgs. 5.I7a, b and c show much more detailed assessments of the

Rice parameters. The daËa is for a scatÈering strucÈure situated aÈ

around B4-86km on the morníng of day 77 /20I. The layer descended ?o abouÈ

BO-B2km by 1200, and then rose agaín.

Fig. 5.17a. is typical of the condítions obser-ved wÍth the narrow

beam. It can be seen thaÈ there appears to be something of a línear

trend on the power/Ríce correl-atíon graþh. This may suggest thaE

íncreases ín power are in part due to more Fresnel-type scatter.

certainly the distribution of Rice parameters suggests there ís a

contríbution from specular scatter, sínce Èhere are more Rice parameterg

greater ¡¿¡.an 2.0 than a Rayleigh-dfst.ributecl signal would be expected

to give.

Fig. 5.17b shows the power/nice correlatÍon, and the disÈríbutíon

of Rice parameters, for the wide bearn on day 77/20I. In this case, there

ís no clear power/Rice correlaÈion, and the disËribuËion of Ríce para-

meters is more consistent with a Rayleigh. dístributed sígnal. (Although

there is a weak hínt of some specularlty, as the c¡¿ = 1.5-2 coluun has unre,

and the 1-1.5 coluurt lessrthan a truly Rayleígh-distributed sample)'

These two graphs, then, suggest scatter from B6km comes in two forms

from near the vertical - a specular component and a random component.

Scatter from the off-vertical would aPPear to be purely random, This

would explain Ëhe approxímately Rayleigh distril¡ution on the wide beam -

the random scatter from the vertical and oblique dírections t'swampstt

the vertical- specular scatËer. At Ëimes, on some days, a weak power/
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RÍce correlaÈion can be observed on the wide beam aÈ around B0-90km,

buË it is generally weaker than that for the narrow beam. It is fair

to say that the sígna1s observed with the wide beam generally show

more Rayleigh-1ike behaviour than those observed on the narror¡r beam at

B0-9Okm.

Recall, however, that pohrers received with the narro\¡7 beam at

0o and 11.6o from Èhese heights are similar (chapËer IV) (to r,¡ithin

perhaps about 3-6dB). Inlhen the beam is tilted to 11-.6o, the specular

component wou1d no longer conËribute, so the ratio of random scaËÈer

to (random * specular) scatter should be about ,OG3*6) ¡zO. Hence if

thís model of specular plus random scatter from the vertical, and

random scatter from the off-vertical, is va1Íd, then the specular

components and random components when viewed vertically on the narrol^t

beamrmust make comparable contríbutions to the scattered power.

It r¡ould thus appear, then, that scaÈter from the ^'86km layer

generally consists of approximaÈely equal components of Fresnel

reflecÈion and random scatter when observed with Ëhe vertical narrow beam.

The actual raÈio varies depending on Ëhe day of observation,

fig. 5.L7c shows graphs of power/Rice correlation and Ríce parameter

dÍstríbutions when observing the -w B6km layer at 11.6o off-verËical

on Ëhe narror.^r beam, for day 77 /201'. There Bay be a weak specular

component, as indícated by the rather large number of Rice parameÈers

ín the regíme 2-2,5. However, Èhis is questionable. Certaínly there ís

not the same degree of specularity as at 0o. Indeed, generally observaËion

at 11.6o do appear to suggest Rayleigh scatter, and support the above

description of 861cm scatter.

trrlhat about Èhe heíghts below around BOkm? Fíg . 5,18 pcosenbs

a typical- case. There j-s not a great correl.atíon between powers and

Ríce parameters in this case. However, the hístogram of Rice parameters
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Fig 5.19: Profiles of power, fading tíme, and Rice parameter for day 7g/22g at Buckland park,
usÍng Ëhe narrow beam. The first two graphs have already been presenÈed in
Chapter IV, Fig. 4.16. The error bars associated \ritj:n -EU and Rice parameters
are t the standard devÍation for the mean. Also plotted on the Rice profile(---) is the expected mean Ríce parameËer for a Rãyleigh distributed. seriesfor the Tfrr-ratíos relevant for this data. The 86kn, and 70km layers, both-2

appear Rician. The data Ís discussed rpre Ín the text. Ihe data above 94kmis due to the front of the E region echo, and so e:<hibÍts slow fading and large
Rice parameters.
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presented in Fig. 5.18(ii)definitely suggests a signifìcant specular

component, and. this is generally true for the echoes from below 80km.

As discussed earlier, some of the cases v¡ith a = 0.0 at these lower

heights may in fact not be Rayleigh distributed, but perhaps Hoyt

distributed. This case would give o = 0.O. The lack of a power/Rice-

parameter correl-ation simply sugges ts that the scatter mêchanism appears

to be independent of the scattered povrer. At times, strong po\^/ers can be

found associated \,'/ith large Rice parameters, krut this is not always the

case. In many cases, scatter appears to be neither Rician or Rayleigh.

Ho'orever, it does generally appear to be specular.

The apparen! specularity of these lower signals supports the

evidence using beam swinging and fading times presented in Chapter IV

that the scatter from belor*r around BOkm is generally due to Fresnel-

re flection .

Finally, Fig. 5.19 is presented as something of a srilìmary of Rice

parameter characteristics. It refers to data taken on day 79/229 wit-l;,

a narrow beam at Buckland Park. It can be seen that Ríce values tend to

be small at the heights of minimum scattered power, as discussed. AIso

marked on are the expected mean c! values for a Rayleigh distribution,

using a data length T = I min. and a fading time t, of 4s bel-ow 78km,

and a-bove 80km, T = I min., "c, = 2s-

Scatter from B6km appears to contaÍn some specular contríbution.

Scatter from 70km also appears to be specular. The fact that ã values

are less than the expected means at the mÍnima of power suggesÈs that

scatter is not really Rayleigh-like here, either. Thís ís not surprising

if much of the povrer is due to the beating of "tails" of the echoes from

above and below.

Ihe scatter at 74-7Bkm may be Rayleigh distributed. However, when

this data was consídered in Chapter IV, iÈ was poÍnted out that the
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echoes from around 76*7Bkm s/ere temporally and spatially Íntermíttent.

Processes such as the beaËing of 2 speeular reflectors could be

important. It is the authorfs opinion that many of the rrcr = 0.0tt

cases at these heights are due to non-Rician processes, as already

dlscussed. The fact that hÍstograms formed durÍng large po\rer bursts are

often rejected as non-Rician, yet are often quíte specular, has already

been mentíoned. In fact, this Ís possibly also true for the 70km echo.

Ihe results of the analyses of thls chapËer, then, can be simply

staËed as follows:

ScaÈter fron bel-ow around 76-79Iffi j-s generall-y quíte specular (and

aspect sensítive (see Chapter IV)). SeatËer from the ¡,B6km echo

appears reasonably Ricían, with both random (turbulent?) and specular

scaÈter. IË has not been'possible tô ascertain decisívely Èhe nature of

echoes from à 90km, but it is felt the scaËter Ís largely Rayleígh.



End of VoLwne I

Corn¡tLeted in VoLwne ff .




